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PREFACE 
In this thesis it is proposed to examine the pastoral vision, 
symbolized by Eden, which permeates Clare's poetry, as it is reflected 
in The Shepherd's Calendar , the sonnets (certain of which will be 
analysed in detail) and a group of lyrics. This pastoral vision, 
while including time and space , transcends them in such a way that 
Eternity becomes an important concept in Clare's pastoral poems. 
The final chapter of this thesis will, therefore, concentrate on this 
aspect of Clare's pastoral vision, not by attempting to define Clare's 
understanding of Eternity, but by illustrating it in four of his 
lyrics . 
Because of the lack of a full and reliable text of the complete 
works of John Clare and the inability of the present writer to 
1 
establish for certain the chronological order of his poems , there 
will be no attempt in this thesis to show a development in Clare's 
poetry. Nor will there be an attempt to evaluate in the light of 
Clare's "madness " those poems known to have been written while he was 
in a mental asylum - a non-li terary study requiring knowledge 
associated with the discipline of psychology; and the present writer 
concurs in the opinion that "it is the continuity of Clare's life 
and ways of thought and feeling which claims one ' s attention, rather 
than the disruptions of inSanity".2 
lEric Robinson 2nd Geoffrey Summerfield , co-editors of the 
most reliable texts of Clarc's poetry to date, consider the only 
"fairly c omprehensj.ve selection of Clare ' s poetry" available to the 
reader, namely, the 1935 double volume selection of Clare ' s poems 
edi ted by .J. VI. Tibble, to be "inadequately annotated and very far 
frOID a d.efinitive edition" . (See Selected Poems and Prose of Jolm 
Clarc, ed. ·by Eric Robinson and Geoffrey Summerfield [London: 
Oxford Uni vers i ty Press , 1967], p. L'{xvi.) 
2I"~ . . -....!2~., p . XXXll. 
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The Text 
According to a letter received on the 16th May , 1968 fr om 
Eric Rohinson, co-editor with Geoffrey Summerfield of three of 
the most recent editions of John Clare ' s poetry, the edition of 
Clare's poetry which he is preparing for the OKford English Texts 
series and which will probably be a definitive edition, has not 
yet been comple t ed . Of the above three volumes compiled by the 
two editors , only one , The Later Poems of John Clare (Manchester: 
Manchester University Press, 1964) , is textually satisfactory, 
giving evidence of an apparently thorough examination of all 
available manuscripts . In the remaining two volumes , namely, 
The Shepherd ' s Calendar (London : Oxford University Press , 1964) 
and Selected Poems and Prose of John Clare (London: Oxford University 
Press , 1967), the editors have followed the same principles as in 
the first volume, representing poems and prose from the original 
manuscripts lLl1al tered save where they deem necessary, in which case 
full details of alterations are given. These editors have refrained 
from adding Plllctuation to Clare ' s largely lmplmctuated original 
manuscripts. The practice of plmctuating Clare ' s work for clari-
fication can lead to distortion and restrictionl of meaning , and 
lThis applies particularly where introduction of Plmctuation 
prevents the meaning of a line flowing backwards as well as forwards , 
and so elimj.nates the intended ambiguity , e .g .: 
(a) "'rhe Wren" (Selected Poers and F.cose of John Clare , ed . by 
Eric Robinson ~~d Geoffrey Summerfie ld [ London : Oxford 
Uni versi ty Press , 1967], p. 68 and The Poems of John Clarc, 
ed. by ,J[ otm] VI. Tibble r 2 vols.; London : J .M. Dent & Sons 
Limited, 1935 J, II, 245) . 
In this p08m Tibble places a question mark after the 
words, !lIn poets I rhymes ll in line three , where it could as 
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renders unsatisfactory all editions of Clare's poetry available to 
the writer of this thesis other than those edited by Eric Robinson 
and Geoffrey Summerfield. These strictures apply even to the 
valuable work done on Clare by John TibbIe and Anne TibbIe, for 
instance, in their two volume edition of 1935. Much use has been 
made in this thesis of this collection because it contains many 
poems not included in the Robinson and Summerfield editions . 
The following texts have been used throughout this study 
unless specifically otherwise stated: 
a) John Clare, The Shepherd's Calendar, ed . by Eric Robinson 
and Geoffrey Summerfield (London: Oxford University Press, 1964). " 
b) Selected Poems and Prose of John Clare, ed. by Eric 
Robinson and Geoffrey Summerfield (London: Oxford University Press , 
1967) . 
c) The Later Poems of John Clare, ed . by Eric Robinson and 
Geoffrey Summerfield (Ma.~chester: Manchester University Press, 1964) . 
d) The Poems of John Clare, ed . by J[ohn] W. TibbIe (2 
vols.; London: J.M. Dent & Sons Limited,1935). 
Hereinafter they will be referred to as : 
a) Robinson, The Shepherd ' s Calendar . 
well be placed at the end of line two, which would give a 
different meaning to the first five lines of the poem. 
"May" (Sele ct ed Poems and Prose, ed . by Robinson and 
Summerfiel d, p. 127), entitled "Heme Pictures in May" in 
Po~, cd. by TibbIe , I, 518 . 
By putting a full stop at the end of line ten of this 
poem, TibbIe force s the phrase, "in the spring ' s blue 
light",to refer only to the kite, whereas, unpunctuated, it 
can extend equally to the sparrows . In t.'1.e unpunctuated 
vers ion of the poem the phrase links the two in a remarkable 
manner allo·.ving for a.u interpretation in the spirj.t of 
Clare who saw good in all creatures a.Dd would be likely to 
make the spring's blue light shine over both the hunter 
and its potential prey. 
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b) Robinson, Selected Poems and Prose . 
c) Robinson, The Later Poems . 
d) Tibble, Poems . 
In this thesis the present writer is aiming at a faithful 
transcription of the text as found in the volumes listed above. 
Attention will not, therefore, be drawn to Clare's numerous 
liberties with, or versions of, spelling, punctuation and grammar, 
unless ambiguity calls for some comment . 
The line numbering used throughout this thesis for any of 
Clare 's poems longer than two pages is calculated on the principle 
that each page of the text begins with line 1, except for the page 
where the poem begins, in which case line 1 is the line immediately 
after the title of the poem. This method has been chosen because 
none of the texts availabl e to the present writer has line numbers. 
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(i) A study of the poetry and· prose of John Clare reveals that 
the particular kind of pastoral vision underly:i.!l£\ his poetry is 
to some extent a COl1Bequence · of his very close r el ationship with 
the countryside into which he was born and in which he spent the 
first thirty-nine years of his life. Other impoI'tant influences 
upon Clare ' s poetry are the Mary figure believed to have grown 
out of a Platonic love relationship with Mary Joyce; the ballad 
and folk-song tradition in which he was steeped mainly through his 
parents ' and fellow countrymen's gifts in this direction ; and his 
r eadi!l£\ of other poets ' works, particularly those of the eighteenth 
century. 
This introduction to John Clare's life and poetry will be 
dhrlded into foux- parts . The first section will be given to a 
short biography w:Lth slight emphasis laid upon the early formative 
years as these are the most relevant to this thesis. (This b:lo-
graphical account does not claim to be comprehensive .) At the 
expense of strict relevance , however , this biography will span the 
whole of Clare ' s life, and this for two main reasons : f i rstly , 
Clare's life and the ch~ing conditions under which he worked are 
not generally known, and this knowledge i s necessary j.n order to 
appreciate much about his poetry and the state in whi.ch it reaches 
the reader; and secondly, both the influences upon, and t;1e 
writing of, his poetry continued uninterrupted (al th01lgh modified ) 
wherever he was, to the end of hif3 years . Thus s his writings 
cannot, Vii thov:t dic tortion of the truth, be classed as poems or 
prose of a part:i.culeT time or place. !li.s pastoral vision, wh:lch 
does include tim" an d place, transcenrls them j.n a way which , among 
other thirlgc, this the"is will attempt to definG. 
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The three remaining sections of this chapter will be devoted 
to a brief aCColmt of three main aspects of Clare ' s life which are 
of greater relevance to this thesis than others . The f i rst of 
these sections will be a short des cription of the countrys ide of 
Clare ' s earl:, life , the change to it brought about by Enclosure 
and his reaction to that change , and a reference· to the well-me?~t, 
although somewhat disastrous , removal of him from it; the second , 
an attempt to assess the little that is known about Mary J oyce 
and what i s assumed ab out her in r elati on to Cl are ' s ·Mary figure ; 
and the third , a section in which reference is made, in general 
terms , to the i nfluence of the ballad, folk-song , hymn and works of 
certain writers on John Clare ' s poetry . 
( .. ) 1.1. , ~~he main sources relied upon for the folloViing biogr aphy are 
John a.nd Anne Tibbl", ' s two books, John Clare : A H.fe l and J ohn Clare : 
His Life a.nd poetry;2 and Frederick Martin ' s The IQfe of John Clare . 3 
The first bi ography is a comprehensive, detailed , academic work, 
superseded i n matters of detail by the second . The third work , 
f irst published in 1865, only a year after the poet ' s death , is by 
a journalist I"Ibo wri tas to arOlhSe public interest and thus makes 
use of tbe convention of dramatizing facts . This practice may not 
be acceptable to the academic ; but the edi tors, who regard J.\artin ' s 
IJ[O!L"1.J w. ~tbble and Anne 11ibblc, 001m Clare : A L:i.fe 
(London : C obd.cn-Sanders on, 1932 ) . 
2 Jolm [W. ] Tj.bble 8.!",d ,\nn() Tibble , John Clc,re : His Life 
.',md ~~"try': (J.:€1bou:::-ne : Yii:tJ.i'un lkj.ner.Dnn i:i;d., J.9~6).--
"7 
':'>Frec.leri ck rr . rj~:lrtin, ry.'be JJ:i.f'c O.f' tT olin Cl~2"'8 , ed 0 by Eric 
Holli:n :;01~ 2nd Geoffrey SUJ!~'n.e :r.l.~eld--(?i;J-:·\~ ,. ; NeVI York: Barnes 8, 
E obl(': , Inc.) 19G;;.) .. 
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wor k as still " the freshest and mos t i lluminati ng of t h e bi o-
graphies " ,l clai m that " the scenes and conversations can usual ly 
. 2 
be documented from Clare ' s own words " . 
J ohn Cl are was born on- the 13th of July, 1793 in the small 
Northamptonshire village of Hel Pston3 situated at the point where 
Fen and Midland country meet. Clare ' s father , Parker Clare , was 
t he ill egitimate child of the l ocal clerk ' s daughter and a 
travel ling Scotti sh schoolmaster , John Donald Parker . The child 
was g i ven his mother ' s surname after his father ' s disappearance 
f rom He lps ton on the birth of the baby. Parker Clare became a 
strong, well- buil t man renowned in his area as a fine wrestler and 
ballad-s inger. His strength fitted him for the work of day-
l abouring at f l ail- threshing , a livelihood which brought in a meagre, 
though adequate, return of eight shil lings a week , until he was 
stricken at a fairly early age \vith the occupational disease of the 
open- air farm labourer in the Fens , rheumatism. This cala~ty , 
together with a rise i n the price of bread and a change in Clare I S 
l andl ord which involved a rise in rent and the reduction of the 
detached cottage to two residences of two roO!ILS each, put pai d to 
John Clare ' s parents ' ambitions to educate their son well. 
Parker Clare married Anne Stimson, daughter of the I town-
shepherd' of the neighbouring Cas tor village. She was illiterate , 
but a good narrator of the many folk- tales knoVin to her. A prudent 
and indulc;ent mother, she was warmly sympathetic towards her son, 
i f not al\lays understandinc;. (She found his later solitary habits 
as strange as did t he villaGers, and could not appreciate his 
~obinson, Selected Poems a"ld Pro[Oe, p. y.=vi . 
2 M.artill, Tho j,jofc of John Clarc, p. xvi. 
3 Spelt "Helps"!;one " in Clare ' " day. See TibbIe & Tibble, 
JJtfe an9 }'oe1..ry s p .. 2. 
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pre- occupation wi th poe t ry , inadvertentl y des t roying most of his 
early attempts at writing . ) Since the only other survivor of Anne ' s 
four children was a daughter five years younger than John , he , her 
fi rst ch:Lld , the survivor of twins and weak in build and heal th , 
was treated with the special attenti on usual l y accorded an only 
child . Arme Cl a r e , uneducated as she was and as superstitious as 
most of the simple countrymen of her day , was deter mined , together 
wi th her husb"-Ild , that their son who showed obvious scholastic 
abi l ity would be educated as far as their scrimping and saving would 
allow . 
John Clare ' s eurly youth was , according to his accounts and 
his poetry , very happy. He played the traditional games with his 
earliest village companions , roaming and enjoying the countryside 
wi th them, fishing or rambling through the \'loads and fields , looking 
for birds ' nests, "pooty"l shell.s and other prized gifts of nature. 
Later, his peculiarly intimate relationship with nature and the 
desire to write poetry, made solitude a necessity for him . His 
parents' poverty Vias a factor in his spendine more time in the fields , 
close to the natural world, than a full-time schooling would have 
allowed. Since eigh-, weeks ' work paid for one month ' s schooling , it 
is reme,rkable that , Huntil Clare was elev-en or twelve) never less 
than three months out of the year were 'Jucki1y spared' for 
I improvement II!. 2 
An old wO!Ilan in the vil1[>ge was the first teacher of a 
reluctant Clare. His second, Seaton, was the master of 2. school in 
the vectry of the G1inton chu"ch, two miles from Clare ' s home. It 
IThe girdled sr.a:Ll·-sheJ 1: H~lix ncmvralis .. 
2TibbJ e &: TibbJ.c, Life ~1!1d :POCJ"L2X, p. 14. 
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was at this school that Clare is said to have f irst met and loved 
his fellow pupil, Mary J oyce, the younger daughter of a Glinton 
farmer . Seaton ' s hopes of John's qualifying for an usher in a 
school could no longer be entertained once Clare's father became 
ill. Clare had to be taken away from day-s chool and Sea ton 's 
success or suggested night-s chool for him. James Merriman, Clare's 
teacher at night- school , continued to foster the love of reading 
that Seaton had instilled i.n the boy, allowing him the run of his 
small library. It was not until Clare was thirteen that he acquired 
a volume of his ovm . His first two books were , signifi cantly , 
Watts" Hynms and Spiritual S~ and Thomson's S~asons . The lat ter 
inspired Clare to write what he afterwards called his first poem , 
"The Morning Walk". (He had written many verse s before this poem, 
but they had been kept secret for fear of ridi_cule , and were later 
destroyed .) The Watts volume, together with Paradis"> Lost, the 
Bible and Pilgrim I s Progress , were important ;_nfluences i n Clare ' s 
life, and this would, perhaps, lead one to expect Clare to have been 
a Christian . Hi_s family background was traditionally Church of 
EnGland ; he was to be plied with theologj_ca}_ works by the Evangelical 
Lord Radstock; certain parts of the Bible, such as Genesis and 
St. John's Epistle , delighted him; and, after reading Thomas 
Erskine's R'.lmarks on the Internal Evidence of Revealed Religion , he 
was to say that a reasol"ing Deist miGht "loose [sic] doubts 
sufficient to be half a Christian".l Yet this was as far as he wou.ld 
go. The Tittles SlUil up Clare ' s religious position thul: : "At most, 
his percept:Lon of earth ' s beauty convinced him, though even this 
only at ti_mes , of thc ' sacred de3ign of an AJlnightyPoVlcr ' • ,,2 
2 Ibid. 
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When the prospect of Clare 's becoming an usher i n a school 
dimmed, various i deas for his employment away from farm labouring 
were mooted : that of becoming a shoemaker, a sign printer and 
stone cutter or lawyer's clerk. Bl't all hope of s uch empl oyment 
fell away, either through l ack of funds for the premiUffi. required, 
or through the shy Clare's failure to impress his interviewer. 
Instead, Clare spent short periods a t various tasks such as wheat-
weeding, helping at haymaking and harvesting, and driving a plough 
at Wood croft Castle. During a period as farm labourer Clare 
wi tnessed an accident in which a waggon l oader was killed. This 
so profoundly affected him that his resultant fits were cured muy 
after some years, a precursor, perhaps , of future mental disturbances •. 
As the scarcity of agricultural employment grew through the 
Enclosure Act ' s being put into practice, Clare was reduced, from 
time to time, to fuel-gathering. Nevertheless, these impermanent 
tas ks prov-lded Clare with the opportunity to stay close to the 
natural \"Iorld which inspired him to write poetry and which he loved 
so well. This close rel.ationship with nature was happily prolonged 
when, in about 1809, the sixteen year old Clare was hired for a year 
by Francis Gregory of the neighbouring "Blue Bell Inn". Clare ' s 
work j.nvolved tending a horse and two cows upon the heath as well 
as a weekly journey to adjacent M=ey , past a supposedly haunted 
spot ; a journey that became a nightmare to the highly imaginative 
boy. 
During this period of Clare's life he had but one prosperous 
al thoueh HUli ted frtendship, that with Tom Porter, a fellow rambler 
who had inherited a feV! books such as Sandyc' I'ravels and Parkinson ' G 
Herbal, us well a;J others on Porter I s special interest of gal:deni11g, 
all of vll1ich Clare ~njoyed reading. 
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After the year with Gregory, Clare was next taken on for three 
years as appre::ltice gardener at Burghley House near Stamford town, 
four miles north of Helpston . But the head gardener turned out 
to be a harsh-tempered drunkard, and his staff took their cue from 
him in their drinking. After only three months Clare l eft , 
together with the kindly foreman, and the two found work for a 
further few months at heavy digging for a market gardener at Newark-
on-Trent. A very brief peri cd as a signed up recrm t in the militia 
followed. Luckily Clare was "too short" and therefore not accepted. 
He returned home, aged eighteen, to find his fathe r earning only 
five shillings a we~k at road-mending, and was forced to assume 
responsibility for the family of four . Again he was involved with 
the militia, this time being called up for a month's training, 
probably in both 1812 and 1813 . In 1814 the Northamptonshire 
TId.li tia wa.s disbanded. Employment became more and more difficult 
to find at this time , and the best Cla.re could do was to become a 
member of a "catchwork g~mg ", setting fences and planting hedges . 
It was during this period of association with heavy drinkers that 
Clar8 says his "i:::-regular habits " in this connection began. Other 
companions who influenc8c. him at this tiL1e were the gipsies , whose 
customs he grew to Jaw", and who taught this music-loving man to 
play the violj.n. By 1817 lack of employment forced Clare j.nto 
anoth8r kind of wor;~, that of lime-burning, for a Mr . Wilders of 
Castor. Du:dng his time as lime-burner, Clare met Patty Turner, 
and marrj.cd her on the 16th March, 1820, tvlO months b8fore the birth 
of their Erst child. Patty, dauchter of a farmer who had seen 
better days, could read bvt not Vlri to. HoV/cver, she proved an 
economical and patj.ent wife whom Clm'e grew to love aD 8. Martha 
r:i_gUl'C:, nlt!1m~!,h his contrasting, ideal:l stic love for his Mary fic:ure 
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persisted. At this time another momentous series of events in 
Clare's life took place. He at last allowed the bookseller, Henson, 
of Market Deepir~, to read the poems he had carefully copied into 
the "blank book" he had purchased at the age of twenty-one from 
this interested mru1. A plan by Henson to print Clare's poems by 
subscription failed for lack of subscribers, but Edward Drury, '!'ho 
was the new Stamford librarian and a cousin cf Clare's future 
publisher, John Taylor of London, happened to see Clare's work, paid 
Clare's debts of the time, and offered to print Clare's poems once 
they had been returned by Henson. 
On the 16th January, 1820, Poems Descriptive of Rural Lj.fe 
and Scenery by John Clare, Northamptonshire peasant, was published 
by Taylor, Hessey and E. Drury. The work had been very well 
advertised. , was praised for various reasons by t!1e reviewers, and 
was an j.nstant s uccess, running into a fourth edition by the end of' 
the year. Clare became famDus overnight and the frustrateo object 
of much idle curiosity from those who saw him as a peasant-poet 
phenomenon rather than a man whose poetic ability was to be judged 
by his poetry alone. OIling to mis-timing by a vcry busy John Taylor, 
Clare's second volume of poems, The Village Minstrel, published only 
on the 22ml September, 1821, after a long delay on the publisher's 
part, missed the popular vogue for country poets and the support 
of his previ OO]S admirers. Reviewers were l!lore critical of this 
second work, though they recognised that it S11I'passecl the 
expectations a roused by the first volume. 
The vol .... une was a compaY'ative fa,ill)J:'e~ arld it was at this point 
tha t Clare's financ ial worries 1'e«lly began, the burden of which, 
it i" thouc;ht by his bioGJ:' rrphers, VI«c< largely responsible for the 
mental i11nc08 wbich fj_n~111y sent him to the asy!.um.. After his 
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first success, Clare had been lionized in London where, as Taylor's 
guest, he had met such famous writers of the publishing house of 
Taylor and Hessey as Lamb, Hazlitt, Cary and J.H. Reynolds, the 
friend of Keats. Keats himself Clare missed meeting by a few hmrrs. 
A subscription list had been started by Lord Radstock who piously 
moralised on Clare's ways but who was a loyal and helpful friend to 
Clare, and who introduced him to Mrs Enunerson, another such friend. 
The money was placed in trust to give Clare an income to release him 
from field-work for poetry; but the amount raised was not enough to 
enable Clare to feed a growing family and aging parents. He could 
not supplement his income through regular farm- labour and continue 
to write, and no farmer would hire a part-time worker on a permanent 
basis. In choosing to gain a living through writing, his bus iness 
relations with his publishers, Taylor, Hessey and Drury, became therefore 
of paramount importance. With much wrangling, which Clare disliked 
intensely, matters were ultimately left solely in the hands of Taylor, 
who, while believing himself to be doing the best for Clare, yet 
treated him in a patronizing way, r efusing to release funds when they 
were most needed, and so failing to relieve Clare of the extreme 
burden of poverty. 
After Clare's return in 1822 from his sec onrl. visit to London, 
which had been i.nstigated by Mrs Enunerson, he continued wri ti.ng at 
a great rate and returned to the usual pattern of uninterrupted, 
intense creativity followed by depression. By the end of May, 1823, 
he had prepared enough poem,; for a third volume , but was troubled by 
uncertainty as to the medium that would reflect his poetic voice 
most truly . lIe had sucgested to Taylor that he should concentrate 
on poetry for children, but no reply from the pubJ.isher was forth-
coming. By ,January 1823 he h""d c ample ted a so tire, The Pari"sh, a 
10 
radical departure from the style and tone of his previous poems, 
and an experiment which he seems to have realized to be the wror.g 
medium for his affirmative vi sion . 
'. 
Clare's first son was born all the 5th January, 1823 , and abou'~ 
this time he describes himself as having "a sort of apoplectic fit " 
which left his memory and other fa0ulties impaired. Taylor advised 
him to travel to London to consult Dr . Darlow , a well-lmown 
physician . After a long delay, Clare took this advioe and was in 
London by April, 18<'4, only to return harte unoured on the 8th August 
of that year. 
In May , 1827 , after a three to four years ' del ay l argely 
caused by Taylor , Clare ' s long poem , The Shepherd's Calendar, was 
publj.shed . It received only a few reviews and these regarded parts 
of the work as fine poetry, but thought it unlikely to appeal to 
the publi.c . In the meanwhile , Clare had begun writing a Journal , 
an Autobiography , a series of critical essays and a series of Natural 
History Letters . By March, 1826, he had nearly finished his Life . 
While awaiting the publication of' The Shepherd ' s Calendar Clare had 
begun to contribute to variou..~ Annuals of the time, such as the 
Literary Souvenir and tb8 Amulet, but becau3e he had difficulty in 
abstracting payment for his work this did not relieve his financial 
worries . He also supplied a number of songs to various composers, 
but with little financial reward. 
In 18?8 Cl~'e made a four t h v-lsi t to London, this t i me with 
the main purpose of discussing bis affairs with Taylor. One of the 
outcomes of the vibit was a plan that Clare shotJ.d buy back, at a 
reduced pr:Lce, uXlSold copies of his thI'eo books, and tr:/ tc ' peddle ' 
them at home. He did not 3lACC00d :Ln thi s. By the sumner of 1829, 
r"L th many tmpubli.sh"d m'U1uscr;.ptc on his hands , Clare had returncd 
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to field-work . In August that year, Taylor at last sent Clare the 
statement of accounts so desired by Clare. T~~s showed a loss to 
Clare of £140, but the statement had not been sent as a demand for 
payment; rather was it to show that Taylor was not beholden to 
Clare at that time. But this was small comfort to Clare who 
realised that after ten years of labour at poetry h e was in deb" 
to that amount. Two years later, Clare became both physically and 
mentally ill, 8."ld by 1831 two years' rent was owir-.g. In May, 
1832, Clare, Patty and their six children were rescued from their 
immediate plight and moved to a cottage in Northborough, three 
miles from Helpston. This move to a larger hemp. on a small- holding 
from which the capable Patty might wrest a living had been made 
possible through a subscription raised by the ~ersons . Yet Clare ' s 
illness persisted up to 8."ld beyond 1834. At that date he felt that 
if he could only get to London he would recover. BUG this was not 
possible . 
In 1835 The Rural Muse was published, not by Taylor who had 
agreed to read the proofs, but by J. How. I,ess than half the 
manuscript copied and prepared by Clare himself had been used -- and 
his chosen title ' 'Midsummer Cushion" had been changed. By the end 
of the year the first edition of this, Clare 's fourth publication, 
had not been sold . About five revi ewers praised the collection of 
poems, but the pubUc dj.d not buy the book. Duri11[O this year 
Clare ' s mother di.ed and his father came t o live with the family of 
nine at Northborough. 
In December, 1836, l'aylor visited the forty-·~l:tree ye8:J.' old 
P08t Vlho, in spite of' the failv.re of The Rural !l\w,e and of physical 
ex.haustion, had continued to write poet:ry in preparation fOl' another 
volullle. He f'omld that the poet had. come to the :otage vlhere he could 
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not always control his mind or r egulate his outbursts of anger. 
In 1837, Taylor put Cl are under the care of one of Engl and ' s most 
enli ghtened doctors of mental illness , Dr . Matthew Al len , at his 
" open" asylum at High Beech, ' on the south- west of Epping forest . 
Dr . All en advocated exercise of both body and mind , and encouraged 
Clare to continue writing poetry . In 1841 , a visitor to Clare at 
High Beech found him in the fie l ds , hoeing, and wrote that the poet 
l ooked well , physically, and that the only sign of mental aberration 
had been Clare ' s introduction of the subject of prize- fighth'-/> . 
However, there is additional evidence that , as well as at times 
thinking himself to be a boxer , Cl are often entertained other 
delusions such as that of having two wives (Mary and Patty), or of 
being Byron, Burns or some other famous figure, literary mld other-
wise . At this time , Clare asked for b ooks and was sent a Byron 
which seems to have spurred him to write his own cantos of Don Juan 
and Cl>..ild Harold, poems which, although in similar verse form to 
Byron's poeIllB of the same names , are very different from them . 
In July , 1841, Clare, who had l ong suffered from a feeling of 
imprisonment at High Beech in spite of the comparative freedom 
allowed patients , "escaped " and walked the eighty miles back to his 
h ome village of Northborough. This he did in three days , wi'Ghou~ 
money and with only a meal of bread and cheese and a drink ai' beer 
along the way. lIe was allowed to stay with Patty at their home for 
five months , l.l."l'til the 29th December, 1841, when he Vias certified as 
mad by two doctors and admitted to the l~orthampton General Llmatic 
k;ylum. Again Clare was allowed a fair amount 01' freedom and used 
to sp"md much time sitting in the Nor 'Ghampton town ellurch porch . 
In 1845 W.F. Knj.ght became Clare 'c house stewar'd. lIe, too, cncourased 
the poet to conU)lue writ:,,,::; , and collected and transcri.bed all the 
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poems that Clare gave him. Up to 1850 there were nearly eight 
hundred and fifty poems of differing kinds and quality, rangir~ from 
jingles, sea- and drinking-songs, imitation love-·songs and ha!penny 
ballads to s orne poems consj.dered by many of his critics to be his 
best work. In February , 1850, Knight left the asylum. By 1854, 
unbeknown to Clare, there was a sclleme in hand to publish all Knight 
had transcribed of Clare's poems, but this came to nothing. At 
that time, the poet was helping A.E . Baker with her provincial 
glossary of Northamptonshire Words and Phras es . 
Clare retained his capacity for poetic unity and rhythmic 
originali ty :for the first ten years of his time in the second asyl.um. 
After that, changes , such as the departure of Knight and, later, the 
arrival in 1854 of a new superintendent who decreased Clare ' s · liberty 
in restricting him t o the asylum grounds , contributed to a further 
clouding of Clare's mind. However, from time to time the cloud would 
lift, and in 1860 he wrote four poems which still reveal his capacity 
:for lyricism and particularity. As he approached the age of seventy 
Clare's visj.on and his physi.cal strength began to :fail, and by 1873 
he was unable to walk. He died on Friday, May the 24th , 1874, j.n 
his seventy-first y~ar , having written h:ls last poem, Birds liestFl, 
in the early spring of that year. 
The village of Helpston, where Clare was b orn in 1793 and 
in which he lived the first thirty-nine years of his life, is 
si tua ted on the edge of the Linc olnshire Fens . In Clare's day the 
fens in thi.3 area \vcre a flat~ treeless meadowland, eriss-cro::s8d 
by dykes, and ext(:llding to the vllndine river WeIland to the north-
east of the tGwn. nare found U:d.s kind of country delightful with 
its reed.y ... :nter-s},c.llows frequented by birds, and its unbotmded 
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moorland . But the countryside which he says made up his being 
consisted of the rolling hill cOlmtry of woodland and heath to the 
souih-west of Helpston, dropping towards the wil low- ba"ks of t h e 
river nen; an area where field- corners were rich i n the teeming 
life of nature so dear to Cl are. 
The parish of Helpston was a narrow , oblong shape with itti 
length in a north-south direction . The terrain dropped from a fifty 
foot high undulat:i.on of limestone heath in the south- west , to the 
flat fenlands of the north- east. To add to the sense of uninter -
rupted space and distance characteristic of the fens , Helpston at 
Clare's birth, and until 1820, was farmed on the open- f ield system. 
That is, the cultivated fields, of which there we:::e f our , situated 
in an approximate circle around the cluster of fGrm houses , were 
farmed in a rotational method . This meant that each large f i eld 
would be uniformly fallow or under a single crop at vne time . Thus 
the cattl e , at other times left to feed on the unenclosed common 
lruld and waste, COQld be let loose to feed on the s tUbble after 
harvest. 
One learns much from John Barrell ' s close study of Helpston 
and its stITroundings before ruJd after 1820 (by which time the Act 
of Enclos ure of· 1809 concerning this village had been put into 
practicfl ) ruld frolll Barrell' s c onsideration of Clare ' s reaction to 
1 the change as found in the l atter ' s poetl'y and p::cose. 
There seems to have been an ambivalent reaction from Clare to 
both the localism of Helpston life ,md his st·udy of minute details 
of various aspects of his stITroundings there; and to the unbounded 
1 John Barrell, The Idca. of J,an:i scaEc a nd the Sense of Place 
1730-184·0 ( Cnmbridge : At thc Uni 1'81'8i ty I're8~ , 19'(2) , pp . 98 -124: 
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nature of the open-fiel d system and the fenlands. The localism 
seems to have engendered in him the security of lmowing intimately 
and i n detail the woodland and rolling field areas ; but at the same 
t ime, the restricted area and the smallness gave him a sense of 
being confined and cramped. The open spaces, on the other hand, 
imparted to him a sense of freedom, of r e l ease, of mystery ; but 
again, thi s "unknown" immensity , when he was l ost in it (as a small 
b oy ) or moved into it in search of work, gave him a sense of di s -
l ocation in which the sun se emed out of place and the other aspects 
of nat ure seemed not to "lmow" him . 
Great changes occurred , not only to Clar e ' s surroundings , but 
also to his reactions to those surr oundings, when Enclosure came to 
Helpst on. The "inclusive" , circular nature of the roads gave way 
t o a grj.d of roads linking the village , as never before , direc tly 
with the outside wor ld, destroying its l ocalism . Very many of t he 
old places and landmarks, s uch as Swordy Well and Round Oak Pond , 
that had meant so much to Clare , disappeared or were drastically 
altered in appearance. The uniform nature of the fields was changed 
too , as fences and hedges, dividing l and i nto small parcels , broke 
up the uninterrupted views , causing Cl are to lose the sense of free-
dom they had given him in the past. These transformations gave 
Clare a sense of dis location s imilar to ti'lat suffered when he 
travelled out of his unusually small area of experience and intimate 
lmowledee. 
In Clare's l<:cnent for those much loved landmarks which were 
ehangil1G or had disappeared , he has left posterity a unique 
expreDsion of the reaction to Er,cl03ure of pp.ople whose lives and 
work hred caused them to be particularly cloGe to their envirorilllent. 
He is the spol,e~m~n, as it were, for thooe who found effective 
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art iculation difficult when transmitting their feelings and ex-
periences . l An added value of these poems and prose passages for 
the historian lies iI' their accurate depiction of the alterat ions 
to t he environment as the Act of Enclosure for Helpston was pu t 
into forc e . The number of times Cla~e is quoted by the ECvnomic 
Historian, W. G. Hoskins, in his work, The Making of the English 
2 Landscape , indicates the importance of Clare ' s writings to others 
besides the readers of poetry . 
It is very impOl'tant to stress , as Barrell is at pains to dO, 3 
that Clare seldom if ever regrets Enclosure because of what it may 
have done to make the poor poorer . By far the most important 
result of Enclosure f'or Clare is a sense of irr.eparable loss i n 
terms of landscape anJ through this a sense of dislocation ; a 
reaction which is :repeateoi Vlhen Clare moves , in 1832, to a larger 
house at Northborough . T.his fen village was only four miles from 
Helpston, and yet it wi~lt as well have been a hundred miles away 
from his intimately known birth-place . 
( iv) The Mary referred to many times in Clare ' s writings is 
usually a8sumed to be Mary Joyce by the critics available to tho 
wri ter of this thesis. 4 As these critics do not give a verifiable 
ISee Robinson, Selected Poems and Pr_~" p.169, "The Mores ". 
~.G. Hoskins, The r.:aking of the EngliSh Lands~~ (London : 
Hodder and Sto'ughton, 1955), p.138 { see TibbIe , Poems, I , 156, 110 
35 & 36 fro'~ The Vi11ap,e 1,lin stre1 ); p.149 (Ibid.-;-r-,- 253, 'TV. 1 & 2 
of "S ong"); pp.149 &; 150 ( Ibid., I , 3?, vv.l& 2 of I:l'£!p'stone Green); 
p.151 (IbiE.., I, 157 , 11. 10.-18 1'rom l'he Vin"r;e Minstrel ); p.154 
(Ibid., I, 160, 11. 2B, 35 &. 36 frcm Th8 VHla';e IiI.instrel) ; p . 203 
{Tile l'ros(, of John Claro" ed . by J[ ohn]\'T. 1'ib11e &; fume l'ibb1e 
[London : Hout1cdge &; Keg~, Paul , 1951J, p.15l , Journal Entry 1'or 4 
,Tune 182:;. ) 
'" . Barrell , IBl1cl"''2r:2., Append:i.x, pp . 189-202 . 
4~, 0L' a li.s t af 0v~':i.Jab1e cri t:l C'" r.cc Bi b1i ography. 
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basis for this ident ificati on , assessment of their assumption in 
this r egard i s di fficult to make . However, ther e are, among others, 
three main areas into whi ch one may look for proof of this i denti-
fication (always remembering that the Mary figure ~~ Clare's 
poetry cannot be identified with Mary Joyce , but may only be said 
to have arisen possibly and partly from Clare ' s meeti ng with the 
1 l atter) • 
Firstly , one would need to peruse the parish register of 
Glinton , ule established home of Clare ' s Mary , in order to ascertain 
whether Mary Joyce (baptised there in 1797)2 were the only Mary to 
fit in with the known facts . But such documents are unavailable 
to the present ~Titer . 
Secondly , reference to writers about Clare who lived during or 
just after his life- time might r eveal a known cor21ection between the 
two Marys. But the only such work available to the present wri ter, 
Frederick r,Jartin' s biography of Clare , published only a year af t er 
Clare ' s death, r eveals no such connection . At most , Martin ' s first 
statement about Mary J oyce points to an assumption made by Cl are ' s 
contemporaries about a figure who, to Clare "was nothing less than 
an angel, with no other name than that of Mary; t.'o.ough vulgar 
mortals called her Mary Joyce , holding her to be the daughter of 
"'i 
a well-to- do farmer at Glinton". ' It is interesting to note WJartin ' s 
sensitivity to the fact that Clare ' s Mary fieure should not be 
identified with a mortal. Later, however, Martin seems to slip into 
ISee dis cussion of this problem below, pp. 88 & 89. 
2Tibble & TibbIe, John Clare : A .Life, p . 454 , note to 
Chapter XVIII. 
3r,lartin, The JAt'" 0;.' J obn C:LaJ"~ , p. 21. 
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making this identification, in the passage: "As for John Clare, 
he fretted long and deeply, and all his life thought of Mary Joyce 
as the symbol, ideal , and incarnation of love. ,,1 
Thirdly, a study of Clare's writings could show the poet to 
have pointed to a Mary with the surname, Joyce, as the pel's on who 
gave rise to his frequent l·eferences to Mary . Again, the writings 
of Clare available to the present writer are lilni ted . 2 However , 
this third area has been the most fruitfv~ in providin~ proof that 
Clare did mention the name, Mary , together with the surname, Joyce, 
at least once in his poetry and once in a note book. 3 The following 
verse of a poem written by Clare probably in 1841., while he was at 
High Beech open asylum, is the poetic example referred to above : 
In Love ' s delight my s t e ps '7ere led, 
I sar~ of Beauty ' s choice ; 
I saw her in the books I read 1 -
All then Vias l,lary J oyc e •... 'f 
With the above exceptions, Clare generally refrained from pin-
pointing his Mary as a human being with the surname , Joyce, j.n his 
wri hnf,s both before a."l.d after his adm.i.8sion to li.tgh Beech asyl um . 
This may indicate that, soon after his meeti:tg her, Clare began to 
lIbid., p. 22. 
2See Biblio.:;ro.phy 'sele ..... , 1'. for a list of these. It is 
also :i.mportRnt to note that the Tibbles have p:cinted only a bcut 
half of Clar~ ' s luw:m letters. See The JJetters of John Clare, cd. 
by J[ Oh"l.] \'; . Tj.bble Rna. Axme Tibble TLo-;'don : Houi,ledge and KeGan 
raul, 19:;1), p. 15. 
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.JRob:inr;on , ~he JRter P00IDr" , p. 12.. (Three letters are 
heaacu "110 r.lary- J"oyce 11 in ]J:)tlers, cd. by Tj,bble 8; Tibble, pp.,289 
& 29:5 . On the l"tter f:lge, a query follo.v8 the hG8.ding of the 
fi.rst le tter, a."ld £lftel the second l etter he:l<1ing :;.t J.s noted tnat 
this letteJ:' \,/<)<'3 lIaddre3sed 1 ']~() 11l"3:cy Clare - GlintoD I . II As no 
aut!lod.ty for th" heccdipgs in this volw .. o i:; gi"' ,,:1. by the ed:i.tors , 
the.'" three headirgs cannot b2 taken a C3 proof that Clare used th", 
.8ttrn ;- mD, Joyc e , in cc,l1nection wit.l-J. the letter;;.) . 
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emphasize the reality of the idea of Mary as agains t her bodily 
r eality , while not divorcing these two aspects of her in his poems . 
As Clare's mental unbalance increased, so his writings about 
Mary ' s presence with him or h i s laments at her absence s eem to have 
increased , and his inability to accept the fact that the historical 
person, Mary Joyce , had died (unmarried ) in 1838 , adds to t he 
impression that her physical presence in this world had , for a long 
time , not been necessary for her to remain "alive" for Clare . In 
1 fact, he was to write to his "dear Wife Mary" from the asylum in 
1841 after her death, a letter in which he plainly stated that he 
was married to both Mary and Patty. 
In the only collecti on of letters available to the present 
writer, the final letter in which 1mry i s mentioned, a letter written 
to ]Jr. Allen i n August, 1 8<1.1 , Clar e seems to accept her death in an 
ambiguous way as he writes: 
where my poetical fancy is I cannot say for the people 
in the neighbourhood tell me that the one called Mary 
has been dead these e;.gIlt years but I can be miserably 
happy in any sitL!ation & in any pla ce . •. 2 
(v) Prompting towards song and poetry probably began very early 
in Clare ' 0 life for , lj.ke many countrymen of the period, both his 
father and mother knew a great many ballads and tales by heart. 
Bcfore and during Clare ' s ce.rly life time therc had been a oharp 
i ncrease in the sale of cheap boeke, among which were broadsheets 
of the Percy Ballads, und many of LU1'ns' s POe1llS. Clare 's father 
knew ever u hundred of these and us~d to sing or rec;.te t~em, being 
21b·_; ". , ~94 " p. '" . 
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in special demand at vi llage celebrations . Other sources of 
influence in folk-literature for Clare were such l ocal people as 
<t 
the old c ow-wom~n on Helpston Heath . 
Another early influence upon Clare ' s thought and poetic 
sensibility appears to have been the hymn . The Tibbles describe 
the hunger for reading of the young schoolboy Clare as having "small 
sustenance other t~Wl the Bible and Church Prayer Book of his pa~ents ' 
faith", l which was Church of England . The latter book may have 
included hymns, but there is no evidence for this. However, it is 
of great importance that cne of the first two books Clar e owned was 
a copy of ~~ and Spiritual Songs of Dr . Watts, considered to be 
one of the finest eighteenth century hymn Writer? In addition to 
this, a list of the content of Clare ' s library in about 1814 incl udes 
a "Collection of ILymns " , 2 and by 1825 he owned J vim Wesley ' s 
A Collect:i.on of Hymns. 3 Many of Clare ' s future work8 were to be 
ballads, songs a'ld poems jon one Or other of the hymn-metres. In 
fact, we know that Clare made a collection of ballads, 4 composed a 
number of poe= in "folk-s ong " style , and was very much drawn to 
another poet who Vlrote fine eighteenth century hymns, Cowper . If 
one accepts that a'l important element in the hymn (besides its 
particular kind of metre) is the tone of praise, t hen many of Clare's 
" poems in hyron metreo/ ca'l be said to have at times a hymn-like tone 
lTibble /:; TibbIe, Life a."ld Poetry, p. 15. 
2,Ibid., 1'. 33. 
3public Librarj,es, ""UGeums and Art Gallery Commi ti;ee, Catalogue 
of the! John Clare Collec ti on in the Northampton Pvblic Li,brar:r 
U iorthrunpt on: ";'orthaJ'lpton Public Libr11ry--;' 1964), p. 33. (Ifereinaft() r 
referred to as Glore Gol,loction.) 
,1 
'i'ibbl"" !o~, II, 152-179. 
5Sec Robins (")n , Sr:lectcd Pc 3111S and Pr'o:::e, po 4-1 - [1l ve run 
the furlOl1£; fJ to thy d'oo; j; p. U:; -, "Or o':", in 'Spri ne "; p . 157 -, 
IISabbn.th J:! (> llf~ l1; p_ 198 - !IIi ViGion li • 
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although not the overt direction of praise that is usual to hymns. 
Clare used to say that his reading of "Pomfret's Poems" 
transported him, for the first time , into the realms of poetry; but 
probably Thomson's Seasons had a more profound influence upon 
, 1 
Clare's future poetry . 
It is often ~nplied, perhaps unwittingly at t~es, that Clare 
had very little reading in "great" literature as an influence on 
his work . The extent to whi,ch this error- may mislead a reader 
interested i,n the background to Clare's poetic achievement can be 
gathered fr-om the following facts about Clare ' s library.2 
Apart from the considerable unknown reading that the eager and 
sensi Uve you,,"lg Clare would surely have done in the libraries of 
his teachers to which he had access, one may assume that Clare's 
r-eading will have included the follmving books (among others) known 
to have been either i,n his possession or to have been borrowed, by 
about 1816 : Paradi"e Lost , Robinson Crus oe , The Pilgr~ ' s Progr~~, 
Chatterton' s Verses on Resignation, Robert Bloomfield ' s Wild Flowers, 
I zaak Walton ' s The Compleat Angler , Samuel Wesley's Philosophy, 
L'Es trange 's The Fables of AEso1'., Tom Jones, and The Vicar of 
V/ukefield . 3 
In his Journal, written between 1824 and 182~ , Clare made a 
note of his reading. Some of the works mentioned by the Tibbl es us 
"set down .•• in his J'ournal ,,4 are: B:,-ron's Don Juan ; POQrns by 
1 See bel ow, Pl'. 79-88. 
2 Fo:r a detailed description of the book" in Clare' '" library 
which were available at the poet l o death, see Clare Collecti on, 
pp. 23-3·t. 
3Ti.bblc & 'ribble, Life and 1'0e~.E;l'., pp. 33 & 34 . 
1\ 
, Iu:i ,1., p , 124. 
h1f Ol'ma ti ('11 on Cla:f'c ' s 
poe t e;. ) 
(See bclow, 1-'p.78-80 for adui Hemal 
reflction to COllle of the eighteenth centur:,-
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Wordsworth and especially "The White Doe of Rylstone " which Clare 
1 t hought to contain "some of the sweetest poetry"; the poetry of 
Pope , of which The Essay on Man never palled for Clare ; the odes 
of Collins and Gray together Vii th the letters of the latter and of 
Burns ; Milton ' s shorter poems , and S . T. Coleridge's sonnets whi ch 
2 he found to "labour after excellence "; Lamb ' s "Essays of Elia" ; 
Hazlett, whom Cl.are appreciated as one of the finest prose writers 
of the day; Johnson's Lives, which he criticized for its lauding of 
the tradition of Dryden and Pope at the expense of Spenser, Drayton 
and Suckling; Shakespeare, especially the Sonnets, Macbeth and 
Henry the Fifth., aD. of which he was wont to re - read ; and , finally 
Chaucer, which , the Tibbles say, Clare "seems to have r ead with 
surprising ease and unders tanding" . 3 Although Clare does not speci-
fically mention Keats in his Journal , by 1820 he ovmed three books 
II. 
of the latter ' s poetry,' and it can be assumed that h e had read 
deeply enough in Keats's works to feel free to give a word of criticism 
on them . 5 In the "linter of 1824 , Clare read Bishop Percy ' s Reltques 
of Anci.ent En()lish Poetry, Ellis ' s Specimens of the E3.rly E.'np;lish 
Roets, and Ri ts on ' s El'1£lish Songs; after which h e wrote a s er:les 
of poems "in the ID3.11ner of the Older Poets". 6 
S.ame books of interest amongst those Ij.sied as constituting 
C18ere's library at his death are translations of famous works such 
1 P:ro~, cd. by Tibble & Tibble, p. 118. 
p. 115. 
~ ~Tibble &. TibbIe , Iii.fo and Poe tr.Y:" p. 125. 
4Clarc> Co11"ction, p. 29. 
" JTibb1e ~; TibbIe , Life £U1d !:oe tri{, p. 78. 
GIbic1 . , p. 127 and ~'ibble, Poe'" ;.' II, 181-210. 
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as H.F. Cary's translations of both Dante's Divine Comedy (1819) 
and Pindar's works (1833) ; Pope's translation of The Works of Homer 
(1794 ); and fuilip Francis's translation of The Works of Horace 
(1815 ). Other books to be f ound in Clare ' s library are The Holy 
Koran (1826); Bacon ' s Essays (1815); John Dryden's Poetical Works 
(1798); the works of Ge orge Crabbe (1820); and the following works 
by Oliver Goldsmith : Essay~ (1799) , The History of England (1823) , 
and The Deserted Village amongs t other poems (1826). The sub jects 
that are well represented in Clare's library are poetry, natura l his tory 
d 1 ·· 1 an re ~g~on. 
The t emptation to think of Clare as an "iru; tinctive" and unread 
poet is counteracted by knowledge of his reading cited above and of 
the books he owned and therefore probably read . His read i ng seems 
to point to a poet in search of his own voice th!'ough experiencing 
and learning much from the voices of other poets . In addition , 
Clare repeatedly articulated his poetic a ims 2 which suggests a de pth 
of thought below an apparently simple lyric surface . 
lCla r8 CclJ.cctj.on , 1')1. 23-34. ( In f-.lphobctical order .) The 
date given ufter e[1ch work is the date 0:[ recaipt taken from the 
bookitaelf. (Ibid ., p. 23 .) 
2 Se c t~'le nU'llber or paces referrinc to thct.:e in Tibbl~ & 
'['ibble, .Lj.fe . .-!?Dd Pcntr,r , p. 210, lU1d.cr "John Cl:J..;c'e - poctj.c aim",". 
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(i) Three twentieth century scholars whose publications on the 
pastoral appeared some twenty or thirty years apart seem to concur 
in what they have found to be the basic requirement for pastoral. 
In his work on the pastoral which appeared in 1906, Walter Greg 
suggests that "a cOJ?Stant element in the pastoral as known to 
literature is the recognition of a contrast, implicit or expressed, 
between pastoral life and some more complex type of civilization."l 
Nearly fifty years later Frank Kermode expresses a similar thought: 
"The first condition of pastoral poetry is that there should be a 
sharp difference betv'een two ways of life, the rustic and the 
2 
urban. " Wri ting at a time about midway between the two, William 
Empson, with his novel and thought-provoking insj.ghts into the range 
of pastoral , states that pastoral is a "process of putting the 
complex into the simple", 3 a definition which allows for the many 
variations of thj.s genre. 
Peter Marinelli , writing on pastoral in the "Critical Idj.om" 
series, makes it clear that the term "refers both to form and to 
content",4 the outer and inner form referred to in Wellek and Warren's 
discU;Jsion of li tera:;cy ge;1I'e. 5 This dichotomy j.s j.mportant i n 
lv/alter VI. Greg, Pastoral Poetry and Pastoral Drama (London : 
A.H, Bullen, 1906), p. 4. 
2Frank Kermode, ed., EJ)r;li~h Pastoral Poctl'Y_ from the 
Begj.lli1il~S to r.:'JE!ell (London: GeorGe G. 110U'rap & Co . Ltd., 1952), 
p. 11,. 
3Vli1limQ ElT'pson, Some \Torsions of ! ::tstoral (I,ondon: Chatto 
& "1" do" c 50 ~ . c·t bl ' ~l d J 9"C' 2~ \ :in u.,:".i::J ,..L1Y ..... pu .1 .... 18 . ..)"/), p. ;;. 
4peter v. ),iarj.neIli, P:1 stora1, 'I'he Critj.caJ. Id:i.om, ed.. by 
John D. Jump (r,ondon: Mct!lQcn & Co. Ltd., 1971), p. 9 . 
,-
?ncn6 Wellp.k and AU:.Ji;in l;,rarren, ~rhco·('x~~;!1'2f.'at~e, 
J?ercgrine ]3oclcs (narrnond.swo~'th: Pen.::;ltLn Books, 19Gj, firs t pub-
li2hcd 19~ 9), p. 2310 
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studying the poetry of Clare , whose view of life is certainly 
pastoral but whose poems do not, on the whole , resemble the formal 
type of Classical or Renaissance pastoral poem. A comment made by 
Clare on a certain kind of pastoral poem may illuminate thi s fact: 
Pastoral poems are full of nothing but the old thread 
bare epithets • •• these make up the creation of Pastoral 
and descriptive poesy and every thing else· is reckond 
low and vulgar in fact they are too rustic for the 
fashionable or prevailing system of rybme till some bold 
inovating genius rises Vii th a real lOVE f or nature and 
then they will no doubt be considerd as great beautys 
wh ich they really are l 
Probably The She~1erd's Calendar is Clare ' s poem nearest to the 
Cl assical and Renaissance form of the genre ; however, i t departs 
widely from the pastoral form found in the idylls of Theocritus , 
the eclogues of Virgil and those which make up The Shepherd ' s Calendar 
of Spenser . While the title of Clare's poem probably derives from 
this poem by Spense:!', an important difference betweel! the two poems 
is that Clare ' s poe:n, in which the speaker is unnamed, is written 
from t he poet-rust].c point of view and not specifically from the 
she pherd ' s point of view as in Spenser ' s poem. Of the latter poem 
Greg Vlrj. tes, "The chief point of originality •• , is the attempt at 
linking the separate eclogues into a connected seri es . ,,2 This 
Spenser does by using the division into months to give his work a 
c omplica ted, balanced design in Vlhl.ch the moods of the seas ons are 
seen cometimes r eflecting, sometimes in contrast to, those of the 
characters j.n the poem, thus heightening the total effect. Clare 
uses nat\lJ.'e und her moods in gui te a different way in hi <1 poem of 
~lObi.nr:on , Selectetl Poem3 :- 11.:1 Frose, p~ 66. 
2Greg , Pa:.ltoral Poctr;v and Pantoral Dram", p. 84. 
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the same name, the themes and material in the poem allowing for a 
more consistent paralleling of the moods in the eclogues with those 
1 
of the seasons they represent. 
Marinelli ' s def'ini tion of the pastoral kind isolates this 
distinguishing feature: "The great characteristic of pastor al 
poetry is that it is written when an ideal or a t least more inno-
cent worl d is felt to be lost , but not so wholly as to destroy the 
memory of it or t o make some imaginative i ntercourse between present 
reali ty and past perfection impossible" . 2 In this definiti on he 
echoes Kermode and embraces all the most important elements that 
make up pa.st oral , some of which are nostalgia or "the backward glance ", 
as Marinelli puts it, a concern with time , and ta- wi th a golden 
age and an ArcadiR-l'l vis i on. The phrase, "a golden age" , can include 
b oth the mythical Golden Age of Saturn and Astraea when Man lived 
in harmony with Nature (before the progressive decline through the 
Silver Age when perpetual Spring was replaced by the Seasons , and 
JUdCleo~ 
through the Bronze Age to the present Age of Iron) , and thel\Chrj.stian 
form of the Golden Age as seen in Eden before the abrupt end came 
with the Fall of Adam. The Arcadian v:Lsion is the embodiment in 
words of the beauty and perf'ection of which the Golden Age and Eden 
are the symbols. 
In analysing mankind's move towards complexitiea, both in the 
Olassical S8nse and the Judaeo-Christian sense of ,\;he ~'all , 3 
!.t'3.I'inelli, while pointin.3 out that pastoralism is not e s capicm, 4 
elaborates on his definition of pastoralism by snJ'ing that " the 
lSee discu~sion of Tho.Shcpherd's Calr",drrr below, Pl'. 30-17. 
2!,;arine lH, z:a " t oral, p. 9. 
3"b'd '10 ]. l_., p • . , • 4I b :i.cl., p. 11. 
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dominant idea of pastoral is a search for simplicity away from a 
complexity represented either by a specific location ••• from which 
the refuge is in a rural retreat to Arcadia; or from a specific 
period of individual human existence (adulthood) , from which the 
refuge is in the visi ons of childhood".l It is understandable that 
this last refuge, the vision of childhood, has been an e l ement of 
pastoral emphasj zed in more recent years for, with more widespread 
urban development, the memory of "Golden" country experiences has 
receded and its place has been taken by this closer memory of 
"perfection" . Childhood is seen as an ideal state becallile, as 
Empson writes, "The child has not yet been put wrong by civilization, 
2 
and all grown-ups have been", and perhaps because, with Wordsworth, 
Coleridge and Clare, it is felt that the child "is in the right 
relation to Nature, not dividing what should be unified, that its 
intuitive judgement contains what poetry and philosophy must spend 
their time labouri.ng to rec over". 3 Finally , Marinelli encompasses 
pastoral old and new in his observation: "All pastoral is in search 
of the original splendour, but the different ways in which it con-
ceives of that splendour are the ground of its fertility and its 
raul tiple variations. ,,4 
(ii) Clare 's part:i.cular pastoral vision is a search for siraplicit~r 
both in a location &nd in time, a search occasioned, in his case , 
not by a situation which divides city from country but by an act 
lIbid . , p . 11. 
2E!npson, SO:ilC Versions of Past.oral, p. 260. 
3Ibid . , p. 261. 
4Marincll:i., P ... ::; t oral , p. 11. 
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1 
which took place during his childhood , that of Enclosure , which 
changed the nature cf hi s location and embued his pre-enclosure child-
hood with that heightened happiness associated with the Golden Age 
of pastoral. 
Clare, paradoxically , both receives and creates his Arcadia. 
He experiences its perfection in the natural world that surrounds 
him. He creates it in his poetry ; not as a specific place, which 
it was for Theocritus , nor as an imagined, idealis tic region such 
as that of Virgil, but as the whole world of nature. In some of 
his poems, Arcadia is invaded by imperfections; in others the vision 
is of perfection. The Eden-like beauty of unspoiled nature which 
Clare celebrates , at times i n hymn-like tones, may be marred in same 
poems by an invasion of "fallen" man, or by the results of Enclosure , 
changing Clare ' s song of praise and love into a lament , often of the 
most poignant kind . But , as often, Clare ' s poems dwell upon the 
harmony between nature and those whose work brings them close to the 
rhythrr13 of the natural world, especially shepherds who, idealized 
in the Classical period and dwelt on a s real figures in the Romantic, 
have been central to pastoral from the earliest appearance of the 
genre. In these latter poems of Clare one finds the realism 
ass ociated with Wordsworth ' s presentation of his shepherds and 
rusti.c figurcs and Crabbe ' s concern for those who experience hard-
ship in their direc t dependence upon nature and her seasons , blended 
with the lyrical celebration of unspoilt nature associated with Eden 
and the classical Gulden Age. Although the everlasting spring of 
~larinclli ci.gnificpntly says that, during the Iron Age , 
"common pOSsGsstcn of land is renovllced in favour of measur'cd 
boundari es ". (Marinelli, Paf'torul, p. 16.) POI' a discussion 
of th(~ effects 0; Enclosure on Clare and his environment , Bee 
abovc , pp. 13-16. 
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the Golden Age and of Eden cannot be recaptured , this seems to be no 
l oss for Clare who sees in each season a perfection be l onging to 
that season, not a decline from the former ideal spring . This 
attitude to the seasons , together with an implication that despite 
all man may do to desecrate nature there will always be Eden- areas 
and Eden- memories for thoSG who perceive , makes Clare ' s vision of 
Arcadia one wj_ th his experience of nature . 
Clare ' s Jhe Shepherd ' s Calendar, written fair~y early in his 
life as a poet, and published in ]827, embodies the above character-
is tics , among others , without the word "Eden" or a direct reference 
to a golden age appearing in t he poem. There are, however , poems 
written by Clare at widely differing stages of his life, where the 
1 
word "Eden" does appear. There is no evidence that the poet was 
consciously exploring Ed2n themes in The Shepherd ' s Calendar, but 
a study of t[,is poem, in which they are implicit, should contribute 
much t o an understanding of the pastoral vision which pervades 
Clare's work. 
I t is noticeable that Clare ' s poems , practically without 
exception, are of a pastoral nature; and probably any number of 
them would be richly rer:arding in a close analysis in this respect. 
2 A few of his poems, such a s "Pastoral Poesy" may seem more explicitly 
._----------
lsee, for example; Tj.bble, Poems, "Helps tone " (dated 1809), 
I, 6, 1. 34; ibid . , II, 86, "'rhe J3ackrl?rd Spring", v. 5, 1. 8, and 
ibid., II, 223-;--o.The Yellow Wagtail's Nest", 1. 32 , (both in the 
1824-183 2 section); ibj.d., II, 259, "On Visih!'g a Favourite Place", 
10 2, (j.n the 1832-1835--section); Rubinsel1, The later Poern.:J, "Child 
l!1' I'old" , p. 60, 1. 2, U 1851. See be loVl,_p. 89, n.2). J'-. _ __ . __ ' 
2Tibb1c, Po,,~, II, 49. See also poc; ms headed: "A P::tstoral", 
ibi d., I, 24t;.; "Pa!Jtoral :Pd.11r:! icc ll , .ib:i.d., II, 15; "Pastoral 
J,ib(~rt- ", H'.!.d., II, 30~. It shoul d bc noted that, since Tibble 
d QCd not r,:i vc 3n~;. · author i t~l fo.~ .~ t.1'.lC headings of Clare 's poems in 
his edi"Li or-. , it if..; not eJ-::ar whether these ar.c ClarC!'a headings or 
h:is~ 
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concerned with the pastoral than others, because of their overt 
reference to it; however, these are no more re l evant to Clare's 
pastoral vis i on than many of his other poems , and l ess revealing of 
that vision than a poem such as The Shepherd's Calendar . 
(iii) One of the f irst things one noti ces about The Shepherd ' s 
Calendar- is tha-, January has two sections, or eclogues , the one 
sub-ti tled "A Winters Day", :iJmnediately indicatLn.g the season , and 
yet confining it to an incomple t e cycle, and the other , sub-titled 
"A Cottage Evening", giving a different perspective on the same 
season and month, and completing the twenty-four- hour- cycle . 
~'ebruary , too, has a sub- title , "A Thaw", which gives the reader the 
necessary sense of progression which a study of another frozen winter 
month would not . The only other section to be sub-titled is December, 
wi th the addition of "Chris tmass" • Not only does this create a 
balance with Januar-""s warmth, but in emphasizing the festal season 
the poet gives yet another view of winter, and ends on a note of 
conviviality which forms the tona l climax of this poem of cele-
bration. 
It is not sur-prising that Clare uses a variety of verse forms 
for the different months, for he is a poet whose verse moves in a 
rhythm overtly appropriate to his material, when his vision and 
1 1 1 -d - 1 1 materia are ar-ge y l entlca • Through this interpenetrati.on the 
poe t gives much more than an apt descrj_ption of the natural wo!'ld. 
While no metrical form in itself can be described as gay, sombre OL' 
lIt seClnG tha t Clare air.l('u at this fuuion of the "!'hytlun" 
or movement of hi::,: material with that of his verse. Sec John 
Clo.re: SeJ.cc·~ed Poems, cd ~ by J[ chn] VL ~Pibb10 & Anne TibbIe,-
J5ver;}iiiQn "' ~3 L:i. b-;-ar;.>;--(Lonclon; DeLli;, 1965), p. 332, liThe Dark lb.ys 
of Autumn", 1. 4 - "I love to sec ye110';/ leuv c3 fall in Gly s one;, " 
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hurried , certain propensities may be discerned in certain measures , 
propensities to which a poet like Clare is obviously alert. 
Both parts of January are written in a continuous measure, 
rhyming couplets of iambic tetrameter . Clare adapts the verse 
form differently in each part of January. May has the same verse 
form as January; and July and September differ from this metrically 
only in their d-ivision into passages of varying length which one 
h es i tates to call stanzas . 
The regularity of the pairs of rhymes, combined with the 
use of the tetrameter which i s not as roomy and therefore usually 
n ot as weighty a s the pentameter, enables Clare to give a sense of 
regal progression, unhurrj.ed and unencumbered, yet sprightly, well 
fitted to the invocation of May : 
Come queen of months in company 
Wi all thy merry minstrelsy 1 
I t also allo,'iS for the busthnc activity in Janutory , Part I I : 
The huswife busy night and day 
Cleareth the supper things away 
While jumping cat starts from her seat 
And streaking up on weary feet 
The dog wakes at the welc ome tones 
That calls him up to pick the bones 2 
and the breathle s s excitement of the story-telb_ng by the housewife 
that fol lows: 
And fr om her memory oft repeats 
Witches dread powers and fairey feats 
Ho'", one has oft been known t o prance 
In cowcrib" like a coach t o france 
And rid on sheep trays from the fold 
A race hors e speed to burton hold 
To join the midnight mystcrys rout 
Where witches mee t the year a bout 
And 110:1 whcn me t wi unawares 
lHobinson, The Shcl'l,_crd ' s Cale!]-,iar, po 46, 11. 1 & 2. 
2Ibjdo, p. 11 , 11. 23-28. 
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They instant turn to cats or hares 
And race along wi hellish flight 1 
Now here and there and out of sight 
Cle~e uses the heroic couplet for March , a month in which 
the ~Dpredictable weather vacillates between winter wildness and 
spring calm as if the season were eddying into a pool; a contrast 
to the hopeful anticipation encouraged by the thaw in February . 
The first twelve lines of March are a good example of the greater 
capacity of the pentameter, allowing for the added weight of 
material in this season with its burden of contulually changing 
weather : 
March month of 'many weathers ' wildly comes 
In hail and snow and rain and threa tning htlIDS 
And floods: while often at his cottage door 
The shepherd stands to hear the distant roar 
I,oosd from the rushing mtll s and river locks 
Wj_ thundering sound and over powering shocks 
And headlong hurry thr-o the meadow brigs 
Brushing the leaning sallows fingering -Gwigs 
In feath ery foam and eddy hissing chase 
Rolling a storm oertaken travellers pac,) 
From bank to bank along the meadow leas 
Spreadtng and shining like to little seas 2 
Clare uses pentamete" too, for J,me (another busy, event-packed month), 
for the harvest month of ~ust which is divided into five sections, 
end for October which cotmterbalances March in its theme of s&dnecs 
and indecioion. 
February anticipate::: the jcyful lyrical quality of the verse 
in April. For this month Clare brings into play stanzas of eight 
iambic tetramcters rhyminG ababcdcd, in which he reflects the 
lifting of the burden of' hardship of winter, be it but a temporary 
respite: 
l Ib -d 
--'--' , p. 13, 11. 27-30 & p, 14, n. 1--8. 
2Jb -d 
__ --2-- , p. 29, 11. 1-12, 
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The snow is gone from cottage tops 
The thatch moss glows in brighter green 
And eves in quick succession drops 
Where grinning icles once hath been 
Pit patting wi a pleasant noise 
In tubs set by the cottage door 
And ducks and geese wi happy joys 
Douse in the yard pond hrimming oer 1 
April's verse form is lighter still in its lilting, song-like 
quali ty; a fi ttLYJg vehicle for "The infant April" and the accompanying 
birdsong. The eclogue is written in common me tre, associated with 
the ballad, the hymn and with song in general. The rhytioo seems to 
encourage one to thLn.k of the dance , and the first line of April, 
"The infant april jOins the spring", reinforces the impression, 
especially in the word "joins" to be followed in line five by 
"wi th timid step sh" ventures on". 2 
November is written in the Spenserian stanza, a verse form that 
allows the poem to proceed at a leisurely pace to match the sleepy, 
mist-muffled mood aL the beginning of this month and its move to-
wards winter: 
Dull for a time the slumbering weather flings 
Its murlq prison round then winds wa~e loud 
Wi sudden start the once still forest s :i.ngs 
Winters returning song 00. 3 
In the final 8clog"e, December , the meaSUT'C becomes gay iamb:i.c 
tetrameters Grouped into eight lined sta.nzas as in ~pril., with the 
similar result of reflectinG the l i fting of the load that winter 
haTdships bring. This time , however , it is not a thaw that lightens 
the burden, but man 's revelling. Nature 's wintry accoutrements are 
t8.ken :i.nto t he home for thj.s celebration, tram:forming them and yet 
SQYil2how alj.gning man Irore fully with the rhythm of the season: 
-------,----
lIbj.<:\..: p. 22, 11. 1··8 . 
3I b :Ld . , p. 119, 11. J.2-15 . 
2 Ibid ., p. 38, 11 . 1 & 5. ( Italics 
rninl~.) 
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Each h ouse is swept the day b ef ore 
And windows stuck wi evergreens 
The snow is beesomd f r om the door 
And c omfort crowns the cottage scenes 
Gil t h olly wi its thorny pricks 
And yew and box wi berrys small 
These deck the unusd candlesticks 
And pictures h anging by the wall 1 
Just as the verse f-orms of the months not only contribute 
to the mood of t h e months , but are balanced one against an other 
wi thin the whole poem , so the material is most saUsfyingly 
appropriate to each month and is drawn from the whole calendar in 
such a way that the rhythms of work and relaxation, of nature ' s 
and man ' s activities , are balanced with and against each other. 
At the same time, a vivid experience of the contemporary rural 
socie ty is given in a manner that extends the cycle of t h e year , 
in the reader's mind, to include a life- time . 
In tr.e dividing of January into two sections, "the outer world 
and the inr.er , as it were, the winter day out- of-doors and the 
evening ,-Ji thin, one finds a pattern which is rep8ated throughout 
t h e poem and which creates a tension between nature and man . This 
tensit,n is finally resolved in December, sub- titled lIChristmas s ll , 
a juxtaposi tioD of two concepts which i s a sign of the fusin:> in 
happy balance of two elements , namely , the natux'al cycle, and man . 
1.lan is both part of nature and yet in apparent opposition to it at 
times J and has to realise a ho.rmony wi th it i n ol"dcr to experience 
joy throueh it. 
Since tl1e lenc;th of this chapter d"8s not allow for a full 
analysj.s of each month, a single detailed study will follow , that 
of ~ranu~1 J7X., an eo] ocue which can be regarded as a minio.ture of the 
whole poem, S :i .llC8 the n1aj or ailu minor thcjuef.i of the whole a.n(~ their 
--------------- ----- ----
l,;Eb:i_cl. , p. 125, n. 1 ---8. 
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images are reproduced, with variations, in each of its parts . 
Some of the themes and images apparent in January will be con-
centrated upon in those eclogues in which they receive the greater 
emphasis. 
In the first part of January, sub- titled "A Winters Day", one 
i s aware of the whole year in microcosm. This effect is obtained 
by the poet's subtle references to other seasons . The word 
"wimlOwing" is a reminder of Autumn and harvest time in the lines: 
And sees the snow in feathers pass 
Winnowing by the window glass 
The natural rhythms of the year are recalled in 
•• • old moores anual prophecys 
That many a theme for talk supplys 
In the description of the tavern corner ' s guest: 
Drearrring oer troubles nearly ripe 
Yet not quite lost in profits v·ay 
He 'll turn to next years harvest day 
the words "ripe" aYld "harves t " point towards autumn again , as do 
the lines on children skating 
As smooth and quick as shadows run 
V&en clouds in autumn pass the sun 1 
Looking less far ahead, the couplet: 
\'1hile ill the fields the 10111y plough 
Enj oys its frozen sabbath nON 
recalls that the immediate months to COLle will be spring, a time 
of plou...;hi.ng and SU.'ling. Pour lines later the iQlc horses are 
thou~ht of as l'drc8:!ltng no doubt of summer sward
"
, and summer is 
envisQsed again in the description of Ifma:i..dens fresh an 8ummer roses". 
Tho thaw of PebrllFlry is anticipated in the lineD refcr:cj.l1g to snow 
meltinG !tao noontide frets it.3 Ii ttlc th:;t"w
'
! and in those deGc:!:"'ibine 
lIbid . , p. 1, 11. 3 & 4; p. 2, n. 3 & 4; p. 2 , n. 14--16; 
p. 5, 11. 15 & 16. 
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"the ickles from the cottage eaves " as they "fret in the sun a 
partial thaw". I 
The perspective becomes both backward- and forward-looY.ing 
as the previous winter is referred to (and by association so are 
the seasons in between ) i n the lines on the robin: 
And perching on the window sill 
Where memory recolecting still 
Knows the last winters broken pane 2 
An important theme in Clare ' s poetry is that of the difference 
between man temporarily cut off from nature, and man in the 
closest contact with nature ; man observing or imagining the scene 
outside, and man a part of the . scene, comronting and dealing with 
those :forces in nature which are ai'1tagoill_stic to him. In both 
pos i tioXJs there may be a sharing, by man and other creatures of 
nature, of experience which engenders lOving perceptton, and this 
reciprocation is stressed throughout The Shepherd ' s Calendar . 
In the openine J_ines af January , I'art I , Clare depicts man 
temporarily divided from nature : 
Wi thering and keen the wj_noer comes 
While com:fort flyes to clese shut rooos 
And sees the snow in f'eSlthers pass 
Viinnowing by the window glass 
And ur~elt tempests howl and beat 
Above his head in corn8r seat 
.And mus ing oer the chanGing scene 
Farmers behin.d th0 tave!'n s er'een 
Si t - or wi elbow icIly prest 
On hoc reclines the corners GUest 
Readil~ the nevlf.; to mark again 
Tl:.e 1;a'11o:upt licts or price of g::..."uin 
Or old laoor2S aIluc.l pIopJ1ecys 
That many a them" f 'or talk supplys 
------,----
J]!d_d., p. 3, ll . 15 f~ 16 ; p. 3, 1.. 20; p. 7, 1. 17; 
po 5, 1. G; p. 7 , 1. 5; p . 7, 1. 7 .. 
2. . l IbJ.'!. . , p. 6, ll. ll-13 . 
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Whose allnanacks thumbd pages swarm 
Wi frost and snow and many a storm 
And wisdom gossipd f'rom the stars 1 
He links man and ccmfort, in the second line, by making c oncre te 
the abstracti on , and thus g iving the quality human movements. 
The two elements of the phrase "close shut" in this line emphasize the 
separation of man wi. thin from the hardships of nature without. 
This separation i s referred to again in the words "unfelt tempests" 
of line five , and in line eight where one reads that the farmers 
sit "behind the tavern screen". In lines ten to seventeen a guest 
is r eading Old 1,,00re ' s A)lllanack of which the " thumbd pages swarm / 
Wi frost and snow a.'ld many a storm". The r eal s-torm outside has 
been transmuted, for a time, into words; and t he whole cosmos i s 
r educed to the h omely in the phrase "wisdom gossipd from the stars". 
The scene beyond the snow-flecked window pane is brought into 
focus as "labour '! is balanced against "c omi'ort ll ; 11 1auour' 1 embra.cing 
a.l1 vlho face nature , accepting her harsh seasonal mood , and 
working as if journeying through to a comfortable interior, silllilar 
, 
It\. 2 
to that of the inn just depicted, but now Wi~ the home : 
Wnile labour still pursues his way 
And braves the tempest as he may 
The t-hresher first toro darkness deep 
AwaJ::es th(~ mornings y,'inter sleep 
Scr. ril1g the o','!let from her prey 
Lor~ before she drefu~ of day 
That blinks above head on the cnD'!/ 
Watchine the m.i.ce that cqucaks be 10'.'1 
And foddcri.ng bo~'s sojourn again 
J3y ryhmc hung :1edge 81: :l f rozen plain 
BloV/iJ:1t; bioS fingers a s he g08S 
'~o where the stock in bellO'.:ings hoarse 
-----_.,-----
lIbjd., p. 1 , ll. 1·-10 & ~) . 2, 11. 1-7. 
2n" d ' . j ' C',.,CJ 'I'p 1 .~. J.n (~ :trJC'J"::;S'l0~1 0- . , ~
pp.I 2..~ -It,.:z. ), i r; rel.',vnnt to this 
GOY.!.YH~t , 1I1:linter Fields 11 (below , 
2fJP0ct of .Th2~]~2rher.2:~:.. 
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Call for their meals in dreary close 
And print full many a hungry track 
Round circling hedge that guards the stack 1 
In this part of the poem the exterior scene is brought forward in 
such a way that, through a unity in time captured in the word 
"while " which modifies alJ. that has gone before, and a sense of 
continui ty in the word "still", the two apparently opposite stat.es 
of being, m~~ cut off from the full forces of nature and man con-
fronting them, are shov.n as existing simultaneous ly. Yet within 
the overall mil ty and continuity there is a see- saw sway between 
the two positions of man - - indoors and out- of-doors - - each taki!~ 
its turn to be predominant without excluding the other. In the 
"comfort" passage, ma.'1 m3.Y be indoors but nature is his chief topic 
of conversation a11d the subject of his dreams and speculations . 
From this relaxed, meditative passage the verse I'lovement quickens 
a.'3 the subject of labour ' s activity becomes central for a time. 
The "labour" passage 1.S balanced as a whQle against the open.i.ns 
passage on "c orafort" , in an expaYlsion of the "c ontrast within unity" 
theme of the " comfort " passage. The above counterpOinting wi thin a 
balanced whole i s repeated in Janu3.J.':'( as a single lunar unit, where 
the interior scenes in ~~.~."ry , Part II , are p:r.eGented. as a part of 
the I"lhole month and yet set in contrast to Part I; 8..'1d ag?j.n in 
the annual cyelo, endi ng in a peculiar blending of the outdoor and 
indoor as "Chri:::trr.ass " festivities come into play. If the two parts 
of Janu~, "A Wini;ers Day" and "A Cottage Even:i.rlg", are seen as 
parts of a twenty·-four hour cycle, then a day, a month and a year 
in this p08m are all shown to have this balw1co b8tween "labour " 
~.obj.n20n, 'J'l18 Shcrhcrd ' s CalcmdnE, p. 2, 11. 19-30 
& p. 3, 11. 1-4. 
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and " c om.fort", the exterior and interior scene . 
In Clare's poetry man ' s activities in nature are constantly 
being paralleled to or set agairrnt those of the wi ld creatures, 
and, tn this poem particul arly, the homely domesticated animal 
world is seen to co-exist , contrastingl y, with the wild 
anot)-l'or example of tension wi thin the harmony of the whole. For 
example, in the passage quoted above , as soon as the exterior 
winter scene is concentrated upon, man is shown disturbing the 
natural daily rhythm of the owlet ; later , schoolboys are repre-
sented "scaring the snipe from her retreat"l and frightening the 
moorhens. But a parallel is drawn between the skati.ng boys speed-
ing along wi til rutspread arms> and the moorhen in fli.ght, balancing 
the opp03ition. Immediately after the "dangerous " freedom of the 
mice, the owlet and various other birds comes the contrasting 
depcmdence upon mo.n of the "safely" imprisoned, monotonously 
circlinG farm animals . Freedom is of great importance to Clare 
and is a theme emphaoized in the poetry of his later years durir.g 
his virtual physical impris orment. 2 
Wi th the appearance of the shepherd, harmony and full co-
opera ti on with nature OCC111'S: 
The shepherd too in great coat wrapt 
And straw bands round his stocktngs lapt 
Wi plodding dog that sheltering oteals 
To shun til" wind behind his hoels 
Talco" I'o:-tfh nnd smooth tho winter weat']eI' 
A'J.rl pace:.; theo t.he fmow t.c" c thcr 
Tne lact two key lines are empha[lized by the feminine endings which 
extend them to echo the sence of perseverinG progression in each 
p. 5, 1. 19. 
2 . See, for example: Hobln8 on, ~z.lc.£lciLJ~orm::; and p·.co:-JC, 
p .. 19'7, lIS onnc t"; ibid., p& 198, liA Vi~;:ionll; T:Lbblc~ PO(.\l~~, 
II, 525, liThe S:eupOf"Sprin.:;lF: vv. 4-6. 
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line. The word "together" gathers added weight from t.'le implications 
i n i ts rhyme-partner "weath er", and thi s underl ines the harmony 
between man and dog in their shared ex perience of hardship . Th is 
uni ty i s thrown into relief by the next line where the fact that 
t he word "lonly" is attached to the inanimate pl ough gives 
another dimension to the absence ~ livir.g company : 
While in the fields the lonly plough 
Enj (wS i ts frozen sabba-th now 
In personifying the plough , Clare is able to inject with irony the 
word "enjoys " with its double meaning of "experiences " and "actively 
relishes ", and at the same time to charge with pathos the lines 
that follow, for neither plough nor horse has a choi ce: 
And horses too pass time away 
In leicures htmgry holiday 
Rubbing and lunging round the yardl Dreaming no doubt of summer swar"d 
Clare's habit of l'ersonification which becomes apparent from 
• a study of even a single eclogue such as Janu&ry is in the neo-
classical tradi:tion. While it may be surprisj.ng that an =tutored 
poet such as Clare should use abstractions to the extent that he 
does, this may be partly explained by his particular interes t in 
the work of such eightee;:th century poets as Thomson , Cowper , Collins , 
2 Gray and Pove. 
Clare do"s not confine his subtle personifications to abstract 
nouns, as is apparel".t in his handlirJg of the in2nimate plough. 
The first part of ~:?-nu~ry alone is filled with personifications so 
deb.cately achieved that to label them as such seems to distort 
what the poet h En done. Just a s Clar.,'s natural material and his 
----- --
InObJl1S0n, ~~h8 Sh~r;hcrd 1~~ Cal(n~E-.!'., p. ), 11. 9-14 (it:J.lj.c8 
mine); p. 3, 11. 15 &: 16; p.), 11. 1'7-20. 
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Eden vision of the world often, in his most successful poems, 
become one, so his poetical powers may introduce into a natural 
scene an abstraction like "chance " below which takes over the 
'scene through its extended personification without loss of realism, 
so that the abstraction is redefined poetically; and conversely, 
an abstract noun or inanimate object may as easily become concrete 
or animate. This will be apparent i.n the following examples frOlli 
January, Part I, which show the added force 8Jld area of effective-
ness that Clare's "personifications" give to words. Some of the 
resul ts of pers onifying "comfort" and "labour" have already been 
mentioned. 1 
In the couplet: 
And old h ens scratting all the day 
Seeks curnels chance may throwaway 
the personification of "chance lf seems to show mai1 as L.1uch at the 
mercy of an unpredictable force a s the hens, thus unifying them in 
their common vulnerability. At the same time , in C;iving the force 
human actions, the I,oet creates a figure which embraces all who may 
chanc e to throwaway "curnGls". This ability to avoid limi. ting a 
quali ty or an actj.on to anyone person or creature is perhaps the 
most important property of the personification of fancy gazin.g at 
shapes of ice in a brook portrayed in the following lines: 
Where fancy often stoops to pore 
And. turns a.gain to woncler more 
Sirnilar characteristics are s een i n: 
Again the robin waxes tame 
And ventures pi tys crwnbs to cLlim 
lS 1 -'7 88 (1)0'/O, p .. :; . 
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ffilere memory recolecting still 
Knows the last wi nters broken pane 
and in the reference to wood-pi geons "picking the green l eaves 
1 
want bes tows ". 
". 
Other personifications are of periods of time , such as noon-
t ide , or night and day -- more conventional subjects for this 
t r eatment, but, observed in their context, they reflec t a uni~ue 
voice. One sees this in the subtle change of tone as snow is 
reduced to a homely detail in: "As noontide frets its l i ttle t haw". 
The cold night is seen as a labourer in the lines : 
The ickles from the cottage eaves 
ffilich cold nights freakish labour leaves 
and the sun, night and day are all thought of as interacting in a 
particularly busy, human way : 
The still soon creepeth out of sight 
Behind the woods - and runrilng night 
Makes haste to shut the days dull eye 
And grizzles oer the chilly sky 2 
In these examples, where nature is charged with human attributes, 
one fe els the poet has moved nearer to the i deal of man as a being 
in complete harmony with the universe. 
As the day 's cycle draws to a close, the sinking sun becDInes 
the sign f or a return to a specific instance of harmony with 
nature, that experienced by creatures disturbed durinC the day: 
And threcher too sets by his flail 
And lea vee the mice at peace asen 
•• o ......... • .. .. ·e ............ e ... . .. . 
And owlets glad his toils are 001' 
Swoop" by him as he shuts the door 
The cycle is comple ted as "the shepherd seeks his ~ottage warm" . 
lRObil1S0n, :;;'l'",bcc"-=S,,,h..ocp}wrd '8 Calendar, p. :; , 11. 27 8: 28 ; 
p. 5, 11. 25 & 26 ; p. 6, 11. 7, 8 , 12 & 13 ; p. 7, 1. 3. 
2J"b"d __ J __ • , p . 5, 1. 6; p. 7 , 11. 5 & 6; p. 7, 11. 11-H. 
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His dog in eagerness goes ahead , 
Then turns and looks him in the face 
And trotts before wi mending pace 
The two, man and beast , f orm an example of co-operation, obedience 
and harmony . Th e balance between n:lture ' s creaturas and ma.n when 
all are in their proper place continues to be restored as the robin 
l eaves the house to re t urn to his domain and the shepherd and his 
dog return to theirs , the home . l 
In the last nine lines we are told that the hedger 
Then sets him down to warm his hands 
And tell in labours happy way 
His story of the passing day 
While &S the warm blaze cracks and gleams 
The supper reeks in savoury steams 
Or keetle simmers merrily 
And tinkltng cups are set for tea 
Thus doth the winters dreary da~ 
From morn to evening wear away 
"labour" is now wi t.lJ.:Ln , enj oying a " comfort " of the same kind as 
that wj. th which the poem opened , and which spreads a mood of contented 
achievement. But the person refe=ed to here is not a shepherd. As 
in the sonnet , "Winter Fiel ds" , 3 which is a close parallel to part 
one of JanuRry, the she pherd i s not the one to be found f inally 
inside j.n comfort , away from the elements. This fact emphasizes the 
shepherd ' s consta.nt interaction with the seasons in this poem which 
in The Shepherd ' s Calendar. In spite of the "warm blaze ", the 
sinrrnering k ettle and the "tinklill£ cups " which are the fCI"lSrd 
pointers to the interior scene in Januo.ry, Part II, the reader is 
quie tly and Dimply reminded of the real nature of winter for men 
lIbid., p. 7, 11. 20, 21, 23 & 24; p. 7 , 1. 25 ; p. 8 , 
11. 1 &--2; p. 0 , 11. 7-12. 
2Ibid ., p •. 9, 11. 2-10. 
7 
--'See diGCW3SJ on of this poem below, PI'. /ZS - /4-:2.. 
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l ike shepherds in the final two lines which place January f i rmly 
within the season to which it bel ongs . 
In January , Part I , the shepherd does not leave the outside 
winter world ; in Part I I , however , he does ; for Clar e ' s shepherd 
is a realisti c f i gure (not one in an ideali sti c pastoral rule ) and 
comfort is as much an expected el ement of h i s day as the accepted 
hardships. In J-anuflry, Part II , the shepherd i s tra.nsported to the 
inner world across a breruc in time and eclogue, emphasizing the 
difference of the two spheres which may, nevertheless, be equally 
"enjoyed" by man. The change in the way the iambic tetrameter is 
used in Part II heightens the contrast between the two sections ; 
the heavy draggj.ng rhythm of the last two lines of January , :Part I, 
differs greatly from t hat of the opening lines of January, Part II : 
The shutter closd the lamp alight 
The fBggot chopt and blazing bright 
which have a gay rhythmic lj_l t and are kinestheti,~ in their effect 
as they link up with the shephcrd "danCing his childern on his 
knee". This mood continue" as adjectivcs and nouns such as "glad", 
"leaping", IIpurrtngll, "chorus II and llmirthll follow. Then, having 
placed the shepherd's faithful dog next to him, and the cat , cricket 
and oaged r"dcap wj_thin too, the poet turns from the blazing fire to 
the fa to of n'" ture 1 s creatures outside, and each one is seen "placed" 
in jots safety : 
~'he ass fro8t drove from off the moors 
Li tte:r:-c1 wi fJ traw no.v dozes Vfarm 
Neath the yard hovel from the st-ol'm 
The swine well f ed and in the cty 
And fowl snuc pcrchd in hovel nigh 
Wi head in f cnthe:rs caf p. L.sleep 
Vi}1cre fox fj_nd nc 1 cr a hole to creep 
And geese that gccbblc in thej.r dreams 
0:[' litter-d corn and thpwine stre'Ulls 
The sp'lrro',v too thctr daily gU2St 
Is in the cottage ev er:; at rest 
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And r obin small and smaller wren 
Are in their warm holes safe agen 
From falling s nows that winnow bye 
The hovels where they nightly lye 
And ague winds that shake the tree 
Where other birds are forced to be 1 
The last four lines are a miniature of the portrayal in JanuarL , 
Part I, of the theme of the internal and external spheres con-
trasi:ed . The word "winnowing" especially recalls the first four 
lines of Part 1. 
The contrasts between night and day , rest and activity, are 
rei terated ironically as the verse rhythm quickens to accommodate 
seemingly perpetual activity : 
The huswife busy night and day 
Cleareth the supper things away 
Like the geese of the ice- freed pond "splashing • •• / Their fill 
ere it be froze again" , she too is "not willing to loose time". 2 
Even her stories, as they prcgress, seem to gather speed from 
excitement, and become more and more chargcd with "faerie ". 3 Clare 
reveals his sensitive understanding of children in his description 
of their reacti ons to the fearful stories : 
mlile in the corner ill at ease 
Or crushing tween their fathers knees 
The childern silent all the while 
And eon repressd the laugh or smile 
Quake wi the aeue chills of fear 
And tremble while they love to hear 
St artling \/pile they the tales recall 
A t their o'em shado\'1S on the Viall 4 
1 R~b i h<o", ,he Shephe"C; C,:;.ie"dM, 
;J;bft:. , p. 10, 11. 1 & 2; p. 10, 1. 4; p. ll, 1. 1 & 
11. 7-22 . f\ 
2Ibid ., p. 11, 11. 23 & 24; p. 4, 11. 25 & 26; p. 12, 1. 23. 
3Clare 's delJcacy in p():rtrayin~ minute fairy life reminds t he 
rt auer of She:.kespc ::.lT8 I s :faj.rics in A r,~idslmJTler Ni~ht ' s Drerun. See 
Ho1>in", 011, The ShcDlwrd 1 s Calcrr:iar, ·pp,-14.-1o .. ---------
4Ibid ., p. 17, 11. 3- J.0. 
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Wi th nostalgia in the line , "0 spirit of t he days gone bye ", 
the poet regrets the f l eeing from him of "sweet childhoods 
1 fearful extacy". The nostalgic element in the pastoral c omes 
through strongl y in t his backward look. It does so again in a 
passage where the poet sees the same stories having the same 
fearful effect on listening children while he is beyond the 
2 
stories ' power to move. The peculiar perceptions and reactions 
associated with the "golden age " of childhood do not change. In 
the observation, "For poesy hath its youth forgot ", 3 the personi-
fication, "poesy", seems to take the place of the poet, and the 
realization of the consequent greater area of the loss , spread as 
i t is to include all poetry , heightens the poignancy of the 
deprivation. There is perhaps implicit in the words the idea of 
age as opposed to the Medieval springtime or youth of literature. 
It is reason, seen in Blakean terms as cold and winter-like 
in its ability to kj.ll vulnerable , tender, early growth warmed 
into early bloom, that causes the loss: 
Till reason like a winters day 
Nipt childhoods visions all away 
and although "memory may yet the themes repeat", yet "childhoods 
heart doth cease to beat". 4 A lost world may be re-captured 
artincially, but it will not be a childhood vision but the vision 
of experience, whose presence will create a -Cenci on of a kind 
associ~ted with pastoral. 
lIbid. , p. 18, 1.. ~ . o , p. 18, l. 6. 
21bid ., p. 18, 11. 25-30 & p. 19 , 11. 1 & 2. 
3 I bjd. , p. 18 , l. 26. 
4Ibid • , p. 19, 11. 7 & 8· , p. 19, l. 11 ; p. 19, l. 12. 
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In the f ina l lines : 
Those truths are fled and l eft behind 
A real world and doubting mind 1 
t he visions of the world of childhood are acknowledged as "truths " 
and as of far greater value than the visions of "reality" and 
the "doubting mind " associated with adults ; a poignant reminder 
of Clare ' s "madness" of later years where, on the one hand, he 
was tacitly acknowledged by a person such as Knight as someone 
continuing to write fine poetry when in his world of truths, and 
on the other was condemned at times by people like Lord Radstock 
for his thoughts and actions in the "real world" in which he 
confessed to a "doubting mind". Compared with the lilt of the 
first two lines, these last lines are given weight by an opening 
spondee , mld a lingering effect in the last line is gained by 
reading "real" as disyllabic and thus slightly laboured ( or by an 
enforced long paw:e after "world" if "real" is to be one syllable ). 
This pause emphasises the tone and memling of unsureness in the 
line, and antici p<l tes the unsureness and imper manence of the thaVi 
in FebrUD.ry. 
In the above study of January conce rn has been to show that 
the Eden-like harmony between nature, h e r creatures mld man is 
echoed in the prosody and development of the eclogue. The way :Ln 
which the material is arranged and the mood and movement of verse 
changes in this diurnal cycle is similar to the pattern of the 
material and the form of verse in the annual seasonal cycle of 
nature and her creatures a s fOlmd in the poem as a whole. The 
Eden viSion, not without its tensions to be resolved and its two 
lIb'd 
_' _l_., p. 21, 11 . J,3 & 14. 
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worlds ( the ideal and the real ) co- existing in balance , underlies 
not only The Shepherd ' s Calendar but Clar e's poetry as a whole . 
Even where the loss of Eden perfection is lamented , it is upheld 
as the ideal to be desired. 
At t his point, it may be helpful to restate the fact that 
January contains the most important features of Clare's pastoral 
vision. These may be enumerated as follows in the paragraph 
below. But first ~t should be noted that Clare, a poet whose 
themes and material are often so nearly synonymous as to blur the 
distinction between the two, does not directly present the themes 
about to be mentioned , nor does his poem reveal a tightly knit 
pattern of images formally linked to the themes . The details in 
the poem, which may mislead one into believing they are in them-
sel ves thematically important, are primarily there as an integral 
part of Clare ' s realism. 
The main theme is the unity of man and nature realised in 
shared experience. The unity is captured particularly in Clare ' s 
kind of personification and in the central figure of the shepherd. 
Related to this theme are two secondary themes, namely, love as an 
act of reciprocation for mutual good and the fulfilment of being 
of nature ' s children , including men, when they have found, and are 
actiIlB in, thej.r proper place. An imaee through which all three of 
these themes are made manifest is that of Childhood, involving 
nostalgia for, and perhaps the recapture of, a perfect response 
associated with that time of life. A second image thI'ough ",hich 
the main theme is explored is that of tj_me , alvlays an important 
considera-cion in pastoral. A third im8ge of' thematic importance 
is that of music representiIlB the metaphorical harmony inherent in 
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1 
nature , enccmpassing song and dance which are al so fre'luently 
part of the pastoral . While these i mages are a way in which the 
themes are presented , an important contributing factor to the 
felicity with which the themes and images are seen to be integrated 
i nt o the poem as a whole, is a structural pattern recurring through-
out the poem. This i s the way the unity of all seasons is shown in 
each eclogue , Vihe ther through a recall in the detail s of one of 
the details of another , or through an anticipation based on memory 
and the knowledge of cyclical repeti tion. 
There follow brief examinations of each of the eleven re-
maining eclogues, concentrating on the most prominent aspect of 
Clare ' s pastoral vision within the month under discussion. As the 
themes and images mentioned above appear in some way in each 
eclogue , no · attempt will be made to enumerate these every time 
they appear. 
The ~vo-part January eclogue leads on to the eclogue for 
February, the month of an ephemeral thaw , in which the image of time 
is present in the emphasis on impermanence and mutability. The 
structure of the eclogue complements the image as the mild seasons 
are anticipated s iroultaneouEly with a harking back and final return 
to the harsh weather of winter. The verse form al one s trongly 
anticipates the lyricism of April while differing fr om the song 
and dance metre of tha t month. The building up and echoing of 
noises points forward to song, while increased energy and variety 
1 Se", for exampl e: TibbIe, Poems, II, 514, "Love of 
ITa ture " , 1. 4 - lIThcre I :::; life's own music in the swelling floods 11 ; 
ibid., II, 39, "The Voiee of Nature", especially 1. 25 - "Yet 
I see melexly in nature's law~!!; ibid., 11,309, liThe Ml.J.Dic of 
Nature". See alsu below, pp. 54-59. 
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in movement precedes the dance. The mention of melting icicles 
"pit patting wi a pleasant noise" captures both sound and move-
ment, and attention to sound is intensified as the workers join 
nature in her "refrain": 
The milkmaid singing leaves her bed 
Vlliile magpies chatter oer her head-
"Fl oughmen go whistling", "boy's shouts and whips are noising", and 
the shepherd , "chat t ering to a passing friend", is linked with the 
magpie. Movement seems to lceep pace with sound as the dog "runs 
many a wild and random chase" and the j erkiness of the verse 
rhythm echoes the dog's movement in the line, "And off he starts 
and barks again".l 
In t his eclogue the movement of the verse flits like a 
butterfly from picture to picture of the thaw. In place of the 
sense of proGression in January is a sense of impermanence and 
uncertainty, with children 
Building beside the sunny walls 
Their spring-play- huts of sticks or straw 
... ...... 0 ............................. ., . .. .... .. .. .. ........ ...... .. .. .. 
And wondering in their search for ~lay 
IVhy birds delay to build and sing 
This lack of logical progression is typical of the ar-bi trary l eaps 
from scene to scene and subject to subject of the dre8Jll , a motif 
running throughout February.3 In the penultimate stanza of the 
eclogue , the verb "dre8Jll" s= up the mood and tone of the month : 
lRObiJ180n, The Shepherd ' s C l cndar , p. 22, 1. 5 ; p. 23, 11. 
17 & 19; p . 23, 1. 25; p. 23 , 1. 28; p. 24, 1. 4; p. 24, 1. 24; 
p. 25, 1. 4. 
2Ibid • , p. 23, ll. 7, 8, 15 & 16 . 
3}b:i.d. , p. 23 , 1. 9; p. 24, 1. 6· , p. 25 , 1. 19; 
p. 27, 1. 0. 
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Thus nature of the spring will dream 
Whil e south winds thaw but soon agai n 
Frost breaths upon the stiffening stream 
As silence descends again on a frozen world , "the foddering boy 
1 (l, 
forgets his song" as he would dream -- an echo seemingly of the 
1\ 
dream-world atmosphere which mten forms a part of the traditional 
pastoral. 
The unsettled nature of the February thaw is intensified as 
"March month of 'many weathers' wildly comes" . The shepherd (the 
chief pastoral figure of many ages) , who in February ' s thaw is 
often seen 
By warm banks oer his worle to bend 
Or oer a gate or stile to lean 
Chatterj.ng to a passing friend 
and who is finally seen in that eclogue as "croodling" and bending 
2 
along "crouching to the whizzing storms ", i s, in a sense , imprisoned 
at first by March ' s wild weather as he stands at his cottage door 
in order to hear the roar of the f l ood water in the distance. 
But a change in wcather soon sees him out of doors with leisure 
to notice a daisy in thp. rain-wet grass . 3 
The thj.rd time the shepherd appears in this eclogue 0:: 
oscillation is in a practical capacity ; but he does, during his 
dutiful actions in protecting lambs from harm, fall prey to wild, 
impractical, imaginary fears Generated in him by a badger ' s shriek. 4 
He is a st~ble force amidst instability, yet not beyond being 
lIbido , p . 27, 11. 25-27; p. 28, I. 9. 
2Jbid • , p. 29, l. 1-, p. 24, 11. 2-4; p. 28, l. 12, 
3Jbid • , p. 29,11. 3 & 4; p. 30, l- 8, 
41 bid. , p. 35, 11 . 15·-30 & p. 36, lI. 1-7. 
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startlErl on his rounds at night by "the tale that superstiti on 
gives " . l 
In the song- like eclogue for April , the month is personified 
i n Clare ' s particularly delicate ,;ay as a dancing child : 
The infant april joins the spring 
And views its watery skye 
As youngling linnet trys its wing 
And fears at first to flye 
With timid step she ventures on 
And hardly dares to smile 
The bl ossoms open one by one 
And sunny hours beguile 
The skipping rhytlm of the ballad metre as here used i s. associated 
with both dance and children ' s play , and the freshness and delicacy 
of tone is suited to the imagery of youth found throughout the 
eclogue. The extreme youthfulness of April is emphasised in the 
word "infant" , and both immaturity and femininity are impli ed in 
" timid s t ep". The uncertainty of the step and the "watery .skye " 
under which it is taken recall the unpredictable weather i n the 
final lines of Mllr"h : 
And butterflys by eager hopes undone 
Glad as a child come out to greet the sun 
Los t neath the shadow of a sudden shower 
Nor left to see t omorrows april flower 2 
which in turn anticipates stanza one of April in which each flower 
opens separately yet in an harmonious rhythm. 
Fram the begiru1ing of the eclogue where April joins the 
Spring, as it were for a dance, harmony between nature and her 
crcatureo j.s p3.ramount. In sympathy , as it were, with April' s 
t entative "venturing on", the "youngling linnet trys its wing / And 
fears at first to flye"; and as a reflection of this unsure mood 
libido , p. 3G, 1. 29. 
2Ibj_d • . 
-- , 
p. 33 , 11. 1-8; p. 37, 11. 23-26. 
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April "hardly dares to smil e ". The final word of t he stanza , 
"beguile ", captures the mood , tone and character of April, the 
"early child of spring", 1 as much as it does that of the spri ng 
blossoms, reflecting again the partnership and harmonious relation-
ship b etween April and Spring , and between April and t he flowers . 
There is a fresh directness and naivety in the description 
of April and her progression from the timid step to the "bolder 
steps " in stanza two, and finally to her "wanton gambols " and her 
l aughter · as "she r aces with the hours" in stanza three. After her 
entrance with Spring , the poe t is the first to gree t her; then the 
shepherds in their perceptive r elationship with nature are the first 
t o discover tlri s lovely child of spring through her flower Si gn, 
t h I " 2 e cows lp. The verse form seems to provide the "musi c " for 
April's dance which takes place in an atmosphere of harmony, so 
essential a part of the pastoral world before it is invaded by dis -
ruptive influences from outside . The harmonious relationships 
among nature ' s creatures are revealed in song: 
in colour: 
With thee all nature finds a voice 
And hums a waking song 
And gosslings waddle oer the plain 
As yellow as its flowers 
and in the Eden vision hinted at as the poet says of April that 
he wakes "with thy risinc sun / And thy first glorys vicwd " and 
~ 
sees the sun set "like to a lovley eve " >' 
lIbido , p. 44, 1. 26. 
2Ibid • , p. 39, 1. 24 ; p. 40, n. 1 & 2. 
3 " IbJ.'i. , p. 42, 11 . 19 & 20; p. 43, 11. 7 & 8 " ,
p. 44, 11. 17 & 18; p. 44, 1. 22. 
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The gentle welcome to "the infant" April, which is voiced 
only after four stanzas is in keeping with the tentative tone of 
that month. The greeting of May is , by comparison , a boisterous 
shout as the eclogue opens with the resounding "Come " followed 
immediately by the title, "Queen of months" . A retinue, as well 
as music, is suggested in the first lines of this eclogue , as one 
imagines the originators of the "merry minstrelsy" accompanying 
the Queen; and, by the twelfth line, the s uggestion of music is 
affirmed in the words "For there i s music in the noise ". These 
words do more than i mply melody ; they link the May noises with the 
image of music as it reflects the metaphorical harmony i~~erent in 
1 
nature . This link is often overtl y stated elsewhere in Clare's 
verse . In the poem, "S ong's Eternity", the answer to "What is 
song's etcrni ty?" is "Mel odies of earth and sky, / Here they be", 
2 
and aGain, "Bird and bee / Sing creation ' " music on ". In this poem 
creation's music is captured both by Clare 's poem or song, mId by 
the mimicked soll8 of the blue cap. At times it j.s as i f the bird-
singer becomes the poet- singer : 
The little robin in the quiet glen 
Hidden from fame and all the strife of men 
Sings unto time a pastoral and gives 
A music that lives now and ever lives 3 
Inde ed, for Clare , music or sone is not only heard but also "felt 
and seen". 4 ThWJ he effil write, "I h ear rich musie wheresoe' er I 
IThe third image noted above, pp. 48 & 49. 
2Tibble, PO(']llS, II , 266, "Song ' s Eternity", v . 2, 11. ], 3 
& 4; ibid., v.-5 ,-11. 6 &: 7. 
3nObillGOn, Selcctc'd PoemG and Prose , "The Etcrni ty of 
Natur'e ", p. 110, n . 33-36. 
4Tibblc, POC,'fl,), II, 268 , Sonc'G Eternity", v. 6, 11. 5 & 6, 
- "Songs I've heard und felt and seen / E,'crywhere". 
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l ook"l and "in t h ese anci ent spots mind ear and eye / Turn 
l isteners". 2 There is , for him, as much music in the reproduction 
of movement ( and sound) in "Gr asshoppers go in many a thrumming 
sprj.ng ,,3 as in the bird song which he reproduces mimetically 
r ather than poeticall y in par ts of "The Progress of Ryhme ".4 I n 
fact, it is i n the former poem rather than in the latter that the 
reader is most aware of metaphorical music and harmony ; and this 
i s perhaps a suitable moment at which to try to determine how 
Clare ' s poetry captures " the music of nature " through a close 
examination of the poem, "Grasshoppers", mentioned above. 
Grasshoppel's go in many a thrumming spring 
And now to stalks of tasselled sour- grass cling , 
That shakes and swees awhile , but still keeps strai ght ; 
While arching oxeye doubles with his weight . 
Next on the cat-taj.l grass with farther bound 
He springs, that bends until they touch the ground . 
The first line has an i=egularity of rhythm s imilar to 
that of the erratj.c jumping of a grasshopper. The trochaic f i rst 
foot and the partia l elision of "many a " reflect the jerkiness, 
hesitation and differing lengths of the insect's jump . The fairly 
strongly stressed second syllable of the trochaic first foot gives 
the impression of heaviness , kinesthe tic in i ts effect when linked 
with the weight of the , at first, earth-bound grasshopper ; adder. 
to this heaviness i s the strongly stressed word " spring " at the 
end of the line, parall elling the abrupt, heavY landing of the 
insect. 
lIbid., II, 40, "The Voice of Nature" , 1. 17. (Italics mine.) 
2nobillilon, Se;lected Poems and Pr·ose , · p. 99, "Shepherds Hut", 
11. 24 & 25. 
3Tihblc, 1?oGn~c;~, II, 330, "Grasshoppers 11 , I .. 1 .. 
4"Robtnson, S~lccted Poems and llr.oDc, r: ~rhe l>rogress of Hyblllc", 
p. 122 , 1 . 39 & p. 12), 11. l-l~. 
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The masculine rhymes combined with absence of enjambment 
throughout the poem firmly confine each line to one movement of a 
series of movements, giving the impression that the grasshopper 
comes to rest for a period at the end of every line . The sense of 
the rhyme pairs reinforces the " jump - rest" sequence: spring/cling; 
straight/weight; uound/ground . 
The monosyllabic verb, "go", cOming where it does, after the 
trisyllabic opening noun, "grasshoppers", simultaneously imparts 
the ideas of anticipation and release at the beginning of a race. 
After the release and the bounce of "many a", the words " thrumming 
spring" convey the impression of the grasshopper coming to a 
vibrating halt after his jump as a released metal spring would do . 
In line two the poet subtly confines the vague , generalised, 
timeless continuum to the present with the words "And now" as if 
he were commenting on the race. In contrast to the rhythm of the 
firct line which is irregular, the rhythm of the second is markedly 
reeular, partly because , apart fran the words "tassled sour-grass " 
the line is made up of words of a single syllable. The rhythm 
slows down on "sour-grass " which is nearly a spondee in weight of 
stress , and the impression is one of a grasshopper cuming to a 
swaying rest. In the third line the rhythmical sway of the lightly 
tasselled grass continues to be reflected by the verse rhythm until 
the break in the ].ine at "but" follorlCd by the three evenly stressed 
words "still keep straight" , a chanc;e of rhythm in keepinc with the 
dirninism.ng movement of the oscillating staJJcs as they straj.ehten 
to en upright 1'o::;ition. The fourth line seems to arch in sl1ape 
and sound to match the 8.rcl1ing oxeye describcd. The first and l:J.st 
words in the line rape:J.t thc "w" "ound of "swees awhile", only no\'l 
the swayinG is not short nnd sharp as in lines ene and two but one 
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long parabolic movement beautifully controlled by t he continuous 
tense of "arching" followed by the emphatic disyllabic verb 
"doubles" which forms an apex in the middle of the line. Frcnn 
this high point the drop to the weighted end of the line seems 
to counter- bal ance the previous building up in "while arching 
oxeye" through the continuous sense of the present participle. 
The first four l ines cover a general ized mass jump of the 
insects and many g~asshopper landings ; the narrowing down in the 
second line to "And now" is taken further in line five , to a 
specific "next" jump of a single grasshopper . The whole cycl e 
begins again as line five approximates to line one with an opening 
trochee -- but this time on a smaller scale, as the process which 
previously took four lines to capture is caught in t wo . The f inal 
touching of the ground which could refer to either grass or , by 
i mpli cation , grasshopper on grass, is an act similar to the touch-
ing of the t ape at the end of a race begun with the word "go" . 
Even the apparent mistake in the grammar of "they" strengthens the 
impression of a race run by many, yet won by the grasshopper 
singled out as "he " in line six. 
The poem comes to an end on the word "gound " and yet is not 
gro1.h"lded, for the gro1.h"ld is only touched, and all is poised for 
the next move. The poem remains open ended in its cyclical nature, 
and this reaching forward mirr ors Clare ' s sense of the eternity of 
nature, where there will always be grasshoppers springing onto 
swaying gr?ss. 
Thu3 the words of the poem form a single cycle of movement 
while encocap<.lssinG a similar cycle wi thin the poem, tOGether with 
lIJany bm'sts of irregul'lr and regular movement; and the t ensj.on in 
the poem comes from the cenGe of a ra.ce-like progression against 
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which are pulling all t he jerky, a pparently aimless , yet beauti-
fully balanced movements within the whole . Harmony between words 
and movement presents the activity of the creatures of nature upon 
which Clare ' s attention , and that of the reader, is focused, and 
reflects the "music" inherent in the natural world . 
I n "The Progress of Ryhme" Clare speaks of his habit of 
reproducing nature ' s "music" in song: 
The bird and bee its chords would sound 
The air hummed melodys around 
I caught with eager ear the strain 
And sung the music oer again 1 
and this i s what he does in "Grasshoppers" and in so many of his 
successful poems he s ings "the music oer again" . He does this 
in two ways . Firstly, in his poem he suggests imitation of a 
particular sj,tuation in nature through metrics and sound so that 
he i s metaphorically singing the situation over again in his poem. 
Secondly, he creates a poem about the natural world ; a poem in 
which the separate elements are organically and harmoniously related 
to one another wi thin the whole poem , parallelling the similar 
harmonious and organic relationship which he apprehends between 
the separate beings wi thin the natural world. 
In The Shepherd's Calendar there is much of this poetic 
reproduction of nature's "music", espeCially, a <J already suggested 
in the opening rem~rks on May , in the sounds and movements in t his 
eclogue. 
The restless cuckoo absent long 
And twittering swallo',.,::; chimney s ong 
And hedGe ro," crickets notes that run 
From every bank that fronts the SWl 
And sv/Uthy b8CS about the grass 
~obin"on , Selccteu Poems and lTo:;e , "Th" Progress of 
Hyhmo" , p. 120, 11. 15-16. 
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Tha t stops wi every bloom they pass 
And every minute every hour 
Keep teazing woods that wear a flower 
And t oil and childhoods humming joys 
For there is music in the noisel 
Because of Clare's l ack of punctuation, the above line , "For th"re 
is music in the noise ", is able to embrace all noise and movement 
in the passage , from that of the cuckoo to "childhoods humming 
joys " . It also reaches forward to the more specific children ' s 
noises of "calling ecchos i n the porch" or their "jovial cry"l 
wi th all the "running" , "racing", "jilting" and "ieaping" that go 
with the noise . The sounds and actions echo the joys of the instant , 
the harmony perceptible at that pOint. 
There follow more instances of May ' s minstrel s y. The driving 
boy, aware of May ' s beauty, "oft bursts loud in fits of song / And 
whistles as he reels along"; ' while the youth on his way to school 
is surrounded by the song and dance of Mayas "young l ambs seem 
tempting him to play / Dancing and bleating in his way", and "the 
birds that sing on bush a..1'ld tree / Seem chirping for his company" 
as he listens to " the weeders toiling song / Or short not[e] of 
the changing thrush". 3 Even the church clock hums for him. 4 
The weeders, too , echo the harmony 
Wi joke and tale and merry peals 
Of ancient tunes from happy toncues 
While linnets join their fitful songs 
and th.e sound of the quail ' s cry "wet my foot" is in harmony with 
lRobinson, The S12e)2herd's Calendar, p . 46, n. 3- 12. 
2n ' , ~., p. 47, l. 8 -, p. 47, l. 15. 
3 Ibid .. 
-- ' 
p. -1.8 , n. 1 & 2 ; p . 48 , n . 15 & 16 ; p . 48, 
n. 21 & 22 ; p . 48 , n. 28 & 29 . 
4Ibid • , p. 49, l. 25. 
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the wet weather it foretells . The swain stops t o l isten to the 
"rails odd call"; the boy stops short to hear the strain of the 
nightingale ' s "ditty" which, then , with a "' sweet jug jug ' he 
mocks again" . Man ' s ear is 'attuned to the harmony of nature ' s 
calls. In f act, the poem rises to a peak where the metaphorical 
harmony between flower , bird and man is stated : 
Al l all are nestling in their joys 
The flowers and birds and pasture boysl 
But Clare i s aware cf imperfection in this Eden. I n this 
eclcgue he narroWS the loss to that of the glories of "Old may day" 
which had been i n the past t he focus of sununer celebrations ; and , 
since Enclosure epitomizes loss for Clare , Enclosure is linked with 
the present pale shadow of May Day : 
And where enclosure has i ts birth 
It spreads a mildew oer her mirth 
Clare, then, in reminding the reader of the calm perfection and 
acceptance found in the opening lines of Gray ' s Elegy, forces hinl 
to note the full impact of the change in his rcversal of the 
situation in Gray ' s poem: 
The h erd no longer one by one 
Goes plodding on her morning way2 
Yet with all man ' s ability to shatter harmony, the poet 
affirms that the harmony of the universe prevails in the answer 
to" Old may day where' s thy glorys gone" whi ch c cme s as a posi ti ve 
acclamation : 
Yet summer smiles upon thee still 
Wi natures sweet unalterd will 3 
lIb:id . , p. 53, ll. 18-20; p. 54, 11. 18-24; p. 58 , 
11. 14-16; p. 58, 1. 24 ; p. 50, 11. 9 &: 10. 
2Ibid ., p. 60, 1 . 27; p. 61, 11. 27 & 28; p . 61, 1. 29 
&; p. 62-;-1. 1. 
31, 'd _iJ:~., p_ 60, 1. 27; p . 62, 11. 4 & 5. 
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The celebration of May's queenly status which is found at the 
beginning of the eclogue is r epeated in the final lines where the 
month of May , at the harmonious meeting point of spring and summer , 
i s queen of both . 
In June comes man ' s annual sharing in nature ' s bounty with 
haymaking and sheep-shearing , t he sec ond activity pl aci ng the 
shepherd once again in the central position of co-operation and 
harmony . As in the previous month , there i s a lament ; this time, 
1 in t he l ast f ourteRn lines of the ecl ogue . The poet r egrets the 
break in unity and wholeness of relationship between two classes of 
human beings , the tarmer and his labourer, in contras t with the 
sharing between man and nature , a state of affairs noticed and 
condemned by another writer of that period , Wi lliam Cobbett , whom 
Clare thought to be "the most powerful prose wrj.ter of the day". 2 
July "wi last months closing scenes and dins / Her stu try 
beaming birth begins", 3 and these "scenes and dins " of the firs t 
harvesting, in the form of shearing and the subsequent customs that 
are kept , point forward to the theme dominant in the harvest months 
of July, August and September, that is, the unity of man and nature 
realised in shared experience . 4 
The opening ten lines of July are separated from the res t of 
the eclogue to enable the poet to place this month firmly at the 
lIbid., p. 68, 11. 27-30 & p. 69, 11. 1-10. 
2William Cobbett, Rural Hides, ed . by Geo:q:;e Woodcock, 
The Pcn[;uin EnGlish Library (Harmonds\iOr th: Penguin Books, 1967 , 
first published 1830), pp . 78 , 79, 227 & 228. Se e Prose , ed. by 
TibbIe & Tibble, pp. 221 & 222. 
3 . R obJ.ns on, TllC Shepherd ' s Calendar, p. 70, 11. 9 & 10. 
4The n:ain themo noted ctbove, p. 48. 
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begim1ing of the second half of the year and to emphasi ze its 
position as the first of the harvest months . J uly personifi ed 
gIves birth to Au tumn , just as , earlier, April ·per sonified l eads 
the reader into Spring . Yet one i s not allowed to forget that , new 
as this autumn may be , July is part of a cycle , as she "resumes 
her yearly place", and that she, equally , is a "daughter" of the 
"sul try days and dewy nights " of the previous month. Her "milking 
maiden face / Ruddy and tand yet sweet to view"l is in keeping with 
June sunshine but also reminds one of the exertions of l abour to 
come , as the idea of ripening harvest and sunburnt crops is con-
jured up by the words "ruddy and tand". 
In the section of the eclogue that follows , the idea of 
labouring humanity predominates and the poet ' s intimate knowledge 
of each task and its place in the whole harvest is apparent. The 
workers in thej.r various fields of labour are seen cu-operating 
with one another and with nature. The haymal,er is followed by the 
maidens with their rakes, who are described in terms that make t..loem 
seem one vii th nature; they are "wi light dress shaping to the wind", 
and their cnow white bosoms charm "like lingering blossoms of the 
may". The shepherd shares in the harvest as he lets :his flock 
into the stubble fields. The gipsy, too, canes in for a share of 
nature's unmerited, untended bounty as he gathers bulrushes from 
the strerun "wi long pole and [a] reaping hook". The Sc ottish 
drovers, in rhythm vii th the tj.ming of the seasons, move their beasts 
"l ean wi the wants of mountain sOil,,2 to fatten on the southern 
Jl{Obirmon, The Shepherd ' s Cn.lendnr, p. "10, 1. 3; p. 70, 
1. 2 ; p . 70, n. 4 ,':c 5. 
2Ibid ., p. 71, 1. 20; p. 70, 1. 24; p. 7~, 1. 30; 
p. 77, L J . • 
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pastures . 
The poet then concentrates on the cycle of one July day at 
the height of which man , animal , bird and plant , linked i n their 
co~on position as children ' of nature, wilt under the blazing sun 
which makes all one in burning suffering. But the setting sun, 
as well as the midday sun, governs nature ' s creatures who share 
the cool comfort of night. l 
As the cool of evening descends , the co-operation of the 
workers continues , as in a relay in which the swain drops the 
ploughshares ready for the driving boys in the morning, the shep-
herd helps the maid with her faggots, and the maid draws water for 
the passing boy. Then Farmer Giles joins blacksmith, tailor and 
shepherd in slakil~ their thirst at the village inn, and he, the 
authori ty beh:i,nd the harvesting, is identified with that part of 
the cosmos that governs the harvesters ' movements, as he i s des-
cribed "wi face a very setting sun"., This echoes the identification 
of July with the human situati on through personification. The 
final two lines of the ecl ogue capture this harmony between man 
and nature : 
Thus evening deepning to a close 
Leaves toil and nature to repose 2 
In Augus.1 the highest pitch of harvest activity is rcached. 
In this ecloc;ue the total involvement of all the Villagers reflects 
the common dependence upon thc harven t; but man must work in 
h~rmony with the seasonal changes or lose what nature gives. Thus 
lIbid ., p. 78, 1. 22 ff ; p. fYI, 11 . 25 & 26. 
2Ibid ., p. 91, 11. 3 - 8 ; p. 91, 11. 1'J - 22; p. 91, 11. 
23 - 28 & p. 92, 1. 1; p. 93, 11. 7 - 30 & p. 94, 11. 1 & 2; 
p. 93, 1. 12; p . 94, 11. 29 & 30. 
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the all- embracing demand for co-operation extends even to the 
child. Clare's treatment of the child's efforts at harvesting 
and the hardship involvedl banishes any thought of a sentimenta l 
treatment of chi ldhood , ana- also brings sharply into focus the 
very real hardships that harvesting entails . 
Again, the rhythmic blending in harmony of the various 
harvesting tasles is apparent as the reapers go ahead followed by 
the gleaners; then come the shockers who follow the scythe 
wielders ; "And singing rakers end the toils behind". Even here 
the shepherds are n ot left out of the activity, "but share the 
harvests labours Vii th the rest ". 2 
To place in perspective the intensity of harvesting in the 
h eat of an August day, Clare describes a restful Sunday. The 
balance of work and rest i s r estored as the chiming be l ls "murmur 
a soothing lullaby to care " a personification of "care " which 
allows the word to embrac e all careworn men. There is , as it were , 
a universal response to the bells ; for the shepherd pauses to 
listen , the children mimic the sound with joy, the fields seem to 
respond in their freedom , and the insects , too , answer with livelier 
delight than usual. Even Soli tude "apears to muse and listen to 
the song ", a c oncept which blends the bells ' song with that of the 
children and ins ects , uniting the varying responses in the sabbath 
releas c . 3 
~'he theme of the unity of man and na ture realized in shared 
experience is contj_nued in September as man gathers the remains of 
lIbid. , p. 96, n . 11-30 & p. 97, II. 1-16. 
2 Ibid . , p. 98, n. 3- 8; p . 98, I. 26 ; p. 99, 11. 27 & 28. 
-, 
/Ibid. , p. 100, 11. 29 & 30 ; p. 101, 11. 1-12. 
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nature ' s gifts in the lines: 
All haunt the thronged fields still to share 
The harvests lingering bounty there 1 
and a balance seems to be maintained as the insects and birds 
take over the deserted village; the cricket, the butterfly, the 
bees and sparrows are dominant in man's terrain as man takes over 
theirs, the fields. 2 
In August the sabbath brings temporary rest from harvesting; 
in September a harvest supper gives the rustics an opportunity 
To crown the harvests happy close 
While rural mirth that there abides 
Laughs till she almost cracks her sides 3 
Clare's personification of "rural mirth", with its echo of Mil ton 
in the last line,4 has an all·-embracing effect siInilar to that of 
the sabbath bells. 
The eclogue ends I"lith a combination of poetic and natural 
song as the poet with humility sings of what he loves so well, 
but he feels he cmUlot compete with nature's divine music as 
••• hol10w winds and tumbling floods 
And humming showers and moanir;g woods 
All startle i nto sudden strife 
And wa.l{e a mighty lay to life 5 
The last line is particularly resonant with ambivalenT meaning in 
lIbido , p. 105, n. 1 8: 2. 
2Jbiil • , p. 104, 11. 1-108: p. 105, 11. 1-12. 
3Ibid • , p. 109, 11. 8-10. 
4Ihlton: Poetical Works, ed . by Dou.,las Bush (London: 
Oxford Universj_ty 1'1'e88, 1966), p. 89, "L 'AlIceI' 0" , 1. 32. l'his 
WClc one of Clare I c favouri tc poems ; Gec Robins on, Selecte d Poems 
and ProJe, p. 9, an1 h- w e, eil. by TibbIe e, TibbIe, p. 109, 
Journal entry for 27th Sept., 1824. 
,-
:Jnobirrson, Th8.J'!.~herd':o Calendar, p. 110, 1. 14; 1'.110, 
11. 19 8: ;>0; p. 110, 110 15-12. 
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the words "wake" (meaning "awaken" but with such overtones of nouns 
as "the impression left by something having gone before", and 
also a "funeral celebration"), and "lay" which, as well as meaning 
a poem intended to be sung, may refer to the song of a bird; and 
the final line as a whole may be interpreted in t wo ways it may 
convey that the l ay is awakened to life, or that the lay to life 
j.s awakened . 
With October and the end of harvest comes freedom for both 
man and animal. The horse is free to wander through the denuded 
lands as are the cows, sheep and pigs, and the ducks and geese 
revel in their freedom from their prison, the yard. Nature ' s crops 
(acorns, "red awes ", brown nuts and elder-berries) are freely given 
and freely taken by swine, squirrels, birds and men alike; and the 
gipsies, who gather nature's bounty as they move as freely and as 
haphazardly as the hedges grow along the lanes and as the brook 
meanders, regard justice ( the curtailer of complete freedon) as a 
tyrant. The completj.on of harvest, which has given the farm animals 
freedom , has released the women to loi ter freely as they gather 
berries. 1 All these beinGS menti aned are free because they are in 
the right relationship with nature at the time . As has been pre-
vj.ously noted,2 Clare values freedom hiGhly and finds it in his love 
of the natural world, even when he is in the prison-like asylum. 
In this eclOGue the post-hcrvest freedom, taken advantage of at the 
riGht time, th,,:t is, after the; completton of the neeeosary work, is 
strongly liI'Jced Vit th the; theme of the fulfilment of being of nature's 
lIbicl., p. 111, 11. 1-10 & p. 11;> , 11. 1-30 & p. 113, 
11. 1-21. 
2Sce above, p. 39 and footnote 2 thereon. 
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chil dren, i ncluding man , when they are found and are acting in 
1 their proper place . At the beginning of October a veil is drawn 
over summer and its autumn fruits , in order to isolate this proper 
. 
place , defining it more clearly , ~nd sharpening the poet ' s focus 
upon those objects l eft to please his eye . 2 
The dream atmosphere , apparent in another month of tran-
sition, FebrUai'y , 3 is·present again in this month of glimpses 
4 
seen through a pallor by the weak rays of the misty sun . These 
dream-like glimpses of the present , the past or the future are 
not confined to man, nor to the poet, for the squirrel "secret 
toils oer winter d~'eams" in a forward vis i on ; nature "wears 
dreams of beauty" now , and the lone lad j ourneys "muttering Der 
his dreams of joy", 5 which suggests that his thought pi ctures 
embrace past, present and future. 
At the beginning of the November ecl ogue , the natural 
sequencc is changed , bringing to mind the image of time and its 
peculiar nature in the pastoral . 6 The particluar stanza which 
the poet choon8s for this eclogue , the Spenserian stanza , seems 
ideally sluted to his purpos e of capturing the timeless atmosphere 
or t he unusual time reversals that appear to take place in this 
month. 
1 The secondary theme noted above, p. 48. 
2Robins0l1, The Shepherd's Calendar, p. Ill, 11. 1-6. 
3See above, pp . 50 & 51. 
4RobinsOll, The Shepherd ' s Calendar, p. 1lJ., 1. 2; 
p. 113, 1. 21. 
5 Ibi.d ., p. 112, 1. 19 ; p. 114- , 1. 4; p. 115, 1. 15. 
6Thc second image noted above, p. 48 . 
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I n the fir st line , "The village sleeps in mist from morn 
till noon", there is an unnatural reversal of sleeping time , which 
turns day into night . The placing of the word "noon" i n an 
emphatic position at the end ' of the line , tqgether with the facts 
tha tits rhyme partner i s "moon" in line three, and that the often 
used phrase "from morn till night" se t s up an expectation towards 
the word "night" rather than "noon", emphasizes the extension of 
nightly signals into the day . The "day- into-night" image is again 
extended when the sun is seen with a faee 
Beamless and pale and round as if the moon 
Vllien done the journey of its nightly race 
Had found him sleeping and supplyd his place 
Then the s hepherd , the epitome of man ' s harmonio~s relationship 
with nature , is placed within this confusion of time and made to 
react as if the days were nights, in his inability to see sky , 
bush or tree for days , and acting a s he would to his unpenned floek 
1 
at night , "whistling aloud by guess " . 
Not only does man ' s behavlour change in these circumstances, 
but am,mal behaviour is equnlly out of character . The hare 
becomes unusually fearless and the untamed colt does not move away 
from passers by. Birds, too, b ehave oddly as the ord",r of nature 
i s upset. Crows refuse to flyaway from persecuting youths , and 
the owlet ' s behaviour2 is co unnatural that the r esults r emind one 
of similar s cenes in Macbeth. 3 
~Obil1BOn, Th8 Shepherd ' s Calendar , p. 116, 1. 1; p. 116 , 
11. 3-5 ; p. 116,' 1. 9. 
2.;r:bi<!., p. 116, 11. 10 & 11, and p. 117, 11. 1- 16. 
" ~Willimn ShakeDper,r e, i.;acbeth , cd, by Kennoth Muir , The 
Arden Shal{cspcarc (London : },le thucn und Co. JJtd ., 1953), II, iv, 
6--13 ; a wor], with rlhich Clare Vias vlell acquainted. Sec Prose , 
cd . by Tibblt, <:: Tj_b ble, ri, 121, Journal entry for 10th no\, . ,1824. 
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All this points to the paradoxical nature of time in the 
pastoral, for, in one sense, it is necessary, if Eden-like order 
and harmony is to prevail j.n the post-Eden world, that time should 
be cyclical and se~uential, but, at the same time, the depiction 
of the pastoral ideal of unspoilt beauty or Eden-perfection often 
seellis to re~uire an attempt at capturing the ha2'mony of all wi thin 
view at that moment ; in other words, an attempt at seeing and 
reproducing eternity in an instant, so that all time becomes a 
continuous present moment. Yet the paradox of Pastoral for some 
poets is that, although one is wi thin the ideal pastoral world , 
there is no permanent escape for one there from the chaos of 
disordered time i n the "world without". Thus the first stanza 
in November reflects time "out of joint" and the following two 
stanzas, the conse~uences of this. But the natural se~uence of 
time and weather takes over from stanza four onwards as the usual 
November rains begin to fall; and although the young boy may wish 
it were summer time againl there is an acceptance of the irregular, 
unpredictable nature of the month so that at the end of this 
eclogue 
•.• winter comes in earncst to fulfill 
Her yearly task at bleak novembers close 
Ani stops the ploUCh and hides the field in snOVlS 
When frost locks up the streams in chill delay 
And melloVis on th" hedge the purple sloes 
For li ttle birds - ••• 
and there is a return oJ' Eden-like leisure in the midst of har~h 
't 'th th' 1 'd' th d "·tol'l hath tl'Jne fOI' plaY",2 Wln cr, u.s - e pa J.S al In c wor s, 
for the entrance of Dc,cember, the month of Clrristmas celebration. 
~ObiJ1Son, ,The Shepherd 's C~LeJ1d"~, p. 118, L 18. 
21b'd -:~-. , p. 123, 11. 7-12; p. 123, L 12 . 
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All the themes and images of Janua~ are found again in 
December, but that of love as an act of reciprocation for TInl.tual 
good (suggested by the subtitle, "Christmass") predominates . 
Christmass is come and every hearth 
Makes room to give him welcome now 
Een want will dry its tears in mirth 
And crown him wi a holly bough 
Tho tramping neath a winters sky 
Ocr snow track paths and ryhrney stiles 
The huswife sets her spining bye 
And bj.ds him welcome wi her smiles 1 
In the first two lines of the opening stanza , every home shares 
in the celebration of the festival, and the welcome is for all that 
is a part of, or for all who are taking a part in, this time of 
harmonious relationships. 
The personification of "Christmass" is so delicately achieved 
that, without singling out any particul a r aspects of this season, 
the poet makes the term include almost all that Christmas Dleans 
to most people; the spirit of Chris'~s , the seuson of Christ~s, 
the figure of Father Christ~s, -- all are impliGd as "every hearth" 
;(, 
gives "him welcome now". Hot a vestige of sentiInentali ty creeps 
in, for the word "now" confines this universal we lcome to a 
specific time and a specific place; and Want 's tears are not over-
looked. Clare's lack of punctua tj,on allows the word "now" to 
belone to lj,ne three as \'loll as to line two, depending on whether 
one places an imagj,mry full stop before or after "now". A 
siInj,lar ambj,l>Ui ty exists as a r esult of the absencc of a distj,nct 
antecedent 1-0 the fiml "him" of the stanza ; thrOUGh his particular 
orderin.:; of items and his syntax the poet achieves a fusion of 
"ChriLtmo. .::c " end 1I','/entll as the hou3e',:ifr... "bids him we lcome "; co 
1] b'd 
--:.2::_. , p. 124 , 11. 1-8 . 
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that "him", here, coul d refer to either Christmas or Want or to 
both. Thus the poet reveals the love involving a relationship 
for mutual good to be part of all and for all at this time. 
The reader is reminded of the unity of all seasons as 
"neighbours resume their anual cheer", and the mistletoe berries 
are seen as "the shadow still of what hath been / Which fashion 
yearly fades away" as "winter meets the wa=th of may" . He is 
transported back or forward to SUJDIDer as "the fire curls up a 
sunny charm", " the flowering ale is set to warm" and "mirth full 
1 
of joy as sumlller bees" imparts pleasure . Spring is recalled in 
verse fourteen of the eclogue and in the final "good bye" of the 
poem lies a reminder of the transitory yet repetitive nature of 
the seasons . 
The main theme of The Shepherd 's Calondar, the unity of mun 
and nature realized in shared experience , comes to the fore as 
winter evergreen" nnd ash logs are brouc;ht from outside to be a 
part of man 's interior environment , so that in these objects both 
winter and labour are personified beside the cottage fire. 2 
Once again the shepherd appears as the implicit, ideal example 
of the unity of mrm and nature as , in stanza seven , he accepts the 
chance of kissing a mo.id under the mistletoe, a sanctioned custom 
associated with this, nature ' s winter "frui til . 3 The shepherd 
behaving as he doee< unde r the mistletoc is one example in a lirni ted 
context of a secondar-J theme, the fulfilment of being of nature's 
children, includirlG man, when they have found and are acting in 
lIbid., p. 125, 1. 9; p. 126, 11. 19 & 20; p . 127, 
1. 22 ; ---P:-127 , 1. 26; p. 12'/, 1. 28 ; p. 128, 1. 1. 
?Ibid. , p. 125, 11. 1-8 & 17-24; p. 125, 11. 25-28. 
3It ' 1 ~., p. 126, 11. 13-20. 
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t heir proper pl ace . He is no l onger afraid t o ki ss because of 
the rightness of his conduct in that place . 
The image of childhood which can be a manifesta tion of both 
t he secondary theme just mentioned and the main theme of 
The Sheoherd ' s Calendar i s present i n this f i nal eclogue . Thi s 
i mage , involving a looking back with regret , i s found in three 
stanzas l which dwell on a childhood Christmas . But in the lines: 
Yet memory loves to turn her eye 
And talk such pleasures oer again 2 
acceptance predominates ; there is no longing for the impossible 
which the weird "live" in the place of "talk" would i mply, but rather 
an enjoyment of a second pleasure arising from talking about the 
first . 
The tone of acceptance in the eclogue modifies the nature of 
the imac;e of time , another manifestation of the themes of 
The Shepherd ' s Calendar. Although cyclical time is suggested as 
"neighbours reSl'me their anual cheer,,3 and the inevitable "good 
bye" appears at the end of the poem,yet the neighbour;:; r esume their 
cheer as if it had been left off only r ecently ; the word "anual" 
does not confine the cheer to Christmas alone . The present moment 
is conccntrated upon as Christmas is welcomed pow; the shepherd 
i s "nol'l no !rore afraid",4 and time's sanctions apply now . All 
activi t ies in the eclogue seem to be taking place sj.mul taneously, 
al though in different places; and even the l ast "good bye" is dral'm 
lIbj.d. , p. 128, n. 21-28 8: p. 129, n. 1-16. 
2Ib , , 
-' -~~., p. 129, n. 15 « 16 . 
3 .. J~~. , p . 125, l. 9· (It" lics mine. ) 
4'n ' d 
_ '_:1._" p. 126, 1. 1'" ;J . 
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i nto the present by the elder ber ry wine's being fo~nd on each 
supper table as part of the present Christmas bounty rather than 
as a reminder of the future farewell. l 
., 
A third image of thematic i lllportance in The Shepherd's 
Calendar , that of music representing the metaphorical harmony in 
na ture, runs through the stanza which begins with the poet ' s l ove 
of the actual sound of old customs which time has left untouched ; 
fo r time is conceived as discarding anything out of harmony with 
the universe . But the poet fears that manl.s pride will eventua.lly 
scorn SimPliCity2 and that the poet ' s song may be the last r efuge 
for old custom. At the moment , however, all is well , for there 
are still singers v'ith the necessary simplicity to "imitate the 
angels song" and the tradition will be kept alive 
While child ern t ween their psrents knees 
Sir~ scra~s o~ carrols oer by heart 
The village bells seem to take up the hUJDan and angelic song into 
the ir rhythm and sound , blend in" it with that of nature as 
.. . mid the storm that dies and swells 
By fits - in hurnings softly steals 
The music of the village bells 
Ringing round their merry peals 3 
With the final "Good bye " of the poem, one of the secondary 
themes of The Shepherd' s Calend~, that of love as an act of 
reciproc:l tion for Dlutual good , reappears , and is, as it were, 
carried on to in:finity; for rectprocation demands a readiness to 
releaoe what one has in order not only to give , but to make room 
lIbid. , p . 129 , 11 . 25- 28 & p. 130, 11 . 1-4. 
21b:Ld • , p. 126, 11. 5- 12. 
3Ibicl .• , p. 126, 1. 23; p . 128, n. 3 a 4; p . 126, 
11 . 25- 28. 
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to receive . Thus the necessity for the seasonal cycle which , 
although immutable in its pattern , reflects the above theme in i ts 
constant change within that pattern . Clare's over t awarenes s of this 
may be seen in the following stanza written between 1844 and 1845: 
All nattITe has a feeling wood brooks f i elds 
Are life eternal - and in silence they 
Speak happiness - beyond the reach of ,books 
There's nothing mortal in them - their decay 
I s the green life of change to pass away 
And come again in blooms revififieQ 
Its birth was heaven eternal i s its stay 
And with the sun and moon shall still abide 
Beneath their night and day and heaven wi de 1 
In this study of The Shepherd ' s Calendar the shepherd figure 2 
in particular reveals the nature of the pastoral vision which 
underlies Clare ' s poetry . The shepherd is not a symbolic or 
all egorical figure. He is not there to point to or to stand for 
anything other than himself in his relationshi p with nature. He 
is neither cast in the role of poet or lover 'to provi:l.e an " occas i on 
3 for poetry" as is common in t he classical pastoral tradi tion, nor 
is he set apart from other men or eiven added grandeur as in the 
work of some Romantic poets ; but is literally a keeper of sheep .4 
And it is in this position that he portrays or works towards the 
lRobinson, The_I.ater Poems, p. 134, 11. 1-,9. 
2The importance of the shepherd figure in Clare ' s poetry 
as a "/hole may be further emphuc;ized by the fac 'L that, in the 
Robins on and Tibble texts used ao the basic references in this 
thesis , there are thirty-six sonnetc in v/hich the shepherd or 
something s trongly associated I'lith him (such a s his dog) is 
ei ther referred to or implied; and in six of thece sonnets the 
shepherd plays an important part . 
3Mar:Lne11i, Paf3tora1 , p . 4. 
4ShcPherd.s , besides be inc; II dt:ociples of the pasture sward II 
may also be tTrudc chronicles of' ancient rninstrelsy ll (RobinG on , 
Selec ted Po"' ", and ProB~, p. 99, "Shepherds Hut " , 11. 19 & 20.), 
but this in not th,,:Lr F 'irnc.ry function in Claro ' s poetry. 
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unity of man and nature so of ten celebrated in Clare ' s poetry . 
Together with men , animal s, bi rds , insects and plants, the 
shepherd is Clare 's material. The unusual nature of Clare ' s vision 
and poetry l ies i n the fac t that his material does not have to be 
translated into his vision as i f these were two separate elements 
of his poetry; rather, in his successful poems, his materia l and 
vision are one. This is possible because of wha t Clare ' s vis ion 
is; namely, that m?n , perceptive and attuned to nature, may 
experience Eden or the Golden Age present in nature now . Clare 
repeatedly makes it possible through his poetry f or the reader to 
experi ence this simpli city of Eden, often stating overtly his 
poetic a i ms . In "The Eternity of Natm'e" he first hints at t he 
Eden i mage in: 
Leaves from eternity are simple things 
To the worlds gaze - whereto a spirit clings 
Sublime and l asting - ..• 
and aGain more strongly in his reference to the daisy that "loving 
Eve frOID eden followed ill",l bringing Eden 's smile with her; 
then , after dwelling on the simplici ty of both his and nature ' s 
poetry a few lines later in the folloVlil18 words : "when this simple 
ryhme / Shall be forgotten", and "li ttle brooks that hum a simple 
lay / .• . shall sing", 2 the poet declares his r esponse to nature 
and his poe tic Goal in a passage that achieves that goal : 
And so I worship them in bushJ' spots 
And sing with them when all else notice not 
And feel the music of their mirth agree 
Ihth that sooth quiet that bestirreth me 
And if I touch aright that quiet t one 
That soothing truth that shadol'ls from their own 
1 IbjA., "~'hc Eternity of Nature ", p. 109 , 11. 1-3 & p. 110, 
1. 13. 
2Ibid ., p. 109, 11. 8 & 9, & p. 110, 11. 23 & 25 . 
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Then many a year shall grow in after days 
And still find hearts to read my quiet lays 1 
(The word "them" in the f i rst line refers to the bumble bee , 
nightingal e and rObin.)2 
.  
As a brief summary of the ma~n findi ngs in this study of 
The She pherd ' s Calendar one could say t hat the "music " of the 
poe try echoes the "music of nature " -- the metaphorical harmony 
both in nature as a whole and in the shape, position and movement 
of her creatures as part of that whole - - for the poet repeatedly 
does "touch aright that quiet tone / That soothing truth that 
shadows forth their own" ; and one of the main r easons for this is 
Clare ' s ability to allow his verse to carry in its tone the shepherd 's 
quiet acc eptance of the varied moods of nature, with the consequent 
hardships, as part of the metaphorical harmony of the whole of the 
natural world. . 
In relating the themes and i mages present in Clare ' s most 
important pastoral poem , The Shepherd ' s Calendar , to those generally 
associated with the pastoral genre mentioned on the first two pages 
of this chapter, i t is true to say that each of the themes and 
i mages followed through in this poem is an exrunple of a "pastoral" 
way of vie\ ;ing the world . 
Clare's emphasis on the unity of the four seasons reflects the 
metaphorical harmony within the pastoral world ; the theme of unity 
betvieen Jl'::U1 and nature realised in shared experience is an example 
of the latter harmony. The emerGence of the shepherd as a central 
fieure in Clare ' s poem is also chQ:racteri~:;-(;ic of the pas toral genre. 
Th" metapho·rical harmony j.n the p:1stol'al world demands that the 
lIb:Ld., p. 111, 11. 2-9. 2Ibid . , p. 110, lL 29, 30 & 3:5 . 
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creatures of nature should be acting in their appropriate place 
within the pattern of nature, and this, too, i s a t heme in the poem. 
When images of music are invoked in this section, pastor al harmony 
is expressed mainly through the aural sense, but Clare extends 
t he image of music in his poem kinestheti cally to include the 
metaphorical mus i c of movement . l 
The contrast between t wo ways of life , the rural and t he 
urban, which are both implici t or explicit in the pastoral world, 
i s reflected in the image of childhood involving a nostalgic back-
ward l ook from a "spoilt " (urban ) state at a once "perfect" (rural ) 
way of life ; an i mage through the use of which tl">.ere may be an 
attempt at recapturing the simplicity of the child's approach and 
response to the natural world. Pastoral contrast is also reflected 
in the particular paradox presented by the image of time as both 
essential for and irri.m:i.cal to harmony in a pastoral world . 2 
These t,':o important topics , the metaphorical harmony and the 
contrac t just describcd, are actually subsumed by the theme implicit 
in the previously mentioned themes , that of love as an act of 
reciprocation for mutual eood ; for reciprocation cannot take place 
where there is a single unit, and as soon as there al e two or more 
entities the potential for disharmony through otherness or contrast 
exists. But love, the basis for the reci procation , encompasses 
both harmony and contrast, counteracting their tendency to mutuo.l 
excluoi veness, and mald.ng of them a paradoxical whole. 
I See above, pp. 55-58. 2 See ab ove , pp. 67-69. 
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( iv ) I n order to place Clare ' s pastoral vi sion and the form of 
expressi on that it takes in better perspective, i t is perhaps 
desirabl e at this point to look at a few aspects of hi s poetry in 
relation to those found in the poetry of an eighteenth century 
pastoral poet . 
Clare repeatedly pays tribute to and expresses delight i n 
the works of five ei ghteenth century poets in particular, those of 
1 Pope, Cowper, Collins, Gray and Thomson . Of Pope he says in a 
l etter to Holland , "Pope for Harmony of Numbers surpasses all I 
2 . 
have ever seen", and , in a fragment writ t en after reading this 
poet ' s works, he shows no uncertai nty as to its greatness . 3 Clare 
actual ly imitates Pope ' s poetry to illustrate a point in his poem , 
"Shadows of Taste", when he speaks of styles varying from Donne ' s 
"old homely gold" 
To Popes smooth rhymes that regularly play 
In musics stated periods all the w~y 
That starts and closes starts again and times 
Its tuning gamut true as minster chimes 4 
Clare ' s admiration for the poetry of Cowper is eloquently 
expressed in a lyric , "Cowper", 5 which celebrates Cowper ' s gel'1ius 
in much t he same way that Cowper's hymns celebrate the Christian 
vision. The poem is in long metre and is a characteristic hymn 
lIt should also be noted that Clare acknowledged the in-
fluence of Goldsm:i th ' s poetry on his writine. See J,etters , ed. 
by Tibble & Tibble, p. 118, and Tibble & Tibble, John Clare: A 
Life, pp. 120-121. 
2 . Letters, ed. by Tibble & Tibble, p . 25. 
3 . Prose, ed. by Tlbble & Tibble, pp. 222 & 223 . 
4Robinson, Selected Poems and Prose, "Shadolls of Taste", 
p. 114, 11. 21 & 23-26. 
" ?~'i 1>))le, Foemn , II, 423. 
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l ength of six stanzas . The f inal stanza especially echoes 
Cowper ' s hymn "On Opening a Place for Social Prayer", I reading as 
it does: 
And every place t he poet trod 
And every place the yoet sung 
Are like the Holy Land of God , 
In every mouth , on every tongue 
In the second stanza of the poem "Uowper " the line , "He sang so 
musically true ", 2 points t o Cowper ' s l yricism which so easily 
matches hymn tunes. Again, Cowper ' s distinctive verse ~orm found 
in his poem "To Mary ,, 3 is used by Clare for his very different poem, 
"My Mary" . 4 
Clare pays a similar tribute to Collins in employing the 
same metres i n "Autumn,,5 that Collins made use of in such a 
masterly way in "Ode to Evening".6 Clare was well read in and 
loved Collins 's Odes and regarded both this poet and Gray as "great 
favouri tes". 7 
But i t seems that , of these f ive eighteenth century poets 
mentioned above , Clare ' s favourite was Thomnon. In Frederick 
Martin ' s sensitive, though (acc ording to the Tibbles) , unhistorical , 
Life of John Clare, in the section headed "Travels in Search of a 
lC ow~er : Poetry Rnd Prose, selected by Brian Spiller 
(London : Rupert Hart-Davis, 1968), p . 152 . 
(3rd 
2Tibble, Poems, II, 423 , "Cc .'lper " , 1. 6. 
3Cowper : Poctry a!1d Prose, selected by Spiller, p. 136. 
4Tibble, Poens, I, 94. 
5nobinson, Selected Poems and Prose , p. 134. 
6'l.'hc Poems of G~ and Col.linil, ed . by Austin Lane Poole 
cd . , rev. ; London: Oxford University Press , 1937), p. 275. 
'7 Pror;:;e , cd. by 11J.bblc & TibbIe, p. 108, Entry in the Journa1 
for Sat. 2~)th Sept. 1821. 
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1 Book", there is a sympathetically told and detailed story of 
Clare's acquisition of a oopy of Thomson ' s Seasons. The main point 
of the story , Clare's joy in disoovering the poem and his love of 
-
the work, is substantiated by Clare's own words in his l e tters, 
journal and autobiography. So important is Thomson and his poetry 
to Clare that in his autobiography he links Thomson's name witb 
2 those of Milton and Shakespeare. Later in the same work he writes 
of a friend who had "a natural simplioity of beart to read [ nature ' s] 
language" , and tbe three poets who oome immediately to Clare's 
mind in this connection are Thomson, Cowper and Wordsworth. 3 Of 
this same friend be writes , "he felt as happy over these as~ we 
whiled away tbe impatience of a days bad fishing under a green 
willow or an old thorn as I did over Tbomson Cowper & Walton which 
I often took in my pocket to r ead"; 4 8..-1'1d Clare ' s acquaintance at 
least wi tb Tboms on's poems was close , for be writes, "I read 
Thomson ' s Seasons & Milton ' s Paradise Lost thro when I was a boy 
& they are tbe only books of poetry that I have regularly read 
tbr ,, 5 o. .. . Tbomson ' s Seasons is listed as one of Clare's favourite 
6 poems in a letter from him to Messrs . Taylor & Hessey, 1822. 
In bis journal entry dated Saturday, 13 November , 1824, 
Clare writes of the Seasollli: 
Lookd into Thom:30n' s ' ~iinter ' there i s a freshness 
about it I think superior to the others tho ratber of 
l Martin , Tbe Life of Jolm Clare, PI'. 23-27 . 
2 Prose, ed . by Tibble & Tibble, p. 19. 
3 Ibid ., p. 39 . 
4Ibj.<!o. , p. 40. 
5 ]bj.d., p. 78 . 
6nObinson, Selected Poems and Prose, p. 9. 
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a pompous cast how natural all his descriptions are 
nature was consulted in all of them the more I read 
them the more truth I discover the following are great 
favourites of mine & prove what I mean describing a 
hasty flood forcing through a narrow passage he says 
It boils & wheels & foams & thunders through 
Snatch'd in short eddies plays the wither ' d leaf 
& on the flood the dancing feather floats 1 
It seems natural, i n the light of this evidence of Clare ' s 
l ove of al1.d cl ose acquaintance with Thomson ' s Seas ons, and with 
Winter in particular, that this should be the poem to examine 
( though necessarily only in part) for the purpose of placing Clare ' s 
most ambitious pastoral poem in perspective. Thomson's poem is 
often regarded as marking a transition from the more formal way of 
treating nature i n a poem, prevalent in the early eighteenth 
century, to the realism associated with some of the Romantic poets . 
In both Thomson ' s Seasons and Clare ' s The Sheph~rd's Calendar the 
formal as well as the realistic ways of representing nature are 
present, the former way being more evident in Thomson ' s work , the 
l atter in Clare ' s . This being so, it is possible to discuss certain 
passages of Winter with reference to parts of Clare ' s The Shepherd's 
Calendar in such a way as to reveal some of Clare ' s differences from 
and simi.lari ties to the ei.ghteenth century poet ' s approach to, 
atti tude tOY'lards, and way of wri tine about the pastoral subject 
while remaining constantly aware of both poets' use of "Romantic" 
realism. 
The opening passage of Ihnter reveals, amongst other things, 
Thomson ' s attitude to his subject and material : 
See , Winter comes to rule the varied year, 
Sullen and sad, wi th all his rish'G train -
Vapours, and clouds, and storms. Be these my theme ; 
1 Troce, ed. by Tibble & Tibble, p' 122. 
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These, that exalt the soul to solemn thought 1 
And heavenly musing. Welcome , kindred glooms ! 
The first three lines give a foretaste of the "calm, wi de 
2 
survey" of the works of na~ure which Thomson deemed inspiring . 
Winter i s not confined more or less to his chronological place as 
one feels he is (with a few exceptions) in Clare ' s The Shepherd ' s 
Calendar . He is announced as coming "to rule the varied year". 
The great sweep of Thomson ' s poetr y in lines two and three does 
"exalt the soul" and certainly gives a wide survey, not only of 
Winter's "rising train" but of the changes in mood that Thomson ' s 
subject brings about within the poet and reader. From the low level 
of "sullen and sad ", a phrase whose meaning is arrested by the strong 
caesura that follows it , the tempo quickens in keeping with the 
"rising train" , the tense of "rising" reflecting both the quickening 
t empo and the sense of continuous lifting of the burden of low 
cloud and empathetic depression Vlhich "sullen and sad" imply . It is 
as if one were taken up with the "vapours, and clouds, and storms" to 
survey, with Winter , the countryside over which he holds s way, and 
is consequently prepared for the soul's exaltation and the word 
"heavenly". The words, "sullen and sad ", have prepared one for the 
paradoxical "welc 0Pl8" extended to the "kindred Glooms ". The five 
lines are thu.s bound toc;ether in mutual dependence, with a calm 
control and extcnd"d vision behind them, a vision which begj.ns with 
the command to "see" and ends with an acknowledgement that all men 
will know at times a gloom akin to that which the majestic, solemn 
scene evokes in the poet now. 
lThe C; "' "plcte Foeti.cal VlOl'kc of Jp_'1les Thomson, cd. by 
J. Logic Robertson, Oxford Edition (J,ondon: Henry Frowde: Oxford 
Uni versi tJ' Press, 190fl), p. 105, Vii.nter, 11. 1-5. 
2Ibi.Q.., p. 2'fl, 1. 4·. 
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In these five lines one is aware of the Augustan reflective 
poet's tendency to an ordered viewing of a scene from a height or 
from a vantage pOint. l The vi ew is wide , bot h of the country-
side and of the spirit of man; made wider because of this poet ' s 
ability to include readers in what he regards as a common 
experience , another Augustan qual ity. The fineiy balanced lines 
are in keeping with the controll ed emoti on presented and the 
emphasis given in each word. The blank verse contributes to the 
expansi ve , "unbound" nature of the poetic movement though the lines 
are mostly self contained. A rhyme scheme , such as t hat successfully 
employed in Clare ' s portrayals of the character ~nherent i n each 
month and i n the many vignettes wi thin each month, might "obstruct 
the view" i n Thomson's poem. Yet , despite such differences , both 
Clare and Thomson have the eighteenth century ability to personify 
abstractions in such a way as greatly to extend t he personified noun ' s 
area of reference. But here again differences strike the reader , 
for Thomson ' s personified Winter is majestic, whereas Clare ' s 
2 parson.:Lfications such as I! chance l! have more homely , less exalted 
associations in keeping with his close--up view of nature. Thomson 
often personifies large areas. In a passage describj,ng a snow-storm, 3 
we read that "'fhe cherished fields / Put on their winter- robe of 
purest white. ", "IJow the woods / Bow their hoar head ;" and IIEarth I s 
universal face, deep-hid and chil l, / Is one wild dazzling waste , 
that buries riide / The works of man." One notices the movement from, 
not a particular field, but fields in general, through the woods 
vlho" e great age is suggested in "hoar head" to "earth' s universal 
1 Barrell, h lndscape, pp. 21 & 43 . 
2 See aom-c, p. 41. 
-, 
.:> J'81ncs Tb~,:! , cd. by Logj,c RobertfJon, p. 194, Win~-"r, 11.232-,240" 
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face"; the scope of the movement becomes wider and wider, and man 
is finally included in such a way as to extend his sphere of 
iillluence beyond the more l imited meaning of "the works of man". 
This is not to say that Thomson does not descend from his 
vantage pOint. A few l ines further on he singles out the robin 
from "the fowls of heaven" as the bird "leaves / His shivering 
mates, and pays to trusted man / His annual visit". The poet 
captures the quick startled, unsure movements of the timid bird, 
the tilt of his head, the pin-thin legs that are drawn towards the 
crumbs as towards a magnet, in the passage: 
.. . Half afra:td, he first 
Agai.nst the window beats; then brisk alights 
On the warm hearth; then, hopping o'er the floor , 
Eyes all the smiling family askance, 
And pecks, and starts , and wonders where he is -
Till, more familiar grown, the table-crumbs 
Attract his slender feet • ••• 
But Thomson takes care to place the robin wi thin his extended vi.ew 
of the whole. The description is fr81lled by "the fowls of heaven,/ 
Tamed by the cruel season," claiming " the littlp boon / Which 
Providence assigns them" and "the foodless wilds / Pour[ing] forth 
their brovm inhabitants". In the eighteenth century moralistic 
tradi tion, it is Providence, not man, or a personified abstract 
noun such as Clare's "chance", that provides the boon. Thomson ' s 
robin is thoucht of from the pOint of view of the houschold --
"sacred to the household gods" __ 1 rather than from the personal 
view so apparent in the "I love ... " tone of Clare ' s poetry. 
In contrast to Thomson ' s single robin passaee in his Sca sons, 
Clare's robin enterG many of his eclogues almost as a motif echoing 
J·Ibj.d ., p. 194, 1. 2~2; p. 195, n. 248-250; p. 195, 
n. 250-256; pp. 194-195, n . 242-245; p. 195, 11. 256 & 257; 
p. 195 , 1. 2~6 . 
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the weather of the month through his s ituat i on each time he 
1 
appears , and at the same time , linking the different months by 
his presence. This is overtly done at times. 2 But it is delicately 
done, for the robin seems to flit in and out of Clare ' s scenes 
quite arbi trarily, staying for differing periods of time ; a 
situation in keeping with the value Clare placed on freedom . 
Thomson's powers of perceiving details of the natural world 
and vividly reproducing them in his poetry are no l ess strong t han 
Clare's; but he tr~ats his material in a di fferent way , for a 
different purpose from that of Clare . 
It is not surprising that lines 105 , 130 and 131 of Winter 
7-
which Clare, in his journal , quotes from Thomson ' s Seasons) are 
great favourites of his, for they show Thomson's delicate and 
precise capturing of detail at its bes t. It is interesting to find 
r eflections of theBe lines in the opening lines of Clare ' s March 
eclogue in The Shepherd's Cal endar : 
Wi thundering sound and over powering shocks 
And headlong hurry thro the meadow brigs 
Brushing the leaning sallows fiDGering twigs 
In feathery foam and eddy hisSing chase 4 
In these four linea the following words i n the three lines from 
Vhnter are echoed : "foams ", "thunders through", "eddies ", "plays 
the wi ther'd leaf " and "feather". But the overall picture given by 
the words in their new context is quite different from Thomson ' n 
Inobins on, The She pherd's Calendar, p. 6, 11 . 7- 14; p. 8 , 
11. 7-14 ; p. 11, n. 1'/-22 ; p. 26 , 11 . 25- 28 ; p. 27, n . 13- 16; 
p. 3~· , n. 15 & 16; p. 36, 11 . 25-28 ; p. 107 , 11. 9-12; p. 113, 
1. 20. 
2Ibid . , p. 6 , 1. 13. 
3 Quoted above, p. 81 . 
4nObj.11!Jon, .Tlw :1hepherd ' f3 CRlcninr, p. 29, 11. 6-9. 
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i mpression of the flood. The main difference i s brought about by 
Clare' s focus~ing lines , " .•. at his cottage door / The shepherd 
stands to hear the distant roar". 1 The shepherd , because of his 
own intentional involvement with the flood through the act of 
listening, becomes one vlith the flood , both in his central position 
i n Clare's picture , and in his willing acceptance of nature ' s 
acti vi ty. Thoms on' s " c ottage hind", on the other hand, remains 
indoors and 
Recounts his simple frolic : much he talks , 
And much he laughs, nor reeks the storm that blows 
Without, and rattles on his humble r oof . 
Thomson ' s shepherd is not regarded as "one with nature " in the way 
that Clare ' s shepherd is. Thomson addresses shepherds thus from 
an authoritative position : "Now, shepherds , to your helpless charge 
2 be kind", = exalnple in the eighteenth century tradition of moral 
sentiment ar:akened by the works of nature . 3 The injunction to be 
kind overflo·:,s onto the reader who is i mplicitly incl uded i n the 
general kno·.'iledge that kindness in such circumstances is desirable . 
Thomson ' s position in the poem is one of a man deeply affected 
by the vlOrks of nature and responding to them, yet separated from 
them. Clare, on the other hand, although sufficiently apart f rom 
the inhabitants of his landscape to depict them with the wisdom of 
s. sensitive observer, yet seems a part of that landscape or scene 
in a way that Thomson does not . Although the phrase, "I love to 
see (or hear) • •• ", which recurs throughout Clare ' s poetry does not 
lIbid., 11. 3 & 4. 
2 ~rar"'es ~~homson, ed. by L03ie Robertson, p. 188, Winte~, 
11. 89-93; p. 195, Ihnter, 1. 265. 
3Ibid ., p. 241, L 1. 
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appear as such in The Shepherd's Calendar, it is yet constantly 
implied. Clare is responding to the scene with a personal emotion 
more akin to that of the Romantic poet than to that of the 
eighteenth century poet whose valuing of decorum (which involves , 
among other requirements, good sense, elegance and correctness ) 
does not allow him to break away from the basically calm, measured 
statement save into controlled effusion or apostrophe . And yet 
this does not mean that Thomson is devoid of pity for the poor or 
for those in trouble. One is aware of the poet ' s sympathy and 
concern for the swain dying in the snowstorm, and of his pity for 
the man ' s wife and children,l but it is pity expressed from an 
elevation. Clare will rather describe hardship as if he were 
alongside the sufferer; and will not usually make overt comment 
upon it. Both poets are able to have the suffering extend, as it 
were, to the whole human race through the reader who accepts the 
suffering as that of every shepherd, every rustic man , and then as that 
of every man. But Thomson's words, "Man superior walks / Amid the 
glad creation", 2 reflect an atti tude different from Clare ' s view 
of man. While both poets regard man as another of nature's 
creatures , the difference lies in their view of his status. Thomson 
sees man as superior to other created beings, and on a much higher 
plane; man, for him, is in a position of responsibility towards 
nature and her creatures, and harmony between man and nature depends 
larGely upon man's realising this authori tati ve responsibj.li ty and 
actinc; upon it. Clare does not dVlell on the theological distinction,-
betwcen mUn and other creatures (which Thomson assumes), but 
lIbid., pp. 196 & 197 , W:i.ntcr , 11. 276-317. 
2 Ibid., p. 9, ~riE,:;., 11. 1'10 &; 171. 
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presumably he too assumes a spiritual difference. However, for 
Cl are the difference is much less marked . He does not see man as 
aloof from the rest of nature in the role of observer , but as a 
participator with the ability to restore shattered harmony when in 
proper relation to nature. Moreover, Thomson writes as the gentle-
man , Clare as the countryman, the labourer. 
(v) An added dimension is given to Clare ' s pastoral visi on through 
the part played in it by the figure of Mary. The inspiration for 
this figure has been sai d by some critics to go back to his 
i dealistic, PlatOnicl love for Mary Joyce. However , the identi-
fication with Mary Joyce of the unsurnamed Mary in Clare ' s bio-
graphical prose writings is problematic . (In the first chapter 
of this thesis, where an attempt at such an identification has been 
made , only two ins tances where Clare wrote the name, Mary, together 
with the surname , Joyce , have been noted from the texts available 
to the present writer. Other evidence suggests that, after Clare ' s 
first meetings with Mary, he did not necesnarily need the knowledge 
that she existed physically, in order that his Mary figure should 
be a reality for him.)2 But whether the Mary of Clare's biographical 
prose \",'ri tings be related to Mary Joyce or not, or whether the Mary 
of a poem refer to ),iary Joyce or not , it i s perhaps j.mportant to 
make clear that the latter Mary and the Mary of Clare ' s poems are 
not identical, just as Clare and the lyric persona of his poems arc 
lprosc, ed . by ~'ibblc & Tibble, p. 44-, 11. 7-9, " •• • my first 
attachment being a schoolboy affection was for Mary Vlho ., . Vias 
belovd with a r omantic or Platonic sort of feeling " . 
2 See above, pp. 16-19. 
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not identical. As M.H. Abrams wri tes in his di scussion of Persona , 
Tone and Voice ,l "The application of the terms ' per sona ,' ' tone ,' 
and ' voi ce ' • • • i nvolves some of the most subtle and di ffi cult 
concept s in modern philosophy and social psychology - concepts 
such as 'the self ,' ' personal identity ,' 'role- playing, ' 
' sinceri ty. ", And further , referring to the lyric poems of 
Wordsworth and Keats in which the reader seems invi ted to identify 
the speaker with the poet himself, Abrams writes, " . .. these l yri c 
speakers exist at some remove from the men who wrote the poems , 
and were devised t o playa role i n a particular situation and to 
c onduce to a particular effect. In each of the ,"ajor lyricists 
the nature of the persona alters , sometimes subtl y and sometimes 
radi cally, from one of his lyrics to the next." This last 
observa tel on can als 0 be made of Clare ' s lyrics. 
For the reasons given above , wbenever the present wri ter 
refers to Mary in discussi on of the poems , it will be to a fictive, 
and not to an historical person. 
The sinGle long poem in wbich Cl are's vision of Mary i s most 
sustained is "Child Harold", written over several months during 
his asylum years and probably finished by December, 1841. 2 I n 
this poem Mary seoms to be the chief subject for she is frequently 
named or addressed. Of the t-Vlcnty-five songs and ballads which 
are interspcrsed among , and arise out of, the basic nino-line 
otanzas of the work , eighteen employ the name Mary in tbe body of 
the poem. Three of these poems follow a ByrOnic nine-line ctanza 
in which l,lary ' s name appears. Six of the remaining songs and 
l M.H. Abrams, A Glo~8al'Y of J,j_terary Terms (3rd cd.; New 
York: Holt, Rinehart and WinDton, Inc., 19'11), pp. 123 & 124. 
2RobinDon, The IlO,tcr PomnB, pp. 5 & 6. 
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ballads may be regarded as referring to Mary because of their 
similarity in style and tone to the eighteen previously mentioned . 
Many of these twenty-five poems as well as some of the nine- line 
stanzas of "Child Harold " in'which Mary plays a part possess a 
spiritual qt~lity not found consistently in any other group of 
Clare ' s poetry in which Mary 's name appears. This spiritual 
dimension, arising from the nature of Clare's vision of Mary , will 
be more fully discussed in the pages that follow. 
Dif'ficul ty is experienced when attempting to discuss the role 
played by Mary in Clare's poetry because the nature and function of 
the Mary figure in his work is not static; and it is not possible 
for the present writer to come to an accurate conclusion as to the 
time and manner in <Ihich Clare's treatment of N'lary in his poetry 
changes, because of the absence of a definitive edition of the poet's 
work in vlhich the chronology of the poems can be accepted. Bearing 
thj,s in mind, it is, however , still usefv~ to examine the most 
comprehensive collection of Clare's poems available at this time, 
the TibbIe two volume edition, in order to discover some of the 
recurring features of the Mary fie;ure in Clare's poetry. But it 
shov~d be made clear that any attempt at clas sifying poems for this 
purpose can only be made , in this theSiS, on an j.mpressionistic 
basis. In the above edition, of the forty poems in which the word 
"],j'ctry" appears, nine are demonstrably not concerlled with Clare I S 
u.sual Mary fj,gvre. 1 Of the remaining thirty-one poems, there are 
twenty- six in which the name llMary l1 appears in such a \'lay as to 
suggest the Mary figure. 2 In these lrory-poemc there are widely 
2:sy t,h10 term the prp.oent nri tcr mc:?..nr.:; poems :l.n which the 
r,r;::try fi[Sue8 defined. above a pp )aro. 
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differi ng attitudes to Mary. Seven of tilem are predominantly 
laments, four are invitations and at least eight are ce l ebratory.l 
Traces of all three approaches are usuall y found in each poem 
con~erned with Clare's Mary 'figure, and there is no evidence of 
a correlation between the approxi mate time when a Mary- poem was 
wri tten and any particular attitude to Mary in that poem . For 
example , "The Progress of Ryhme" , judged by TibbIe to have been 
written as early as between 1821 and 1824 at Helps ton, has an 
a pproach to Mary s imilar to that found much later, in "Child 
Harold" . 
Clare's approach to Mary may vary, but what she represents 
for him remains fairly constant. In his vision of experience , 
2 
nature , poetry and Mary come to be synonymous through a recog-
ni tion that his love for each of them, and his response to what 
fuey have to give him, i s his i nspiration. When , towards fue end 
of his discursive poem , "The Progress of Ryhme ", Mary's name appears 
for the first time in the apostrophe, "And Mary thou whose very 
name / I loved", Clare r!ri tcs of her : 
And all of faj,r or beautiful 
Were thine akin - nor could I pull 
The blossoms that I thought divine 
Lest I should injure aught of thine 
So where they grew I let them be 
And tho' I dare not look to fuee 
Of love - to them I talked aloud 
which stroncly sUGgests tha t Mary is nature for Clare; certainly her 
informinG spirit i s felt to be present in nature. In the final 
lines of this pocm Clare equates the "cheer" that love of J.:ary gave 
2 Robinson, 0elLctell PC'~ l"G ,1>1<1 1'1.'o-:c , p. 9, the last two lines: 
II •• ~ ·Lo look on no.ttu'u with a poetiC-eye m·rtgr.d.fys t he plcastLrc she 
herself be:ing the very ew;enee and soul of Poe"y". 
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him with that which poetry gave him in later years: "Yet that 
same cheer in after toils / Was poesy _ " Again, in the final 
three lines of the poem , 
and still she sniles 
As sweet as blossoms to the tree 1 
And hope love joy are poesy 
it is uncertain as to whether "she" refers to Mary or to poesy. 
Thus the poet draws Mary, poetry and nature together as one in 
their ability to fill him with hope , love and joy; indeed, they 
are hope, love and joy for him. In this way they are his inspirers, 
and , indeed, Clare repeatedly claims that Mary is his muse . In 
"Child Harol d", she is addressed as "Mary thou ace of hearts thou 
muse of song / The pole star of my being and decay" and "- Mary the 
muse of every song I wri t e "; and in the same poem Clare longs for 
a meeting with "Ma,,-y as my vagrant muse ". In this poem , as in 
"The Prot;x'ess of Ryhme" , l\'f..ary is spoken of as if she were one with 
nature and song or poetry. She i s indirectly referred to in this 
way in the followil1g lines: 
My heart to nature there was early won 
For she was natures self - ~~d still my song 
Is her through sun and shade through right and wrong2 
Bearir-e in mind the tenuous nature of the link between the 
Mary in Clare ' s biographical writings and J,:ary J'oyce already 
referred to , 3 one can say that Clare ' s separation frcm Mary Joyce 
during her life time and through her death did not affect the 
clarity of his vision of the Mary of his poetry or diminish the 
lIJ:>:i.d., "The 
i bi~. , 11. 16-22; 
ProGress of Hybme", 
J~bid., 11. 288:29; 
p. 125, 11. 4 8: 5; 
ibid., 11. 29-31. 
2RObinson, The IJator Poemc, 
11 . 25 & 26; ~bid., p . 48, 1. 1; 
"Child Harold", p. 37 , 
ibid., p. 48, 1. 28 ; ibid., 
p . 59, n. 30- 32. 
3Sce above, pp. 16-19, 8El 8: 89 . 
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latter ' s pOVier to i nspire him through l ove. Even during his 
confinement t o an asylum he Vias able to Vlri te a song in which , 
amidst all his apparent confusion of questioning , Mar y r emains the 
centre of love for him. In the final l ines of this song , "Say What 
Is Love - What E ' er It be / It Center ' s Mary Still With Thee",l 
t here is a del icate movement between a questioning and an affi rffia-
tive tone . No easy answer is forthcoming, but one is reminded of 
2 t he theme of love as an act of reciprocation for mutual good , 
found in The Shepherd ' s Calendar . In the song mention ed above , 
the theme is expressed in the result of the re l ationship between 
t he speaker and Mary. For Mary , the centre of love , gi ves Clare 
the i nspiration to write; and in writing he gives back to her the 
love which informs the poetry in which he celebrates his vision. 
One finds this celebration to be both in poetry 8.nd of poetry, and 
to be also a celebration of both Mary and nature , so often con-
ceived of as one. 
At this point i t should be said that Clare, as well as some·-
times identif ying , or not distinguishing between , Mary and nature 
and poetry, also, on other occaSions , makes the common association 
of the beloved wj.th nature , or aspec ts of nature like flovlers . 
The association may be very close, as in the fine.l sta.tlZa of his 
poem, "Mary a Ballad" : 
The spring comes brighter by day 
And br'ichter flowers appear 
And thOll£h she long has kept away 
Her name is ever d E~ar 
Then l eave me still the meadow-flowers 
~obin"on , The later Poems , "Child Harold", p. 70, 11. 15 & 16. 
2 . See above, p. 48. 
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Where daffies blaze and shine 
Give but the springs young hawthorn bower 
For then sweet Mary ' s mine 1 
The close association or, at times, identification of Mary 
with nature partly explains Clare ' 3 tone of acceptance and joy in 
any season, any weather . In the first stanza of the "Song" i n 
"Child Harold" beginning "Tis autwnn now and natures scenes " , Clare 
overtly states that his mood does not change with that of nature 
in the different seasons; the fields and trees may lose their 
colourf ul leaves, hut nature does not find any alteration in him . 
This, he says , is because Mary remains his angel through every 
month and all ills; and in the last stanza not only is Mary his 
angel, his genius or tutelary spirit , but also, once again , she is 
2 
alligned to forms of nature. 
A comparison between two poems which are alike in that spring 
flowers of the same kind predominate, but which differ in the 
degree to which Mary's influence is explicit, may help to show to 
what extent Mary's inspirational presence may be implic:Lt in a poem 
which hardly mentions her name. (The present writer does not 
regard the following two poems as examples of successful lyrics, 
nor as among the best o~ which Clare is capable, mainly because, 
at time s , the rhythm of the poem;:; fails to blend wi th and modify the 
tone and material . They are , however, useful as a means of 
demonstra ting certain points .. ) 
The ftrst of the two poems to be discussed is given below: 
Inobins on, ~'hc Latcr Poems, p. 183, "j,j: .ry a Ballad" , v. 7. 
21, . d ~., "Child Harold", p. 57, "S ong", vv. 1 & 3. 
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TO MARY 
Mary , I l ove to sing 
Ab out the flowers of spring, 
For they resemble thee . 
In the earliest of t he year 
Thy beauties will appear , 
And yout hful modesty . 
Here ' s the daisy's s ilver rim . 
With gold eye never dim , 
Sprj.ng's earlies t f l ower so fair . 
Here the pilewort ' s golden rays 
Set the cow- green in a blaze , 
Like t he sunshine in thy hair . 
Here's forget-me - not so blue ; 
I s t here any f lower so true? 
Can it s peak my happy lot? 
When we courted in disguise 
Thj.s flower I used to prize, 
For it said , 'Forget me not .' 
Speedwell l And when we meet 
In the meadow paths so sweet, 
Where the flor/ers I gave to thee 
All grew beneath the sun, 
May t hy gentle heart be won , 
And I be blest with thee . 1 
The title alone suggests that Mary is the centre of the poem 
and the main reason for its existence . The poet ' s l ove of ,Singing , 
expressed in l ine one, extends to the writing of the poem which 
i s his song ; and the reason given for his love of both forms of 
singi nG is that the subject of his present song, "sprj.ng f lowers ", 
resembles ~mry. The folk- song echoes in the likening of the beloved 
t o a flower are similar to those in Burns ' s "Illy love is like a red, 
red rose "; yet, i n the next three lines of Clare ' s poem Mary , 
without any comparison being stated, seems progressively to become 
a floy/e r of "prj.ng herself :C11 her "youthful modesty", for (as the 
first verse m8-de clear' ) in the earliest spring flower or flowers 
her "beauties r/ill appearll . The opening Vlord ...., of the next three 
lTl' ''''le, I'o II 429 uu ~m3,. " . 
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s t anzas n ot onl y point t o kinds of flowers , but of fe r t hem as more 
t han likenesses of Mary; they are conveyors of associ ations with 
t ime and place as well as a person . They are offered , a s Opheli a 
" 
offers her flowers in Haml et , but not as symbol s removed f r om 
their environment . 
Each of the last t hree stanzas of the poem i s devoted to the 
f lowers which , i n stanza one , have given rise to the song; but in 
each case the flowers are carefully and with deli cacy ei ther 
i mplici tly or expFci t l y placed in thei r relationship to Mary. 
Thus , i n stanza two , no direct compari son is made between Mary ' s 
eyes and t he daisy : s "gold eye never dim" , but the line , "Springs 
earliest flower s so fair ", recalls Mary's beauties appearing i n 
spring, in stanza one , so that the likeness is understood . 
Comparison becomes explicit in the s i mile of stanza tvlO linking 
" the pilewort ' s golden rays " and "the sunshine in thy hair"'. The 
"forget-me- not " of the third stanza gives rise to two questions , 
one rhetor i cal and general and the other more searching , and tile 
flower ' s message works in two ways , for , as well as giving the poet 
hope that he should not be forgotten, earlier it had been the token 
of Mary ' s plea for the same remembrance and thus of her caring for 
him . 
Finally , a paradox is i ntroduced into the fourth stanza. The 
wild speed'."ell becomes a vlord standing as a command Dr valedi ction, 
and there is a suggestion that Mary has to go away, i n order that 
the poet may win her Gentle heart and be blessed with her presence . 
The time nequence in the poem seems to strengthen this suggestion, 
for the firs t stallza begins in the present and ends in the future 
tense , pointing fo>ward to the future meeting anticipClted in 
stan.za fOlJ.!' ; the second otanza is written entirely in the present 
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tense as if the poet were demonstrating his love of singing; the 
third stanza starts off in the present tense and then r everts to 
the past t ense a s it recaptures the past while trying to define 
-
the present . The final stanza contains all three tenses and has 
a tone of faith presented both in the allusions to future meetings 
in the words "when we meet" , and in the speaker ' s belief in Mary 's 
abili t y to bl ess with her presence . The poem appropriately begins 
and ends with Mary , and Mary ' s presence pervades the poem as i f 
she and the spring flowers were one. 
The second poem to be discussed follows : 
SPRING 'S NOSEGAY 
The prim daisy ' s golden eye 
On the fallow land doth lie , 
Though the spri ng i s just begun: 
Pewits watch i t all the day , 
And the skylark' s nest of hay 
Is there by its dried leaves i n t he s un. 
Th8re the pilewort , all in gold, 
'Neath the ridge of finest mould , 
Bloms to cheer the ploughman 's eye : 
There the mouse his hole hath made , 
And ' neath the golden shade 
Hides secure when the hawk is prowling by. 
Here ' s the speedwell 's sapphir e blue; 
Was there anything more true 
To the vernal season s till? 
He:re it de cks the bank alone , 
V/hE;re the Iltilkmaid thrO:IS a stone 
At noon, to cross the rapid, flooded rill . 
Here the c O°,'lslip, chill with cold, 
On the rushy bed behold, 
It looks for sunshin" all the day . 
Heroe the honey-bee Vlill come , 
For he has no sweets at home ; 
Then quake his wear~' rling and f ly arlay . 
And here are nameless flowers , 
Culled in cold and rawky hours 
For my l!.:rry ' s happy home . 
Thpy grew in murky blea 
Ru"h-fields and naked lea, 1 But sunu will shine and pleastng spring will come. 
1 0 Ib:u"l ., 11, 432 . 
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I n this poem Mary is not mentioned until the fourth line from 
the end and yet the poem has a singing, celebrat ory air similar 
to that of the one previ ously discussed ; the poet does not have 
to say "I love to sing / About the flowers of spring"l for it is 
as clear i n the tone of this poem as in the l ast that he does love 
to do this . 
The title of the poem suggests its intenti on : to present a 
nosegay , and this is done in two ways . First , stanza by stanza, 
the poe t describes the flowers in their natural habitat and in 
relation to other creat ures of nature : "Pewits watch [ the daisy 's 
golden eye ] all the day" and the pilewort "blooms to cheer the 
ploughman ' s eye"; the milkmaid is seen against a bank of speedwell; 
and amongst the cowslips and other f l owers "here the honey-bee will 
come " . Then, and only in the l ast stanza, flowers are cull ed ; thcy 
are nameless , a fact which enables the poet to include within the 
nosegay any or all spring flowers. 
In each stanza there is a lurking threat to the beauty and 
harmony present in the natural world . In the first stanza the spring 
has jus t begun and because of this the early daisy is conspicuous 
on the fallow land ; in the second , the prowling hawk is a threat to 
the mouse ; in stanza three the flooded ril l is a potential danGer 
to the milkmaid ; in the fourth stanza the cowslip and the bee are 
threatened by cold and hunger ; and in the last the nameless floVi ers , 
grown and picked in the col d , seem to bring their mist with them. 
But the sense of a haven is as strong in each v(;rse as the sense 
of a threat . The skylark ' s nest, t he mouse ' s hole , the milkmaid ' s 
destination for which it is worth crossing the flooded rill , the 
lIbid . , II, ~29, "To M'1ry" , 11. 1 & 2. (See above, p. 95 . ) 
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bee ' s home, and finally Mary 's dwelling, all are havens . 
The concluding stanza modif i es the other four i n that all 
the flowers mentioned are potentially chosen for "Mary ' s happy 
h ome", whether they are culled in bleak weather or sunshine, or 
l eft where t hey are; for Mary's dwelling is where she i s , which 
could as well be on "fallow land" , "'neath the ridge of finest 
mould ", upon the bank of a "flooded rill" or near a "rushy bed". 
The verse form of t his poem is similar to t he lilting vari-
ations upon the i ambi c trimeter and t e trameter of the first poem , 
but in the second poem the final line of each stanza is lengthened . 
This extension emphasizes the meaning of the final lines and acts 
in a similar manner to the Spenserian stanza's alexandrine, that is, 
it reaches towards the stanza to come , at the same time as i t 
underlines the sense of the stanza to which it belongs . The rhythm 
of this lyric is more irree;ular than that of the first one discussed , 
and the stanzas are not smoothly linked , but r ather form separate 
vie;nettes of each f l ower in i ts scenic place , and these vignettes 
the final stanza gathers up, as it were , and presents to Mary . 
The time sequence in this poem is more simple than it is in 
the first . With the exception of the bee ' s activity which i s in 
the future tense , the first four stanzas are written in the present. 
The final stanza contains the present, past and future tenses , and 
in tone and implication throws new light on the previous stanzas . 
In these , as already stated , the latent threat of unhappiness through 
deprivation or disaster runs as a parallel vein to the enjoyment of 
flowers, birds and beasts . In the final stanza, before the utterance 
of fo.i th in line six, c oldncrm and drearinees are pred orninan t. 
I t j.s only the anticipation of sharing the flow8:c's with l,;ary that 
enables the Dpcaker to affirm the certaj.nty of t'le chanc;e to come; 
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only this reciprocity and this l ove can transform his l ife , f i lling 
i t with sunshine and pleasure . 
I n the first four stanzas the f l owers are in their right 
relationslup with nature . In being culled they are taken out of it 
but for the loving purpose of reciprocal pleasure so that they are 
abl e to impart this felicity of relati onship to their new surruQrrd-
ings; and this harmony reflects both back to the first four stanzas 
and forward into tlle future . 
A similar sense of the harmony arisi ng froID a proper relation-
ship with nature runs through The Shepherd ' s Calendar . But, wher eas 
the harmony in the Mary poem just discussed lies in the flowers being 
in their correct place within their natural surroundings, the harmony 
in The She pherd ' s Calendar has a two- fold origin. I n the latter poem 
nature ' s creatures are found both in their proper place and at the 
right time during nature' s seasonal cycle . Another similarity, with 
a difference , between these two poems lies in the degree of implicit-
ness of Mary ' s presence in them. There i s an explicit reference to 
Mary only in the last four lines of the former poem and yet her 
presenc e is felt thrOUGhout the verses . Although neither the poetic 
"I" nor the word "Mary" appears in The Shepherd ' 3 CaJ.endar, one 
1 
senses, especially in the persOlufications of Aprl.l and !.lay, that 
the joy the writer finds in the natural Vlorld is shared with a female 
figure that inspires him through love and reciprocl.ty . This presence 
of a person v;i th whom and in v/hom the delight of nature may be 
appreciated, a person cimilar to Mary or one who could actually be 
Mary, is also found in many of Clare 's sonnets, often suggested by 
the pronoun "Vie". 2 
IS d· . l' th 1 ee ~ scus::>1on o· - ese two e c ogUGS above, pp. 52-61. 
2Sce , for cxar'ple: "N"uttinc" diocuDced bcloYl, pp. 171 & 17"-; 
Ro'nincon, Se lected Poml ~H f!l1d Pr.o:.; c ~ p. 1GO, nple8.8ant PlaceD", 1. 5; 
J.bjd., "Stray Waik" ",--L-i~ ibid., p. 163 , "The Hollo';1 Trce", 
11. 9-lIt. 
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The lyric , "Mary", given below, combines three different 
ways in which Clare expresses Mary 's power to inspire him, and 
a l so three ways in which h er inspirational presence manifests 
itself. Although the three ' ways are apparently given stanza by 
stanza, they are not confined each to a single stanza but are 
accumulatj.ve . Yet, even this last word needs qualification, for 
the end of the lyric is, characteristically, in its beginning: 
MARY 
It is the evening hour, 
How silent all doth lie: 
The horned moon she shows her face 
In the river with the sky. 
Just by the path on which we pass, 
The flaggy lake lies still as glass . 
Spirit of h er I love, 
Whispering to me 
Stories of sv/eet visions as I rove, 
Here stop, and crop with me 
Sweet flowers that in the still hour grew -
We 'll take them home , nor shake off the bright dew . 
1;ary, or sweet spiri t of thee , 
As the bright sun shines to- morrow 
Tho' dark eyes these flowers shall. see , 
Ga thered by me in s orr' Or! , 
In the still hour when my mind was free 1 
To walk alone - yet wish I walked with thee . 
In the first line of the poem the stillness referred to in 
couplet 
the last bH>e is present in two ways. Firstly, an absence of activity 
is suggested by the present teIlEe of the verb "to be", which, with 
its lack of progression, seems to turn back UpOll itself and allow 
the idea of the eveninG hour to eddy into a pool of s ilence, so that 
the breathed but sj.gh on the aspirant of "How silent" in its 
lJohn Clpr·." Selected Poems, cd. by Tibblo & Tibble, p. 294. 
This vex-cion of the PO\)ID w:L th its two corrections "based on 
Krught ' f] tranceripts \.hj.ch csme to ligh t in 1948" (ibid . , p. 345 ), 
name l y , 10 5, ;iust not prest, and 1. 9, stories ~)otCtOJ'cs, has 
bc(m preff'rrcd to that found in the 1935 edi t:i.on of Clare ' s poems . 
(Tibble, !,of,rrn, II , 498.) 
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prominent place at the begi nning of the second line affi rms the 
i mplications of s i lence in the first . The trochaic pattern of 
"silent" seems t o enforce a pause after the word , i n keeping with 
,-
i ts neaning and tone , as i f the breath has been caught in wonder . 
Secondly , t he f i xed time span of an hour , with i ts pointing towards 
the hours to follow , is qualified by t he word "evening" which , in 
association with the word "hour", takes on an endless qual ity 
which defies measurement -- much as a season is fixed and yet i s 
not able t o be confined to an ascertainable span of time . The 
second verb in the stanza, "doth lie ", reinforces the stasis up to 
t his point , and extends the immobili ty to everything within the 
poet ' s vision at that moment . The meaning of the verb overflows 
into the next two lines of the stanza so t hat "the horned moon" is 
thought of as "lying" reflected with the sky in the river . There 
is perhaps an added suggestion that the crescent moon seems to be 
"lying" on its back , as if in a recumbent position. 
The moon does not need to move in order to "show her face" , 
so that the only moving objects in the stanza are those the poet 
refers to as "we " who "pass / The flaggy lake" that "li es still as 
glass " . Thus the speaker and the other person who , from t he title 
of the poem, is presumed to be Mary, introduce movement and life 
into a passive scene, transforming it by their awareness of its 
stillnes s and its beauty -- an awar eness revealed especially in 
the second line of the stanza and in the word "just" in line five 
which conveys the idea of the perfect placing of each item in the 
scene . The st:lllness of the lake described in line six and the proxi-
mity of the lake tothc path sUCeest that those passing on the path 
have stopped to see their faces mirrored there. 
It seems natural that, in this poised moment at the end 0': 
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stanza one, the speaker should address the person beside him; but 
it comes as a slight shock that the spirit of the one the speaker 
loves should be addressed , although the ethereal silence in the 
'. 
f irst stanza has, to a certain extent, prepared the reader for this . 
Another source of surprise is the force of the verb "rove" after 
the stillness in stanza one sustained by the word "whispering" in 
the second stanza . The repetition, in these two lines, of the "sp" 
sound in "spirit" and "whispering" and of the "s" soundR in 
"stories", "sweet", and "visions", all in close proximity to one 
another, reproduces the sibilant sound associated with whispering , 
which is at one remove from silence but is dominated by silence . 
But the word "s tories" prepares one for the complete release from 
silence and immobility that comes with the word "rove" and with the 
request, "Here stop, aY\d crop with me" . The scene i n stanza one 
seems to become one of the "sweet visions" about which "stories " 
are "whispered ", alld is subtly placed in the past so that the action 
requested becomes more vividly immediate by contrast; and this 
immediacy turns the request into an urgent injunction. Yet the 
command remains a plea to Mary ' s spirit to become actively involved 
in the poet's life, to "hare in the plucking of the flowers, an 
action with a suggestion of the habitual about it because of the 
continuous present sense of "stop" and "crop". Again one is led 
back to stanza one wInch is placed more firmly in the past by means 
of the desc!'iption of the flowers as those "tha t in the still hour 
brew". This stillness and inactivity now seems to extend to the 
second stanza in the words n\'/hispering", II s tori es " and lIv-lsions It , 
but these impressions are not allo'lled to linger, for the line that 
follo'jiS in cha.rged with life, hope, an.ticipation and intention. The 
poet is asla.ng Mar.1's spirit to join him in an ac t of reciprocity 
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for mutual good which, for Clare, is love. The words, "We'll take 
them home", are filled with faith and confidence, and the lovely 
i mage that follows , "nor shake off the bright dew", radiates back 
not only to the flowers that the poet hopes Mary will help him 
gather, but to the freshness , the sparkling beauty, the delicate 
fragility of the relationship of love which is hinted at in the 
first stanza and which is sought in this. The phrase also r ecalls 
the stillness and the "evening hour" in the first stanza, both 
accompaniments of dewfall. 
In the final stanza it is as i f the relationship of love asked 
for wi th such confi.dence in stanza two has imbued Mary 's spirit 
with a reality almost tangible to the poet; he seems to sway between 
Mary as tangible reality and Mary as spirit , pivoting on the word 
"or" in l i ne one of the stanza. But this uncertainty is thrust aside 
in the second line which rings with the sureness of a pledge: 
"As the bri.ght sun shines ". Then, with the enriching ambivalence 
which Clare ' s placi.ng of subordinate clauses or phrases in ambiguous 
positions so often achieves, the phrase of line two works in such 
a way that, when linked to the previous phrase, it intensifies the 
poet's expressions of faith in Mary -- not only is the sun shining 
at present but it will shine " tomorrow". The same phrase, when 
linked with the line that follows it, pinpoints the day of Mary's 
seeing the flowers , underlining the faith which quietly asserts 
itself in the verb "shall see". 
The first explicit hint of grief in the poem lies in the dar k-
ness of Mo.ry's ey8s which increases her beauty but se ems to reflect 
the speaker's s orrow referred to in the fourth line. But th8 full 
poienancy of the poet's sj.tuation is revealed only in the final two 
line,,,, of the poem. The apparent present r8ality of the beauty 
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manifest in the first stanza becomes a memory in whi ch freedom of 
mind and of choice are his -- "In the still hour when my mind was 
free / To walk alone" -- and yet , with this freedom, his "wish" 
or choice remains a wish and- not a reality ; Mary remains spirit, 
not the mortal being he longs for in stanza two. 
The final phrase in the poem, "Yet [to] wish I walked with 
thee", embraces the whole utterance , as effectively i njecting a 
t one of longi ng into the very first line as suggesting the failure 
of the poet ' s plea for Mary ' s physi cal presence i n stanza two . 
This suggestion of fai lure might overflow into a final positi on of 
despair were it not for the affirmation which lies in the fact of 
the poem itself , as well as in its tone of praise. The poem is 
inspired by Mary , but the pure , unspoilt, Eden- like freshness of 
Mary ' s beauty does more than inspire ; it becomes the subject of the 
poem, as for Clare it becomes almost part of his material, nature . 
Thus the poet's wish , while remaining unfulfilled in one sense , is 
fulfill ed in another by the poem i tsel f . 
In this poem , Mary appears implicitly in stanza one (suggested 
by "we " in l ine five ), as she does in many of Clare ' s lyrics where , 
as well as being a source of inspiratj.on for Clare , she is part of his 
material in the sense that she becomes synonymous , or closely 
aSSOCiated, with nature. In the second stanza Mary's spirit i s 
called upon to be the speaker's companion in reality , and this wish 
for her presence i s echoed in many of Clare ' s poems. l Finally, 
Mary ' s very absence, lamented in the last verse, paradoxically gives 
1 See , for example : Robinson , Selected Poem3 and Prose , p. 1, 
"Dedication to ')H<**"; Robinson, ~?he Later l?oem3, "Child lIarold ", 
p. 36, 11. 26 & 27; Jolm Clare : Selected Pocnw , cd. by Tibble 
& Tibble, p. 330, "lily Loved One my Own", vv. 2 & 3 . 
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the speaker the freedom to long for her presence, and , in longing 
for it, there i s created that tension within the poem which gives 
it vitality . A simil ar tension is found in very many of Clare's 
successful poems ; a delicate tension often brought about in much 
the same way as it is in the poem discussed above ; that is, through 
the suggested or stated presence or absence of an inspirational 
figure which can often be i dentified as Mary. This figure may 
participate in or inspire the poet ' s wonder at and perception of 
the beauties of nature ; or her absence, usually reflected for the 
poet by the reactions of the natural world, may inspire a lament 
or invocation . Thus it can be said that, for Clare , in one sense 
of the term Mary is "poesy". 
The way that 1mry ' s presence and absence works in this poem 
epi tomizes the natm,e of the pastoral vision that is central to 
Clare ' s poetry . The three main pastoral themes that have been dis-
cussed in cOlmection with The Shepherd ' s Calendar , namely , the 
unity of man and nature r eali sed in shared experience; the fulfil-
ment of being of nature ' s children , including man, when they have 
found, and are acting in, their proper place ; and especially love 
as an act of reciprocation for mutual good , are to be found working 
in the poem "Mary". The first of these themes is present in the 
experience of silence shared by man and nature in verse one of the 
poem. The speaker in this verse is aware of the silence and is able 
to become one with it in mood and movement in the scene of which he 
and his companion are a part ; a scene in which "all" lies silent and 
the " lake lies still as glas ::; ". The second of the themes is also 
to be found in the first stanza where "all doth lie" (tha t i s , all 
creatures of nature) in stillnes8, in their proper place at that 
time, thereby ful f illine thcm::Jelves in their right relation:;hip to 
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the demands of the overall mood or state of their surroundings at 
that moment. The lake is just by the path and the moon j.s in the 
correct position in the sky for reflection in the river. Man, too, 
. 
represented by the speaker and his companion, is in his proper place 
at the moment, that is, in a position to see and experience the 
natural scene, and to be part of the interaction between the 
constituents of the whole scene at that moment of stillness. The 
third theme is present especially in the second stanza in the 
speaker 's request to Mary to join him in picking flowers , a loving 
act of reciprocation in which Mary would be gi\~ng him her presence 
for his good while he would be giving her the flowers as part or 
token of all the beauty he wishes to give her and which he does give 
her, metaphorically, t~~ough his poem. 
For Clare, M8.l'Y'S presence i n nature j.s a constant factor, 
but the form her presence takes does not r emain fixed , just as it 
does not do so in the last lyrj.c discussed . It is as if the figure 
of Mary accompanies Clare, the poet , at all times , even when she is 
seemingly unper ceived, or thought of as lost. On his journey through 
life she grows with him; she changes with him. As his particular 
need changes, so the nature of her presence seems to change to meet 
his need. She is ]Jerhaps the Hope that enables him ultirnately to 
overcome thc disintegration that threatens his personality. 
The figure of Mary in Clare's poetry has been likened to that 
of Dante ' s !3eatrj. ce. l In so far as she is an inspira ti anal figure 
accompanying Clare on his lOl~, lonely road of exile from her 
physical presence, a tentative DJ-,alogy could fruitfuJ.ly be made ; but 
it is cleur that at this point the nature of t he t·,vo fj.gures diverges. 
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Mary is not , for Cl a r e, an explicitly religious figure and i s 
certainly not seen within a Christian framework as is Dante ' s 
Beatrice . More light is thrown on Cl are ' s poetry if one r egards 
Mary as a pastoral figure of a particular kind . She is not seen 
as the alluring shepherdess , often tantalizingly beyond capture ; 
and yet she is imbued with attributes quite often assigned to the 
shepherdesses associated with the traditional Classical and 
Renaissance form of the p:ostoral genre, especially those of a 
pastoral goddess . But , more importantly , Mary appears in nature 
as beaut y, and as the composite "hope love joy,,; l and she brings 
forth Clare ' s response of love for nature that does not have to be 
expressed in the specific words , "I love ... " , so often found in 
his poems, but that can be apprehended through his accurate per-
ception and renderi ng of minute detail of the netural world which 
opens up a new vision of this world for the r eader. 
IHObil1S0n, Selected P00.ms and Peose, "The ProGress of 
Ryhme", p. 125, 1. ;)1. 
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(i) It i s a little surpri sing to find pastoral themes in sonnet 
form, but the sheer number of so~~ets 
mostoE k 
themes that Clare wrote (namelY 'A~ 
or sormet- like poems on such 
~OI\S ;cl"'re4 he(e" 1 
four hundred and thirty- threeA" 
suggests that he needed the sormet fcrm in order to express his pre-
dominantly pastoral vision i n a certain way. A number of the poems 
. 2 
by Clare which TibbIe has placed under the heading "Sormets" (of 
which one hundred and twenty- eight are in rhyming couplets)3 would, 
per haps, not be classified as such in certain critics ' understanding 
of the genre . 4 In this chapt er , consideration will be given to the 
problem of whether Clare ' s many quatorzains which do not r esemble the 
generally accepted sormet form may be called sormets . But this carmot 
be done until an attempt has been made to understand the nature of 
sormet. 
A final definition of the sormet , as of poetry, is perhaps not 
possible . Even a tentative definition would need qualifications and, 
to make it tenable , would require to be supported by both argument 
and example from all ages. But in an account of Clare ' s poetry some 
cri terion is needed against which to measure his sormets and as a 
basis on which to discuss them . 
Before attempting to define the sormet , a brief look at the 
history of the ger~e is necessary.5 
lSee Appendix B, p. 240 . 
2Ibi~., pp. 245-258 . 
3lbid ., p. 240. 
As this is to be related to 
4John ]'uller , The SO!lliet , The Critical Idiom, ed . by John D. 
J1.UllP (Londun : Methuen & Co. Ltd., 1972 ), p. 33. 
5In the discussion of the corme t below (pp . 110-117 ), informa-
t i on has been drawn chiefly from J .';I. I,cver, The Elizabethan Love Senn":I,, 
Uni versi ty Paperbacks (London: Methuen -,C Co. Ltd., 1956) . 
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Clare's poetry , more emphasis will be given to those poets and 
t endencies which either shed light on Clare ' s practice or parallel 
i t in some way . 
(ii) The basic sonnet form of a single fourteen lined stanza was 
popular on the Continent long before it was introduced into England 
by Sir Thomas Wyatt (1503-1542) and the Earl of Surrey (1517- 1547) . 
It seems to be agreed that the form appeared first during the reign 
of Frederick II of Sicil y who died in 1250,1 but the acknowledged 
father of the sonnet form which gave rise to the sonnet i n English was 
the Italian scholar, Francesco Petrarch (1304- 1374) , who wrote a 
series of sonnets to his mistress, not in Latin but in the vernacular . 
Hence the na'lle , "Italian", given to sonnets based en the structure 
of these poems of his, although it is perhaps more accurate to call 
them "Petrarchan" . Petrarch' s sonnets consisted of a single 
fourteen lined stanza of pentameters rhyming abba, abba, cde , cde 
( or ccd, ccd ; or cde , edc) . The rhyme scheme of the octave resulted 
in combining the effect arising from progression which lends itself 
to narrative and exposition (ab-ba), and stasis achieved by the 
repetitive rhyming couplet (a-bbaabb-a) . The overall effect is one 
of captured , not progressive , thought, intensi fied through the 
repetition of the rhyme scheme (ab-ba) in the second quatrain of the 
octave. The divj.sion of the sestet into two tercets, with a 
syuulletrical yet flexib l e rhyme scheme , allows for the correlation of 
thought with that of the octave . The rhyming couplet rarely appears 
lPatrick Cruttwell, The ~lish Sonnet , Writers and their 
Work : No. 191 (London : LonI;1n3IlS , Green & Co . Ltd., 1966), p. 6, 
and Fun.ar , Sormet, p. 1. 
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at the end of the sonnet as this would give the impression of a 
logical argument concluded, whereas the effect aimed at is an 
intense imaginative experience arrived at through combined thought 
and feeling. I 
The 
Provengal 
sonne t belongs ultimately to the Medieval Lyric school of 
2 poetry . I t is not surpriSing, then, that, in the 
Elizabethan period following that of Wyatt, and also during the 
seventeenth century , songs and sonnets were often classed as a single 
ge=e, many songs being named sonnets although not conforming to the 
basic sonnet form . The progression from the medieval Proven9al lyric 
to the Petrarchan sonnet which has so strongly influenced European 
literature came from the fusion of the Proven9al and Tuscan traditions 
of poetry i nto which was injected realism arising from the personal 
note of Petrarch. It would seem that the prescribed attitudes of 
the later Proven9al lyrics with their tendency to sensuous eroticism, 
combined with EL~d tempered by the idealism and etherealism found i n 
thirteenth century Italian poetry, were not enough to capture an 
i mmediate experience of love where the beloved was fully realized as 
a human being. 3 
The first somleteers in English as far as can be ascertained 
were Wyatt and Surrey, as has been mentioned above . Both poets tran-
slated and imitated Petrarch 's sonnets, yet, in both cases , they 
created Bomethl.ng neVio Their sonnets, following the Italian tradition 
epitomised by Petrarch, were usually on the subject of romantic love. 
lLe S t 6&7 vel' , • OIllie , pp. '. 
2W . P. Ker, Form & Style in Poetry, ed . b:(' R.W. Chrunbers 
(London: l,lacmillan, 1966, first published 1928), p. 188. 
3Lever , Sonnet, pp. 2 & 3 . 
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Yet, in a group of sonnets written later, Surrey departed from this 
subject and addressed sonnets to a noble lady who was not the beloved; 
to Wyatt; to a fellow sOldier"who had died saving the poet's life; 
1 
and to the monarch -- forerunners of the public and political 
sonnets of such poets as Milton and Wordsworth. The style of Wyatt 
and Surrey was largely one of "restraint, dignity and simplicity". 2 
In Surrey's sonnet beginning with the following quatrain: 
Set me wheras the sonne dothe perche the grene, 
Or wheal' his beames may not dissolve the ise; 
In temprat heat wheare he is felt and sene; 3 
With prowde people, in presence sad and wyse ; 
one notices the monosyllabic nature of the first two lines, each 
containing only one disyllable. The words flow within the lines, the 
lines flow in relation to each other, and a controlled dignity reflects 
the wish for the temperate. Simplicity and restraint complement one 
another. 
In some of Wyatt 's sonnets one sees the possible fOrer1.L."1Iler of 
a sonnet like No. 61 from the sequence, Idea, by Michael Drayton 
(1563-1631) with its colloquial style and its series of ironic 
contradictior~, captured in the first and last lines: 
1 
2 
Since ther's no helpe, Come let us Idsse and part, 
Nay, I have done: You get no more of Me , 
............................................. 0 ............ ... .... ... .. 
Now if thou would'st, when all have given him over, 
From Dcath to Life, thou might'st him yet recover. 4 
Lever, Sonnet, p. 48. 
Ker, ,Form eo Style, p. 189. 
7 
"Henrx Howard, E::Irl of Surre:i : Poems, ed. by Emrys Jones, 
Clarendon Medieval and Tudor Series (Oxfor'd: At the Clarendon Press, 
1964), p. 2, Poem No.3, ll. 1-4. 
4Lever , §o:rme:f;" p. 159, Sonnet LXI, 11. 1, 2, 13 & 14. 
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In the following opening quatrain from a sonnet by Wyatt, 
You that in love finde lucke and habundance 
And live in lust .and joyful jolitie, 
AJcrise for shame! Do away your sluggardie! 
Arise, I say , do May some obseruance! 1 
there is a combination of the colloquial tone and the broken rhythms 
of speech later found in some of the provocative Songs and Sonnets 
of John Donne (1571-1631). One finds a similar forcefulness and 
quick, dramatic change of tone. 
Wyatt had already 'shown, in his translation of Petrarch's 
sonnet No . 140, (liThe longe love, that in my thought doth harbour ll )2 
a willingness to depart from Petrarchan melodic line and abstractions 
which lost much of their resonance in English translation. He 
repla ces a sonorous hyperbole with a tough vitality, most apparent 
in the verbs he uses , and in this way more truly captures the 
personal passionate involvement shown in the sonnet form. Another 
change that both Wyatt and Surrey made in some of their sonnets was 
to replace the Petrarchan rhyme scheme of the sestet with one that 
ended in a rhyming couplet. Saints bury says of the final rhyming 
couple t in a sonnet , liThe swift counter-twist in form of the couplet-
close suits our headlong and masterful tongue better than the drawn-
out dying of the sestet" . 3 This as a general statement has t ruth, 
but i s qualified when considering especinlly certain sonnets by 
Milton and Wordsworth . Surrey's further contribution to the sOlmet 
in English was his introduction of the rhyme scheme abab, cd cd, 
lCollected Poems of Sir Thomas Wyntt, ed . by Kenneth Muir, 
The Muses' Librm':YTLondon : Houtledge and Keban Paul Ltd., 1963), 
p. 75, Poem No . 92, 11. 1-4. 
2 Cruttwell, 30nne1, pp. 8 ~ 9. 
3George Saintsbury, !c mstor) of ]~l/;liGh Pro~;ody (3 vels . j 
Lomlon: Macmillan & Co. Ltd., 1908 , II, 14·6. 
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efef, gg , later constantly used by Shakespeare. It allowed controlled 
logical exposition as well as enrichment through contrasts and 
. t. 1 apposl lons. 
' . 
Sir Philip Sidney (1554-1586) gave a new turn to the English 
sonnet, "made it popular, determined its form, sowed its seed broad-
cast among the fertile poetic soil of the time.,,2 Nineteen of his 
early poems were sonnets proper, but most of them "were of the 
class known to Elizabethans as 'songs and sonets' - that is, English 
variations of rondeaux, epi grams , and sonnets , of anything between 
six and eighteen lines in length" . 3 Later, his poetic powers 
crystalized and he found his true voice in tds Sonnets of Astrophel. 
This sonnet cycle demonstrates that there can be great variety in 
a ge~~e; the relationship between the poet and the beloved changes 
at various stages of the sequence, Vii th accompanying changes in the 
theme , emphasis , mood and structure of the various sonnets. A change 
to alexandrines throughout certain sonnets gives weight and added 
substance to them, or contributes to Sidney's gentle mockery of over-
elaboration in the form. His rhyme scheme varies considerably in 
this cycle in which "there are four types of octave and six types of 
sestet" . 4 
Sidney uses the accepted sOI1.net medium to gain freedom for his 
wi t, sensibilj.ty and self- examination; Stella ' s idealized attributes 
of womanly beauty and virtue are conventional . But the poet 's 
lLever, .Sonnet, p. 46. 
2saintsbury, ~r:1ish Prosody, II, 95. 
3 J,ever, S011..'1e·0-, p. 5l. 
4Ibid ., pp. 88 & 89. 
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treatment of and reaction to them in his different capacities of 
poet, diplomat, soldier , cultural humanist and Christian, is highly 
individual. The focus is on self- s earching and the emphasis is on 
the dramati c with vigorous r hythms of speech and plain vocabulary . 
This is a mOving away from the previous sonnet tradition. In the 
Petrarchan sonnet t he syntax often divides the octave into quatrains, 
and in the sestet creates two tercets pulling against the quatrain/ 
couple t rhyme scheme . Sidney ' s method, unlike that of Petrarch or 
Surrey, is to "balance opposite considerations and induce a kind of . 
surprise conclusion in the last lines".l 
A few years after Sidney ' s sonnet cycle appeared, Edmund 
Spenser (1552-1599) , already mature and having completed Book VI of 
The Faerie Queene, published his sonnet sequence , Amoretti. One 
f'inds, in his best sonnets , a "devout, quiet , harmonious pattern. 
The effect ••• is close to Petrarch' s own but without the melancholy" . 2 
This "harmonious pattern" is effected largely by the rhyme scheme of 
aba~ bcbS cdcd,ee which, while gradually progressing , flows back at 
the same time . It echoes strongly the rhyme scheme of the stanza 
Spenser used for The Faerie Queene, namely, abab, bcbcc and "reintroduces 
the couplets characteris tic of the Italian sonnet ••• [which], by 
blending the quatrains together, offers the opportunity for more closely 
developed argument". 3 
Spenser ' s treatment of the lady of the sonnet is unusual in 
that, r ather than dl';ell on her character as shown through her actions, 
1 Lever, Sonnet, p. 89. 
2C. S. J,2wis , E:np;l~~,h Literature in the Sjxtecnth Century 
excludiIl{( IlrD.!"U, Oxford H:i.s t ory of English Li teratnre, ed. by J!' .P. 
Wils on and Bonauy Dobroe (Oxford: At the Clarendon Press, 1954), p.372. 
3 . Fuller , Sonnet, p. 21. 
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he regards her in terms of the mystical ideal of sacramental 
marriage. l Fis sonnet sequence begins not with the lovers' first 
meeting but with an eXaminatio~ of a spiritual state2 and develops, 
not from sonnet to sonnet, but in a time sequence through the 
seasons which gives the sequence a wider setting. ·Spenser seems 
to seek the "golden mean" between misery and ecstatic joy 
crystralized in the beatific state of final union. 
Other Elizabethan poets who wrote sonnet sequences of perhaps 
less importance yet containing some fine poems were Daniel with 
Delia in 1592 , Lodge with Fnillis in 1593, Constable with ·Diana 
in 1592 and Drayton, one of whose sonnets taken from his cycl e named 
Idea has already been noted . 3 
William Shakespeare (1564-1616), the master of the Elizabethan 
sonnet sequence , in whose cycle one finds the narrative element more 
strongly developed than in mos t cycles , perfects the use of the 
particular Surrey rhyme scheme of abab , cdcd, efef, gg which he imbues 
with the power to act not only as octave and sestet but as three quatrains 
pulling against, yet developing from one another , curtailed by the 
rhyming couplet which is not merely a neat summary but contributes 
something new either by a twist or by a change of position . The 
r~~e of his sonne ts is such that he surpasses Sidney ' s great s o~~et 
on l ust, "Thou blind mans marke, ••• " with "Th'expence of Spirit ••• " 
8J.ld goes further than Sidney in evert i ntrospection in "Si~~e of 
self-love ••• " He succeeds admirably in "grounding" his mistress in 
1 Lever, Sormet, p. 109 . 
2Ib"~.' p. 117. 
3See above , p.112. 
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a witty, flaunting denial of all the conventions of other poets ' love 
sonnets, yet r aising her higher, because of this. Shakespeare not 
only runs the gamut of love, its truth and falsehood , but explores 
the very convention he is using. In Lever ' s able attempt to pin-
point Shakespeare ' s genius he says , "In taking the noble fri end as 
his theme , Shakespeare freed himself from all the encumbrances which 
hampered the sonnet poets of his time. Without impropriety or strain, 
this theme admitted a consideration, at once intellectual and 
impassioned, of the wide vistas of poli tics and society, cosmic 
destiny and the human predicament, which exercised the imaginati on 
1 
of the age" . 
An analysis and comparison of a Shakespearean sonnet with one 
of Clare ' s sonnets is made on pages 143 to 148 of this thesis which will , . 
perhaps , make clear that further analysis of Shakespeare ' s sonnets 
within this thesis would be out of place. 
Previous mention has been made of John Donne's coll oquial, 
dramatic style in his sonnets. In some of their sonnets, Wyatt, 
Drayton and Sidney were forerunners of this style . Donne's unusual 
contribution is his Holy Sonnet which examines the relationship not 
between the poet and his lady but between the poet and God. 
In t he f irs t hal:f of the seventeent-ll century William Drummond 
of Hawthornden (1585-1649 ) anticipated Milton to some extent in not 
using the sonnet purely for love themes. Unlike ~lilton's sonnets , 
however, his sonnets, in presenting their argument , are often des -
crj.ptivc of the natural world, especially in the first 'luatrain. 
In "A Solitary Life " natural scenes weave in and out of the poem to 
the last li.no . 
1 Lever, Sonno ·~ , p. 276 . 
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John Milton (1608-1674) is usually seen as the introducer of 
the public sonnet, the material of which is politi cal or nati onal . 
" 
Other poets had written on such subject s , but without the resounding 
Miltonic "public " rhetoric . Milton was first recognized as a poe t 
in the Italian language in which he wrote five sonnets . I t is not 
surprising, then, that his sonnets are written i n the Petrarchan 
form which he recreated in English . "He uses run- on lines and 
strong medial pauses and often disregards normal word-order and a 
strict division between octave and sestet, so that, in spite of the 
rhymes - Vlhich may be . . . notably sonorous and emphatic - the sonnet 
1 becomes in effect a paragraph of blank verse" 
Just as allegory, on the whole, needs more room to develop 
than the sonnet allows, so satire , the form of poetry in which the 
eighteenth century pOets largely found their voice , is not usually 
successfully contained by the sonnet . This can be seen as one 
important reason why the eighteenth century poets did not, in comparison 
with the noted sonnet writers of former centuries, contr ibute anything 
especial to the history of the sonnet. (The outstanding poets of the 
eighteenth century , such as Pope and Dryden, are not regarded as 
sonnet Vlri ters.) NevErtheless, it does not always take a "great " poet 
to influence a writer of the immediate f uture, and there was much of 
interest being done in the sphere of the sonnet by eighteenth century 
wri ters of S ODl3 repute such as Thomas Edwarda (1699-1757 ), Thomas 
\'Iarton (1728-1790 ) and William Lisle Bowles (1762-1850). 
Thomas Ed lards i .s rebarded by R.D. Havens as "the real father 
~Hilton : Poetical \Yorks, ed. by Douglas Bush (London: Oxford 
Uni versHy Press, 1966), p. 169. 
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of the eighteenth-century sonnet", 1 at a time when "the eighteenth-
century sonneteers, in their ignorance of what lay on the other side 
of the deep gulf stretching between them and their forefathers, were 
free to do whatever they chose". 2 This fre edom is found in Warton ' s 
sonnets among others, where the choice has been made "to turn for 
[ hiS] subjects from persons to nature and to places of legendary or 
historic interest" often introducing an unusual note of "pensive 
wistfulness ". 3 Another area of the eighteenth century sonnet in which 
freedom is exhibited is in the rhyme schemes . A table by Havens, 
indicating "very roughly the distribution of the eighteenth-century 
quatorzains that were published in books", shows the following ratio 
of rhyme s chemes from 1740 to 1800: 
Petrarchan Shakespearean Spenserian Irregular4 
636 451 17 1,398 
An irregular rhyme scheme used by Sidney that became very 
popular was abba, abba, cdcd, ee . It is perhaps noteworthy tha t 
Cowper has a SOlIDet based on tl1..is rhyme scheme and one in rhyming 
c ouplets . 5 Another rhyme scheme which ¥falter Jackson Bate, writing 
about Keats ' s s onnet " On Peace ", des cribes as "common in the 1790's,,6 
is abab, cdcd, ddedee. It i s , perhaps , also important to n ote that 
the usc of an alexandrine in the final line of a sonne t was fairly 
~aymond Dextcr Havens, The Influence of Mil ton on English 
Poet.ry (Cambridge : Harvard Uni ver~i to' Press , 1922), p. 492. 
-.~
4Ibid ., p. 523. 
5Fuller , Sonne t , p. 25, a."ld .9..?wper : P O<l !E.Y and Prose , selected 
by Spiller , pp.l:J3& 66 . 
6Walter Jnckson Bate , ,John Kents (I,ondon: Oxford University 
Press, J9(7 ), p . 36. 
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1 
common in the eighteenth century . 
As many eighteenth century sonneteers were slow to p~blish 
'-
their work , the sonnet became popular only very gradually. It was 
1777 before most of Warton ' s sonnets were printed. And yet, by the 
1780's the sonnet had become probably the most popular kind of 
magazine verse. Such minor poets as Miss Anna Seward (1747- 1809) 
and Charlotte Smith (1749-1806 ) were sonneteers for whan "nature 
[was] the most frequent theme and melancholy the dominant tone".2 
But , according to Havens , "the earliest printed sonnets to deal almost 
exclusively with nature" were those of John Codrington Bampfylde 
(1754-1796) "whose character , unfortunate career , and fresh, hearty 
verses in praise of country life recall the forgotten ,John Clare" and 
of whose sonnets Havens writes : "Their love of nature and of rustic 
life, their close observation, their healthy, happy genuineness and 
poetic feeling, entitle them to remembrance" . 3 However , these , having 
a very limited circulation, were practically unknown. 
Among the most important eighteenth century sonnets , largely 
because of their r8nl;e of influence at the time, are those of William 
Bowles. At the age of seventeen, Coleridge (1772-1834) was intro-
duced to these sonnets and was strongly influenced by "a style of 
poetry, so tender and yet so manly, so nutura1 and real , and yet so 
digITi_fied and harmOni011s ,,4 which, he say,; , contributed to the develop·-
ment of "my fancy, and the love o,f natut'e, and the sense of beauty in 
1 Fuller, §onnet, p. 34 . 
2 Hlwens , j-,iilton, p. 501. 
7 
-'Ibid . , p. 506. 
4S.~~. Coleridge, B"i.o{(raph:i'l. :fa. tee'ar.ia, eel. by J. Shavlcross 
(2 vols.; Lor.don: Oxford Universi.ty Press, 1907, with corrGc-ci.ons 
1954), I, 10. 
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forms and sounds ". 1 He thought Cowper and Bowles to be "the first 
who reconciled the heart with the head". 2 Yet by 1802 he had come 
to see a looseness in Bowles ' s;' poetry. 3 In 1793, ''Wordsworth came 
across BDwles's sonnets for the first time, and found the same charm 
in them" . 4 
The first fourteen of Bowles's fifty sonnets5 were not intended 
to be in the strict Italian model, but rather quatorzains in which, 
as Bowles explained , "I confined myself to fourteen lines because 
fourteen lines seemed best adapted to unity of sentiment.,,6 The 
subject of the poems was chiefly r iver scenery and it is i n t eresting 
to note that, although Bowles 's influence on Wordsworth is undisputed 
now, yet, in his lifetime Bowles felt i t necessary to point out that 
his "river" sonnets "were published teil years before those of Words -
worth on the River Duddon, Yarrow etc .,,7 
Havens, with balanced sensitivity , says , "Bowles ' s quiet sonnets, 
though not great and far from revolutionary, are natural in language, 
genuine if over-melancholy in feeling , easy and flowing without being 
diffuse , digpified without being stilted , and, with their pensive 
interpreta tions of nature, have a tender charm".8 
In the nineteenth century poetic values were moving from a 
l Ibid . , I , 10. 
3 Ibid., I, 207 . 
2Ibid ., I, 16. 
4I bid . , I , 207 . 
5The present writer has f01Jnd only forty-four sonnets in 
The Poetical "[or ks of Wi.lliam Lisle Ea:lles, ed. by George Gilfillan 
""(2 vols.; Edi.nburgh : James Nichol, 1855), whereas , in Havens , 
Milton , p. 512, there are said to be a total of fifty . 
G Bowles , cd. by Gilfillan, Vol. I, n. 1, p . 2. 
7Ibi d • 
8 Ihvcns, Mi.l ton, p. 511. 
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general attitude to the lyric reflected in Rapin's observation that, 
"A Sonnet, Ode, Elegy, Epigram, and those little kind of Verses ••• 
are ordinarily no more than the meer [sic] productions of Imagination", 1 
to an attitude such as that of Joseph Warton in which "the 'true Poet' 
and writer of 'PURE POETRY'" is seen as being "stamped solely by 
' a creative and glowing IMAGINATION ' ".2 It seems that, for Coleridge 
at least , Bowles's sonnets epitomised the step towards capturing the 
poet ' s reaction to an immediate experience; a step away fram the 
restriction on overt self-expression. Most of Wordsworth ' s greatest 
sonnets capture a personal moment of vision, and although one is able 
to perceive the influence of Milton in his "public sonnets" , many of 
these cambine simpl e dignity with the plainness of language advocated 
in the famous Preface . An examination of Wordsworth's style and 
vision will be found in a comparison of his sonnet , "Camposed Upon 
Westminster Bridge , September 3 , 1802 " and a sonnet by John Clare , 
on pages 148 to 154 of this thesis. 
In the hands of Wordsworth and Keats, two of the great Romantic 
poets , same of the rigi dities that had grown up in the sonnet form 
were broken down. Wordsworth I s sonnet, "Surprised by joy - impatient 
as the wj.nd", i s an example of t his flexibility . Keats who wrote 
more than sixty sonnets, Dame of which are considered among the 
finest in the English language , seemed to find the ode a more slutable 
medium for his poetry . He' began, a s many poets do, by wri ting strictly 
formal sonnets. Forty of his sormet" written between 1814 and 1818 
aTe Italian. He then experimented Vii tho Italian, Shakespearean and 
1M• H. Abrams, The 1,iirroT' and t'lc I=p (New Ycrk: VI. Vi. Norton 
& Co. Inc., 1953), p. 85. 
2Ibid ., p. 86 . 
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1 irregular sonnets, one of which, "If by dull rhymes our English must 
be chain' d", 2 expresses his impatience with being "chain' d" by the 
demands of the sonnet form. The final two lines of this sonnet, 
So, if we may not let the Muse be free, 
She will be bound with garlands of her own. 
seem to point to Keats's preference for the ode, and his breaking 
away from a formal rhyming pattern in this sonnet underlines his 
wish for more freedom than the usual sonnet form allowed. His 
sonnets vary greatly in style and toughness of construction. "To 
one who has been long in city pent,,3 has the gliding, languid style 
associated with his early poetry . "On First Looking into Chapman's 
Hamer,,4 has the richness of the odes with forcefulness in both words 
and word order - characteristics bound up with the poet's paSSionate 
love of the visible world and his "need to feel the 'chief intensity ll,. 5 
Unlike Wordsworth and Keats in their prolific sonnet output , 
Byron (1788-1824) wrote as few as five single sonnets and two others 
each placed at the beginning and forming part of longer poems . These 
6 two sonnets, "The Prisoner of Chillon" and "The Prophecy of Dante" , 
are particularly intercsting in their different functions, the one 
IHazard Adams, The Contexts of Poetry (London : Methuen & Co. 
Ltd ., 1965), pp. 121-123. 
2Keats: Poetical Vforks , ed. by H.W. Garrod (London: Oxford 
University Press, 1956), p. 371 . 
3Ibid ., p . 37. 4Ibid ., p. 38. 
5C.M• BOrtTa, The RO'llD.ntj.c Imagination, Oxford Paperbacks 
(r,ondon : Oxford University Press, 1950), p. 16. 
6'l'he Podj.cal Works of Lo~i._J&.:!:~ (London: Oxford University 
Press, 1904), pp. j36-:-Slj.O & 370-379. Havens states that BYTon 
wrote sj.x sonnetc. (Havens, l'fli1ton, p. 537 .) He does not, pCThaps, 
regard the "J)"dica tion" at the head of The ITO)lher.y of Junto as a 
sonnet, aJ.though tins 'l=torzain is similar to a I'etrarchan sonnet 
in s true tUl'C • 
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as an "oration" and the other as a dedication. 
It may seem arbitrary to end the history of the sonnet at 
'. this point when there are so many interesting and important develop-
ments to follow , but these post-date Clare and this short study is 
concerned with what predates his work. What is worth noting briefly 
here is that Clare actually anticipates some later developments in 
1 the sonnet . 
(iii) We now turn to examine the nature of sonnet. 
Despite the wide r ange of English sonnet form which a history 
of the genre reveals, there are certain basic characteristics which 
permit a tentative definition of this particular lyric. 
W.P . Ker believes the form of the ballad to be "an idea2 working 
in the minds of m~'ly different nations independently, towards the same 
kind of poetical result [wrrich view, if sound ,] will prove the value 
of poeti cal form as something distinct from the individual genius or 
caprice of the poctical artist " . 3 In support of this view, one 
might quote Northrop Frye : 
Poetry organizes the content of the world as it passes before 
the poet, but the form::: in which teat content is organized 
come out of the structure of poetry itself. 4 
Thes~ two cormnents are echoed by M.W. Er'l;la."ld, a writer on t he 
hymn, a specialised form of lyric : 
1 2 SeH bC}, ON, pp. I 7 & 128. 
2The Conciee Cl'.t.:ford Dictionary of Current English , 4th ed. 
r ev. , 1952, gives as the first de:fini tion of "idea" - "Archetype, 
pattern, as distingui.£hed from its realization in individuals" which 
fi t s in vii th Ker' s thought 0[1 the genre. 
" 
./Ker , Form (}. St,-U:.£., p. 95 .. 
4Northrop Frye, ~.:JfltO!"Y cf Criticism (Princeton, NeVI Jersey: 
Princeton Uni versi ty Pre:-s, 1957), p. 102 . 
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A lyric poet stores in the recesses of being some idea 
of form that must be satisfied. That idea is affected 
by rhythms apprehended by the senses, and more deeply 
affected by rhythms comprehended within the physical 
frame . 1 
The sonnet form seems to have this existence independent of 
the poet - the unity in diversity found in the brief history outlined 
above supports this. Poets through the ages have apparently mani-
pulated the sonnet form to accommodate their requirements, or perhaps 
it would be nearer the truth to say with Ker that they "feel that 
wi th that form their thought may have just that variety and unity which 
is the secret of life " . 2 Ker sees the poet as having "the abstract 
tune in his head before the poem begins ,,3 - that is, the sonnet form, 
with its particular metre and rhyme patterns, is the "music" to which 
the "thought" will "dance ". The actual way of thiIL1ci.ng is given by 
4 the 'metric pattern of the sonnet. 
Ker' not only examines how the poet 1 s mind and the sonnet fOI'm 
interact , but he looks at the "old r ule and measure,,5 which is the 
basis of the sonnet, and says, "There must at least be something to 
hold on to, something stated , for the first part of the sonnet; 
there must be some inference or contradiction or variety in the sec ond 
part ••• ,The sonnet is not a mere stanza; it is at l east a double 
thing, with position in it and contradiction. It is a true argulnent •••• 
And there m~y be all varieties of that duplicity, the most beautiful 
being when there i s a change of mood rat her than a change of imagery".6 
~,Iartha I'linburn England & John SparroVl , }~y:.nns Unbidden (New 
York: The 1Te\'l York Public Library, Astor, ],enox & Tilden FOlLl'ldati0113 , 
1966 ), p. 116. 
2Ker , Form & Si;yl~, p. 173. 
3Ibid ., p. 101. 4Ibi .~., p. 100. 
6111i.d ., pp. 100 & J.01; 173; 174. 
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In his comments on sonnet , Paul Fussell, Jr., a more recent 
critic than Ker, joins the latter scholar and many others in con-
centrating upon the Petrarchan-form which embodies mos t vividly the 
central features of the genre. Two valuable observations Fussell 
makes about sonnet are tha t "the poet who understands the sonnet form 
is the one who haG developed an instinct f or exploiting the principle 
of imbalance ", and that the accumulation of pressure "of idea or 
emotion borne by the octave " is released in the sestet. (the two 
elements of sonnet involved in the imbal ance) in a way "analogous to 
the actions of inhaling and exhaling , or of contraction and release 
1 in the muscular system". 
These last observations by Ker and Fussell give rise to further 
points. 
The sonnet is dramatic to a greater degr ee than song and mu ch 
meditative lyric other than dramatic monologue . It has t ension of a 
particular Jr.ind which i s resolved either partially or wholly through 
argument , or change of mood or tone. The degree of tension will vary 
greatly as will the manner in whi ch tension i s created and resolved , 
but the sense of r esolution in a sonnet is strong. This is because 
the sonnet is concerned with a single serious topic vlhile containinc; 
t he "doubleness " Ker and Fussell speak of , an.d because to resolve 
this within a short poem demands a struggle which generates t he 
sonnet 1 s characteristic power. It is a stanza form which i s complete 
in i tself jon such a way tha.t it C8Jlll0t be added to, though it may be 
part of a se~.ucncc of sonnets " tied tocether usually by theme and 
J·PauJ FUG:;ell , J·r., P00tic j,leter and Poet:ic Form, Studies in 
Ixmgu2{;e ::md IJ.t8ratUl'C (Nl:l'.'-York: Hando," House , 1965) , p . J20. 
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mood" , 1 and oc casi onally by nar ra ti ve • 
The metrical pattern of a sonne t i s usually fourteen l i ne s 
of iambic pentameter . However ', the sonnet form "is not a prison 
but a vehicl e by means of which effects can be obtained",2 and the 
history of the sonnet shows frequent variations on the prosodic norm. 
For instance , Sir Philip Sidney wrote sonnets in al exandrines , and 
Clare varies the length of the l ast line of his sonnets betwe en the 
conventional iambi c pentameter and the aleXandrine , 3 a common 
practice in the eighteenth century , as has already been mentioned. 
One of Clare ' s poems which i s named "Sonnet ,,4 is entirely i n iambic 
tetrameters . 
The sonne t is short enough to necessitate a concentration and 
intensity of ideas ~Dd a corresponding intensi ty of language , ye t 
long enough for the opposing line of thought or mood to be developed 
or resolved . Poets usually choose the conventional l ength of 
fourteen lines in which to form their poem, but Gerard Manley Hopkins' 
cur tal sonnets of t en lines , G'e orge Meredi th ' s sonnets of sixteen 
lines , and some of Robert Frost ' s sonnets5 are examples of the poet ' s 
adapting a form to the needs of his poem. There are so many examples 
in EngUsh literature of departures from the Petrarchan and 
1 Ad=s , The Contex ts of Poetry, p. 50 . 
thirty-two SCImet sequences of lenGths varying 
sonnets. (See Appendix B, pp. 241-263.) 
2Ibid ., p. 48. 
Clare wrote at l eas t 
between two and six 
3There ,re t wenty-four sonnet;.: \','hich end in an alexandrine in 
the Robinson and t..l-Je TibbIe editi ons of Clare ' s poems included in 
Appendix B, pr. 241-263. 
~'n.obinson, The Ie,ter Poems, p . 167. 
5 e.g. "Byla Brook" :Ln the Co!,plri,e l'oc;r.s of Robert Frost 
( I,ondon ; Jonathan Cape , 1951), p. 14:5. 
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Shakespearean sonnet rhyme schemes that Cl a r e ' s experiments i n 
1 
sonnet rhyming are by no means unusual . What is unusual i s his 
blending of the expected and the unexpected i n matters of b oth form 
and material. 
(iv ) Clare' s poem , ' 'Wi nter Fiel ds " , a sonnet and ye t in so many 
ways unlike a sonnet , presents a case in point : 
l. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5 . 
6 . 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
ll . 
12. 
13. 
14. 
A 
Wi n t er Fields 
o for a pleasant book to cheat the sway 
Of wi nter - where rich mirth with hearty laugh 
Listens and rubs his legs on corner seat 
For fields are mire and sludge - and badly off 
Are those who on their pudgy* paths delay 
There striding shepherd seeking driest way 
Fearing nights wetshod feet and hacking cough 
That keeps him waken till the peep of day 
Goes shouldering onward and with ready hook 
Progs* oft to ford the sloughs that nearly meet 
Accross the lands - croodling* and thin to view 
His loath dog folloNs - stops and quakes and looks 
For better roads - tj.ll vlhistled to pursue 
Then on with frequent jump he hirkles* through 2 
study of the liberties Clare takes with the more traditional 
sonnet form (Petrarchan and Shakespearean), together with a c l ose 
look at the form of this poem, may reveal what makes this a sonnet. 
It certa inly '·Iill show that Clare is sayinG much more than a para-
phrase of his poem could impart, hovlever direct and apparently explici t 
~oth Cla re and F-.cost have written unrhymed sonnets, e.g. 
Frost ' o "Par Once , Then, Some·ching " (ibid ., p. 250) could quaJ.ify 
ao a f ifteen line d, unrbymed ,;onnet. Clare's "Signs of Wi.nter" 
(Tibble , P oems , II, 314) and "The Mock Bird" (ibid., II, 381) arc 
unrhym',d through out, and his "Gipsies" (ibid. ,11, 379) r hyme s in the 
final couplet onl y. See also Appen(hx B, pp.241-26 :5 for examples of 
the v:trie t y of r h,'1Ile-schemes Cl are used in his sonnets. 
2nOhinCO!1, Sele ct0d J:08r.l ~3 and P.ro~c , p. 139, and lI e lossary l1, 
p. 201-. Gl o.~ s: pudgy - full of puddle,, ; prog - to polee or prod; 
croedl .ing - contI'3cting the bod.y from cold, shrinkLl1g or huddling; 
hi.rkle - to crouch, to set up the back, a s cat·Gle vlho shrink from 
cold . 
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his method be - and that "more", as in the discussion of his poem, 
"The morning wind", with its first line, "Theres ~ then music in 
this early wind", 1 is not easily captured in words, for it is 
communicated through the prosody of the poem, its metre, rhyme scheme, 
and all the subtleties of arrangement of words. "The morning wind" 
is much nearer to the formal sonnet form than the poem under dis-
cussion. It is written in iambic pentameter from which it seldom 
deviates, and has the regular rhyme scheme abab, cdcd, efegf g which 
divides it into octave and sestet both in form and thought pattern. 
It is more difficult to trace a pattern in the rhyme scheme and 
divisions in "Winter Fields", but such an exercise will partly reveal 
the thought pattern and the tensions and turning point which go to 
make it a som1et . 
The rhyme scheme in "Winter Fields" i s apparently haphazard 
and bears no resemblance to that of a formal sonnet, nor to many other 
Clare sonnets which are very often written in rhyming couplets, for 
example, "Nutting!l, IlHares at Play", 'fWood pictures in winter", 
"Beans in Blossom", "May", "Wood pictures in Summer", ''Wood Pictures 
in Spring", "Stepping stones", "Pleasant Places" and "The Hollow 
2 Tree H .. Others have a regular rhyme scheme , often the abab , cdcd, 
efef, gg of the Shakespearean sonnet, or the variant efgefg ending ; 
for example, "The VillaGe Boy" , "The Fern Owls Nest" , "Sand Martin", 
"Winter", "C ottaGe Fears " and "Salters Tree ". 3 But Clare tries any 
See 
162 
lIbid., p . 153, "Tho morning wind", 1. 1. (Italice mine.) 
disCil:3Sion of this poem belor! , pp. 222-234. 
2 R,ob',r.so", Selevted Pee.". <>.00 Prose, 
Iln~ ....... "pp , 138, 89, J.n, 159, 127, 129, 127, 159, 160 & 
l'csp.octi vely. 
31, . d -~., pp. 19, 68 , 69, 141, 156 & lG3 reGpectively. 
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rhyme schemes .which will allow him freedom to shape his s onnet , yet 
wil l bind the whol e, in such a way as to intensify the sense ; for 
example , rhyming in "The Wren"~ begi ns regularly in the octave , and 
then has a slight variation which firmly binds the sestet, at the 
same time linking it to the second quatrain and transferring the 
quali t ies implied in the rhymes , "well" and "bell" to the wren. In 
"The Woodman,,2 the odd, unrhymed line nine is the key to Clare ' s 
theme of the beauty of nature cOming to those who wait , await, or 
are ready and eager to receive it. The line is linked to the sestet 
through the assonance of "home " and "morn" . . 3 In "First sight of Spring" 
the poem ends on an unrhymed line, yet Clare's ear is unerring, for 
"drest" does seem to arise out of "e=ect" and "collect". In the 
t wo poems , "Emmons ails Heath in Winter" and "Sonnet : 'I Amll', 4 the 
poet uses two rhyming couplets with which t o end the sonnets . The 
use of a double couplet at the end of "Sonnet : 'I Am "', 
Tracing creation , like my maker, free -
A soul unshackled like eternity , 
Spurning earth ' s vain and soul debasing thrall 
But now I only know I am - that's all . 
emphasizes the positive , yet controlled freedom not only of the 
thought presented in the first three lines quoted, but of the poet 
himself to end his poem in this unconventi onal way, by r epeating the 
couplet device ; and in the poem, "Emmonsails Heath i n winter" , the 
couplets add to the clllnulative effect of the many fieldfares and 
their perpetual business. 
Few other sonnets of Clare's are as apparently irregular j.n 
rhyme as "';linter Fieldo" with its scheme of abcbaabadcedee . In 
lIbid . , p. 68. 
3Ibid ., p. 126. 
2Ibid., p. 105. 
4IMd ., pp. 138 & 196. 
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"Mist in the Meadows"l on first examination the rhyme scheme seems 
to break down between the first and last quatrain, but the break in 
regularity and pattern of rhyme in lines five to ten ( that is, 
cdedcf , neither e nor f rhyming in the poem at all ) echoes the poet ' s 
theme of broken outlines and half-seen forms conjured up by the mist . 
The strong caesuras of the halti ng lines between lines three and 
thirteen support this theme too. 
2 
"Summer Moods" begins with the same rhyme scheme as "Winter 
nelds" - namely , abcb - but, in the former poem, instead of a couplet 
foll owing this quatrain, the first rhyme, a , is incorporated with the 
next new rhyme pattern, thus : abcb , adad. Then the c rhyme is 
repeat ed not once but three times , and there is not a couplet in the 
poem. The rhyme scheme in this poem supports the sense of dis-
association which runs throU[;h it - the poet walking alone; the snail 
cOming from beneath the grass ; the "hidden quail " ; the "seldom- seen 
land rail" ; all eventually hidden by "the evenings dewy veil" . In 
"Winter nelds ", on the other hand, most noticeabl e are the two 
couplets and their spacing, that is, the fifth and sixth lines, and the 
final t wo lines; the distance apart of the c rhymes of lines three 
and ten; the incomplete rhyme of lines nine and tl'/elve; and the 
limi tinc of the rhymes in the octave to two only, a and b, apart from 
the l one c rhyme of line three. 
This short comparison between the rhyme schemes of "Winter 
nelds" and "Summer Moods " reveals the need for a more detailed 
examination of the pattern and purpose of' rhyming in "v/inter Fi elds". 
The function of the rhyme scheme as well as the rest of the prosody 
lIbid., p. 151 . 2Ibid . , p. 151. 
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of the poem will become apparent through the detailed discussion of 
the poem which follows, and this in turn may give the thought and 
particular shape which makes i t a sonnet. 
The title of this poem is typical of the natural, apparently 
uncontrived ambiguity which oft en arises from Clare's poetry. Here 
i t combines the ideas of the specific f ields to be encountered during 
the winter, and of the different fields or "winter situations" in 
which man may expect to find himself. The shepherd and his dog, and 
those who delay on their "pudgy paths", find that the fields are "mire 
and sludge" - not a pleasant situation, yet it is part of the 
inevi table seasonal cycle, as the· words, "cheat the sway / Of winter ", 
imply; and thus not to be avoided, but accepted as "good" , because it 
i s cold, damp weather in its right place , that is, winter. It i s the 
"pleasant book" and the "rich mirth" and "hearty laugh" which could 
in one sense be more out of place than the shepherd and his struggling 
dog. Yet these, too , are accepted as winter's field, for there should 
not be a complete parting of man and nature in winter or summer . 
Such uniting of opposing states of experience is an aspect of pas toral 
harmony. This is a sliCht variant of the main theme in The Shepherd ' s 
Calendar , namely, the unity of man and nature realised in a shared 
. 1 
exper~ence . Man 's mirth is enriched and hie laugh heartened by 
the very nature of the raw weather outSide; and the book i s made more 
pleasant by the cosiness that escape from the physical hardchip, and 
yet not from the noise of bad weather, produces. 
Thus, in the first line the t ension between resistance and 
aoceptance, running through the poem , is captured in the one word, 
1 See above, p. 48. 
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"cheat", which also suggests the paradox that man may choose to "cheat 
the sway of winter" but ultimately cannot do so. The poet sighs for 
his pleasant book and pi ties those badly off who go "shouldering 
onward" through the "mire and sludge". Yet he obviously revels in 
the human ability to accept and triumph in hardshi·p, and delights in 
the give and take between man and nature. He observes and sees that 
"It is good" - both the mirth and the militant struggle of shepherd 
and dog. Obedience, too, is a theme in this poem - man's 
obedience to the demands of nature and weather ; the dog's obedience 
to his master. This is an echo of the secondary theme in The Shepherd 's 
Calendar, namely, the fulfilment of being of nature 's children, 
including man, when they have found, and are acting in, their proper 
1 place, a state necessary for pastoral harmony to exist . 
The poetic paradox continues , as the rhythm of the first line 
reflects the idea of arresting the effects of the "sway of winter" on 
the poet. "Cheat" begins and ends with unvoiced consonant sounds 
and one is forced to pause between "cheat" and "the" for the tongue 
to articulate both "t" sounds, making the first word emphatic. This 
pause gives added emphasis, in t urn, to the word "sway" as it opens 
out a.nd extend::;, through the run on line, to embrace the entire poem 
and i ts thought. "Sway" takes over from the halt in rhythm at "cheat" 
and contributes to the dominance of Winter's rule. The word "sway" 
i E: rich in other associ<.~tion.'3 besides the chief one of IIrul e ll - trees 
sway in the vlind; human acti vi ties are control18d, swayed in a certain 
direction, by the winter wcather; winter holds sway, yet its reign is 
Governed by the p9.rticular sway of other seasons. The main function 
----------------------------
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of the word in the poem is that of a simple word dominating through 
position (at the end of the first line) and range of meaning, and 
giving rise to the entire sway of thought process and the swaying 
pull of paradox in the poem. 
The vacillation between interior comfort and its attractions, 
and exterior demands of nature which are met with wave rings and 
reservations,l continues until line eight when the "a" rhyme ends. 
The rhyming of "sway" in the first line with lines five, six and 
eight plays an important part in holding the octave together in its 
paradoxical theme of acceptance, yet of a seeking for protection. 
For example, the first wish "to cheat the sway / Of Winter" is 
reintroduc ed in a modified way in line five where a break in the 
rhythm of progress , a delay along "pudgy paths ", is similar to 
cheating the sway or regular demands of winter . The poet uses·a 
rhyming couplet here, lines fj.ve and six, to prevent too distinct a 
break in the rhythm and thought between the delayers and the "striding 
shepherd", who, nevertheless , "seeks driest way" - another att empt 
t o avoid a head-on confrontation with the hardGhips of winter . In 
Ij.ne ei ght the rhythm of Gleep is interrupted - "That keeps him 
waken2 till the peep of day" - and its rhyme links it to other lines 
on interruptions, lines one, five and six . It is noticeable that, 
with the last "a " rhyme in line eight, comes the change to the positive 
action of meeting the weather in the phrase "eoes shouldering". In 
the sestet the marked tens ion betVleen acceptance and the wish to 
escape is all but r esolved for man. The dog i s j.ntroouced to add to 
1 
-See "dulay" (1. 5), Hnd "fearing" (1. 7). 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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the sense of man's triumph in acceptance - for now it is man who leads 
in a strength gained by his accepted harmony with nature and her 
forces. 
The dominant theme of the sestet is that of the give and take 
between man and nature, a contribution to pastoral harmony s imilar to 
that of the theme of love as an act of reciprocation for mutual good, 
found in The Shepherd's Calendar. l The ready hook which has saved 
many an animal is the instrument, usually made of nature's wood, 
used to find the safe areas which nature provides for him who seeks 
~~d perseveres . The shepherd sets the example and the heSitant, 
cringing d og follows . In the final line, because of all that has 
gone before, the reference to "frequent jumps" and the final success 
in "hirkles through" applies not only to the dog, but to all men who 
persevere in harmony with nature . Again one finds the theme of love 
as an act of reciprocation for mutual good. lIere it is more subtly 
implied perhaps than in many of Clare ' s poems, but it is felt in the 
poet' s love of the very "winterness" of winter, in his revelling as 
much in the thought of winter I s i nfluence as in the confrontation with 
it, and in the give and take betwcen man , t he shepherd, and nature . 
It is interesting to note that, as in The Shepherd ' s Calendar , the 
shepherd , in true pastoral tradition, is the central ficure in the 
poem. 
Clare does not divide his sonnet decis j.vely into octave arlO 
sestet , preL lJ1ll:lbly becaus e this would break the evenness of flow in 
his p08m. He uses the rhymes "seat" in line thecee and "meet" in l ine 
t en, to dra\l the t llO parts together . lIe forces the reader a t the 
1 See rbove , p. 48. 
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word, "meet" (a dominant one in view of the themes just stated), to 
think of the contrast of the comfortable 'safety of the corner seat 
'. 
and the danger of fording the sloughs in order finally to obtain 
that comfort. 
The two rhyming couplets of lines five and six, and thirteen 
and fourteen, have this in common, that the first line of the couplet 
in each case is expressing hesitation, delay or break in the continuity 
of partnership (however stormy) between a · creature and nature. In 
the second line of each, there is resolution ; only partial in line 
six, but complete in the sense of arrival in line fourteen. Thus the 
pattern of the rhyme scheme contributes to the form of the sonnet, 
however apparently haphazard or unconventional it may have seemed . 
An examinatj,on of the nature of the rhymes reveals that they 
contribute to the unity of the poem, which is not surprising since, 
as Havens says, "This matter of rime-scheme is not the slight, 
external affair that it is commonly regarded, for it often determines 
1 the structure and modifies the idea of the sonnet ." 
The first rhyme has already been examined. The second , t hat of 
2 
and "cough" at the end of lines two, four and six 
respectively, contributes to the form of the poem mainly throueh its 
effect on the t hemes of the poem. For example, Clare's personification, 
"rich mirth" , can be thouCht of as "swayine" with his "hearty laugh" 
and his action of rubbing his legs wj,th pleasure ; thus extending the 
lHa ven.3 , Milton , p. 478. 
2The h'riter has been lUlable to ascert:J.in , thrOlJ.r;h enquiricc 
made of authorities on proDW'lCia tion, hOH Clare ? .. nd 1r:L8 countrymen 
If/ould have pronounced "laugh", "offH and "cough". Therefore no 
comrT!'~nt :l.U lJossible on those o:f Clo.re 10 rhyn c 3 whi.ch , spoken in 
tv/entie th ccntur~; "::; tandard En.o;li"h", arc imperfect. 
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inf'luence of the first rhyming word, "sway", from the expected 
outdoor realm of winter to the scene of comfort indoors. The 
enjambment of the second line brings about an alliterative liaison 
between the "b" rhyme, "laugh", and the first word in line three, 
"listens ", which halts the swaying action of the first two lines 
both in sense and rhythm; for there is a strong caesura after 
"listens". This pause prepares one for the second and third "b" 
rhyme phrases, "badly off" and "hacking cough", for it forces "rich 
mirth" to become aware of two things: his own comfort in the face 
of harsh weather, and the hardship of those among wham he could well 
have been included, facing winter weather outside. ''Rich mirth" is 
conf'ronted by the reality of those "badly off" through the emphasis 
placed on the two words in their prominent position. At the same 
time, the rhJ~e rerrcinds the one in comfort that his laugh could well 
end in a hacking cough after a turn outside; he could bring such an 
effect of winter indoors. However true the rhyme "laugh" and "cough" 
may have been for Clare, he changes the weight and nature of the two 
words by the word set i mmediately before each of them. The 
assonance in "hearty l augh", which seems to produce the sound of 
laughter, is expected acain in the rhyme phrase, "hacking cough", 
because of the repetitive "h" and the matchinG disyllablic nature of 
"h n.ckinc;", but instead, dissonance prevails through the short "a" 
sOl.md and the "k" sounds in close proximity to one another in the 
phrase whi.ch seems to produce the sounds of a cough. The "b" rhymes 
refer to people in diff erent positions i.n relati on to winter, yet 
bind them as it Y;erc :Lnto 8. potentially single person, r emindinc one 
that the va rious asp""ts of winter are ulU" ,ately indivisi.ble unde r 
the s ·.vay of \";i.ntcr. Hhymc "b" is confined to the octave of the sonnet 
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which needs the binding effect because of the strong paradoxical 
pull i n this part of the poem. 
The first line of the sestet , a key line in the themes of 
acceptance, of partnership with nature, and of obedience (the word 
"ready" is important in this connection), produces a new rhyme, 
"hook". This word, with its short vowe l sound and its abrupt voiced 
consonant at the end , gives an end- stopped line which contributes to 
the broken rhythm of "progs oft", which itself reflects the action 
indicated by the words . The rhyme between this line and line twelve 
is incomplete with the addi tional "s " in line twelve , yet this blends 
in so well with the surrounding words that it is only on spectific I) 
examination of the poet ' s rhyme scheme that it is noticeable. The 
poet achieves this illusion by means of the many "s" sounds 
surrounding the rhyme word, "looks" -
His loath dog follows - stops and quakes and looks 
For better road~ - till whi~tled to pur~ue 1 
The rhymes , "seat" and "meet" , have already been discussed. 
Finally, the poet links together the dog 's appearance as seen 
by his n~ster , the shepherd ; by the poet ; and, further, by the reader 
to whom i t j.s presented. In other words , the poet gives man 's view 
of the Situation, and he does this thro~h the rhyming word of line 
eleven, "view", and the key words, the rhyminc words of the final 
couplet, "pursue" and "through". "Hirkles through" has been taken 
as the final resolving statement , but it is anticipatcd and streng-
thened by its rhyming with "pursue" for pur'sui t of a course is the 
activi ty necessary to v:inntng through. In this vlay the rhyJlle scheme 
reflects m,d assists the theme as well as the overall form of the poem. 
~10bin8011, Selected Poemu PHd P.cor..;e~ p. 139, "'Winter ]'ieldF;1I, 
11. 12 & 13. 
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The words the poet uses are strong, simple and, to a large 
extent, monosyllabic. This gives a resistant edge to his poem, 
echoing the harshness of winter and the tough perSistence demanded 
of men during this demanding season. Of the rhyming words, only two 
are disyllables, "delay" and " pursue" , the rest being monosyllables; 
and all the rhymes are masculine . Only one line is begun with a 
disyllabic word, "listens", and this has the specific function of 
emphasizing the key verb of the fairly non-active phase of the poem. 
Yet the marked break in rhythm that the trochaic nature of this word 
enforces is in keeping with the cessation of mirth and laughter 
which is entailed in listening as pre,~ously observed . 
Clare 's frequent use of the countrified or colloquial word 
strengthens his poem, for he seems to choose those words that embody 
perfectly both the idea he wishes to convey and the sound and 
atmosphere l inked with the sense of the idea . The words he uses 
also blend pleasingly with the whole h e is creating and are essential 
to it in SOIDe way. The word, "pudgy", which means "full of puddles ", 
conveys admirably a combination of the idea of "puddle", "squelch" 
and "sludge " . It also alliterates with " paths". "Progs " is another 
local word which echoes in sound its combined meani.ng of "prods" and 
IIpokes!l. This word i s nec8nsary to, and modifies, the words "hook" 
and "0ft" on either side of it, as was mentioned above. "Croodling", 
meanine; It s hril1king or huddling II , another colloquial and expressive 
word, balances in assonance the first word in its line , "Accross", 
and its sound s c ems to imitate the ',';hining moan which a shrinkj.ng 
or huddlil1£ dOL: micht make . One can picture vividJ.y the cringing 
body contro.ctcd frc,n cold. The word is assonantally linked with 
I 
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intensified when the "croodling" dog, a pitiful object to view, is 
i nduced to "pursue" and "hirkle through" triumphant . 
'. The te~sion between opposing forces, the poetic paradox, 
becomes clearer when one notices both how many opposing forces are 
pulling against each other , and thei r proximity to each other in 
this poem. 
In the first line the "pleasant book" loses its potential value 
in being us ed to "cheat the sway / Of winter". Winter itself is 
followed by a scene suggesting such cosiness that winter ' s harsh 
features momentarily fall away entirely. The enclosed, cornered 
feeling engendered by the picture of the sitting reader (mirth) in 
the "corner seat" , is directly opposed to the open air freedom of 
the strj,ding shepherd in his winter surroundings - he whose legs 
carry him where sloughs "nearly meet ", a quite different kind of 
meeting from the meeting of legs ("rubs his legs") on corner seat . 
Opposing forces are seen in comparine the adjectives, "rich" and 
"hearty", with the "mire and sludee" of line four ; and the health of 
"hearty laueh" with its rhymes "badly off" and "hacking cough" 
already remnrked on. The nature of "mire and sludge " is incorporated 
in "pudgy paths" which is followed in the next line by the con-
trasting "driest way". ~'he shepherd ' s state in lines sevan and eight 
could not be in greater contrast with the condition of the man of 
"rich mirth" and "hearty laugh". The unfulfilled anticipation of 
"0 for a pleasant booJ:", an exclamation negntive in its reason for 
I',ichin;:: - "to cheat ••• " - seems at fj.rst out of character with the 
courageous, tenacj.OlJ8, willed battling tlu'ou:;h of the shepherd and 
bis doe; yet it in the antj.cipation of this relaxation in comfort 
vilu.ch gives the shepherd and his dot; the will to persevere, manifest 
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in the line 
Then on wi th frequent jump he hirkles through 
All the different phrases of this last line are positive; the forward 
struggle implied in "on"; the handicaps and hurdles met and overcome 
(" jumped"); and the final success in "he hirkles through". Yet 
there is paradox once more. In spite of the atmosphere of ease at 
the beginning of the poem, the word, "sway" , at the end of line one 
forecasts the "winning through" process of the final line where the 
shepherd and his dog, through obedience to winter's demands (in sway 
with them), acknowledge winter 's rule (sway) . 
A sonnet reflects the "variety and unity"l of life, and 
"Winter Fields" certainly does this. It moves from the warm comfort 
and cameraderie of the first three lines to the harsh hardship of 
the lot of man and beast who have to play their part in the raw 
winter scene , unsheltered for a time. Yet the harsh exterior scene 
intensifies the pleasures of the interior scene , on the one hand, and 
on the other, there is the anticipation of v:armth and shelter in the 
completion of the tasks of shepherd and dog just mentioned . In 
playir::c their part , in harmony with nature's demands , they experience 
both faces of winter, her kind and her stern expression. Thus the 
happy reader is another aspect of the shepherd or labouring man. 
Clare has the sure touch of onc who, without mentioning either 
a firn, or a gathering of people, is able to imply the presence of 
both. He 1.111:i.versalisNl at the same time that he distances the scene, 
by gi v:;'ng to the abstract "rich mirth wi til hearty laugh" the h1.Inlan 
attribut8 of listening. His surprisinG blcnd of abs tract (mirth) with 
1,.. 
n.er, Form & Style , p. 173. 
--------
See a.l s o above, p.125. 
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concrete (leg rubbing) is typical. One pictures the scene as v~vidly 
as if he had described it in detail. Here is the art of condensing 
in a few lines not only a picture, mood or atmosphere, but a theme 
of the sonnet - that winter incorporates in its embrace many aspects 
of human and natural life , that its effects range from glowing 
pleasure in comfort to direct physical hardship. 
Running through the poem is a paradoxical dual vision, a 
tension between opposites, which is resolved. This, too, is 
characteristic of the sonnet . Perhaps the strongest ironical 
element underlying this poem is the dual, or even multiple , role 
which it nhows the poet as playing . He expresses his desire for the 
comfortable and pleasurable side of winter, and , at the same time, 
witnesses to the beauty even in the hardship of winter. By his very 
wish , he indicates that he is outside the encl osed area of warmth 
and conviviality. Yet he does not link himself with the shepherd . 
It is as if he were one with both aspects of winter, and yet with 
neither. He enjoys the essence of both, but, as a poet, commands 
an objective view denied those involved. In many of Shakespeare's 
sonnetsl one is intensely aware of the irony in the writer's 
capturine for ever in his poetry the beauty he laments as transient. 
In Clare ' s sonnets the ambivalence of wishinc to enjoy and yet 
enjoying, of describing simply and , in the describinG, glorifying 
even the apparently unplcasj_ng, is faintly present, more elusive 
(in a n rrow sense ) than the PJnbigvi ty f01111Cl in Shakespeare's sonnets , 
~~d less explicit. 
lIt is, porhapr; , i nteres t ing to note that Clare l'iUS Vlell 
acquHinted \~ith t~ number of 8hak'JD pcn.r c I s sonnets. See above, 
p. 22 8'1d l'rone , ed. by Tibble 8; ~ribble, p. 105. 
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In the following pages brief analyses of both a Shakespearean 
and a Wordsworthian sonnet are made. One is well aware that these 
poets are greater than Clare, 'and write greater sonnets worthy of 
far more profound exploration than the length of this thesis would 
allow. However, these two sonnets have been selected as a means of 
bringing into perspective Clare 's achievements, and as a way of 
illus trating (by contrast) wha t he is and i s not doing i n his sonnets. 
(v) The material of Shakespeare' s seventy-third sonnet could l ead 
one, at surface l evel, to l iken i t, i n some respects , to some of 
Clare ' s pastoral sonnets , but a brief examinati on of the sonnet may 
illustrate where the sonnets of the two poets differ most markedly. 
That time of yeeare thou mais t in me behold, 
When yel low leaves , or none , or few , doe hange 
Upon those boughes which shake agai nst the could , 
Bare ruin ' d quiers, where l ate the sweet birds sang . 
In me thou seest the twi-light of such day, 
As after Sun-set fadeth in the West , 
Which by and by bl acke night doth take away, 
Deaths second selfe that seals up all j.n r est . 
In me thou seest the glowing of such fire, 
That on the ashes of his youth doth lye, 
As the death bed, whereon it must expire , 
Consum ' d with that which it was nurrisht by . 
This thou perecv ' st, which makes thy love more strong, 
To love tbat \'Iell , which thou must leave ere long. 1 
In the first quatrnin of his sonnet, Shakespeare uses the 
i magery of Autumn as a dramatic me taphorical description of the 
speru:er ' s d"clining years and the two apparently conflicting emotions 
attending them . The movement of the verse and arQ1Il1ent j.n the quat-
rain are rounded off befere the next quat rain becins , yet the theme 
of aging is continued, and the quatrair.s are naturally linkcd in 
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other ways . Set against the tone of Autumnal sadness, as the leaves 
in line two seem to be scattered in confusion or drop arbitrarily, 
is the poet's nostalgic delight in past beauty as reflected in his 
memory of the "sweet" birdsong amongst unfallen leaves of groves 
suggested in line four. This delight is heightened by the contrast 
of "Bare ruin'd quiers " and the word "late" which implies that those 
days of beauty seem only a short time away, at the same time that i t 
suggests the irretrievable . Thus joy in past beauti es and sorrow 
at their l oss are closely linked; but the quatrain ends on the note 
of singing birds, and the beauty no longer seems lost. 
The first few words, "In me thou seest", in the second and third 
qua trains , echo the personal nature of the first line of the sonnet. 
Line five moves to another generalized metaphor, that of a sunset 
turning to niGht. The daytime of life has had its sunshine and even 
the idea of night ' s being "Deaths second selfe" is an affirmation 
rather than a negation of life, for all is sealed "in rest". Again, 
joy and sorroW are being reconciled . 
In the third quatrain, the image cha.YJges to that of a dying 
fire. The i mages have moved from the cold of a season, Autumn, 
through the wa.ning heat of day, to the lessening of a more intense , 
yet D. more p'lrticular heat - that of fire. As the contrast brought 
about by each change becomes ereater and more dramatiC, so the sense 
of loss and the value of that y:hich is being lost is heightened. 
The movement in imagery from the general to the particular and the 
narrowing down noticed above prepares for t he final couplet which 
is intensely personal and which finally res olves tension bet'.'lecm the 
emotiOlos of delight in existence and grief at the thought of partinc. 
Thc:re is a precision i n the Bonnet unlike that of Clare .. One 
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finds it in the finely balanced argument, t he almost mathematical 
balancing of quatrain against quatrain (eaCh being the poem in 
microc osm) and the final solution of tensi on in the couplet which 
satisfies i n i ts roundi ng off of the whole . 
The dramatic effect of direct speech and r hetori cal l anguage 
in this sonnet is something not found in Clare ' s sonnets . Where 
Shakespeare argues by means of images of nature used as metaphors, 
Clare depends on largely unmetaphorical , pictorial, realistic 
descr iptive detail presented in plain, homely language to suggest 
t he emotions ar,d responses underlying them. Clare does not present 
an explicit argument step by step and his theme i s usually implied 
rather than stated . In Clare 's sonnets as well as in Shakespeare ' s 
there is usually a continuous juxtaposing of contrary attitudes , but 
:Eo erne." 
i n the lattap these are often bur ied , as it were , then rai sed t o the 
surface at intervals. Thus i n "Winter Fields ", the desire for the 
comfortable and pleasurable side of winter i s balanced by the 
contrary attitude that witnesses to the beauty existing even in the 
hardship of Winter , but the latter attitude seems to go underground 
and works from below all through, coming to the surface in the 
vigorous verbs of the determination to reach home and return to the 
warmth and c omfort of shelter. 
Unlike Shakespeare's couplet , Clare ' s final couple t or sestet 
i s usually open-ended, so that one can link it to the firs t line, 
to form a circular mmrcmcnt . 1'hus the final word, "through", in 
Clare I S lI\'tinter Ficlds!l , characteristically free from punctuation, 
takes one i nside again to the fireside. 'l'he final line in many of 
Clare IS sonncto j.s an alexandrinel which r einforc0s the sense of 
._--- - -
like Appcn-hx B, p. 240. 
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onward movement . 
Perhaps a closer parallel to Shakespeare's sonnet, Clare ' s 
Shakespearean sonnet, ''Winter'' , will provide further insight into 
the different ways in which the two poets' sonnets work. 
Old January clad in crispy rime 
Comes hirpling* on and often makes a stand 
The hasty snowstorm neer disturbs his time 
He mends no pace bu t beats his dithering hand 
And February like a timid maid 
Smiling and sorrowing follows in his train 
Huddled i n cloak of mirey roads affraid 
She hastens on to greet her home again 
Then March the pr ophetess by storms i nspired 
Gazes in rapture on the troubled sky 
And then in headlong f ury madly fired 
She bids the hail storm boil and hurry bye 
Yet neath the blackest cloud a sunbeam flings 
Its cheering promise of returning spring 1 
This sonnet i s divided very clearly into three quat rains and 
a rhyming couplet , but there i ts similarity to Shakespeare ' s sonnet 
largel y ends . The manner of its progress i s quite different . 
I n his sonnet, Clare uses personification, but i n sueh a way 
that he manages to fuse the abstrac t ~ith the concrete. Old January 
becomes a clad figure in whose very age and halt ing, though constant , 
progress i s the promis e of Spring . The theme of ordered change 
bringing promise of fulfilment i s not argued so much as illustrated , 
first by Old January who "mends no pace" as he moves t owards sprJ.ng ; 
then by timid February who "h?stens on to greet her home again"; and 
them by the prophetess, March , who hurries the hailotorrn by to usher 
in sprj.ng . The promise of the coming of spring is j.mplicit not only 
in all three months ' movement towards it , but j.n hints such as that 
about J8.11Ufl ry who II often mru{cs a stand 11 , and l!'ebruary, It sm:il:i.f'I:13. end 
~ 
sorrowing'!, c. and in the fact that March is seen as a prophetess Vlho 
lRobirwon , p eJectca. }'ocm-:: and Prosc , p . 141, and "gloss.'lry", 
p . 20~. . GIODO: hirple - to limp. 
2Italics wine. 
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looks to the future and works towards it. 
The couplet releases the promise and seems to "fling" it back 
to "Old January" in the final words of the open- ended last line, 
"returning spring". The continuous sense of "returning" together 
with the "-ing" endings of both words mskes these two words reach 
out in their promise of a never ending rhythmical cycle. 
In Clare's sonnet emphasis is on ~~e senses rather than on 
argument and thought. The poem is barely dramatic in this sense, 
and the quatrains are l ess unified by an underflow of idea and feeling 
than are those of Shskespeare's sonnet. Clare's quatrains are rather 
like consecutive footsteps , each dependent upon the one before, and 
each anticipating the one to follow. It is the sight of the items 
in "Vlinter" that fills Clare with joy which is transmitted to the 
reader through the homely rural details and the country vocabulary 
which give Clare ' s personifications an authenticity . As these 
personifications move forward in a masque-like proceSSion before the 
reader, they seem to remind one of the allegorical figures of the 
1 
seasons in the works of Spenser and his imitators. In Shskespeare' s 
sonnet, the j_magery is not mainly pictorial or sensuous, but rather 
conceptual. 
When writing sonnets, John Clare seems to have preferred the 
rh;)111C sch"me of the Shskcspearean sonnet, or a variant of it, to that 
of the Italian or Petrarchan sonnet. Of t he four hundred and tVlenty-
one sonnets &"ld sonnet--lilce poems available in the double volume 
lO1_arc's library included a copy a:/' Spenser's The Faerie Queena. 
(See Clare Col~£::.j;l.~, p. 32.) Spen" er ' s nEune j_s jncluded in 
"a list of i'av(luri to Poems and Poets who went to nature for thejr 
imaGes!! c i ven by Clare to his publisher, ~Paylor .. (See Rob:i.ns on, 
Sclcctoo. rocms and Pror::;e, p~ 9.) 
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edition of Clare's poems sel ected by J.W. TibbIe and in the two 
Robinson and Summerfield editions of a selection of Clare's poetry 
and prose , forty- five are Shakespearean and a further nineteen are 
a regular variation of this rhyme scheme , the final couplet being 
transferred to lines nine and ten, that is, after the octave. On the 
other hand, in these selections there is not a single sonnet written 
in the Petrarchan form . l Two sonnets in the Robinson and Summer-
fiel d selections and twelve sonnets in the TibbIe double volume2 
begin with the typical abba rhyme scheme of the Petrarchan sonnet, 
but in every case the poet, after the quatrain, changes the rhyme 
scheme to suit his requirements for the particular poem. It seems 
that Clare did not find the classical , formal, rather elevated form 
of the sonnet accommodating to his vision or material. 
(vi) If one studies Wordsworth's sonnet, "Composed upon Westminster 
Bridge , September 3, 1802", examining the manner in which the poem 
moves and develops, j.t nill perhaps become clearer why the Italian 
sonnet form suJ.ts Wordsworth ' s sonnet idea, and what it i s in Clare's 
sonnet movement that needs greater freedom of form: 
1 See Appendix B, pp. 241-263. 
2 Se e Robinson, Selected Poems and Prose, p. 98, "The Shepherds 
Fire II , ancl pm 160, 1tStray Walks irl1; and ~Tibble , Poems, I, 116, 
I1A Scene 11 ; I, 118, lIThe J?rirn.:!."ose If; I , 119, liThe TomV'; I, 123, 
"l1atj.vo Sconee"; I, 2'18, "Joys of Youth"; I, 280, "May Noon"; 
1,281, "'I'o P.3.tty"; 1,516, "Ilope Springs J'ternaJ." ; 1,525, "'l'he 
Ass" ; II, 134, "The j,li.1kine Shed"; II, 240, "The Vloodlark I"; 
II, 2/1-7, itBlrds ' Ncsts"~ For l'hJnne schemL:s of these poems, see 
Append,ix B, pp. 241-·263. 
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Earth has not anything to show more fair: 
Dull would he be of soul who could pass by 
A sight so touching in its majesty : 
This City now doth, like a garment , wear 
The beauty of the morning; silent , bare, 
Ships, towers, domes, theatres, and temples lie 
Open unto the fields, and to the sky; 
All bright and glittering in the smokeless air. 
Never did sun more beautifully steep 
In his first splendour , valley, rock, or hill; 
Ne'er saw I, never felt , a calm so deep! 
The river glideth at his own sweet will: 
Dear God ! the very houses seem asleep; 
And all that mighty heart is lying still! 1 
There i s an authoritative ring in the first line of Wordsworth's 
sonnet. It is large in its claim, and in its dimension. The emphasis 
on the first word , "Earth", the ultimate of "has not anything" and the 
balancing against "Earth " of the word "fair" at the end of the line , 
give the impression of the poet's embracing not only the globe , in 
his far flung reference, but the immediate earthy platform from which 
his feet may not stray. The next line uses inversion to emphasize the 
dullness of an imperceptive soul . There is a "majesty" not only about 
the scene considered, but about the poet ' s reaction to it in his 
sonnet . 
While Wordsworth ' s tone is one of wonder and sureness , he has 
a controlled tenderness which brings into perspective and within 
reach the vision and moment of perception. The word "touching" in 
line three capturen this quali ty. Up to this point it j.s as if the 
poet had given a series of excla'llutions . But, in the fourth line , 
he draws bacle to the reality which has g.i.ven rise to the exclamations 
and the vi sion. It is not until this line tIn t Wordsl'lorth allows the 
r eader ' s eurioaity to be cmtis fi eil, and he does so by capturing both 
lWorum'f orth: P00ticr~1 Vlorl~G, ed. by Thomas Hutchins on 
(London : O·' . .l'ord Um.versity ]'1'8S::;; 1936), p . 211,. 
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the actual beauty and the ethereal quality of it in a simile that 
fi l l s out the word, "fair". The vision seems to end at "The beauty 
of the morning", for at this paint one is forced to pause, before 
the two words, "Silent, bare", again draw one on to further des-
criptioll of the actual beauty. In line six the poet reveals in 
weighted, digni f ied manner each item of the scene before him -
monosyllables opening out into the trisyllabic "theatres" and t he 
disyllabic "templ es "; but t he short word, "lie", in its prominent 
place at the end of the line , is the key to this line . The word 
"open" at the beginning of line seven is also one of the k ey words 
of the sonnet, but it is not given its ful l force until the seste t 
in which the s un actively steeps all i n his first splendour, giving 
to that which i s open to r eceive . Again in line eleven, "Ne ' er sa'll 
I, never felt , a calm so deep l", the poet' s openness to the beauty of 
the scene and to its power and i mplications links with and extends 
l i ne seven . The two Vlords , "lie open", together echo the theme of 
willed passivity. 
The rhyme scheme binds the lines of the octave closely together . 
The first rhyming word, "fai r ", seems dependent upon each of the next 
three rhymes , "wear", "bare " and "air", although at first glance 
these do not apparently have much in common \'lith each other . Ye t 
each is a cond:i tiOD of openness to change : the city must be , as it 
wero, ready to ~vc ar the garIllent of beauty ; it IllUSt bare itsel f and 
waj.t ; its surroundings, too, the air , must be "smokeless". 
In the octave , it seemL that the poet is challenged by thG 
1ll1surpa,>se d beC'uty of the scelle before }~i.D1 and responds by capturing 
in Vlordn V!hFlt he sees and experiences. In these first ei ght linGS 
the pcrcer,tioll of bOQ.\Ji.y ic nearer the InGtillctive, or umJelfconsciolls, 
levol.. 
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The opening of the sestet parallels the singli ng out of the 
scene in line one as the poet stresses the unique nature of the 
experience. As in the octave, -the words and sentence structure are 
unelaborate; the laP~age in its simplicity is ideally that of a 
poet as "a man speaking to men", but a man of' heightened ability and 
sensitivity. The emphasis , in the octave on transmitting experience , 
is, in the sestet , on revealing the meaning and the result of the 
experience . In the sestet the momentary vision is intensified as it 
is seen as an unsurpassed united whole, for the sun unites earth and 
sky, the city and the country , the natu.ral world and the artif i cial 
world of man. 
Running through the poem is the constant insistence on the need 
for what could be called active passivity, a readiness to receive 
(akin to what Wordsworth means by the phrase, "wise passiveness") . 
In the first quatrain i t is stated that, should one pass by the 
vision, one would remain dull and dead. One should pause in readiness 
to be touched by the sight; and the pauses at the ends of lines one and 
five reinforce the need for stillness. The constituents of the city, 
too, must be ready and in a certain state, in order to wear "the 
beauty of the morning". The city must be "Silent, bare", and the air 
must be clear . This theme is emphasized in the sestet as the poet 
uni tes his visual sense Vii th hi.s feelings , so that the deep calm of 
the gliding river, the houses that "seem asJ.eep" and the mighty heart 
"lying still", become metaphors for his fi=l state of active 
passivity. 
In the sestet there are t l'IO rhy,nes only and these r einforce 
each other thcmatically . The \'lord , "ctecp", impb,es a sense of depth 
a r: well a8 the stillness of Gleep, J.inking with the rhyming words, 
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"deep" and "asleep". Both the "hill" and the heart of the city lie 
"still" and are open to the sun as if in their "sweet will". Then 
the three-fold movement of pairs of lines using two rhyming sounds -
"steep"/"hill", "deep"/"will" and "asleep"/"still" - releases an 
accumulative wave of thought. The hill steeped in sunlight , 
included in the openness of will arising from a deep, accepting 
calm, is one with the final celebration of what has been referred 
to above as active passivity - all seems asleep, or unaware, but the 
mighty heart is lying still; the tension is resolved in all the power 
of the mighty heart's passive readiness. 
It is significa!lt that the words, "sweet will", refer to the 
river, an image often associated with life. The river is not wholly 
passive, yet there is no friction as long as it follows the course 
set by its own banks and own bounds. The paradox is perhaps under-
stood more fully in a concept like "willed obedience" . 
In this poem Wordsworth describes a scene, but by combining 
his reoponse to it with his description of it, he makes the elements 
of the scene carry more significance than descriptive powers alone 
could produce; the poem is oblique in revealing a vision both in the 
eye arld of the mind. 
One is aware, then, that the implications of the sestet are 
present in the octaye, as the end of a lyric is often in its 
bcgimling, and that the classical form of the sonnet suits Words -
worth' s pu,~poce porfectly, for it provides for the change in stance 
or per8pective' so necessary to bring the y-lsion into focus. Words-
worth needed tho dignified, controlled, yet celebratory air proY:cdecl 
by the measu..rcd, strictly formal, classical connet. But he fills 
the Pc trnrchnn form ",ith cuch controlled v:Wiety tbat one is almont 
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unaware of t he di scipline invol ved . One would perhaps be tempted to 
say that , unli ke the dramati c , three- s t age argument endi ng in the 
compressed coupl et which is characteris ti c of t he Shakespearean 
sonnet , this Wordsworthian sonnet i s essenti ally peaceful and 
s olemnly progressing. Ye t this would be to underestimate the 
vitality within the formality . I n Shakespeare ' s sonnet, the imagery 
gives depth to the intellectua l argument . Wordswor th here depi cts 
t he scene as it is without comment on i t, yet uses it as a vehicle 
in a different way , for the scene becomes a vision as i t is charged . 
wi th Wordsworth ' s emotive response. For Wordsworth , interaction is 
growth . One is acutely aware of the i n teracting , unifying forces in 
Wordsworth ' s poem . 
Clare ' s sonnet, on the other hand , relies for its effect to a 
large extent on the tone of the poet ' s descrj.ption of nature . His 
l ove for each detail of the natural world, and for the vision of Eden 
behind the imperfections of "Fallen Nature ", is expressed through the 
lyrical harmony of his verse . His range of vocabulary, not as wide 
as that of Wordsworth, includes dialect, or rustic words, which he 
forms into simple speech rhythms . These are usually devoid of 
abstractions, inver»ion and other rhetorical devices or Latinate terms 
such as one finds in WordsYlorth ' s poetry . Clare ' s strong sense of the 
line is reflected in two characteristics of hie poetry : firstly, 
a sinGle line will oHen contain a single trought or description in 
one simple sentence; and, s econdly, his lack of punctuation does not 
in any way cloud meaning, but, rather, adds to its ric!h'less . It is 
as :i.f Clare intends giving each item of the natural world that appears 
:i.n his pOem a place of equa l importance .- and he counteracts 8J.lY 
tendency t hat this b .gh-lighti.ng of each i t mn miGht have to fra.;ment 
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the poem, in various ways , such as the avoidance of punctuation 
mentioned above , and the use of rhyme to bind the various parts to-
gether . In the sonnet under discussi·on, as well as in most of his 
sonnets, Clare's rhyme scheme, i n its f l exibility, allows for variety 
in movement within the poem . He seldom has a set position for a 
turning point in the sonnet . He does not seem to need the sharply 
defined octave/sestet arrangement of the Italian sonnet, for his 
changes of stance or perspective occur subtly at different points and 
his vision of Eden usually lies behind the entire poem, often becoming 
more vivid as imperfections caused by man are set against it . 
Up to this paint, three important facts related to Clare ' s 
sonnets in general have emerged from the discussi on of "Winter Fields" . 
Firstly, despite the often apparently haphazard way Clare uses rhyme , 
each rhyme has a demonstrable purpose in the orgaru.c structure of his 
poem; secondly, in spite of the frequent absence of explicit doubleness , 
vol ta and resolntion, these are present in subtle , often diffuse ways ; 
and thirdly, Clare ' s pastoral vision is as strongly in evidence in his 
1 
sonnets as it is in his other poems. 
lIt seems that this pastoral Vl.SlOn is so strong a illlifying 
force j.n Clare 's poetry that there actuolly appear, in both Clare's 
The Sht' nherd ' s Calendar and Tibble's collection of Clare's sonnets , 
the S WI to :t'ou:cteen line ::! of rhYlhing couplets (save for two lines in 
Thc Shepherd ' s Cale!ldar whi ch arc omitted after lines one and two 
of the poem in Tibble I s collection; and other minor discrepancies 
which have arisen :fr·OlJl Tibble I s practice of" pUllctuating Clare's 
unpUllctnated work, and from pORsible mis-x·cadings of Clare I soften 
b3.relJ' leGible wri ·~ing) . In the sonnet collection, the lines are 
headed "i.E-rch", and 1.l.'1. examination of then reycals a sonnet shape 
that just:i.:r:Les thej.r incluoion under TibbIe ' s scction headed 
"Sonnets ". Sec Robinson, The Shoph<:1'cl ' s Calendar , p. 37, 11. 11 & 
12, & 15-26; and Ti bbl" , Poen:!) , II, l/f9, "lhrch". 
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(vii) Clare's poem, "Emmonsails Heath in winter", is another example 
of his use of the various aspects· of the sonnet form, such as rhyme 
scheme, doubleness, volta and resolution, in a way that contributes 
to the vision of Eden and the sense of simultaneity which are an 
implicit part of Clare's material in his many sonnets about the 
natural world . 
Emmonsails Heath in winter 
1. I love to see the old heaths withered brake 
2. Mingle its crimpled* leaves with furze and ling 
3. Vfuile the old heron from the lonely lake 
4. Starts slow and flaps his melancholly wing 
5. And oddling* croVi in idle motion swing 
6. On the half rotten ash trees topmost twig 
7. Beside whose trunk the gipsey makes his bed 
8. Up flies the bouncing woodcock from the brig* 
9. Where a black quagmire qua~es beneath the tread 
10. The field fare chatter in the whistling thorn 
11. And for t.>te awe"· round fields and closen* rove 
12. And coy bumbarrels* twenty in a drove 
13. }'li t down the hedge rows in the frozen plain 
14. And hang on Ii ttle twigs and s tart again 1 
The sonnet's opening words, "I love", constj.tute a phrase which 
2 
recurs frequently both explicitly and implicitly in Clare ' s poetry, 
contrj.buting a tone of celebration. Here, the phrase is followed by 
the infinitive, "to see", which by the end of the poem is understood 
to mean more than "to view"; for there is more than descriptive 
reporting in the poem. There is a particular relationship, suggested 
by the words, "I love", between the viewer and that which is seen, 
~obinr;on, Selected Poems and Prose, p. 138, and "glocsary", 
p. 204. Gloss: cI'impled - Ylrinkled, crumpled; addling - one 
differing fro'll the re~t of a family, brood, or litter, generally 
applied to the r;mallest, Or to on8 wj.th a peculiarity; brig-· 
var:La·t;j.on of "bridgell; aY.'e - variation of !lh2V/II; closen - the 
plural form of "close"; bULlbarrel - the 10ng-ta:Lled tit. 
2See TibbIe, }'OClllS, II, 542 & 543 for a lifJt of fourteen 
poC'ms ber;irLYLi.Tlg vli th the words, ttl lovell. 
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and between each item within the poem. 
The use of the first person l yri c persona and the parti cular 
acti on of seei ng , as against the continuity implied i n the present 
t ense , "love", enables the poet to speak in a t imel ess non- specifi c 
manner without l osing vividness and clarity. The scene and the 
experiences within it are set before the reader at the present 
moment , and yet are extended by suggestion to winter after winter . 
This time span is strengthened by the word , "old", and the poet 
succeeds in embracing the past (the old heath) , the present (" I love 
to see"), and the future , implied in the latter words ("I [ always] 
love to see [ the h eath ' s brake which will be there each winter] " )~ 
In this way , in a single line and at this point in time , the poet 
suggests eternity . 
The rhythm of the line follows the change in mood , as the joyous 
lightness of the quickly mOving monosyllables in "I love to see the 
old heaths" becomes more laboured in the words , "withered brake ". 
The word-play on this word , "brake " , reinforces the sense of stopping, 
created by the end-of-line pause , and also points to the disintegration 
of dry leaves; but these implications are , of course , subordinate to 
1 the mC3Jling of "fern" or bracken. Withering goes naturally with age, 
but the Vlord, "crimpled", a combination of "crumpled" and "wrinkled" , 
suggests that something other than age is at work, a force tha.t 
affects the natural world marc speedily. The disintegrating po;/er of 
winter weather qu:Lckly t ransforus the minc1in(l pla..Ylts (fern, (lorse 
and heather) to [l uniform wintry appear:tnee. 
'I'he 'Nord, "old", is repeated in l;.ne three, and extunded from 
JROb:LnBOn, S"lc('ted Poc},,;} and I'rorw, p. 204, "G·lossary". 
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plant- to bird-life, incorporating, through the link with "old" heath, 
the inanimate, yet "lonely",lake. In its winter nakedness and 
desertion, the "lonely lake" seems to have an empathetic effect on 
the solitary h eron, as the word "melancholly" is associated with 
the bird. But there i s also an air of serenity about the movement 
of both heron and crow, as if they were not governed by time . This 
serenity and leisurely relaxation i s found in the verbs and in certain 
phrases in the first seven lines: "mingle" , "starts slow", "flaps", 
and "in idle motion swing" . The interrupted rhythm of line four with 
its enforced pause after "starts slow", and the slow, rhythmic 
repetition after the pause , in which the laboured flap of the wing is 
felt through aural and kinesthetic effect, both reflect the regularity 
of the aging process and the seasonal arrival of winter . The slowing 
down of the movements and diminishing vl.tality of the living creatures 
in winter is echoed in the slowness with which the h eron launches into 
flight. 
Line five forJllS a rhyming couplet with line four, and this seems 
to underline the lazy serenity of the single heron; the "idle motion" 
of the "oddling" ( lone) crOl'1 in the line also contributes to the 
unperturbed atmosphere of the first half of the poem. 'l'he use of 
a couplet might have caused a division in the sonnet at this point, 
but the enjambment of line five allows an uninterrupted flow of the 
feeling and thOUGht which soems to emanate from the words , "I love". 
Line s:Lx, which is closely connccted by syntax to line five (although 
it also f OrlllS tho begirmin.; of a second quatrain), figures forth age 
in t he half rotten ash t ree , thu::; form:i.ng a lil'J<: wi th lines one and 
two. 'l'he lUention of the "oddling crm-/" prepareu the reader for the 
v c;rant gipn~y, the social lu:Lsfi t, the lonely ... !~.nuorer. But thODe 
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aspects of the gips~y are counteracted by the other qualities of the 
birds which he takes on: the passivity, the serenity, the security 
of being at one with nature, qUite naturally making his bed beside 
the old tree. In this poem, he suggests the unity of man and nature, 
one of the main themes that run through Clare's poetry. 
The volta occurs midway through the sonnet, at line eight, 
where the peaceful tone changes as the resurgent spirit of life with 
its buoyancy finds expression in the upward, bouncing flight of the 
woodcock. The limitations of man are hinted at by the image of the 
bridge, but the overcoming of the black quagmire is achieved by both 
woodcock and man. Although man's earth-b ound nature is reflected in 
the heaviness implied in "tread", and in the toil put into building 
his means of traversing the danger of the quagmire, his link in 
spiri t with the woodcock is also implied. 
The gaiety in the first and eighth lines continues in line nine, 
in the congregation of living things. Busy group activity is now 
balanced against- the relaxed movement of the lone creatures of n a ture, 
in a complete acceptance of both ways of reacting to the rie;ours of 
winter . I n the repetj.tive nature of the bus tling movement of the 
birds j.n th8se last lines one is reminded of the cyclical nature of 
the s easons . 
'l'he final words , "and start again", contribute to a circular 
movement in the poem corru1lOn to the lyric form, and fus e with the 
heron's slow start, embracine (as the Ilords, "I love ", have done from 
the beeinning) all the acti vel ty wi thin the poem , fr om the many new 
b c€;inn:lne;s of field fares " nd bumbarrels, to the crow ' s oscillations 
from a single point on his "topmost t y:j.g", while the smaller birdD 
harl,; mOl'lent"rily on thcil'~. The gips~y, too, is seen in rclation to 
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a tree. All the various creatures, including man, have found, and 
are acting in, their proper place for the time of year ; and are , in 
this way, contributing to the overall affirmation of the beauty of 
winter's being wintry. This sense of the perfect placing of the 
items and the harmony of action within a scene is contributed to by 
a sense of all things happening at once within the little Eden 
created in the poem. The impression of simultaneity is intensified 
by certain factors. The present tense of all the verbs implies a 
continui ty of action. This is especially evident in the three verbs 
that appear each at the beginning of a line, namely "I love", 
"mingle", and "starts slow"; the first of these, as has already been 
noted, gathering everything witlun the poem into the writer's 
eternally lOving attitude to the Eden-like perfection he sees j.n all 
before ill.m, though Eden is not named. Again, words indicative of 
space and time are placed at strategic pOints in the poem, especially 
at the beginning of a line - for example , "while", "beside" and 
"where ll ~ 
So strongly is the sense of continuity witlun the poem felt 
that there seem to be only two pauses for breath: at the volta of 
the sonnet at line eight, a point of release; and two lines later, 
after the brief descent to t.ho bog from which one is freed, as it were, 
to join the birds in their flight. This freedom is intrinSically 
ef.,,-t~,. 
linked v.'i th earth - the fieldfares J\ a3"8 j.n the thorn and rove around 
fields, and the humbarrels "flit dovin the hedge rows", hanging on 
twigs as they [;0. Thus freedom is seen to arise, not from isolation, 
but from the h3.rmon"iotls relationships between ereatlu'es, including 
man. And so, within the poem, both isolated heings and grouped beings, 
both decay and vi t&li ty, both passi vi ty and acti vi ty, are held in an 
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ultimate balance, such as that achieved by the swinging crow . These 
apparent opposites are woven contrapuntally through the poem, and 
seem to continue thus , in balance , to eternity , for the poem i s open-
ended. This final pOise for continuity is achieved through the 
building up of energy in the combined activity of the birds in the 
last five lines ; in the overt statement of repetition in the last 
three words; and in these words being allowed to refer to every 
activity in the poem because of the simultaneity discussed above . 
Through this combination of continuity and simultaneity, the poem 
obliquely reflects a form of eternity . 
(viii) Clare's pastoral vision can be seen to lie behind almost 
all his poems, and the themes already remarked upon in the above 
discussions on The Shepherd ' s Calendar and on the sonnets re-echo in 
nearly every poem that Clare wrote about the natural world. His 
range of material is wide, and his sonnets alone treat of flowers, 
trees, birds and mnn in scenes reflecting each of the seasons as 
well as (hfferent parts of the day. 1 The following five poems have 
been ch03en as illustrations not only of this fact, but also, and 
more importantly, of the variety of ways in which Clare bodies forth 
his pastoral vision in the implied idea of Eden which in itself 
implies the timelessness of eternity. Nowhere in these poems does 
Clare name Eden or Eternity, but the present writer repeatedly detects 
the idea as implicit in Clare ' s tone and in the particular vlaY in 
l"Vlater-lilies" (~'ibble, P08m.) , II, 128); "The Thrush ' s Nest" 
(i bj.d., II, 245); "'£ho Wheat rip~llj.n.~ " (Hobinson , Selected Poems 
8J1d:Pro~e , p. 13:;'); "The Village Doy" (ibid., p . 19); "NiGht 
Vlind" C.ii,,-~ .. , p. 1 ~ 7 ) • ---
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which form and material are arranged and interact in each sor~et . 
"Water-lilies" is a poem the theme of which is the recurrent 
realization of beauty either seasonally , as suggested by the lines, 
The water-lilies on the meadow stream 
Again spread out their leaves of glossy green; 
And some, yet young, of a rich copper gleam , 
Scarce open, in the sunny stream are seen, 
or d.iurnally, "spreading above the water, day by day", or even 
momentarily , as the leaves , splashed by the chubby boy ' s pebbles , 
seem to transcend their former beauty as , 
Yet quickly dry again , they shine and glow 
Idke some rich vi sion that his eye deceives, 
There are the "dangerous d",eps ", and the pebble throwing, but this 
d;. s turbance of nature ' s harmony is an action that shows the boy ' s 
attractIon to the "glossy green" water- lily leaves and suggests that 
he not only brcl~ht forth an added brightness through his action , 
but Vias ready to enjoy the vision while it l asted. In spite of these 
threats, the lilies ' beauty is "out of danger 's way" , beyond permanent 
damage , and, by implication, a part of the Eden-world of nature now 
and eternally for the person open to this vision. 
"The Tht'ush ' s Hest", a Shakespearean sonnet, also h9.s a 
cyclical theme , that of the thrush ' s life cycle. This apparently 
descriptive poem is suff used with sunshine and charged with joyous 
laughter and praise. The poem begins vd th the poe t's hearing "fro.'1l 
morn to morn a worry t.ln'u.'3h / Sing hJ'11lns to sunrise lf • The 
l'8pettti on of "morn to morn" eXranC.8 into a longer cycle tn the 
thruoh I L I1 dL-t.y to cJ. yO toil wh::"ch op3ns out fur-ther into t he cencrali-
zation, "by ~·:.!d by" . 'l'his extensi C:.-l of tirle covers the lor..ger 'llf.ti,t 
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three repetitive phrases are the keys to the three quatrains on song , 
work and production ; all leading u p to the f ruiti on in the final 
lines where the hymn of praise ', the sunshine and the laught~r of lines 
two, three and four are caught up in a paean . The poem is full of 
light, music and joy. The "merry" song of "stmrise" is reacted to 
wi th " joy"; the " shinil'l€:" eggs are likened both to "heath-bells gilt 
with dew" (a combination of music in the suggestion of bells , and 
light in the word, "gilt") and to the brightness of flowers ; the 
"greeny blue" of the shells liILl{s the eggs with the sky e'ren before the 
flight of "nature 1 s minstrels " in the "sunny hours" achieves their 
blendj,ng wi til her more ethereal element . All the items in the poem are 
gathered tocether a.'1d included i n the final Une of the poem , 
Glad as that sunshine and the laugh:lng sky 
E'verythine wi thin the poem seems t o be j.nfu3ed Vii th a light simlaI' 
to thc "e 3rly" liGht of Eden , and the cycle of thi.s sil'l€:le creature, 
the thrush, is timed, as it were , with an Eden- like perfecti on . 
There is a similar perfection of timine in the poem "The Wheat 
ripeni.nc". But in the former poem man i s "an intruding guest" , a 
close follo':ler of a natural cycle . Here it is as if the wheat 1 s 
ripening is not so much the centre of the poem as a process O.r 
fruition that gives rise to the sweetness of all tha t follows . There 
in cv.,r9c t ncss fOUfJ'l in 8.ction and in perception; and, finally, thi t': 
r.u.x:rrwn:,' found in the correct tim:Lng of the grain 1 s ripenine is extended 
to tr.0 blenr1ine of two apparently dissim:i.lar sOlU1as , t.he one discord8.nt: 
And hoar::-e tonGUed btrd boy \"hO::J 8 unceasiYJg calls 
J oin the lar~:s ditty to the risille zun 
~:h8 calle s e em to beco'"'1(~ ~;o.n£ as tb.cyare gathered, as it were , j.nto 
the E(Jtn). .. ·worlcl of Clare ' s pO'Jtural vin:[" :)11 impl:Lci t in the poem. 
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In "The Village Boy", carefree youth, as if fresh from an 
untainted earlier world , comes into i ts own - but only because i t 
i s attuned to the natural world which f e eds its ecstasies . In the 
first lines of the poem, 
Free from the cottage corner see how wild 
The village boys along the pasture hies 
the emphasis i s on the freedom necessary for the boy to be " the 
h appi est object in the sU!IlJIler hours ". Wildness is seen as an 
addi tional attribute which seems to make him one with the "every 
smell and sound and sight" which beguile him. Such is the plethora 
of good things that nature has to offer that the boy , unable to 
achieve the s imultaneity needed to enj oy all things at once , seems 
to end in a progressively quickentng rhythmical discarding of items, 
i n order to receive the next offer . This cycle goes on until he 
becomes, as the "happiest object in the summer hours" , one with 
all the other objects within the scene ; and yet, because of his 
po·tler of perceiving the beauty and desi rability of that which is 
offered, he is the "happiest" object. In his acts of reJ.easing in 
order to receive, he is fully one with the cycle of mutability; and, 
throuCh repeated renewal, be is paralleling the eternity found in 
this way in nature ; both of which ideas are suggestcd by the poem . 
The sonnet, "JI"i.ght Wind", is a con·~rast to all the SOlU1ets 
mentioned in thin thesis in its sustained emphasiS on danger and fear. 
Nevertheless, gleams of Clare ' s Eden-world shine through, by implicatio", 
even here. ~~he na.tural v:orld seems to take on human g-rief and Vi OO 
j.n the opening linos, 
])arYJleSG like rrd.dnigllt frau. the sobbing woods 
CID.IllOllTG with dimnal tidinOJ of the rain 
But, by the bocinnin:~ of th0 88C0!1d quatrain , in 8. line wmch forms 
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the only rhymed couplet in the poem, 
The cotter*l listens at his door again 
a glimmer of the hope and confidence which emerges in the f i nal line 
appears in one of the senses of the line, namely , that while violent 
weather has seemed in command of man before, he has survived the 
experience . From this point onwards, fear builds up in the human 
beings , and its accumulation is largely r evealed through contrasts 
of noise and silence , of intense activity and a stillness of 
apprehension and breathless fear. After each burst of solind the 
silence becomes palpablej after the rain's roaring the cottager 
"listens ••• again"j after the loud chatter around the warning flare 
of the candle, a hush descends as fear ascends . 
Because of the pressure of fear built up j.n the poem and 
sustained by the added le,lgth and weight of the final alexandr ine , 
the release brought about by the la.st four words, "untill the tempest 
drops", is greater in effect than the surface meaning of the words 
indicates. The hold of the night wind over hVlnan emotions snaps on 
the last word, "d.rops ", a change prepared for by the key word , "until]". 
AloI1G with the plain meaning of the noise of the night wind 
workir>..g upon m,,-n' s imagi.nution and producing fear, there is a latent 
idea that, bOlmd by his apprehensive fear (the dame dare not go to 
bed ••• ), a fear which i s based upon imagined dan"er or>~y, mall Vlill 
need release - not "untill the t empN:t dropo", but l.mtil he if! able 
to accept the force of the n:ight \';ind as a nec iossary part of nature. 
This i deal sta.te of ma.'1 in hanlOny I'Ij. th n"tu.re (Clare ' s Eden-world) 
i s present by :i.mp1i.cati.on beneath t.he surface of' the puem , af'f:Lrminc; 
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the possibilit y of its attai nment. 
( ix) As a f i nal example of Clare ' s pastoral vis ion in his sonnets , 
t he quatorzain, " Nutting", has been chosen . It will be d i scussed 
in detail , for it illustrates , in the more unusual rhyming couplet 
sonnet form , the three main poi nts arising from the examination of 
"Winter Fields", 1 namely : that the rhyme schemES in Clare ' s sonnets 
have a demonstrable purpose in the organization of his poem ; that 
the doubleness , volta and resolution of sonnet , often apparently 
absent in his sonnets , are present in a subtle and diffuse way; and 
t hat the Eden- vi sion and simu.l tanei ty associated with Clare's 
pastoral vi.sion are strongly in evidence in his sonnets on topics 
of nature. l,!oreover, it is probable that Clare ' s use of rhyming 
couplets is in some respects related to these facts. 
Clare seel'lS to have used seven rhyming couplets in his sonne t s 
2 
or sorolet-like poems more often than any other rhyme scheme, and a 
large proportion of these have nnt-ural scenes and objects , and 
country people, as a predoILj.nant part of their material. 3 A close 
--------_. 
1 See above, p. 154. 
2 See Appendix B, p. 240 . 
3Illustrntivc table: 
Dates of 
mlYL.ing Couplet 
Sonnet s 
1808 -19 
1819-21 
1821-21, 
1.824-32 
1832-35 
1835·-37 
1837-41 
lS4~-6 ·1 
No . of' sonnets having natural scenes 
and obj ects, and country people, as a 
..E.Ecdcmd.l1flnt p3. r t of thetr IDa terial 
1 
7 
17 
11 
51. 
2 
__ 4_ 
93 
11 
10·1· 
( I td'orma tion is tLkcll fro ~ (l. 1 Pl/~llu-iX 13; pp ~ 241--263. 
No. of sonnets 
u ~ j.ng other 
!T .'1. t eriA.l 
::=-.-
4 
'7 
2 
9 
1 
1 
24 
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analysis of the example "Nutting" will perhaps reveal, amongst 
the important points mentioned above, the reasons for Clare ' s 
apparent preference for this rhyme scheme in his sonnets . It will 
also help to refute any implications or statements that Clare 's 
sonnets (and especially those in rhyming couplets). are verse para-
graphs , or some form other than sonnet . l 
Nutting 
1 . The sun had stooped his westward clouds to win 
2. Like weary traveller seeking for an Inn 
3. Wnen from the hazelly wood we glad descried 
4 . The ivied gateway by the pasture side 
5. Long had we sought for nutts ruaid the shade 
6. Where silence fled the rustle that we made 
7 . When torn by briars and brushed by sedges rank 
8 . We left the wood and on the velvet bank 
9 . Of short sward pasture grou.~d we sat us down 
10 . To shell our nutts before we reached the town 
11 . 
12 . 
13. 
14 . 
The near hand si;ubble field wj.th mellow glower 
Showed the dimmed blaze of poppys still in flower 
And sweet the molehills smelt we sat upon 
And now the thymes in bloom but where is pleasure gone 2 
Robert ~'rost has said that a poem "assumes direction with the 
first linc laid down". 3 This is true of Clare's "Nutting", although 
full understanding of that direction comes only with the las t word 
I For an example of such an assertion, see below, n. 1,p.178. 
This mistaken attitude to Clare's collection of sonnets as a whole 
is, perh~ps, understandable in the light of what Fuller has to say 
about sOlmeta of seven couplets: "If this variant is pennj.ssible 
we would have to begin to consider such things a s Pope ' s 'Lo ! the 
poor Indian ' •.• mo r e seriously. It does, however, provide variety 
within a sequence , as in Shakespeare 126 . . • "; and in the light of 
woo t A.C. PartridGe l'lI'i tea in a note on Ben Jonson's Eulogy "To 
Willi8.m Camden", namely, "This poem illustrates the common practice 
of confining the eulogy to fourteen l:Lnes , not in sonnet foI'lll, but 
in seven couplets." See Fuller , Sonnet , p . 33, and The Tribe of Ben: 
Pre-Augtw~:.:m Cla ss;'"a1 Verse ~n Engli~.!., ed. b;r A.C . Partridge, 
Arnold' s Engl:Lsh Texts (London: Edward Arnold LPublishcr~ J Ltd. , 
1966), p. 22. 
2Robj.nson , Sulected ,'oems and Prose, p. 138. 
3complc tc Poems of Rob:?rt Frost, liThe l!'igurf..! a I)ocm I.ill.kcs 11 , p.18. 
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of the poem. From the first line of the sonnet , onwards, there is 
a strong suggestion of the harmony in cyclic nature which can be 
seen as pastoral hamony. This sense of harmony stems partly from 
the natural flow of the simple sentence structure in the lines; 
partly from the use of rhyming couplets which allows the poet variety 
and flexibility in linking his lines to achieve overall harmony; and 
partly from the substance of what he is saying. In the first line, 
the stooping of the sun is accepted as expected and right at the time 
1 
of day, and the harmony i s continued as the sun is linked by the 
wcrd of ownership, "his", to that which is regarded as his natural 
end . 
Yet the tension, essential to the SOlIDet fom, which culminates , 
and is released through acceptance , in the final alexandrine of this 
poem i s set up from the beginning. This "happy- sad blend of the 
drinking song,,2 as Frost calls it, is cau€,)lt in Clare I s final 
question, "but where is pleasure gone". In the first line, the clouds 
may be "htsll, but the sun has to "winll them , am there is a sense of 
loss in the very Winning, as the sunl s heat is lost to the world. 
This "great commonplace,,3 of 103s in fruition which is one of the 
underlyin.3 themes of the sonnet, is made a reality for the reader and 
for the poet throuGh his poem. Yet the sense of loss , although 
evident, is not dominant until the last phrase of the poem. In the 
first instance H has to pull against the strong sense of fulfilment 
.---_._------------------
lAn cxwnple of the themo, "the fulfilment of being of nature I s 
children, inciudin:; .nan, ;",hen they have found, and are acting j.n, 
their proper place ". See above , p . 48. 
3,., 11 ,./ m . 1 ' • .r~. ' __ 1. 11.J...ya ru, 
Chatto il: Windu ~l, 19~· 5), 
Pectr, Direct ani Obli<Hlc (r..;,vd . J,ondon: --~.---------" -pp . t.2 U: 4·;5 . 
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which comes from the sun's having run its course and being about 
to arrive at the completion of its light- and life- giving journey 
of the day . The first line pleases with its balance which comes 
from the two verbs placed each at the end of a phrase . The verb, 
"had stooped", coming before the caesura, emphasizes another implicit 
theme - the paradox that one has to humble oneself in order to 
benefit fully from any relationship and especially that of man with 
nature ; this theme is continued strongly when the nut ters struggle 
through the briars and sedge . The theme of completion, which runs 
through as counterpoint to that of loss and striving , finds expression 
in these items : the nll, tters r eaching the gate , the nuts being shelled 
before the nutters leave for town, the fields having been reaped, the 
poppies ' "dinuned blaze" of beauty and, in t he final line where the 
past tense employed from the first line onwards is changed to the 
present, the phrase "and now" which speaks of an achieving of the 
next step in the cycle of the seasons . 
In the first line , one experiences the result of Clare ' s abili ty 
to create a forvl'ard flow in a cadence of vowel sounds and a balance 
of line, attained not only by spaciIl{'; the verbs, as previously 
mentioned, but, within each half-line, by a balanced alliteration in 
"The E.un had ~tooped" and "his west'ilard clouds to win". After the 
simple ordcr of words in the fj.r s t half of this line, the inversion 
j.n the second fi ttiIl,!;ly emphasizcs the tvvo words, "westwar d", and 
"win", both key words in their impb.cations . "Westvvard " gives the 
dircction to\lards completion of the natural cource of the S'.ln and 
remindJ the reader of the over-arching vault of the heavens, thus 
Giving an added djln()l1sion to the poem . Ther'e is also the contrast 
of the daily p3tt~I'n of the Gun I S cuurse as an eternal cycle throu.gh 
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eons, with that of the fleeting of time in a singl e day . The move-
ment of diminution of stature implied in "stooped" is suspended by 
the invers ion which follows it,. and at the same time i s extended to 
a reaching out , so that the word , "win", coming as it does at the 
end of the line, combines in a key word the two forces pulling 
against each other in tension within this poem : that of sad longing 
engendered by a sense of loss in attainment ; and that of happiness 
in 8L~ elusive , although only momentarily attainable, completion 8L~d 
frui t i on. One i s intensely aware of the continuous giving and taking 
which is an integral part of loving nature and which i s an orgwic 
part of the shape of the sonnet . In this poem, as in all Clare ' s 
poetry , the theme of the unity of man and nature realised in a shared 
experience , together with the theme of love as an act of reciprocation 
for mutual good , j,s not named or argued , but implien as something 
experienced by the speaker. nature has the nuts to give , and man , 
in seeking , finds what nature offers; but mutability demands sacrj,-
f i ce and the sense of loss in fulfilment is felt . Yet the happiness 
which shines through this sense of loss in Clare's poetr'y cortes from 
the knowledge that nature is ready to share repeatedly her nuts , the 
sweet smell of thc molehills, the "dimmed blaze of poppys ", the 
"mellow glom,r " of stubble field. 
A number of the physical senses is called inco play in t his 
sonnet. "Silence fled the rustle thut Vie ]!lade " captures not only the 
sound of man ' s tussle w;, th na ture, but the silence whi ch Clare sllcceeds 
in m:ll<ing a livj,D(O entity, by givinG it the attribute of.' movement asso-
ciated with hunan bein.:;sc Here a~:f'.l.in, there j.e both the sense of 10D8 
:Ln si l ence hewing flcd , s.Dd yet the joy j,n gathering nature ' s ]!laturc:d 
botulty, t Le llU.ts, at that exp011se. lJ!he senDC of sight in stimulated 
not by a naming of colours , but by the more subtly suggested "blaze" , 
and "glower" . The colours are alive and their precise nature is 
.• 
left to the reader's imagination. In "velvet bank" , both colour 
and texture are suggested . "Hazelly wood" is another phrase which 
contains both the suggestion of nuts (the warm generosity and ample 
bounty of nature) and also the poet's love of the wood in his use 
of double description effected by adding an adjectival ending , "- ly" , 
to an already descriptive adjective. The quality of the wood is thus 
enriched . The sense of smell is aroused by the simple , strongly 
emphatic words, "sweet" and "smelt" , in the second last l ine , but 
there are other suggestions of Autumn's scents . The phrase , "near 
hand stubble field", brings memori es of the scent of newly reaped 
fields; and the word s , "dimmed blaze of poppys still i n flower " , 
suggest the fading. of poppies' scent with the dimming of their colour . 
That the sedges arc rank has a rightness about it fo r the time of 
year and for their place in the wilds , not " through the gate " , but 
next to water . 
I n the second line, 
Like weary traveller seeki ng for an Inn 
the "VI" alliteration of the fi r st lj.ne is continu ed in ".~eary" and 
the "s" alli teration in "~eeking". Thus the allitera tive pattern 
of line one is r eversed in line two. The incomplete movement of 
the sun is ee:hoed in the verb , "seeki ng" , The poignancy of the final 
phr8s8 o.f the poem j.s felt in these two lj.nes. The transformo.tion 
in the thil'd line is epi tomiscd by the nord , "glad" , which a l most 
bursts upon one , !,>ositioned CoS it is after the warmth of the phr3.se : 
I!ha~clly \'Io od ll , describil\.~ a shared experience, 8.11.d cmpooRizod by 
invel'. ~ion. 'fhe verb, !1 dcn(:l'j cd II , is also in harmony with thE' c1aane.3s 
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of the line, in that it incorporates through word-playa cry of joy 
in its second syllable . 
The argument of the poem works down from "the over-arching 
magnitude of the sun, the source of life and beauty, to the generalized 
"traveller" , and then to the strongly felt proximity of the "we" -
a word which incorporates the particular people without specifying 
an individual person. This reinforces the presence of the ideas of 
"shared experience" and "reciprocation" in the themes already 
mentioned,l and throws light on the lament a t the end of the poem, 
where a suggestion is perhaps hi dden, namely, t ha t the speaker ' s 
sadness and loneliness comes from a separation. Since he still 1ms 
nature's beauty in the fact that "the thymes in bloom", we may under-
stand pleasure to be gone because of the absence of the other being 
implied in "we ". The lament echoes the l oss of Mary which is often 
2 
a subject treated di r ectly in Clare's poetry . 
The poem progresues from stooping to winning, from seeking to 
descryinG . The couplet rhymes connect each paj.r of lines , which 
captures and contains a singl e thought, and the first four lines are 
bound by the conjuncb.on, "when", at the beginning of the third line , 
so tha t they form tb.e first qlla train of the sonnet , just as the same 
conjunction at the begirmin.:; of line seve!, holds the second quatrain 
toge ther anrl balances it against the first . 
The :fifth line, 
Lonr; had we sought for llutts amid the shade 
reverts to the past with the use of "had" as in the firGt b .ne , and 
1 See ntove, p . 169 . 
? 
-Sec ",bove, n. 1, p. 105, and App;:, nQ:L: ~ fl, pp. 237-239. 
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the stretch of time thus felt accentuates the sense of achievement 
and completion of the third and fourth lines. The seeking and the 
sense of loss continue in lines five and six with the verbs, "sought" 
and "fled". The word, "long", r einforces the "had " of the fifth 
line and the word, "shade", at the end of that line links the 
seekers ' journey with that of the sun, but it is as if the maIlller 
of depicting fruition were different - the nutters come out of the 
shade into the sun, the task completed , but the earth will lose, not 
gain, light at the completion of the sun ' s journey. Again there is 
reversal and tension. Both light and silence, as well as comfort, 
had fled in lines five, six and seven, but again there is achievement 
in the next three lines . The three verbs here work forward from an 
advance implied by "left", a finding of place and rest in "sat us 
down", and an endj_ll.g of the cycle of the search jon the combination of 
success and intention contained in the phrase, "to shell our nutts". 
The nuts must be shelled in the right setting - yet the poem retains 
its impetus in the sense of travellers moving on to the town. Just 
as the first quatrain moves from sense of loss and a seeking to 
fulfilment, with the progression of the poem maintained by the 
invi tint::: aspect of the "ivied t;atewayll , no the sestet has the snme 
pattern wi thin it, pointin,r; to the fu-bJrc movement towards the to"m . 
The final quatr ain begins in r everse order, with fruition at 
the bceinn:Lng , a fruition that has s omethir>.g of tho riolmess and 
conten·~eUl1.e8S of Keats I s TlOde to Autumnl1 , yet the sense of loss is 
a continuou s thread runnin.:: vd.thin the richly woven. scenes of 
ripoJ.1(_,1 Il!"-ttllX'i ty; the fields are not ready for reaping, but have been 
beroft of "Lhe ir fruits as tIle poet i n bereft of pleasuro; the poppies ' 
bla.~e if] dir 1H~ cl HS :Ls his enJoyment. Only the sweet smell of the 
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molehills is undiminished in its fullness. This makes the impact 
of the poet's lament in the final line , 
And now the thymes in -bloom, but where is pleasure gone 
more lceenly felt , for the sweet molehill smell i s captured and trans-
ported, as it were, from the past to the present- blooming of the 
thyme, as the poet captures ' it for the r eader in his poem, am- F~,l'her",ore, 
anticipation of the poet's joy is met by the reverse ; by a sad 
questioning embodying a simply stated bereavement the more acutely 
felt by the reader because of the understatement; the more poignant 
because of the greater cause for pleasure in the combination of beauty 
of sight and smell and its present reality in "And now the thymes in 
bloom" . 
The final line is an a lexandrine the extra length of which is 
needed for the gathering of the opposing strands which have partially 
caused the tension in the sonnet , and the separation of them, so 
that, in the added clarity and force of the direct statement which 
has been prepared for by all tllat has gone before , the tension is 
resolved , not in the expected way, bU.t in an acceptance that joy and 
sadness mus t and do co-exist in each si tua tion, either one being 
uppeTIIlos t at a given time. 
( x ) In thE: previous pages of' this chapter, etght pastoral sormets 
of Clare ' s ha-re l)cen examined . ThiD final section will attempt to 
dra\! some conclusions, b')'sed on the 38 examinH tions, of the nn tur~ of 
Clare I s sonno t~ . 'j~hc cmp:lasis wi.ll continue to be on "Nuttir..gl!, sinc e 
i'urther com;:i.dera tion of -[;l1i8 po om will, it is hoped, make clear UlO 
pre:::cnt nr:i ter' c chief fin.dines on thG topic . 
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Probably the most un-sonnet-like (but by no means unique)l 
features of "Nutting" and many other sonnets by Clare are: the 
apparently descriptive, rather than argued, nature of the theme which 
is usually embodied in his material, the world of nature; the lack of 
obvious division of his poem into octave and sestet , with volta and 
resolution; and the use of the rhyming couplet throughout the sonnet . 
As has already been demonstrated in the discussion of Clare ' s 
sonnet "Winter Fields" and the comparison of it with a Shakespearean 
2 
sonnet, the theme of a Clarean sonnet is usually illustrated rather 
than argued - and this could be attributed to the nature of his 
pastoral viSion, namely, that man, perceptive and attuned to nature, 
may experience Eden or the Golden Age present in nature now . 3 In hj.s 
particular way of describing this Eden-perfection of nature (which 
is so often the topic of his sonnets as has been shown above) Clare 
brings toge ther his theme and J13 terial so tha t they l:e come one in 
his most successful poems. This blend of theme and J13terial contri-
butes to the second feature mentioned above , that is, the absence of 
formal sonnet division. The divisions are there, but, as demon-
stYdted in the discussion of "Winter Fields" and of "Emmonsails Heath 
in winter", they do not often appear in the expected places in Clare's 
SOl"l11et ; they occur, rather, at points that help to defino the subtly 
contrapuntal \"leaving of two opposine; threads or themes j.n the sonnet, 
balancing them one agaj.nst the other. In th~ sonnet , "Nutt;.nc", for 
instan.ce, these themes are "sadness in loss or lIi.utability " and "joy 
1 
above, 119 & J:'7. See pp. 
2 
above, H3-148. Sec Pl'· 
"> 
;'>Sco above, p . 7'-:;>. 
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in frui tion" which, after the slight volta in the middle of line 
eight, are eventually brought together, after another shaping 
division, at the point of resolution which in this sonnet takes 
place in the final line in an acceptance of the "great commonplace", 
the main theme, "loss in fruition". 
One CarL~ot attempt to descri be the sonnet shape of a poem in 
rhyming couplets such as "Nutting" withou.t bringing in all the 
unusual aspects mentioned above . For example, among other factors, 
the rhymes contri bute to the duality mentioned above and to the 
progress towards the r esolution in the last line, as they channel 
the thought process. This can be seen in the way tae opening rhyme 
"win'!! "11m" works. To win the shelter of an inn entails a journey; 
and there must be the anticipation of a haven for there to be a 
pu.rpose in the progress towards i t . Thus the sun "anticipated" its 
settj.ng, and the nutters their rest as they descried the haven of 
the pasture si.de . Both sun, the epitome of' nature's bounty in its 
role of ripener of' nuts, and the nutters who come to take the bounty 
given (the "reciproeatj.on" theme already mentioned) in order that 
nuture TIl'>y renew herself in the cycle of' reproduction, have been on 
a journey, and have chaIlSed and been changed. The sun has changed 
all l .t has shone v.pon and the nutters havc changed a ll they have 
touched - indeed , thei.r m.,re presence has caused silence to flee; 
b~\t reu.tabili ty is not restricted to the recipient - it a:ff'ects the 
agent too. The sux'., in stooping , wj.ll dim; the nutters, in stooping 
or rcacllil15 for nuts, arc torn. Both echo the "dimmed blaze of' 
P01)Pyr:; 11, tboir IJeau ty waning 8.'3 ·~:r~.ay 8.pproacIJ. fru.i tion. 
~~hc first quntl'<J .. ill v/itl! :i.ts dou.blc ima[;C, hineod, as i t we:re , 
on ei thc'r sid (; of the pj_vot word 1!\':!".I.'-:': UI! in line three ~ hint::::; in a 
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subtle way at both the fruition and the loss brought t ogether in 
the final line of the sonnet through its suggestion of both the 
effort and time that must be expended for anything worthwhile to be 
achieved. The givers and receivers of nature's bounty are linked 
in common effort and both have run their course for the day . 
The second quatrain elaborates on the effort implied in the 
first, while repeating, in the emphasized word, "long" , the idea of 
extended time presented in t he first quatrain. The change wrought 
on t he active participators in nature ' s reciprocation is given 
expression after the pivot word "when" in l:Lne seven, a paralleling 
in this second ' quatrain of the shape of the first quatrain. One is 
made fQlly aware that nothing is won without effort and the use of 
energ.y , and nothing is won without change. The nuts, ripened by 
the en~rgy of the Bun, are, paradoxically, found hidden in the shade ; 
the bri&r is torn in giving up the nuts a t the same time as the 
gatherers are torn. Thus , from the achievement pointed to in the 
first quatrain, one passes to the cost of that achievement reVealed 
In the second . In the final line of the latter quatrain, vlhere the 
scene of the struggle (the wood) and the place of rest (the velvet 
bank) are delicately bal a:.lced, one against the other , the see-s aw 
is tipped onto the side of rest and reward , by the ,<'dHion of the 
adjective , "velvet", and t he placing of the word "bo:"'.k" at the end 
of tho line where it cains empi".3 fi s and stabil:Lty from its posj.tion 
ilmoledj.at.ely bf~fore a pause . At this weak, although clear , Yolta, 
t l:e transi tl.on has becn made from protective nature - the briars and 
J',].nk sedcee (,'UuL'ding nuts against alien hwo,>n bej.ngs - to an ea:,y 
repose and :l)'. enjoyment of vlh:l t nature has £liven; but it is an enjoy-
went st:i.l.l bounc1. by t!le work of shelling and l.imi ten i n time , as the 
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nuts have to be shelled before the town is r eached . 
In the last quatrain, which spills over i nto the first line of 
the final couplet, the echoes of giving and taking in harvest are 
present - the shelling of the harvested nuts , the reaped f ield, the 
fading poppies , the imminent return to the town away from the harvest 
area of nature . The themes of "the unity of man and nature in a 
shared experience" and "love as reciprocation for common good " are 
extended to all spheres of nature, whether in her wild, Eden-state in 
shaded proteotion where she has to be disturbed , almost stormed, for 
her to release her harvest , to the area of more harmonious co-
operation between man and nature, the cultivated fields. 
I n line thirteen, 
And sweet the molehills smelt we sat upon 
wi th the word, "and", the poet seems to gather up and add to this line 
all that has gone before, as if it had all happened that instant, or 
as if the "picture-meP-lOry" in his mind were a reality that could 
never be lost or could extend to Eternity. This sense of continuity 
is added to by the word "and" at the beginn:ing of the final line of 
the final couplet . This "and" brj.ngs to the statement, "And now the 
thymes in bloom", all the sweetness of fruition suggested in the poem 
so far, and especially the s\"e",'c smell of the molehill th"-t g ently 
protrudes as the 8;1",,",])01 of the attain-nent of t11e reward (the nuts and 
the res t) thc enjoyment of IIhich is inherent in the 'IIord "sVicet" . 
The iJ~pact of the poiGnancy of ',he last hne, in whi.eh the two t!u'eads 
of elu;:;i\ e, transitory happiness and cad longing engendered b: 
mut2bility ere drawn tOGether, is hei.ghtened by the word, "sweetll, 
the efficacy of whi.ch iCJ extcnclcu both bDc]-I":a:rcls and forwar.ds by the 
t '. ,'O "<.md I [)II on ci t h oT' side of it. The t'ao themos are drawn. toc ethEr 
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in this couplet-like final alexandrine in happy sadness , which is the 
overall theme and mood of the poem. The word-play on "thyme" adds 
to the poignancy of the final ~uestioning of the poem . The materi a l 
beauty and bounty in the thyme ' s blooming "now" and the blossoming 
of the right moment implied by the word- play, are reversed by the 
implication in the final question that time has changed the s ituation 
of the spea~er and hi8 companion so that pleasure has departed . Yet 
the poem remains open-ended through the phrase , "And now the thymes 
in bloan", for in it i s the promise of nature to repeat eternally her 
gifts at the right time in her yearly cycle so that the person ready 
to enjoy them may do so. 
The shape of the sonnet begins to emerge as the first quatrain 
places the nutters in' thei r surroundings and begins the contrapuntal 
v.eaving of the two-stranded paradoxical theme of happy sadness . The 
second quatra:Ln gives a new turn to the theme as it focuses more 
fully on the effects of the toil and stress on both participants in 
the harvest, nature and man. Then, after a lightly marked volta in 
line eight, a release of the tension generated between the two strands, 
gaj.n a11d loss, in the octave , is carried over into the next six lines in 
the imagGry of rGst after ha rvest on velvet-soft swar'd , a contrast 
illdeed to the thorns of the tearing briar . As has already been dis -
cucsr<cl , thc f:i.na1 al"" p.ndrine carries the resolution of the sonnet , 
strongly s upported by the first half of the final rhyming couplet . 
From the above d:i. s cucsion of "NuttinG" it has becomG clear that 
at least ope of Clare ' :.; sonnet-lik e poemsl in rhyming couplets h9.s 
lIn Tibbl e & TibbIe; .Lif~_~!.::!!. Pc~ t!i!., t he· 'f .. :ci ters clai r.! that 
"Cla re prol'o:;c c1 " hunc1rNl cot,netc' , knu.:ing onG of his faults to 
li e , not l i ke J~H. H C;~-l101 :i3 1 B jn the djvid e:; d rJ.nLl, but i n diffuse-
ncs;; . He i.nt onr:lf~d the f orHl t o wt YJ(' OW- f raJI10 a hundred pn.storal. dcs-
c.r:Lption ~'3 . 11 (pp. 100 ,";; 101). Of 1!b.is sonnet-collection [\·llli.chJ 
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sonnet shape both in line groupings and in argument. This discovery 
can be extended to many of his successful sonnets in rhyming 
couplets , a finding which raises the question of what Clare's 
reasons may have been for apparently preferring the rhyming couplet 
scheme to other rhyme-schemes in so many of his sonnets. 
One fact is certain, and that is that one can no longer remain 
under the misguided belief that Clare was a poet unconscious of the 
traditions and problems involved in the writing of poetry . Tha t the 
belief is misguided h2.s been illustrated in the final section of 
1 
chapter one of this thesis and in Clare ' s comment on the pastoral, 
and it cml be further illustrated by an observation he ~~de in a l etter 
to Hessey about Keats ' s criti cs ; 
••. if those cursn critics coud be shood out of the 
fashion wi their rule & compass & cease from making 
readers believe a Sonnet cannot be a Sonnet unless 
it be prec;.sly 14 lines & a long pOem as s uch unless 
011e first sits down to wire- draw out regular argument 
& then plod after i t in a regular lnamler the saue as 
a Taylor 9uts out a coat for the carcacs - I say then 
he [Keats] may push off first rate _ .•• 2 
Clare ends the letter with the words , "I lIltnd no fashi ons Farewell" . 3 
continued far beyond the hundred he had planned for a book", they 
wri tE', "The>:e form an apparently endless series of \'erse-
paragraphs of captur8d country moments ". (p. 131) . Stnce no 
source for this infox~ation (or opinion ) nor any indicati on of 
the time when Clare may have expresfJed hi ::. intention, has been 
gi ven, this DCJscrti on, althouGh j.nterestil'-e, cannot be used ao a 
bfl~i r; for a r gtuncnt i n th:Ls thcsj-". 
ISec above, p. 25. 
2L :c tt"! l"Cl, cd . bJ T:i.bble & T;.bb18, p . 56. The sole ins t,:mee 
of a f'olill'.~·t·bY Clare about t.he sonnet that ta known to the present 
vlritcI' in: 111 '.?alJ{~d vt:L 'Lh pol:-SY ill the Gonnets b01 .. Uld:::;1I (quoted in 
JJarrc.ll, I,~.t.!:'1"cq~:'. , p. 166) , but, Gi!lec i·" reveals little about 
his attj.tncll! to the form, it ha.s not been discusaed above. 
3 , .. . . " le;:.~L Ll~ , ed. by Tihble & Tibble, p. 57. 
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lL~ example of his awareness of the changing quali t y of his work 
and of the self- criticism he brought to bear on his sonnets i s found 
in a l etter to Tayl or : " .•• have a good case* over the sonnets 
& think you will find first & l as t a selection far s uperior t o 
1 
the first book". In another letter to Taylor he reveals a 
preference at that time for the iambic pentameter and an awareness 
that he might be accused of imitation through ignorance on the part 
of the critics of the fact that the best of poets influence each 
other. 2 Knowing Clare ' s PI' opens j, ty f or rhyme rather than blank 
verse, his preference for the "all ten" measure , expressed in this 
last letter , points to the heroic couplet , especially as the poet h e 
expects to be accused of imi.tating is Crabbe most of whose work is 
wri ttcn in thi '3 measure. Clare will have been sensi ti ve to the 
variety of ways this rhyming couplet may be uscd , for , as against 
Crabbe ' s use of it and that of Thomson and other eighteenth century 
poeto with whose work he was well acquainted , Clare was well aware 
of the quite different r:ay Keats used the measure in hi.s long poem, 
"Enrlymi.on", quotations from vlhi.ch appear as appreciation of the poem 
in Clarc' s letter to Hc" ,~ ey mentioned above . 
FP,ul Fuss ell has pointed to certain eff'ects that may arise 
from the nLture of the heroic couplet and j,ts use in certain wa:ls , and 
SQUl' of htc Llbserv~tiorJB throw lj,gh'G upon Clare's usc of the h3roic 
couplet in h~Ls so:rmets. Iil-useell sees the hE-ro.i.c couplet as a com-
promise ue-L\ .'cen what h e c.J.lls the t rIo basic ways, sticbic and. str ophic, 3 
lIbi~., p. 81. (,,':. , cast? dj,a1. 'look ' .") 
2Ib , , -...:!~ .. , p. 75. 
7 JI"I~ f ' '"' ]J "Itct.-'l"' .... 11 ·] "O-'~ ' ) P Jl".{· "1'1 ~t·'lch';c OX'I'1"">""; ,." , .. t'ien J"" ' 10 • • L. •. ,v~ . . . _ , l\";" • .,;_ . ,_ .•. ,. ~.li_} ~ .. ...J • ..0. • ..> ........ L~U.~ ........ .f.' ..... .1..' . ~ . _ , ,1 .. 
fol1mvG line: \,/tthcut~;y-i GrILll or mathcL1Q.t:i(; ~ll groupj.!16 of th~ :i.J.n(:fJ 
into st:nn 2.[.H::; ; j.!1 fJt rcph.i. c orGar...i~ati en, the line;:: ca ·u 8,rranGed in 
stanZo.D 01' \rnr ;y-in,1 df!c;r('(~s of loC;ical c cmpl exi ty. Ii 
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of organising a p oem. Of the heroic couplet Fussell says, "Such 
couplets can be called stanzas only by courtesy. They could more 
accurately be cal led something-li ke addi tive units , and perhaps a 
poem in h eroic couplets is best thought of as essentially s tichic , 
wi t h a 'line ' of t wenty rather than of ten syllables . "I This addi ti ve 
effect i s apparent in Clare ' s heroic couplet sonnets . Fussell says 
of the poet writing in stichic form that he 
must make decisions constantly about enjambment •.• As 
h e composes each line he must decide whether its nature 
is such that it should remain as a distinct unit -
should exhibit what we can call "line integrity" - or 
whether i t should "run on" t o the begi:r>.ning of the next 
line and fuse its syntax and its rhythms with it . If a 
stichic poem exhibits li"e i ntegri ty , the effect will 
resemble mosaic : we wi ll get a Gense of a whole 
constructed of tiny parts of roughly the same size and 
weight . But if a stichic poem exhibits a high degree of 
enjambment , we get quite a different sense : we get a 
symphonic s ense of flow and f lUX, a sort of tidal variation. 2 
Clare ' s poetry exhibits, on the whole , a high degree of "line i ntegrity", 
and this i s so of the sonnets in heroic couplets ; one could say that 
these sonnets do ha.ve a mosaic effec t . However, this "fragmentary" 
quality is counteracted s trongly by enjambment at certain key pl aces 
in a Clarean so:r>~et , by the sOlllet shape itself and by Clare ' s subtle 
use of half rhymes. ~'hus , in "Nutttng" , t h e mosatc effect comes 
t~~' ough stronc;ly in the "ltne inte8ri ty" vlhi ch is apparent through-
out the sOlme t, with t he excephon of the enj8J!lbment of line etght 
whi ch is also the line of the vol tn. . Howey-cr; the pivot words, "v,twn lt , 
at the becinnine; of Ii-ner.; three and seven , words which shape the 
octave i':lto t'NO qU8train..: , also work ae;ain~t any tendency to'.'1ards 
m03aj.c fOraGfficnto:tion. The full and shaded assonance of many of' t he 
:chyme wm:ds in this poem (for example: I1 sicle 11 and I1 shado ll ; IItoVln11 and 
lIb - 1 
_--2:.£_, : p . 114. 211 -d ~., p . 116 . 
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"glower"; and espe.cially the three key rhyme words, "win", "down" 
and "gone") works across the poem to fuse the mosaic effect into a 
'. 
whole. The rhyme pattern of the poem parallels the thought process 
which is crystallized in the latter three key rhyme words. These 
capture the sense of achievement turning to rest and passing on to 
loss - the theme of the poem; "loss in fruition". 
Not only are rhythm and theme and thought form in organic urdty 
in this poem, and in his other successful rhyming couplet sonnets, 
but also, lying beneath the poem's surface, and reflected by the 
whole, is Clare ' s pastoral vision with all its implications and 
tensj.ons . That vision, which is of nature seen as having Eden- like 
perfection now for those in the right position to perceive it, is 
captured end made real to the reader by a combination of t he follovung: 
the nature of son~~t ; the tone which i s best expressed by the words 
"I love • •. ", present or implicit in so many of Clare's poems as has 
1 
already becn observed ; a certain use of the rhyming couplet ; and 
the open-ended n~ture of the final line. 
In the poem, "Nutting", the embodying of Clare's pastoral theme 
as both a state and a ~elebration of Eden-like perfection, Or a 
reminder of the promise of it, is ca ptured mainly through the above 
mfmtioned methods in various ways. The tone of celebration ( caught 
in the Vlords "I love •.• " said or implied) is partly a result of the 
use of the sonnet gcnre itself which, as Fucsell says, "as a form 
tends to i mply' a particular, hj.ehly l'ersonal , usually somewhat puzzled 
or Vlorsh:i. pfu~ attj.tude to'.'lard expel'ifmce" 2 Another contributing 
1 Sea above , p. 155. 
2}<'u"" ell , !.~C::·~0r and 1'0rm, p. 133. (Ita lics mine.) I t should 
bc noted that Clare i s not cclebr::..tinc; the trRditior,al sonnet subject 
of tllC'! be10vcd mistrcso, to \;h088 \'/OI-ship Fl.u..::..elJ..' S \fords mainly 
I'1Jl' c:!. .... 
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factor to this tone of celebration is Clare's use of the closed 
couplet which, to quote Fussell again , "seems both by its nature and 
its historical associations to i mply something special about the 
mat erial encl osec in it. I t seems to imply a distinct isolation 
of those materials from related things, a vigorous . enclosure of them 
into a compact and momentarily self-sufficient little world of 
c i rcwnscribed sense and meaning" 1 ClaI'e hl.gh- lights in his closed 
couplets each item in the scene, giving to each part of the mosaic 
the same size and weight, for each is of equal importance in its own 
perfect"1on wi thin the whole . By isolating each piece , he sets it 
apart and thus imbues it with holiness worthy of celebration . 
Working against this isolating action which can be one of the 
couplet's qualities are the placing of present participles and 
adverbs of time in key positions , the use of' silbtle half rhymes, and 
the choj.ce of "!;he condenSing and binding sonnet shape for the poem 
itself . These unifying agents , wJoich enable the separate items of 
equal importance to the poem to be held together as interdependent 
parts of an organi.c whole, also contribute towards the revelatj.on 
of' Clare's Eden viGion in this poem and in many other sonnets the 
topics o:f which are aspects of the natural world . Clare does not 
vj.ew a scene 01' try to capture it in his poem in the same I'/ay that 
1'homson does a landscape , that is, by allowing his eye to travel 
over the various parts of the lE..no.scape and by r e-enacting that move-
ment i n his Iloem.2 Clare sees v:ith:Ln his 8ingle , vnroving glance 
all the items and nlovements in the SCOlle at once _. and, for him, they 
l}"ussell, Meter and Form, pp. 138 & 139. 
21, 11 .Jar-re. ~ }e:lldsc':':E".' Pl'. 19 & 20, f~ 27-30 • 
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are, in themsel ves and in their inter-relationships, imbued at that 
moment with a perfection like that of Eden. Clare tries to 
reproduce, in his poetry, the simtutaneity of the presence of all 
the items, and their actions, essential to the perfection of the 
scene he is revealing,l and tries also to give all his responses 
to the scene simultaneously. No-one could achieve this in reality 
because of the nature of time and the differences of the methods 
of perceiving involved, that is, the ac t of l ooking which can lead 
to instantaneous perception of all within the range of that glance , 
and the act of reading and perceiving through that which is written, 
which cannot be instantaneous . 2 But Clare can, and in his successful 
poems does, give the illusion of achieving this simultaneity . The 
paradoxical combination of the immediate presence in time and space 
for Clare of what he is revealing , and the process of keeping it all 
happening at once, so to speak , in hi.s poetry, together with the 
~arrell , wri ting of Clare ' s sonnet, "Winter l'ields" , says, 
"The content of the poem . . • becomes t he sense of place that the 
i magery and the 12I'.guaee (and ... thc synt'lX ) toe ether express, though 
they can none of them fully express it without the othero . The 
sense of place that the poem expresses is that '.!his is how it is 
hero ' ; and the poem thus contributes to the content that the larger 
'parE of Clare's poetry secks to exp!'ess , the particular indi viduali ty 
of Helpsto1J(o ". C.!.bi9c., p. 131.) But Barrell docs not mention, in 
connection I;l.th the content of Clare ' s poetry or vlith Clare ' s "idea 
of place ", the fact th? t, for Clare, the "this" and the "here " of 
the conc ept, 11 this t s how it is her<;.", are imbued wi t..11 Eden~·like 
perfection . Thu.3 Barrell seem" to ignore the most j.mportant thing 
Cl'"re is say-lng ."'.1.!.out th" very place he i s descrihing: namely , that 
EdGn is presHnt IIhere , in thi~ place, now" for the person who i s in 
tile right p03ition to perceive it. The fact th:<t Clarc captures this 
Eden vision in a great number of his poems is l argely what given them 
their pastor"l natur e and thej.r universality. (See also ibid., 
Pl" 1~5-157, 161- , 170 & 171.) --
2 As Bac!.'011 say:" "Vie cannot oay 'heath ' and 'heron' at the 
GD':JH; time, aD we can 808 a heath and a hi;ron tOGe thor". (IbiC!.., 
p . 1~j6. ) 
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multiplicity in tmity inherent in his sonnets, are factors that help 
create the tension necessary to the succeasful sonnet. Taken to 
the furthest degree , the attempt at capturing simultaneity becomes 
an attempt at capturing Eternity which, in his unchanging Eden vision, 
Clare himself is " seeing"l here'and now. His poetry i s concerned 
to render as immediate experience for the r eader this reality of 
Eternity. 
Another important way i n which Clare imbues his sonnets with 
the quality of Eternity is by keeping the poem open-ended 2 (a quality 
not confined to the sonnets alone ). In this way, Clare is able to 
link the last line of the sonnet to the first line, and so form the 
circular movement associated wJth the successful lyric, as well as 
mir r or the repe titive nature of the seas onal cycle with its promise 
of perpetual recurrence which can be seen as another form of Eternity. 
And so Clare's sonnets embody, make manifest and celebrate , in 
the ways described "bove , the Eden-like perfec ti on e t ernal ly present 
in and prom:i.sed by na ture (in all her seasons ) to Clare and to the 
reader when they are in the right position for the revelati on . 
1 
-See ..:!:~hn CJ.a:~e: Selected Poem" , ed. by TibbIe &. TibbIe , p . 304 , 
IIAutmnrJ ", 1. ] 2, "i';noe ver looks r OllJ1d sees Eterni ty there ". See 
e.lso a di scu('uion of this poem below , pp. 191- 202. 
20f 'Lh" twenty-four poems in Appcndj,;{ Il (PP.21.1-263) i n which 
the i'iln l Ij.lle is an alcxnJ,drine , four "ro in rhyming couplets. Jm 
attrtbutc of the alexar:rlri ne as a final l ine to a .sonnet or a verse 
in j.2-:J.bic rcnto. ~!~eter (e.g .. the SpensE.'rian stanza ) is th9.t it can be 
made to c ri.rry the ree.t~er 1 s expectations fo~.'-:,o.r~l, ke eping the stpl1za 
or s cmne t oper..-c:n1ed ~ a.t tho SC2ne timr; that it u."'1dcrl:Lnes, 
mHt<.i.p~lortcaLLy speoJd.ng, all t.hat has gone before i n the stan~&. or 
sonnet. 
'. 
CRAPI'ER IV 
THE IMPORTANCE OF ETER .. 'UTY I N CLARE ' S POETRY 
A brief account of the i dea of Eternity in 
Clare's poetry 
(ii) Illustratio:ns by analysis : 
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(a ) "Autumn" ("The thistledown ' s flying .. . ") 191 
(b ) "Emmonsales Heath" 202 
( c ) "Fragment" ("Vetches, both yellow and blue" ) 215 
(d ) "The m.orning wind" 222 
A brief conclusion 234 
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(i) It i s , perhaps , not surprising that t h ere should be a similarity 
b etween the way Clare ' s Eden vis ion i s bodied forth in his poetry, 
and the way Eterl'i ty finds expression in his work; for, although 
the poet's circumstances may change , basically his · vision does not . 
Clare is not a philosophical poet , and this means that Eternity 
in its metaphysical dimension i s n ot considered as such in his poems. 
Oil the contrary, in keeping wi th Clare's visi on of Eden- like per-
fection present in nature now for the man in the right positi on to 
b ehold it, Eterrii ty is seen, n ot as a philosophical concept, but as 
1 
a real ity in the natural world and in his poetry. Clare, as a 
part of his environment , has intuitions about Eternity which do not 
find expression in his poems a s argument or idea, but as responses 
to nature presented in the material and techniques of the poem. 
Iiike the changing form that Clare ' s unchanging Mary figure takes i n hi.s 
poetry , Eternity, which in itself cannot change , is seen in, and. as, 
different situations or places . 
Qae earul0t easily define Clare ' s idea of Eternity any more 
than he probp.bJ.y could or wanted to define Eterni ty himself·. For 
him it 1.s in and of nature and poetry, and it was enough to know this 
and to reveal it to the reader. The followinG quotation from Kathleen 
Hain8 ' s Defe!~:iEfl Ancient S))rin~ maJ' throw lif,ht on the m8~l1ing of 
Eterpity in Clare is poetry : 
1 
... !ntv:re is itself informcd by harmoniovs patt erninGs 
of the same tind as the ideas of poet and artist . 
Since natural objects ure thcmsel -rez expressions of' the 
i'ormai.i VB pril;.ciple , we n'u::.; t :cecor;ni zc that artistn who 
war}: from nature ) ,.,i th lrnovrle:dge of ,:hat these forms 
See CODl:.12nt un the poem "Grasr:.hoppcrsl! above, p . 58. 
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r eally are , give no bare reproducti on of t he thing 
seen , bu t go back t o the princi ples f rom whi ch nature 
i tself derives . 1 
Clar e , in going "back to the principles f rom which nature its el f 
deri ves", i s goi ng back to , as well as r evealing t h e immedi acy of, 
what for him is Eternity - the eternally constant , reliabl e , 
informing force of the "maker" (God , the creator)2 responsible for 
t he promise of perpe t ual recurrence of t he natural seasons , f or 
their beauty and , in a sense , f or his poetry. 
That Clare i s fully aware that poets "who work from nature . •. 
gi ve no bare reproduction of the thing seen" i s apparent i n his 
poem , "Decay" . In this poem , the speaker says that when his vi sion 
fails poetry begins to fail too, and even "nature herself seems on 
the fli ttiTl{';". 3 "The fields grow old and c OOl!Ilon things ,, 4 as they 
lose , for the ~peaker , their eternal freshness of youth and the 
perpetual promise of spr:Lngo Natural objects , without vision behind 
them, are reduced to a sinzle di mens;'on which excludes eternity : 
The stream it is a naked stream 
Where we on rundays used to ramble 
The sky hangs oer a broken dream 
The brambles dVlindled to a bra'llble 
Mere withered stalks and fadi.!'-€: trees 
And pastures spread Vii th hills and rushes 
Are all my fJ.ding vision sees 5 
lKathleen liai.ne, Defendin'; Ancien_\. Springs (London : Oxford 
Uni versi ty Preas, 1967), p. 166. 
;> 
'Sce , for exa'nplc, Robinson, Selected Po~ms and Prose, "The 
Etc:rnity of il~,tuTe ", p. ].1.:>', 11. 11-1-1. ; "Emmonr;ales Heath", p . 168, 
11. 25- 32 ; from ;!Ul'ild Harold ", p. 194, 1. 33 . And Robinson, 
The Lat·2r FoC!],w: p. 229 , "Th~ Peasunt l)oet" . 
~ 
/RobinsO'l, Sol.ec'Lod Poems c.ua Pr 0:) ,,-, "Decay", p. 182 , 1. 4-. 
4n "d ~J.:. __ • , p. 18':~ , 1. 5. 
" 
--'Ib" 1 
.:...2£..- , p. 183, 11. 21-30 & 33-55. 
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The difference when the speaker was able to love is r emarkable : then, 
"beautys self was sitting bye / Till fields did more then edens 
seem",l an echo of the words, "more th[ aJn music ", in the poem, 
"The morning wind ", discussed below. 2 The power behind the last 
line quoted lies in the poet ' s r efusal to define the "more" , so 
that , besides the meaning t hat the words gather from t h e accumulati on 
of knowledge of all of Clare ' s work, they also point to Eter~ity. 
For when " love turned een water into wine", 3 then the speaker 
"thought the f lowers upon t he hills / Were flowers from Adams open 
gardens".4 Thi s telescoping of time is a sign of Eternity , which 
by its nature defi es time. As mcntioned in the previous chapter of 
this thesi s , 5 Clare gives the reader the impression that he is defyi!l(l 
t ime in m8J1Y of his sonnets, as he imbues them wi th the sense of 
Eterni ty tl1..rough apparent s i mul tanei ty . 
In passages from Clare ' s poem , "The Eternity of Nature ", 
(already mentioned in cOll18ction with Clare ' s idea of Eden)6 one i s 
aware of fucion of the poet ' s Eden vision and Eternity : 
Leaves from eternity are simple things 
To the worlds gaze - whereto a spirit clings 
Sublime and lasting - trampled lmder foot 
The daisy lives and strikes i.to li tUe root 
Into the la.p of tj,me - centurys may come 
And pass away i.nto the silent towb 
And stil l the child hid j.n the vlOmb of time 
Shal l smile and plue:}: them .• . 
l;rbi<!., p. 183, n. 4 & 5. 
2Sce below, pp. 222- 234 . 
7 
-'Rob:irwon, Sel cc'~cd Po,:,ms ard l'1:'OGc, "D~cay" , p . 183, 1. 10. 
tj. . Iblcl., po 181, n. n & 12. 
5See above , PI>. 104 I.e 185. 6 See above, p. '75r 
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- Its little golden bosom frilled with snow 
Might win een Eve to stoop adown and show 
Her partner Adam in the silky grass 
This little gem that smiled where pleasure was 
And lOving Eve from eden followed ill 
And bloomed with sorrow and lives smiling still 
As once in eden under heavens breath 
So now on blighted earth and on the lap of death 
It smiles for ever - .,. 1 
Here one has Clare ' s vision set forth . Simple leaves are charged 
with a sublime and lasting spirit that reveals in them an Eden-like 
perfection ~~d an aura of Eternity. The daisy is seen as eternal 
in its regenerative powers and as bringing the spirit of Eden to 
"blighted earth", for "it smiles for ever" as it di d once in Eden. 
Again , a blending of the poet's Eden vi sion and Eternity is found 
aurally (as it is visually above) in the robin 's activity as he 
"sines unto time a pas toral and gives / A music that lives now and 
ever lives ll • 2 In "Song ' s Eterni ty", parts of which have already 
been discus sed ,3 the songs of nature, such as that of the robin , are 
blended wi th the SOlog that is the poem, so that universal song is 
shO\'rn to be eternal. Just as "theres more then music in this early 
wind ,,4 so there is more than description, image and song in Clare's 
poetry. As Barrell says : 
••• a descriptive poem does not simply preaent us with 
an j.maC;<l, but, through the energy and. disposit;'on of 
its verbs cc;pccially, it cun im.i. t£l.te tJle via:'!.. in which 
the poet has percej.ved r elationship" between the 
objects he deucribes , and bei;;'lCen those objects and 
hiucelf. 5 
lRCJb.i.nson , E.ell3ct,"-d :Poems and PrOG~, "The Eterni tJ' of 
Ne.turc" , p. 109 , 11. 1-8 &: p. 110, 11. 9-17. 
2Ibid ., p. 110, 11. 35 & 36. 
3Sec above, p . 54 0 
4Robj.nr.: on, Sel E: cted POf'J:l:J an:l Pr'OSD, p . 153, 111.'he morning 
\'lind!!, 1 . 1. --------------
51oanell, ;0~~'2E~'1Jlc, p. 1'1. 
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Clare ' s way of perceivip~ his r el ationships t o ~~e ob ject s he i s 
describing is governed by his f r equently overtl y stated immediate 
response to ~~em expressed i n the present tense of the verb , "I love ", 
a response implici t in the above passage f r om "The Eterni t y of Nature" , 
and in many other of his poems . l This verb, "I love", i s frequently 
followed by an additional verb such as "to see " or "to hear" , after 
which the poem seems to capture , in a s i ngle 'mament , mainly through 
verbs describing a continuous action or state of bei ng , the harmonious 
relationships between the i tems i n the poem . This ideal harmony , seen 
bo' Clare as a present Eden- state which suggests Eternity both through 
cyclical repetition and through the timelessness of a single moment , 
is represented in his poem, but in a different form . For exampl e , 
t he placing of the items and the verbs produces a harmony of wo:::-ds , 
2 ideas and movement in the poem . It seems that one of Clare ' s 
purposes in writing his poems was to reflect in concrete instances 
this principle of the ha rmony he found in nature . In the following 
lines which have been quoted in the second chapter of this thesis,3 
but Vlhich bear repeatint; here, Clare suggests his aim. Referril'~ to 
the bumble bee , nightingale and robin, the poet writes: 
1 
And if I touch aright that quiet tone 
That soothinG truth that shadO'::s from thej.r 0 ':111 
~'hen many a yep.:r shall grow in after days 
And s t ill find hearts to read my quiet lays 4 
Sec above, p . 155 and note 2 thereon. 
2S"8 di8(;ussion of "GI'aDshoppers " above, PI'. 55-58 and a l so 
"Autumn" below , pp. 191-202 i n whie:h the number of verbs and their 
pl&eing ou::geot Bimul t:mci ty. 
3Sce above, pp. 75 t: 76. 
4'(ob' ~- 0" 1 ] . .l.."." ,.e., Sele:"ted Por m-; <:nd Prose, "The Etorl1i ty of: N"tuI'c " , 
p . Ill , 11. 6-9 . 
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(ii) (a) As is evident in "The Eternity of Nature", Clare has the 
ability to write poems that both embody the theme or aspect of the 
vision on which he is concentrating, and explicitly state it. The 
latter manner of presentation often takes place only within the 
last few l i nes of the poem, although it i s prepared for in some way 
by what has gone before. An example of this is the poem, "Spring's 
Nosegay", discussed in Chapter Two of this thesis. 1 A much more 
successful poem than the latter is "Autumn". 
Autumn 
The thistledown ' s flying, though the winds are all still, 
On the green grass now lying , now mounting the hill, 
The spring from the fountain now boils like a pot; 
Through stones past the counting it bubbles red-hot. 
The grmmd parched and cracked is like overbaked bread, 
The greensward all vlracked is, bents dried up 8.."1d dead . 
The faJ.lON fields glitter like water indeed, 
A..'1d gossamers twitter, flung from weed unto weed. 
Hill·-tops like hot iron glitter bright in the sun, 
And the rivers we ' re eying burn to gold as they run; 
Burnine hot is the ground, liquid gold is the air ; 
Whoever looks round sees EtcrrJi ty there. 2 
This poem is a fine example of' two observations made by 
Robinson an:l Summerfield, namely, that Clare ' s "sense of stillness 
and movement is very acute" and tha t "it is not mere accuracy of 
obscrvat:Lon that giveo him hts power. It io rather his aoili.ty to 
CTeate his O'./D lU1iver.se of calm and storm, intense sunlight and misty 
shacle~ ••• l1 3 In this pOF~m , lILutU1J1n l! ~ Clar8 delicately hold:::; in 
lSee above, pp. 97-100. 
?J':''2l1J1 Clerc: Sdcc.te<.lc_!,oclI,'-', cd. by TibbIe & Tibble, p. 301. 
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tension the two apparently opposite states, stillness and movement, 
and tr~s is one of the ways in which he causes Eternity to be made 
a reality of the scene the poem describes . The thistledown is 
flying - an apparently inexplicable event since the "winds are all 
still" • The movement of the thistledown is accounted for only in 
1 the context of the universe of intense heat implied in the poem , a 
heat that gives rise to. currents of convection upon which thistledown 
may float and apparently fly . 
The first line of the poem, in which the thistledown is "seen" 
and experienced. kinesthetically as flying despite the "stillness", 
anticipates the last line of the poem, "Vlhoever looks round sees 
Ete:cni ty there" ; for the ideas of process and stasis in the flying 
thistledown and the still winds are reflected in the movement in-
volved in looking l'OWld ar,d in the stillness and rest sUiSgested by the 
word, l1therc ll . Similarly, the theme of movements in t:Lme which 
suggest the timeless is present j.n microcosm in the first line and j.s 
found in the whole poem . For the lyric is full of movements, mani-
festations of life and activity, out of wm.ch comes a stillness which 
suggests Eternity . The '"lay the rhythm. of the first line develops 
imitates th" theme just mentioned, and this is true of the rhythm of 
the whole poem. 
The importance of the :form (i.e. rhyme, metre and stanza 
lAnother exmnple of such a "ur~ verno" in Claro 's poetry is 
that i"01md in the edoGue, July . (See Robinson, The She pher d ' s 
Ualend['r, pp. HO & 81. lh, ce especially the l:i.nes : "In the sun 
'gilded flood belov,", p. 80 , 1. 12 and "The restless heClt swims 
tVI:Ltter:cn!: bye", p. 81, 1. 14, both lineo echo0j in this poem above. ) 
Two other eXaJllple ;; nr c the poem begirming IIHo-,',r hot tho sun rushes II, 
and vcrfJ o. triO of nTh,::: Inv:L tatj.o:n1' • (Se c Itobinr:on , 'Ih~!:e:teI' p~, 
p. 180, "l'o title ", 11. 1-12; [md p. 168, "~ehe J"'lv:ctut:ion", J.1-
9-16.) 
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arrangements)l of Clare's poems in guiding the reader to see, as Clare 
sees, the material in his poem , has become apparent in this thesis 
in the chapter on Clare 's sonnets, and will be noticeable too in 
this chapter in which four poems of different forms are examined. 
For example, the form of the song lyric above, with its extended 
lyrical line in will.ch the interna l rhyming is such a dominating 
factor that it seems to force the reader to think of each line as 
being two l ines in one , contributes to the sense of Eternity 
"captured", as a long time is seemingly caught in a moment of i ntense 
lightness and heat. The rhythm of the first half of line one has an 
effect of continuous expansion and of lightness which reflects the 
texture of thistled own, and its seemingly [ubi tra:Jy movement as it 
floats olov,ly in one direction only to stop in mid-·air , hover and then 
ch8.lJge direction , before settling (only to rise once more ). The pause 
before the change in direction is simulated by the caesura in the 
middle of the line, and the hovering and descent to rest by the rhythm 
of the second half of the line. Tbj.s paralleling of the thistled own's 
movement may be seen in t he scans i on of the line: 
v - L " u -(el I; U v - I v v The thinl,led ovm 's flyi ng, lthough the winds are all still, 
The line is ba.sically an anapestic tetramE'ter (as are all the lines of 
the poem) but the irregulari Ues are such tha t the unpl'edic-table 
flight charactcristic of thistledOl'm is imitated. The omi.ssion uf 
the first light syllable of the anapes t in the first foot , and thc 
.-------.- ----
lSoe Jacob Korg: An IJ.Jtroduction t o ~oetry (llel'l Yor-k : Holt, 
Hinehar-L and \7inston, 1959), p . ~ G; "~_'hc word 'f'orrn' ts often u "-; ed 
in discU3Sj')l1-· of llOJtr-y to refer spccifically to such tr3clmical 
and mcehnni.c8.1 )HZ:: tte:cs as rhYllc, l!Jete:r. , and 8ta.11.?D. aJ.'r~1Xl.[;emCl1t ••• 
~'h0 nrgrUli:! t1.tiofl of the thouGht in fl. poem ma.y conveniently be called 
tlH~ !~trulJt.~l£S.. of the po<.1m. 1: 
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caesura coming after the extra light syllable of the second foot , 
create an initial rhythmical undulation with the two stressed 
syl lable s before the caesura, (this- and fly-) as the high points 
of the curves. This regular rhythm, with the slowing down effect 
produced by the multisyllabic second and third words , works against 
the anapest , lulling the reader into expecting a regular see- sawing 
rhythm. However , the presence of three unstressed syllables in the 
middle of the line , one before the caesura and the two pronounced i n 
quick succession after it, creates, as it were, a skip in the rhythm 
paralleling a possible t urn. in direction after a pause and sharp 
rise in the flight of the thistledown. The strongly stressed word, 
"winds", i s followed by an anapest in which the two lightly stressed 
words, "are all ", are more strongly stressed than "though" and "the" 
of the same line, giving the impression, together with the final, 
heavily stressed word, "still" , of a spate of four stressed mono-
syllabic words. This narror,ing of differences in stress effects a 
flattening out of the undulations sug0'sted by the pre-caesural pcr'c 
of the line, co that there is, as it were, a drifting towards ~~e 
last word in the line, "still". The sense meaning of this word is 
translated into the metre as the line comes to a firm halt in the 
masculine ending, which further emphcsizes the stj.llncss. Thj.s firm 
settling dOl,n upon the I'.ord is in contrast to the caesural pal.lSe 
" fter tbe ri>1ing effect of an unstressed syllable . This syllable io 
oirnilar to eo feminj.ne en'ling before the cacsura, and its light 
stress , combinod \" i th the s enBe of the wo:cd, "flying II , seems to 
shorten th e ca e.;umJ. p,,-uso in anticipa tiD!) of' fllrther mOV0Jl!Cmt before 
the still nc:ss at the 8L1 of' the Ij.DG. ~\}le moaning of the Vlord rrstillll 
overf1 m' ... ;:; to the mention in 1 inG t':iO of the JU'JTIlentcu'Y stillness of 'the 
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thistledown lying on its bed of green grass before it rises to meet 
the challenge of the hill which it mounts . The green colour of the 
grass intrudes in the hot Autumn world of the poem, rising like one 
of Clare's much loved mole hills from the Eden vision which runs 
beneath the poem's surface. This seemingly out-of-place greenness 
also provides a glimpse of EteI7Uty through its promise of constant 
renewal, for the grass does and will survive the searing Autumn heat; 
and its intrinsic greenness, implied in the idiom, "as green as 
grass" , which Clare 's phrase hints at while circumventing the t rite , 
1 
will be seen. 
These first two li.nes, al thou.gh quite different in texture and 
t uutness from the nea-classic heroic couplet, are s~~ilar to them in 
their scissor-shaped balance. ~lhe end of line one is b9.1anced in its 
static effect agaillB-G the inactivity at the beginning of line two; and 
the release into activity of the thistledown which is imparted at the 
beginning of l ine one is paralleled by the rise needed to mount the 
hill at the end of line two . 
Clare ' s ability to st~ggest the ideal or extreme quality of 
naturCLl objects, such as the green grass, while avoiding crJ.de over-
simplifi.ca tian, is found agaj.n in the way he presents the lightness 
of the thistledo,:n which could itself be a symbol of lightness as 
the grass is of greermcss. The poet heightens the reader' s sense of 
IThe idea of grass remaining green forever is common in 
Cln:t:'e 'c poetry and, at timos, becomes an embletl of Eternity , e.g.: 
Robtns on1 Selected Poems ann Prose, p . 169~ li The i\~oresll, 1 . 2 -
!l Bospro'1.d '\",1i til rush and 0;'40 eterTJ1l1 green it ; llE'TtlTIonnales IIc'l t11 " , 
p. 167, 1, 10 - IIAnd crnEls forever g:~:,e enll; find Prose:., cd. by :J.libble 
& TibbIe, p . 128, " .. . with evergreens (emblems of EtcrncLty) ... " . 
See also Ui.r~ Dt3.TlZ<l. qnot : d nboYE: , p. 74; 82ipeciolly the 1:Lr'l8.s, 
II ~ ~ .\?ood brookE; f:LelrJf:/Lrc life et(:rr'......-'l.l .. . their decay is the Cl.'88n 
l ife of ch8.lJ.Ge fl ~ 'fhis :i.n~agc 01' Clr'. l.'c I S , howev81~) j.s partly found8cJ 
on the i'act thnt. in Ell.eJ.al1.o ~~cue g:ca8s stays C1'0en through all 
Gcason~.,; . 
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the lightness of the seeds through their flight's being made without 
the help of the winds. Even currents of air seem to be absent so 
that air, itself , seems to have no effect upon the path of flight 
of the thistledown. 
The contrast that is felt in the change from the element of 
air, ani quality of airiness, to that of \Vater and a heavier 
"liquidity", is lessened as the poet lightens the water's weightiness 
at first by pointing to its lively, forceful origin, the spring rising 
from the fountain . In this way he captures the ideas of buoyancy, 
youth and velocity, as he does i.n the word "flying" for the thistle-
down. The homely image of the boiling pot used in the simile begins 
the process of bringing the reader to earth after the fairy-like 
flight of the thi.stledown ani the initially forceful upward thrust of 
the water . The i.mage points fOIWard to that of the "overbaked bread " 
in the ne::t stanza and, by sUE;ees ting the practical , busy housewife, 
embraces this face t of life as contributing to the vision of Eternity. 
One finds, as well as contras ts in the weight and texture of the moving 
objects, a contrast in colour in the references to "green grass" and 
"red-hot" Vlater, since green and red are colours which tend to be 
assoc i ated with coolness and heat respectively . There is a steady 
intcmsi.ficab.on of the experience of heat aD one moves from the 
element of a ir, through that of water, t o that of earth . At firs t, 
hC::1 t is onJ.y hintea at by the stillness of th" winds, then it. i.s more 
forc efully presented by the words, "boi.ling" and "red-hot", and, 
f:Lnnlly, the strength of the heat cracks the surface of the solid 
eleffi , nt, eartb. The unusualness of calling ,"!ater red -·bot, anticipates 
the burntng to gold of the rivers i.n stanza three. This linking of 
the PL!.~I 't f.;l of the poem anel the (lrawin.g of then~ to D. COffinon centre, an 
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if they were the petals of a daisy, is continued as the words, 
"past the counting", stretch back across to l ine one and embrace 
t he myriads of parachute-like seeds of the thi stledown in their 
ass essment of the innumerable . Through this quality of being 
uncountable, a state suggestive of Eternity, the poet fuses to a 
common centre the very different objects, stones and thistledown, 
giving them equality of importance by , metaphorically speaking , 
making them of equal weight and size , but not of shape. The relation-
ship between the words "mounting" and "fountain" is another example 
of this forging of links and balancing within the stanza under dis -
cussion, this time through the use of near-rhyme combined with a 
common denominator in a suggestion of height in each word . The stanza 
is further pulled together towards a centI'e by the triple repetition 
of the adverb of time, "now". This word is followed in the first 
two instances by a present participle ("now lying, now mounting"), 
phrasing which underlines the illllllediacy of the experience and the 
insistence on all happening a t the present moment . This simulation 
of the state of Eternity Vlhere all is seen at the same time, for 
ever, is furthered by the repeti t;.on in these words of the undulating 
rhythm of the first half of line one, "The tllistledovm ' s flying". 
The course of the thistledown's flight here seems to be an ever-
lasting undulation, as it was in the first line, but , at the ond o:f 
line two , "the hill" forms an obstacle both in sense and rhytllmically. 
The reversal of the almost :fully rhymed words, "now mountinG" and 
"foLlntain now", tends to ma!:e the reader rt'ver.se his view of the 
scene, or ch3.nt~e his poni tion. This revers31~ tOGether with the 
abrupt er,diD{l; to undulation in the simple present t ense, "boils", 
:followed by three J..ClrG monosyl13blcs, "like 0. pot ", points to the 
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presence of Eternity . Eternity suggested in such a situation is in 
contrast to tr~t of apparent eternal undulation. Innumerable 
bubbles seem to be bursting unceasingly in the sound of the words , 
IIpot" , "pastil, "count", "bu.bbles", "red" and "hot H • The sheer 
bus~less of the bubbling spring and the mention of stones and bubbles 
"past the counting" suggests an eternity of interrelationship drawing 
together objects with diametrically opposite characteristics such a s 
thistledown and stones, and now bubbles, through their common 
numerousness and their necessity to the whole activity and scene. 
This uniting of contras ting elements by a central truth or vision 
is found again in stanza two. Ther8 muld hardly be a greater contrast 
be~veen the sense of movement in stanza one, am the static, dead 
a t mosphere conveyed in the scene described in the first ~o lines 
of stanza tv.:o r The words, "parched 11, "cracked II, " o ... rerbalced II, 
"wracked", "drj.ed " and "dead" , follow each other so closely that , 
apart from the faint memory of greenness in stanza one conjured up by 
the "greensward" in line two of stanza two, even the movement of 
breathing seems knocked out of the reader by the hammer- bloVis of the 
mainJ.y monooyllabic words of drought and. rigidity. The stillness 
of rest in stanza one becomes the stillness of death in the f i rst 
part of stanza ~'10 . But the earth and its cover1.ng, the "fallow 
f1.elds", dead as they arc said to be in l 1.ne8 on8 and two, are 
tramfi[;Urcd in line t hree by the association with them of the VIOrdS 
"eli tter like water". It j.rc the ~: of seeing the parched COtllltry-
side that n:3kes ita residence for Etern1. ty. In this stanza the 
poet seems to be chowins t1.~C reader how to 111oo1cl1 , in order to see 
IIEtcrni ty th~'.!re!1 . l 'hc last li.ne of stanza t i't O shows n'3.tl~re lirJrin<.1 
wi th gossamer t}lr2D.d~3, so oa!-;ily br oken Dnd ye t arrn z:Lne1y flexible, 
wec O to ,.:" eel , t],O;]" plaut,] ut.uully ·Lhou[').l.t of U ,] l owly (r.lthouf,h 
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there are other instances in literature besides Clare's poetry for 
thei r being regarded as having beauty when in their correct place 
i n the natural world) . l This line, "And gossamers twitter , flung 
from weed unto weed", is linked in movement and lightness to the 
flying thistledown of stanza one, and through rhyme to the "glitter" 
of stanza three. It is as if the gossamer thread had been flung 
backwards and forwards, to include every item within the poem in the 
poet ' s transforming perception. 
The final stanza combines within its scope the hill and the 
water of stanza one, the iron hard ground and the glitter of stanza 
two, and the heat in both. BL\t the stanza goes a stage further as 
it t-urns to gold all that it describes, so that the trite proverb, 
"All that glisters is not gold ", i s transformed into the idea, "all 
is glittering ar.d all is gold", just as the scene is transformed by 
Clare's poetry into a present "Golden Age" in which Eternity is seen. 
This transfiguration is achieved without the loss of the intrinsic 
quality of any item within the scene ; r ather , each quality is 
heightened in value and added to (llIUch as the bread and wine in the 
Eucharist are understood by many not to have their nature changed 
by the Divine pre sence, belt to be added to in an immeasurable degree). 
As frequently happens in Clare's poetry, the scene is viewed 
and enjoyed by the speaker and another person who is seldom identified 
and who is often mentioncd only in conjunction VIi th the speaker in 
lsymp3. thetic r-eference s to Vl8eds , or plunts usually classed 
as \'feeds, arc found in the works of Y/ordmv'ol'th, Crnbbe and Hopk:i..n::-> , 
amongst otr) ~r poets. Por some of Clare 1 s r ef'erc llcec to weeds see 
Robinson, Selected. Poemn nl1.d Frose, li The T1oorehr:us TJcst1.1, p. 80 , 
1. 12 - liThe very weeu:.; nU.I ;.e s·.;cete~-:t g?.rdens thBre ll , 1I111he Rohtns 
Host", p. 93, 1. 1 -- "'1'110 vG):'Y wcc,l s as patri~"rchs c.ppear", and 
lt Dhado';lc or Tastc l1 , p _ 1J5, 1. 32 - liThe com.ur)l1 weed adds gra.ces to 
his mind II . 
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the pronoun "we" and not separately, as if their IIIUtual sharing 
in nature's beauty is the necessary condition for nature to be 
charged with the Eden vision and with Eternity. 1 
The act of viewing is first overtly referred to in line two 
of stanza three, and with it comes the first direct mention of gold . 
The speaker sees nature as perfert, as in Eden or the Golden Age , 
but su.ch vis i on comes only when the beholders of nature see her in 
a certain way. The rivers have t6 be eyed by man for them to be 
metamorphosed, as j.t were , from water to gold. The poet describes 
the transfiguration in terms of continuity - the rivers "burn to gold 
as they run" - and uses the imagery of smelting in order to heighten 
one's sense of heat and of the change it brings , and to impart the 
idea of Eternity present in the ever-flowing rivers of gold. The 
ricp.n8ss and plenteousness that the image evokes is transferred to 
the air itself as its very character is changed to lj.quid gold. The 
words in the phrase, "burn to gold", in line two of stanza three are 
stretched and separated in line three. The verb, "burn", becomes the 
present participle, "burning", which conveys a sense of there being no 
ending to the heat . The word , "bold", is taken as far from the word, 
"burning", as the sense of the line allows, and is made to counteract 
the hrcrdness of tho ground in being coupled with the word, "liquid", 
which reminds one of rivers of' Vlater and light and of gold j.n liquid 
form. Thus the four elements - earth, air, i'ire and water - are 
combined in a way tha t allows one to be ful ly 2,war-e of their j.nter-
dependence and of the all-per\~'\ ding t01\ch of gold too t -t'le poet's 
vision 8,r;.d ':!Ords instil into the scene . 'rhe poem is vibrant with 
lSee above, Cl,u'e ' s M:',ry figure , pp. 107 & 108. 
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movement and light, and these two qualities seem to fuse in the 
final stanza in the image of molten gold; fromihe idea of "glitter" 
one passes to the running t ogether of the two images , golden rivers 
and liquid gold sky , so that the riches in the stanza are confirmed 
a nd underlined by the last words of t he poem, to which a condition 
i s attached : 
Whoever looks round sees Eternity there . 
The Golden Age is a reality in the scene the poet depicts , but 
the requirement for perceiving this vision is to l ook round. This 
word has many implications and r eve r berations . To look in this way is 
to look with even emphasis upon all wi thin view, for the wor d , "round", 
presl.\pposes a centre ; a nd that centre of perception is compellingly 
pointed to as the r eader; the poet is only standing in, as it were , 
for as long as it takes for thE vision of Eternity to become a reality 
for "the reader . Another connotation of the word , "round ", is of the 
circular form of the lyric mentioned before . For ins t:mce , the last 
l i ne of "Auturnnl! delicately parallels the first line, complementi!'..g 
it and completing the circular movement of the poem: the thistledown 
j.s flying everyd1ere - it is on the green grass , up the hill; onf) is 
r eminded of it in the gossamers that " twitter" , and of i ts positions 
on green grass and mountj.ng the hill by the references to grcen<,'.'!ard 
and hill tops glittering, One must look every,vhere, that is, round 
as far as the eye can sec , to find the entirety and Eternity of the 
scene. The seoond half of lj.ne one ( " thouGh the vlinds are all still") 
wit.h its air of ].lYflterious st.illnesH, j.s caught up acain tll the seeing 
of Eteern:L ty thor.'?" in the uneXIJCoted . Only if one looks round , not 
just look", ... :ill one cec a r elationship hE,twecn all the i toms j.n the 
circle 0:1 vif:>io!l un-l. the circle of the lyl. ... ic} and bet1;','een the reader 
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and both c i rc l es . And the particul ar nat ure of the r elationship , 
t hat of existence i n harmony with others , can be perceived only 
by the person who is in the right position t o do so . This pos i tion 
i s that of the lo-ver i n r elationshi p to that whi ch is loved . I n 
other words , the "I love • . . " r elati onship is necessary for Eternity 
t o be perceived . Open-endedness is created by the last two words , 
"Et erni ty there" . The word , "there" , allows the pl ace to remain 
non- specific so that the "there" could mean the place where the 
thistl edovm is flying or any place . 
( ii) (b) As a contrast in certain respects to this song lyric , a 
study will now be made of Clare ' s Eden vision and "seeing" of Eternity 
in the natural world , in a ballad - like poem, "Emmonsales Heath" . 
Perhaps the f irst difference to be noted between the two poems is 
their shape upon the page . In the three stanzas of "Autumn" , one 
findG a circular movement with tightly interwoven threads pulled 
towards a centre. The long, sinuous shape of "Emmonsales Heath" may 
be seen as circular in quite a dj.fferent way from "Autumn" , contr:L-
buting in a wnnne r nearer to that of a ballad to Clare ' s vision of 
Eden and the realizine of Eternity in nature . The following analysis 
of "Emmonsales Heath" will (it is hoped) make both contra sts and 
similarities between t he poem" clearer, and also reveal the way Clare 
achieves his aim of capturine the tone of the particl\lar part of the 
natu.ra l world he embodies in his poem. 1 
lSc e above , p ~ 190, for an e:::::amplc of the poet I s expression 
of thic air;. 
1. 
2 . 
3 . 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
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Emmonsales Heath 
In thy wild garb of other times 
I find thee lingering still 
Fur ze oer each lazy summit climbs 
At natures easy will 
Grasses that never knew a scythe 
Waves all the summer long 
And wild weed blossoms waken blythe 
That ploughshares never wrong 
stern industry with stubborn toil 
And wants unsatisfied 
Still leaves untouched thy maiden soil 
In its unsullied pride 
The birds still find their summer shade 
To build their nests agen 
Arld the poor hare its rushy glade 
To hide from savage men 
Nature its family protects 
In thy security 
And blooms that love what man neglects 
}<'ind peaceful homes in thee 
The wiJ.d rose scents thy su;mner air 
And woodbines weave in bowers 
To glad the swain sojourning there 
And maidens gathering flowers 
Creations steps oncs wanderinz meets 
Untouched by those of man 
Things seem the same in such retreats 
As when the world began 
l!'urze ling and brake all mingling free 
And "rass forever green 
All seem the same old thir~s to be 
As they have ever been 
The brook ocr such neGlected grou.nd 
Ones vfCariness to sooth 
Still wildly threads its l awless bounds 
And chafes the pebble smooth 
Crooked and rude as when at first 
I ts waters learned to stray 
And from thch' mossy fountaj.n burst 
It washed itself a way 
o who can pa sG such love;.y ~jpots 
Wi thout a \/i.sh to stray 
And lo~ ve li.fes carrJS a whj.le forgot 
To mU,SG an hour aVlay 
12 . 
13. 
14. 
15 . 
16 . 
17 . 
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l ve oft en met with places rude 
Nor failed their sweet to share 
But passed an hour with solitude 
And left my blessing there 
He that can meet the morning wind 
And oer such places roam 
Nor leave a lingering wish behind 
To make their peace his home 
His heart is dead to quiet hours 
No love his mind employs 
Poesy with him neer shares its flowers 
Nor solitude its joys 
o there are spots amid thy bowers 
Which nature loves to find 
Where sprL~ drops round her earliest flowers 
Uncheckt by winters wind 
Where cowslips wake the child s supprise 
SV/eet peeping ere their time 
Ere april spreads her dappled skyes 
Mid mornings powdered rime 
lve stret0hed my boyis~ walks to thee 
When maydays paths were dry 
When leaves had nearly hid each tree 
And grass greened ancle high 
And mused the sunny hours away 
And thought of little things 
That childerll mutter oer their play 
~~en fancy trys its wings 
Joy nursed me j.n her happy moods 
And all lifes li ttlc crowd 
That haunt the waters fields and woods 
Wou,ld sine their joys aloud 
I thought how kind that mighty power 
Mu.st in his splendour be 
Who spread around my boyish hour 
Such gloc-ms of harmony 
Who did with joyous rapture fill 
The l ow as well as hj.gh 
And . ake the pismires rom,d the hill 
Seem full as blest as I 
Hopes s~.n is oeen of every eye 
The h"loo that it gives 
In rl:J:~uref.:) vd.de anu common sky 
Cheer" every thin::; that lives 1. 
- ---------
l UObi "J,f;on, G~lcct.~~.lo~.].!!:.~rl.J ~E~.:2.?:.' p . 166. ~Phe stun~!.n8 have 
bcc~ numbered to f n.ciIi"Latc r(~fcr(;nf:1J to them. 
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The poem begins on a nostalgic note to which both the thought 
and assonance of the first l ine contribute . The backward glance 
i mplici t in nostalgia seems to extend the begir>..ning of this poem back 
i nto the past ages implied by the phrase "other times "; and as one 
moves forward in the poem the place where the source of the utterance 
lies , as it were, and whence it f l ows bringing with it the nature of 
the place, is established more and more secur ely, although not 
overtly , as Eden . 
Clare imbues Emmonsales Heath with the human attribute of 
"wearing" her wild cove ring of other times. He add s to the note of 
longing in the first line , as he pictures the "lingering" Heath 
seemingly waitine , yet about to depart . He capture s a serene beauty 
in the words "lingering still" as if the beaut y were a maiden, close 
to nature in her wild garb - a faint echo, perhaps, of the pastoral 
shepherdess . The serenLty comes from the word- play on "still" ; and 
the tension between the words, "lingering" and "still" , creates a 
near paradox . This tension between apparently opposing states of 
being , or time, is found also in the delicate suggestion of an Eden-
like perfection of form in the Heath now , as well as i n its appearance 
at other times. As the poet blends the past and present together, the 
conditions for rcalizine Etern:Lty in the situation emerge. The time 
span between "Eden-then" and "Eden-now" in contracted to a point 
where both Jrr'3et and in. which the poem finds its theme and :Lts vi sion . 
The serenity in the first two lines is continur~d in the onomata--
poeic vlOrds, "la%y l1 and "ea.sy!! , of Itncs three and fou!", each with 
two vO','lel sOl..1nds on either side of the voiced IIZII sound : 
:E\.1rze oer each la~y su.r.unit cJ.tmbs 
At n"tuI'cs eacsy will 
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The rhythm and the enjambment .of the lines as well as the stress 
patterns .of the two werds parallels the centinueus undulatien 
suggested by the sense .of "each lazy summit". A further unifying 
feature .of the stanza i s that .of the assenance .of key werds in three 
lines: "Thy wild", "times" , "I find" and "climbs"-. The rhyme werds , 
" times 'j''' climbs" , direct the r eader te Cl are ' s vis ion .of Eternity in 
the fusien of rest and pr esent as the past ages suggested in "ether 
ti.mcs" are breught ferward by the present tense .of " cl imbs". The 
rhyming werds , "still" and "will", emphasize the .obedience and 
acceptance , the "waiting upen" nature ' s will by the Heath . Thus the 
r hymes centri bute 1,.0 the single theught centa ined i .n the first stanza , 
a theught which i s the theme of the peem in generalized ferm, "the 
everlasting .or derliness .of the natural" . 
In the secend stanza the "wild gar'b" .of the Heath is added te 
i n mere specif5.c detail as grasses and wild weed blessems beceme part · 
.of the Heath ' s natural cevering . Fer Clare, the ilnpertant adjective , 
"wild", repeated here, dees net mean "uncentrolled" .or "unharmenieus " , 
but "uncu.ltivated ". l The werd has a cempelling , affinnative meaning 
fer Cla re ; .one that can be regarded as the near eppesit8 of "savage". 
It is t:avage men, in stanza four, whe may destroy the wild .order and 
harmeny .of the Heath because .of insutj.able greed . But this threat 
dees not arifle unti l the last line .of stanza twe . The first line 
.opens \'lith a trochee, "Grasses", vary:i.nc; the predemin'lntly regular 
iambic rhytl'-'ll of the first stc.nza, and dracling attentien te anether 
.of the Heath ' s clethings . A peculia.r intimacy betwe(m the Grass es 
anr] the poet emorges in the description, "eX"dsses that never kneYI a 
lSee abeve, n. l, p. l,)9 . 
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scythe". This immediate relationship adds to the sense of age in 
"other times " and "lazy summit". The freedom expressed in "wild" 
is apparent in the lack of contact between the grasses and the 
mechanisms of civilization embodied in the scythe, for this l ack of 
contact results in the f reedom of the grass to "wave all the summer 
long". The rusticism of "grasses ... waves", in which the action of 
the singular form of t he verb, "waves", on the many grasses ma.l{es 
them a single entity, harks back through generalizati on to the wi de-
spreading mantle of the furze . At the same time, the unusual 
combination of the two words s tre t ches forward to parallel, through 
the many single grasses, the "wild wSed blossoms " of the next line . 
Thi s duali.ty 0:." function is a quality often found extending and 
enriching Clare 's words . 
Agaj.n , in this stanza , the rhymes exert a faint opposition to 
the mood of lines one and three (f reedom) and lines t~o and four 
(timelessness) ; for t he words , "scythe" and "wrong", i mpart a warning 
note which counteracts the freedom associated with the word s , "blythe" 
and " long". 
The alliterative ring of line three with its repeated " W' llS 
v 
and its sa tiofying ba] anee of sOlmd and stress - "And wild weed 
" - v blossoms waken blythe " - r eminds one of the 1i.l t i ng rhythm of some 
folk songs. 'l'l:e final line of the stan7.a, hO"lever, rai"es these 
weeds , usually thought of' as humble and useless , although lovely in 
their simpliCity, to a height where wrong would be done should they 
be destroycr1 by the p10ug}lshares. 1 
- -----.-----
l See above, n. 1, p . 19'J, for a similar respect for the weed. 
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The scythe and ploughshares are seen as indi vidual enemies of 
the Heath . When they a r e united under t he mor e general concept, 
industry , s t ern and stubbor n , they gain s t rength in unity ; and , 
because industry is felt as a powerful , amorphous force , i t s "wants 
unsatisfied " assume frightening proporti ons . The heavi ly stressed 
first syl lables of the line , "Stern i ndustry with stubborn toil", 
echoes the r elentless encroachmen t of agri cultural i ndustry. The 
contrast between " stern industry", the ever demanding tyran t , and t he 
lovely free , wil dly garbed maidenhood of the Heath is captured as the 
poet recalls the wild heath through t he phrases, " thy maiden soil" 
and "qnsullied pride" . 
In stanza foqr the regular rhythm of nature , the unhqrried, 
inevj. table cycle , is suggested by the v:ord "stil l" which is also a 
linlc with stanza one. "Stubborn toil" and man ' s savagery are resisted , 
and in both verseD the word "still" adds a breath of wonder . 
The sense of nature wronged bu.ilds up until , in stanza fj.ve , man 
is no longer com;j.dered a part of nature ' s family . He has neglected 
the bcauty of the Heath which ironj.cally supplies the security of 
peaceful hamel', usually assocj.a ted with human beings, to the blooms . 
But then, in stan:;a six , Clare admits to his Eden-like world of nature 
the rustic, the swain and the lllaj.den. One notices that the swain is 
soj ournj.nli there - no more. He is not there to exploit , so that it 
is as j.f' nEl ttn.~8 , be cau se of this , of~ erB him and the maid en her joys 
\'!hich Clare han, ill a manterly Y{ay , made appeal to the senso:.!s. 'fhe 
wild rose act.Lvely IIs cents " the air; movement and shape are vividly 
port rayed in IIwood btncs ',:cave in bO'.I.' c: rs l1 • 'llhe first two linec of this 
stanza c1ista:nc.:e the Hoath fro .. l human interference as it is the !Ica th 1 G 
sum:ncr uj r tll.;1..t the rODe 8ecnts, yet this is done for human 131anness, 
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for those persons who do no t neglect the beau ti es the Hea t h has t o 
offer . 
The unspoil t purity of Eden whi ch permeates Cl are's view of 
nature and hi s poet r y is expl ici t in stanza seven' s "Creati on ' s 
s t eps . . . untouched by those of man" . The poet ext ends the boundary 
of the present Heath to incorporate , both spati ally and t emporally , 
man ' s and nature ' s beginnings . The r eader i s r eminded of man ' s 
comparative youth and bustle compared with natur e ' s great er age and 
serenity. Slow, progressive movement is implied in "Creations steps" 
and the purposeful, controlled rhythm of the two words wit h the 
enforced pause bet~een them echoes this. The effect is added to by 
the contrast i n the res t of the line Vlhere the alli terati ve sound of 
"ones wandering " and the extra syllable in the line r eflects the 
joyously free meandering of man . The heavily end- stopped second line 
of this stanza reinforces the image of man's chance meeting with 
unsullied nature . The poet recaptures the freshness of Eden in 
"Creatiol".J3 steps ... untouched by those of man" and emphasizes his 
baclcward Glance to "when the world began" in the word "retreato" ; 1 
thcn be arrests time as if capturj.ng in a painting the scene of "furze 
line and brake" in the phrase "and grass forever green", the ever 
green plant bein;:;, for Clare , an emblem of Eternity. The phraile is 
reminiscent of Keats's "Ode to a Grecian Urn" but, whereas Keats in 
his poem refers to the pcnnanence of art , Clare refers to the perma-
nence, or et8rnity, of nature. 
In stanza nine, !'neglected. ground II reminds one of man's neglect 
of beat<ty , and the line, 
Stil l wildly thrc,uds its l' .\\'1e8 >< bounds 
-~---
lei' 'JCY'I"Y"T V·~UIT1-.o:>-- I (::; "mllC Rctre'te" "._. .r ; ...... ,) < .• _01 L;~l.l,,~.l. . d. • 
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continues the image of the Heat h in its "wild garb" ; yet natur e has 
the ability to soothe . The tension between the lawless freedom of 
nature and its capacity for soothing and smoothing is beautifully 
maintained in this stanza ending with t he paradox of "chafes the 
pebble smooth". The word, "crooked" , coming as it does immediately 
after the word , "smooth", prolongs the tension, and "rude" serves to 
build up the impetus of the Eden-fresh power in the brook . There is 
a childlike vigour about the exploril1g, strayj.ng stream in its link 
with earth ' s youth "when at first / Its waters learned to stray"; 
and this sense of vigour continues as the stream is seen to have 
"washed itself a way". Again, the parts of a paradox are delicately 
balanced , for the brook is, at first, br eaking new ground in creating 
its course ; but, at tho same time , that course is governed by the 
contours of the land throllgh which it is flowing . Thus the stream's 
free , natural action creates order just because it is ordered by, and 
obedient to , the harmonious whole of nature of which it is a part . 
This wild order of the brook echoes a pastoral theme found in 
.The Shepherd ' s Calendar, the fulfilment of bein!; when a creature of 
rmture finds its proper place; the s tream Vlill not reach its destina-
tion, the sea, unless it "tunes in" to the rhythm of the landscape, 
fallinc in harmoniously with the natural gradient of the l and. 
There is a suggestion of a youthful lack of restraint so often 
associ ated with "burning oneself out" j.ll a possible secondary sense 
of the L'"Ict li.ne of this ctanza, "It washed itself a way" . As if 
v 
this extreme abandon has impc.rted itself to the poet , his voice comes 
dtrectly to th..~ r eader in -tlJe n0):t stanza. It is r a ised in an 
exclamation of" \'lOyvkr and j.llcreduli ty at anyone ' s not bein,:; touched 
and ~.r.ipFed b;y bcalli.y; y"et t here if] restraint in the very joy, for the 
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speaker knows that it is possible only for a while , an hour, to 
l eave life ' s car es . · He moves from the pathos of fleeting human time 
and links the human and the abstr act in the line , "passes an hour 
with [ not i n ] sol itude ". (Italics mine . ) The homely tone of the 
line , t ogether wi th the verb , "passes", and the verb , "meet", i n the 
line, "He that can meet the morning wind", creates personifications 
that are real ly felt. It is as if solitude and the morning wind are 
ordinary country people , yet of great beauty, often met in the daily 
round. The verb, "passes" , in stanza twelve reaches back to "pass" 
in stanza eleven, embracing " the lovely spots" as part of the 
personified. company. 
The linking of the httillan wi th the intangible , the morning wind, 
in stanza thirteen, draws together exiled man of stanza seven and the 
untouched beauty of the lingering Heath in stanza one . The poet 
cannot believe that he who experiences such places as the Heath wiJ.I 
not leave at least as much of himself behind as is in a "lingerine 
wish". He believes that not only the flol'lers will find peaceful homes 
in tile Heath but that the appreciative man will wi sh to make the 
peace found in such places his home, 
Peace is extended to the quiet hours, but the imperceptive 
persoll's heart is dead to this. Placine the word , "dead", near 
"quiet hours " creates a paradoxical shock. The mind, too, is left 
passive, for the active, living force comes from love. In the 1:Lno , 
Poesy with him neer shares i ts floViers 
Clare reveals his characterj.stic humility and his undorstanding of 
the worb.ngs of Poetry·, :for it is a sru::ring , the potential poet being 
in a receptive and attentivc state. I It is Gignificant thnt that 
IT!' . 
... n.s J.B an 
r8cj.pro C3 tj on for 
example of the p~~Gtor:_~J. theme, "J~ovc as an net of' 
mutu.al good". See G.bove , p. ~.s. 
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which Poesy (a pastoral being , for Clare)l shares i s flowers, for 
there is, in Clare's writing , an almost tangible quality in his 
bodying forth of nature's beauty. 
The poet does not long refrain from revelling in the concrete , 
the particular . In a r~tural, quiet transition, t he poem's argument 
moves apparently effortlessly from the negative, generalized state 
in stanza fourteen, to a more specific offering of Poesy ' s flowers . 
The speaker pinpoints the places where spring "drops round her 
earliest flowers" - a lovely image of generosity and abu.'ldance. Clare 
seems to associate youth and nature's beauty so closely that the 
presence of the one awakens in the other a sure response: 
Where cowslips wake the childs supprise 
In his poem, "The Dying Child", there ia even more; there is a 
communion so close that the natural seasons actually seem to prevent 
the child from dying before l~ture is prepared to die in winter -
2 
"He could not die when trees were green". The spontaneity and fresh-
ness of Clare ' s poetry is apparent in his portraj"al of the child's 
surprised reaction to the beautiful;" and it is only when, in nThe 
Dyi.ng Child", 
. 3 Birds' nests and eggs caused no surpr).se 
that one knows tha t death is very near. 
Youth reaches forth to enjoy, in stanza seventeen: 
Ive stretched my boyi.sh walks to thee 
and the chi.ld of spring becomes the youth of sUllnner with all its 
IScc this as]lect of Clare's lIiary j'j.gurc discussed above, p. 9l. 
2~Pibble, I'o~ '" II, 467, "The Dying Child", 1. l. 
3,"D>l-d", 1. 23. 
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promise, its greenery, made more intensely green by Clare ' s verb , 
"greened" , in this stanza . The precise measurement of the heigh t 
of t he grass on a human being is another instance of Clare ' s 
delicately touching in of sense impressions mentioned above . l This 
detail brings healing, as it were , to the breach between man and 
nature so apparent in the first stanzas of the poem. 
I n stanza eighteen Clare portrays truly and wi th sensitivity 
the child at play; the child so lost in play that he mutters "when 
fancy trys its wings " . Clare's integrity and sure touch does not 
allow him to become sentimental . He joys i n the mighty power , t he 
sotU'ce of harmony, but in his "boyish hour" there were only gleams 
of this - he is realistic in his joy. The blessing he speaks of is 
not lens for man or beast. There is a generosity, an all pervasive-
ness about Clare ' s conception of joy which he sees not only emanating 
from nature, but blessing equally all that lives, making " the pismires 
round the hill/Seem full as blest as I" . In the final stanza, 
Clare 8 0 es all living thtngs as j.nfluenced by the halo of hope I s sun; 
for the sky i s common to all. And Clare's wide , generous and 
universal view of nature is ep1tomised in the vision of "natures wide 
and common sky". 
The theme of nnture, wild, uncurbed, unconfined, but ordered 
by its O\'rn laws into hannonious shapes fresh with an Ed en purity 
and of a divine generosity , rinGS through this poem and gives it unity . 
In "Emmonsales Heath" Clare's thellles and Il':.lterial arc ~harac­
tcristicnlly coextcnsive2 - n.". ture is sho'lm to possess a wild order 
throuGh a l'resenta tion of this in his poetry. This paruc10x my' oe 
1 
above, 209. Sec p. 
? 
'- S 0 C nbo"lc, p. 75. 
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seen in the superficial appearance of a disordered rambling in a poem 
which belies thi s i mpression through the satisfaction it gives the 
reader. The sati sfaction is imparted by a demonstrabl e, disciplined 
order at a deepe r level. Such order has already been revealed at 
two major poi nts of t ransit ion; that in stanzas six and seven, where 
"exiled" man, become receptive to nature's laws of harmony, is 
admitted t o her joys; and that in stanzas fifteen to nineteen, where 
the poet bodies forth both nature ' s riches , and the participation of 
those creatures , including man, who a re bl est in enjoying them . 
These n~jor transitiOns, so delicately achieved , are but a more 
strongly felt example of the almost imperceptible thread linking 
each autonomous verse to its neighbours and to the whole poem. 
Space does not allow for more than a single example of how thi s 
thread is woven through the poem. From stanza one to stanza two, 
the generalized "wild garb" becomes the par ticular "wild weed blossoms" 
in an area of nature which keeps its beauty t hrough the absence of 
man; but these wild children of nature are carried over to stanza six 
where the "wild rose" scents the air for man who is now attuned to 
natur e , and Ylho , therefore, share s in her beauty. The fourth and 
central i mage of wildness then appears mid- poem, in stanzas nine and 
ten, in the paradox of the brook, "wild ly threading its lawless 
bounds" . Here the poet incorporates two paradoxes in one line ; for 
to thread i mplies a disctplincd control over agaj.nst wildness ; and 
lawlessnecs does not usually respect "bounds". At this water-shed 
of the poem, the central theme , which could be described as the 
orderliness of the natural, is revealed. The wildness emphasized 
in the first half of the poem meets the order to be a fea ture of the 
second half, and the word "wild" does not appear in any form in the 
poem aenin. 
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The poem i tself could be seen as a stream, winding appar ently 
"at its own sweet will" , but governed by both its own "prepared" 
bed and the course imposed upon i t by the whole , whi ch i s natur e . 
The argument seems to wind with j oy- f i l l ed abandon through the 
"joyous spots" made almost tangible by the parti cularity of the furze , 
wi ld weed blossoms , summer shade , rushy glade , cowslips, dappled 
skies , powdered rime and grass greening ankle high. The generali-
zati ons are imbued with this near- tangibility t hrough ' Clare's subtle 
use of personification. The poem maintains a sure course, begun, 
as it were, in Eden, bringing Eden's beauty with it (embodied in the 
particular delights to be found in the " joyous spots") and gradually 
drawing in and i ncluding alienated man through a transformation of 
the negative in him to, a positive recognition of his role as equally 
a creature, tuned in to nature ' s harmonious l aws . The change seems 
to be brought about by the sheer abundance of the beauties that Clare 
makes available in his poem. 
Eternity finds its place in the poem through the poet ' s already 
mentioned realization of "Creation" and "Eden" as present simultaneously ; 
and in his embracing in the present moment the future to which the 
word "hope " in the final stanza points. 
(ii) (c) The two poems that have been examined in this chapter so 
far are obviously complete . The following l ines to be considered in 
the light of Clare's vision of Eternity are headed "Fragment" in both 
the Rob:i.llGOn and the TibbIe editions of Clare's poems . The present 
writer believes, however, that the lines can be seen to have a unity 
that belies their appearance as a "fragment", mueh as Coleridge's 
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"Kubla KIHm" may be regaxded as a c anplete poem despite the poet's 
opposing claim. 1 Claxe's six line poem, "Grasshoppers", which is 
found as the final poem under a group h eaded "S onnets " in the TibbIe 
edition,2 couJ.d, in such a position, give the impression of being a 
fragment, as the above "Fragment " may have done to the editors, 
appeaxing as it does after a poem in three stanzas called "Isabell a" ; 
. 3 
but an analysis of "Grasshoppers " reveals it to be a beautifully balanced 
whole, and an analysis of this "Fragment" will show a simi lax balance and 
uni ty . 
Vetches, both yellow and blue, 
Grew thick in the meadow lane, 
Isabellas shawl kept off the dew 
As thickly upon her it came , 
A thorn bush caught her umbrella 
As though it would bid her to stay, 
But the loving , and loved Isabella, 
Went laughing, and walking away . 4 
The first line of the poem announces in an apparently direct 
manner the vetches of ~IO colours; and yet there is a tone of surpri se 
conveyed by the word "both" which counteracts anything mundane in the 
description and raises the vetches from the usua l humble position 
associated with weeds. It is as if the yellow flowers would have been 
ISee, for eXaL~ple , G. IV. Knight, "Coleridge ' s Divine Comedy, " in 
~ ..;U"h ROrn,,-,'lUC I'oe ts: Modern E~3a s in Cri tici.sm, cd. by M.H . 
Abrams, A Galaxy Book r:cVl York : Oxford University Press, 1960), p.169. 
2Tibble , Pocus, II, 330. 
3See above , Pl'. 55-58. 
4nobinson , The J~·.ltCI' Poems, p. 253. 
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enough of a wonder to behold, without the added ri ches of the blue. 
The f irst word of the poem announces the flowers as if they were 
young girls entering a ballroom. Through the stress upon the word 
and its position a t tention is dr awn to the importance of the weed 
through its name . The pause after the word , "vetches", indicates a 
tone of pride as the speaker introduces them and waits, as it were , 
for the expected reacti on of admiration for their beauty. The 
additional announcement of their yellow and blue attire comes as a 
further cause for wonder . 
The delicately coloured vetches are fitting harbingers of the 
joy to follow . Only by the sec ond line does the reader learn of the 
generous abundance of these beauties who thickly line the meadow 
l ane as if in waiting for the person who is the reason for the announce-
ment and for the existence of the poem. The verb, "gr ew", at the 
beginning of line two anchors the vetches firmly to the ground , and 
in their proper place, while acknowledging their freedom to grow. 
The expectation set up by their presence in such abundance in the 
lane gives rise to the idea that they are there solely to be in a 
position to welcome Isabella; and yet there is a suggestion of time-
lessnes s in their waiting and thei r number. 
The many trisyllabic feet of the lines (usually trimeters) vary 
so freely throughout the verse that the basic metre seems as elusive 
as I sabella herself. The first line, "V;tch~s , II b~th y-;J~~w ~nd 
blue", has the appearance of an ordered statement , moving to a 
masculine ending· made strOl1gcr by the contrast of the t wo unstressed 
- Ii v (J 
syllables of the Q!lapest. The second line:, "Grew thick I in the 
me~d~w lane", seems to have more syllables than the f irst but this 
illuDion is pClrtly bro1l6ht about by the double Gtress in the first 
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foot (a spondee ) and the anapes tic second foot . The masculine rhymes 
give a firmne ss to the setting of the scene and the placing of the 
vetches , as if they, a t leas t, are static and reliable . But they ar e 
also the gay, expectant recipients of the moving Isabella. Too 
great an emphasis on f irmness or heaviness would belie the celebratory 
effect of the colours and the feeling of freedom which the nOn-
conforIDing feet of t he second line convey. 
The central figure of the poem, Isabella, is not announced , 
but seems to appear on the scene as if she has always been there . 
She is introduced into the setting as if her shawl, simp1e and useful, 
were as i mportant for the moment as her pre sence ; and then it i s seen 
to be necessary to protec t its wearer . The s imple shawl i s raised 
in stature , as t he vetches were i n the fi rst lines , by i ts almost 
chivalric gallantry in sheltering Isabella f r om the dew. The yellow 
and blue flowers of the vetches are in direc t contrast to the shawl, 
a h omely arti cle of clothing the colour of which i s too unimportant 
to mention ; and yet some of the vetches ' brightness seems to f l ow over 
into the shawl which, being a light coveriXl{; , anticipates Isabella ' s 
l i ghtness of step imitated by the rhythm of the l ast t wo lines . The 
lightness of the shawl also contrasts with the emphasis on thickness 
in both the second and fourth lines which seems to create an effect of 
crowding of objects on Isabella, so that the reader is not surprised 
when a thorn bush catches her umbrell a. The double stress of "grew 
thick" echoes the heaviness of the fall of dew. Nature ' s creatures 
seem t o be doing all they can to be near to Isabel la , to enfold her , 
ruld to make her theirs. For she is a child of nature . Nature 's 
embrace would seem to come from all sides: but for her shawl, the 
vetches in t..l,eir abundance would brush her with dew, and the dew would 
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fall on her from above. Then, the dew ' s gentler efforts and t he 
vetches ' s l ender tendrils and their beauty having failed to .detain 
her , as it were, the thorn bush tries to hold her forcibly, but 
succeeds only in catching her umbrella. The line , "As though i t 
would bid her t o stay", seems to incl ude the vetches and the dew in 
the acti on of delaying the girl. The word , "caught", implies t hat 
I sabella i s movj.ng fairly fleetingl y , too fast for the thor n bush 
to catch anything more than her appendage , the umbrella , an article 
that does not even appear to be needed , for it i s t he shawl that keeps 
off the dew. The poet l eaves it tantalizingly unsure as t o whether 
the thorn bush succeeds in gaining the umbrel la , and so delaying 
Isabella f or a few more moments . Then the final lines of comple t e 
freedom and re l ease in their lilting, waltzing rhythm relieve the 
tension. One l earns that the free Isabella, free because she loves· 
and is loved, laughs with the knowledge of that freedom, and only 
needs to walk away , so sure is she of bei ng loved and of being in her 
proper place . 
The rhythm of the poem is one with i ts sense and with the 
subtle, progressive changes towards tile open- ended freedom of the 
last lines . In line tilree, the scansion of Isabella ' s name mirrors 
her l ightness of foot and her f reedom-loving nature . Placed at the 
o (.1- V 
beginning of the line, the four syllable word , "Isabella", scans in 
a way that opposes the stressed first syllable in each of the first 
tv/a lines of the poem. The second time the word, "Isabella", appears 
in the poem i t is oaught up, as the girl seems to be, in the gay, 
wal tzing rhythm of the final two lineG. 
In line three, with its extra foot, Isabella ' s movement along 
the lane i s nuggested , for the poet does not all ow one to draw breath 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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illltil the word , "dew", and then only for a fleeting moment as the 
enjambment carries one over to line four. The latter line seems both 
to .carry on the rhythm that parallels I sabella's light steps , and to 
slow down the speed of her progress , as the syllables of the l ine 
are reduced by one, and the sense of arrival in the word, "came" , 
is strengthened by its masculine ending. The assonantal half-rhyme , 
"lane'Y"came", is subtly prepared for in both lines so that, unless 
the reader is concentrating on the rhyme scheme in the poem, he does 
not noti ce the off-rhyme . The "m" of "meadow lane" prepares the ear 
for t he r eplacement of "n" by "m" in the sec ond half of the rhyme 
pair. Similarly , in line f our , the stress on the second syllable of 
"upon" gives the "n" an impetus which carries its sound forward so 
that i t seems to bec ome part of the r hyme word , "came". 
The poem i s divided i n cont ent , ac tion and tone i nt o two parts , 
the turn coming after line four . But Clare does not allow the poem 
to be broken into two halves . There is not a f ull stop after "came", 
but a comma which l eads the reader on to the next line . l 
I n b .ne five, three stressed monosyllables follow each other 
a t the point i n the narrative where the thorn bush catches Isabell a ' s 
umbrella; these slow down the rhythm in sympathy with the probable 
slowinG down of Isabella by the detaining thorns , the only discordant 
acti on in the poem. One notices that the thorn bush did n ot catch 
at her umbrella , but actually caught it. Clare's unerring touch and 
sensitivity prevails in line six where t he slight suggesti on of 
personifj.cati on of the thorn bush i s maintained by the comparison. 
lIn Jo)m Clare: Selected Poems, ed. by TibbI e & Tj.bble , p. 
336, t IllS poem has a full stop after the word, "came"; another 
example of the dangex' of di8tortion of th" meaning in a poem if 
Clare's worle is punctuated in a way other than that found in the 
original 'ISS. 
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Clare's integrity of tone continues throughout two levels of 
the poem. At the descriptive level (the setting of the scene; the 
practical precautions a young girl would take on a dewy evening ; 
the overgrown lane; the umbrella catching on a thorn bush; and the 
freely laughing and walking Isabella) his acute observations and his 
"I l ove ••• " reaction to them are of a man who !mows and loves the 
country life. At the level where the poem embodies Clare ' s vision of 
Eden in nature, and of nature ' s Eternity , this "Fragment" of only 
eight lines as against the twenty-two stanzas of "Emmonsales Heath", 
can, with the latter poem, be likened to a stream, but a stream in 
microcosm. However, in the "Fragment" there is no stream reference 
made or implied (as there is in "Emmonsales Heath"); but the use of 
heWeel1. 
such an image helps one to explain the relationshipSH>1\ the items in 
the poem. The yellow and blue vetch-lined lane can be thought of as 
the bed of the stream, eternally waiting for and expectant of the 
water to flow through its ready made course . It is as if Isabella's 
arrival, or presence in the lane, represents just that flow of life-
giving water needed to fulfil the existence of the river- bed . There 
is a paradox in Isabella ' s first appearance in the poem. She seems 
to have been forever there - she does not arrive , or is not 
announced as the vetches seem to be and yet her presence is trans-
i tory and her movement is light and swift; even the thorn bushes 
ca.'1Ilot detflin her, any more than they could keep back flowing water . 
In her oneness with ne.ture and in the mutual love that exists between 
them - "the loving and loved I sabella" - lies her freedom. The 
penultimate line includes both speaker and subject in the relation-
ship of l ove. At this point the poet 's love for his creation, 
Isabella, and for all the other creatures of nature tha t appear in 
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the poem becomes fully manifest. 
In the fina l line , "Went l aughing , and walking away", the 
continuity implied in the two present participles, and the freedom 
from restriction suggested by the final word, "away" '" contribute to 
the open- ended nature of the "Fragment". The poem opens out 
r el easing Isabella into her future which ( one can assume ) depends 
on, and will always lead back to, nature. In this poem , Eternity 
i s felt to inhere in I sabella's freedom , which, in turn, depends upon 
her loving and being l oved . The main pastoral themes discussed in 
this thesisl are evident in the lines in Isabella' s particul ar loving 
relationship with nature presented in a scene of Eden-like innocence 
and beaut Yo The concept of Eternity present in this moment of 
Isabel la ' s interaction with nature i s contri but ed to by both prota -
go~ists at that moment . Isabella's freedom seems to take on an 
eternal quality as it i s maintained, despite opposition , throughout 
her movem(mt along the lane ; and nature , in her creatures , vetches , 
dew and thorn bush, imparts a sense of eternal constancy and r elia-
bility in being forever ready , in her place , to meet Isabella . 
(ii) (d) The final analysis in this chapter is of "The morning 
wind", a poem with which i t seems appropriate to end in view of Clare ' s 
pre-occupatj.on with the sonnet genre. The poem exhibits the main 
characteris tics of Clare ' s sonnets discussed in Chapter Three of t IllS 
thesis. In addi ti on, it is an example of Clare ' s ability to imbue a 
lThcse themeo are: the unity of m:m and nature realised i n 
a shared experience ; love as an act of reciprocati on for mutual 
good ; and the j:'ulf:i.JJ~ent of being of nature I S children, including 
man, when they havc found , and are actinc in, their proper placeo 
See above, p. 4S . 
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scene with the tr~cendental, without allowing any aspects to lose ~ 
I 
their natural quality. The Bi blical imagery which permeates the poem 
lifts it to the border of the mystical but , at the same time , the 
images become part of earth I s r eality. "Earths music"l is not 
diminished but is understood to be "heaven'.s music ", that i s , eternal, 
and r endered fully accessible . 
The morning wind 
1. Theres more then music i n this early wind 
2 . Awaking like a bird refreshed from sleep 
3. And joy what Adam might in eden find 
4. When he Vii th angels did communion keep 
5. It breaths all balm and i nsence from the sky 
6 . Bl essing the husbandman wi th freshening powers 
7. Joys manna from its wings doth fall and lie 
8. Harvests for early wakers with the f l owers 
9 . The very grass in joys devotion moves 
1 0. Cowslaps in adoration and delight 
11. This way and that bow to the breath they lwe 
12. Of the young winds that with the dew pearls play 
13. Till smoaking chimneys sicken the young light 
14 . And feelings fairey visions fade away 2 
The key to this poem I s tone of freshness and joy lies in the 
word, "morning", of the t itle . Wind i n itself is a cleansing , 
freshening force , and that i t should be the morning wind which the 
poet is joying i n adds to the cl arity, the new- day purity and the Eden-
like youth of the as yet unsullied world over and through which the 
wind blows. The depth of i mplied as well as stated feeling in the 
poem is apparent from the first line wherc the poet perceives "more 
then music in this early wind". I n leavi.ng the reader I s mind open 
to what that "more" is, Clare is able to fill it with the joy he 
:S1obinson , Selected POGms and Prorc, p. 157, "Sabbath Bells ", 
v.2,1.7. 
2Ibid ., p. 153 . 
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himself experiences in the situat ion he gives . 
The sound of the first line echoes the musi c of the "early 
wind " , for it i s f i nely balanced in the fi r st i nstance wi th the 
alliteration of both the "m ' s" i n "more" and "music " and the "r' s " 
i n " theres", "more " and "early" , and i n the assonance of the repeated 
short " i ' s" in "mus:!:.c .:1:.n this ear ly w.:1:.nd", all of which gives the 
line a l ilt. The l i ne gains assurance from the statement of the 
first word , "Theres", and from the controlled yet widening 
implica tions in the s i mple , "mor e ". That the experience is one of 
the present moment for the poet is seen in the word , "this" . "Early 
wi nd " is an unusual collocation. It is as i f the wind were not only 
early in time , but possessed of other, non-temporal qualities 
associa ted with earliness. One is thus prepared by the last two 
words in the first line for the life-giving simile in the second line ; 
the early wind, associated with the bird, seems as alive t o the 
rhythms of nature as the awakening bird is . The bird simile is 
especially lovely in its blending with, and adding to , the mu.sic 
and the lightness of the wind . "Refreshed " captures the repetitive 
rhythm of nature as well as the freshness of each delight, while 
11 bird 11 is linked by association with IImusic ll , l1earlyll, and "wind II 
in the firGt line . The second line is balanced by the antithesis 
of the first and last words, "awakinG" and "sleep", and the unfolding 
of the three- syllabled word , "awuking", is terminated by the final 
monosyl luble , "sleep", reflectiIl[; a state of completeness and rest. 
The movement in this line reminds one of the nct of stretching -
the opening out and closing actions made on wc.king. 
The idea of earline~s, first a ssociated with the day, is now 
referred to the earliest chronologic:J.l tillie, that of Adam, and it 
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is as if the world in i ts l a rgest dimension we r e r efreshed and 
brought to a n Eden-like purity. Joy from undefiled Eden, borne by 
the early wind, permeates the speaker's world . In this way the 
limit ing action of time is overcome and all past perfection seems 
to be embraced in the present scene in a moment . The third line 
i s finely counterpoised against the f irst ; the "more then music" in 
the f irst line is added t o by " joy" in the third , and "eden" in 
this line has its counterpart in the spirit of the early wind . The 
ambivalent grammatical function of the words , " joy" and "what", in 
t hese first three lines al lows them a freedom of association which 
parallels the freedom of the wind : 
Theres more then music in this early wind 
Awaking like a bird r efreshed from sleep 
And joy what Adam might in eden find 
If one takes the two words , "joy what", to mean "the joy that", one 
can then link the phrase with "bird" thus: "Awaking like a bird . .. 
[ and like the joy that] Adam might in eden find" . There is also 
some att r action of "sleep" into a relationship with "refreshed " such 
as "refreshed [by] sleep", and "j oy" is attracted similarly, thus : 
"refreshed [by joy] ". But probably the truest interpretation would 
be the non-grammatical one of accepting "joy" as a quality to be 
placed in the nej-e;hbourhood of the undefined qua Ii t y, "more-then-
music", both "joy" and "more-then- music" being part of the wind . 
The fourth line is paralleled in some respe cts by the second, 
for ange l s are a hei ghtened form of the winged beauty of the birds, 
and the awakening after r efreshing sleep has the aura of a communion . 
This blend of the natural world and the spiritual is characteristic 
of the whole sOlUlet, as will be seen. The word, "keep", coming a3 
it does at the end of the line, emphas izes the continuation of harmony 
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and communion in Eden and implies the possible loss of this on earth. 
The atmosphere of worship and reciprocation in love and fellowship 
which the word "communion" imparts is continued in the wind I s giving 
of i tself in breathing balm and incense . Reciprocation comes later 
in the returning of adoration and delight by the grasses and flowers. 
The wind becomes an agent now, not only of beauty of sound, but of 
beauty of scent . Its position as giver of blessings "from the sky", 
and its generosity in the giving which the word, "all", implies, 
r eminds one of the source of the wind itself and its gifts. But 
the religious implica tions are presented as so much part of nature 
and its reality that it does violence to separate the image from the 
essence of the experience. 
In t he second quatrain there is a movement in each pair of 
lines from the blessing t o the blessed ; the balm and incense of the 
wind bless the husbandman, and its joys bless the early wakers. 
Line five has a similar rhythm and i s patterned in a similar way to 
the first line . Here again there i s alliteration in "breaths all 
balm", and the line opens out in the expansion of "sky" as the first 
line did into the all pervasive wind with its far reaching effects. 
Furthermore , the two, sky and wind, are joint givers of blessing; 
the sky being the source and the wind the purveyor. Again, as in 
the first line, all the words are simple monosyllables , apart from 
the words , "early" and "incense " (the latter paralleled by the word 
"music" in the first line and this link giving emphasis to the 
senses of sound and smell). The sentence structure is perfectly 
straightfor"'ard in both cases , with no inversions, qualifying clauses 
or parentheses . The r hythmic resemblance in the lines resj_dcs 
chie:Oy in the phrasing, thus: 
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Verb StatC'ment EffEct (?,;ebphoric) Region (Concrete) 
Theres fiord then music in thi_~ early vlind 
'i' v 
It breaths 
'.} 
from the sky': 
J-
all b _t17: 8.r.l0. in~cncc 
The assonance of each line - smooth, ,"oft sounds - hel s connect 
them, too . In the very si.rnpb.ci ty and lucidity of the statoments 
lice their strep..;;th, and the poet ' s scren0 , joyful acceptance of the 
beauty of perfect b:n"mony in relo.tiom:hips in nature, and of ille 
gifts it bas to impart, comes to the reade r essentially t hruugh such 
lines as these. The calm, unruffled nature of th·, spreadin.:; of the 
wind's gifts is captured in the ViOrd , "breaths" , in line five, and 
the even flow of the monosyllables adds to '~he effect. The disyllabic 
"in.'3ence ll then assuwes breater Significance as it is associated with 
the ";ord, "com:runion", in the. prevj.ous line ; and this religious theme 
of worship is continued thrOUgll the followin.:; six lines in sneh words 
as 11 blessing" , "manna", "harvests ll , IIdE;.votion", "adora tion" a..Yl.d "bow". 
It is as if the mormng wind were seen as the willing bri dge between 
sky and earth , between the source of joy and the recipient of it . 
Here again is one of the pastoral themes which Clare ' s poetry bod i es 
forth - that of love as an act of reciprocation for mutual good - and 
i t moves through the sonnet and finds its peak in the line , 
This way and tbat bow to the breat h they love 
. 1 
In this poem , as i n Clare's sonnet, "Nutting", the final line is a 
sigh rather than a cr y of bereavement ; but, despite the sigh , the 
j oy does not fade as do the "feelings fairey vi sions" . Clare .is too 
honest a poet to live in a "fairey" world or to let one do so through 
his poetry . Although the " smoaking chi.'1l.neys sicken the young light", 
1 See above , p . 173 . 
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they are part of the lardscape and arc ucJ.:-..nowledged as such; Clare's 
vision of unspoilt, unsc;lLied I1.'ttUl'c, as tbat of unfallen Eden ndlls 
to thc jOJ I':hich permeates hiD poetry, 1ut does not i nterfer e with 
hj.s intcgi'ity and honesty in facing other 113rsher aspects of life. 
',1e docs n~ 'u deny the h.matl bein:; ' s tendenc;r to besmirch h j.s 
stJ.rrour,ejincs ; nevertheless he affirms that , ,,:h ere hu=n beines such 
as the husr1andnl.n and the lI early wakers!1 in this poem are open to 
the joys brouGht, as it we ... 'e by the morni!'.g wind , and are williI'.g to 
r espod. to t he gift in love, then the atmosphere of Ad= ' s 10Ying, 
whole response to the beauties of u.nspoil t Eden is found. The youth 
and freshne3s of this Eden-world runs through the poem beginning with 
the prorn:l.se contained in the first line ' s "early wind". It continu.es 
in the bird ' E avraking "refreshed" from sleep, Adan ' s first joy i n 
Eden, the husbandm.'1n ' s invigorated pO'llerS, and the "early waker s " 
(italics mine) , until it reaches its c l imax in the l ovely line , 
Of i;he young winds that with the dew pearls play 
and end s , before the vision fade s , in "young light". 
For children Clare wrote such verses as "Little Trotty Wagtai l ", 1 
and his observation of childr en ' s way of play in such poems as 
2 
"Emmonsales Heath" , wher', "childern mutter oer their play" , appears 
i n this sonnet. Here the mor ning winds are seen as young , and as 
playing l~e children with the .!earl-like drops of dew . The word, 
"play" , points to another of the pastoral themes noted elsewhere e.s 
present in Clare ' s poe t ry , ' that of the fulfilment of being of those 
acting in their proper place . 3 Such acti Oil f rees the agent f r om the 
I Tibble, Poems, II , 447 . 
~ 
L.See above , p. 213. 
3See above , p . 48 . 
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distine:tion bcti:een work and play, 30 that '."lork-play beCOID-38 ~1, form 
of worship and praise of the Creator. T.his worship, in turn, gives 
rtse to joy - the joy t hat llnfalle'l Adam found e.nd that the child 
still find s in hts perfect relationship with the nn tural rlorld of 
Eden and with its CTeat or. This is the joy that tile mornin,; wind 
bdncs to all ,·:ho Vlould reoeive it, al:d it is the joy of the humble 
grasE moving in a harmonious relationship like that of Adam. In 
"play", joy becomes eternally present. This joy i s communi.cated 
partly by the :?ppeal to various senses. In the ftrst quatrain, the 
music of the early wind plays on the aural sense, and the harmony of Adam's 
cormn'-lnion with anc;els continues the effect of suggested sound. The 
second quatratn begins and ends with the sense of smell being provoked, 
first directly, by the words, "insence" and "balm", and then by 
implication in the harvests of flowers. 
Throu,;h the poem runs the ripple of movement, all of tt gentle, 
but with reserves of power. The birds awaken refreshed , and we feel 
their anakening and new strength; the husbandman is imbued with 
"freshening powers"; the grass moves in joyous devotion, the "cowslaps" 
in adoration bow "this way and that", and finally the rhythm quickens 
in the line , 
Of the young winds that with the dew pearls play 
but still there is no urgency. 
As has been noted previously in this thesis, Clare never 
ignores nature's more humble creatur~s and, in this poem, the lowly 
grass moves in "joys devotion" and ts thus included in the "cowslaps" 
bowir..g "in adoration and delight". Simple grass and weeds are 
beautiful, to Clare, in their place. 
The progress of the poem seems to be a movement from the promise 
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in the first line, trlTough an ar,'aJr en1ng of bird life , a strcngthen-
iDf; of the life of' him \'.ho \'I orks wi t..'1. l:'1.ture , and a gift rc::lindinc 
olle of the marilla fro!!! heayp.!} , f:>11en a"ld \';aitirg to giye joy, to 
the cliua, 01' adoru·'i02'l , lo-:c and deli ght ; only to end in a se"se 
of bcreavera2nt. Tj.lere i s the· faintes t v/arning, in v:~J.at comes before, 
of the fin;:-~L two lines of s o'!'row . '1'0 speok of the warnings is to 
harden ," hat i s a ~uggestion into something oYert, but a sugGestion 
of loss d oes ac company the oYerwhelming wayes of joy. liill the 
wind rC'~~ain gentle and unadulterated when i t is no longer "eo.rly"? 
Adan did not remuin in Eden. Only the early' wak.ers are blessed with 
joy ' s map~a; dew does not la~t. 
The i upact of the final two lines is heightened by the drop 
from adoration to s ickness ; by the profound sense of wrong which 
accompanies the sickenil".g of the young - for 5.t is the "young light" 
that i s s ickened by sullying smoke . 
The final line combines a sc.nse of bereaYement and acceptance ; 
of delight in the feelings' -visions and an acknowledgement that they 
~ -visions and that feelings must not be the sole criterion - they 
can be "fairey", a word not denoting the unreal to Clare, but 
implying the need for a whole -view of life, not a lim<.ted one.1 
The changing rhythms in the poem reflect t he nature of its 
movement. The lightness and awakening freshness , linked wi tl . music 
and birdsong in the first quatrain, deepens into more mellow ripe-
ness in which the wind gives generously all balm and inCense , 
l"Comfort" enjoying the weather from the interior fireside 
warmth must be b8.1anced by the shepherd ' s meeting of seasonal hard-
ship and winning through . See the di.scussion of "Winter Fields", above , 
pp. 128 - 143 and of The Shepherd's C:llendar, "January: A Winters 
Day" , above, pp. 36 & 37 . 
2}1 
frcsh~l1ir~ pO~': CrB an,l "joys l!.tamlU I!. TheI'e i s a F.ovement frcm high 
to low as t.he i nflue'1ce of the wind descend3 from sk:,- dO'un to earth, so that 
in the oestc:t. FUld in line tv.'elvc in particul~:r, the yOQ.Tlg winds are 
down in the erQss ';Ii th the dew. There is also a movement from early 
eight to de.ylieht as tho p:ce-clalm v,'ind first wakens the birds, then 
the davm-risers; onl:,- then are the f ires lit, the result of which 
"s :Lckzn,s the your~ lightll , making it Hold II. One moves tr..rc·...;gh the 
octave do\':n to the pnticu Larization of "co;;slaps" and "del'l pearle " 
in the seG te t as if from a height or distance, and th:i.s movement is 
delicate and seemingly natural. The winged imagery of t he first 
quatrain - tr.3 connotatiom of bird and an-sels - is continued in the 
second quatrain and throughout the poem, mainly i'1 the image of the 
wings of ~che mal1.~la-bearing morr.ing wind, but also in words expressing 
the movement of the air caused by the wi!l..gs , such as "brea ths" , 
"freshening powers!!, "fall
"
, "move ", "bmv '1 , "playll and ending in 
"fairey" and "fade av:ay" . Added to this imagery is t.l-J.e unifying 
divine imagery in which is a blending of the natural world and the 
spiri tual. The comparisons are so gently made that all the objects 
of comparison are seen as inhabitants of the world Clare is revealing. 
Angels are as "real" as birds. The special tone which his rustic 
language imparts to the poem is another contributory factor to the 
uni ty of the whole ; the rusticity of the word , "cowslaps" , of the 
line , "And joy what Adam might in eden find" , and of the inexact 
rhyming, "moves "/"love " , bl-:mds with a gentle formality and ease of 
language that enfolds bot h "husbandman" and "angels" . Once again 
Clare's i.nexac t rhrng goes unnoticed in a general reading of the 
poem. ' This is partly because "gl'ass " is a coll"ctive noun which 
incorporates wi thin it the many singJe grasses, so that "moves" could 
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as well be "mave ll ; a!!'1 part ly because t he siIlooular "breath!! "rhich 
precedes "lovell imfarts to this 'y:?rb a sense of joining both 
stngular and. plur8.1 nouns - !! breat-hTl , "\1inds ll and II cov/slap3 II • 
The movement in the octo.ve mentioned s bove seems to narrmv ttc 
range of coverO,£je e.D the particularity of the sestet is reat..:hed. 
The lines of this part of the Gonnet are closely and intricately 
bO'Jnd together , The rhyme scheme, ei'egfe, ensClres that the beginning 
of the sestet is intlllatel~- linked with the end . Furthermore, the 
~ /''\ 
lovely balance of rhyme pattern, e f e G f g, is an expression of 
,---/ 
the theme of harmony and serenity. Through rhyme, the poet brin"s 
together, although four lines apart , the cowslips' "delight" in line 
ten, and the "youn;; light" in line thirteen, and thus hCighter.s the 
effect of the fall from delight to siclmess. Through the rllyming 
of "play" and "away", in lines twelve and fourteen respectively , the 
young winds' playing with such impermanent objects as dewdrops is 
liILv;:ed with the "fairey visions" which have to fade away as dew . 
All the rhymes in the sonnet reflect the theme of hannony and 
serenity, for every rhyme word has a long vowel and nearly all are 
soft sounds which invite the reader to glide through the WOIU onto 
the IExt line, as the morning wind seems to glide through the poem. 
Clare's avoidance of punctuation also contributes to the gliding 
effect. 
C ontinui ty in the sestet occurs again through the f 101V of move-
ment and feeling from one line to a nother . The grass "moves" in 
line nine and this leads to the bowing of the cowslips in line 
eleven; and the _playing of the young winds in line twelve; the 
grass's devotion prepares the reader for the cowslips' "adorat ion 
and delight" and for "feelings" visions. (Italics mine.) The 
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ju..xt '!'pos i ticn in the s5~tet 01' the cxtreI .es of delight and s ickness , 
adore tion (y'hj.ch su ~ests the divine) ar·:j "fairey visiol1s l1 (which 
sugr;e ::; t the transttory' P.nd in.:::omplete), adds to the poignancy of 
the f'irnl lines. Th<- alliter:l tion in the last line , 
And feelings fairey visions fade away , 
lightens the bu.rdeu of the penul t ima,te line with its faintly sinister 
sibilant alliteration, its harsh "k" flour.ds and its more laboured 
rhythm. 
The way the lines of structure in t he sonnet contribute to the 
unity of t he p·oem, in conjunction Vii th argu,Jent and thp.me , could be 
summarized as i'allows . 
In the octave the wind is sheddL'Ylg joy on earth , on Adam , the 
labourers, the creatures , The emphasis is on giving . This part of 
the sonnet is more gene.ralized than particularized , al thoug..l-J. Clare 
achieves both effects in one . The earth , Adam (representine unfallen 
man) , the labourers and creatures remain large concepts . 
In the sestet , the created world responds to the ' wind 1 s gift 
with adoration. The emphasis is on receiving, although from this 
particular way of receiving arises a giving too . "The very grass" 
shows how fundamental is the response. The generaliza tion in.the 
octave seems to overflow onto the "grass" of the world , but this word 
subsumes the many different grass species 2~d thus the particularization 
moves on until the poet's glance focuses upon one particular kind of 
flower, the "cowslap". 
The counterstroke of "smoaking chimneys" in the final two lines 
serves to reinforce the pure Eden atmosphere by contrast, and to 
ground it in mundane human life, Chimney smoke seems to drive ou;, 
"fairey visions" but does not do so, 'for the smoke is far more 
ephe:.1cral than they ani iz only a screen which tndeed v/i l l "fude [is 
they ultilintely will not . They rerJain behind the st' oke . 
The vision of nature in ar'oration may fade for a time , but 
t here 11,1.8 been lrOrt~ than visj,orJ.j t here has been feelillJ engendered 
by and in sY:::):>:lthy with the har::lOnious "pra ise" impli(;it il~ the 
pictured mood of adoring nature . And the effect of the vision and 
the feeling i"/hich it has created does not r<.-main j,n the past; for 
this mOl;Ient of adoration joino that nhich is in time with that which 
is beyond time, transforming the tcmpor31 into the eternai. ThUG 
the final aura which the poem leave ::: is one of joy. Joy , "./hich was 
a divine gift of God to man in Eden, and i s eternally there to be 
experienced, i s captured in the poem, imparted to the reader, and , 
despite its fading when smoke intervenes, is affirmed as being 
repeatedly available to the person who is in the right position to 
r eceive it . 
(iii) In the previol\s pages of this thesis it has been said that 
Clare ' s concept of Eternity is made manifest in his pastoral poems . 
The detailed discussions of the four poems that are central to this 
chapter will , it is hoped, render the truth of this claim apparent . 
But , just as one finds the word, "Eden", in only a small proportion 
of those poems in whieh Clare's Eden vision is found, so the word , 
"Eternity", is not often in evidence in his poems which demonstrate 
his idea of this state . Only in the· first example of the four lyrics 
discussed in this chapter, "Autumn", is Eternity explicitly named, 
and then this is done, not to claim directly i ts existence in the 
scene described in the poem, but to mark the condition necessary for 
its perception; The lyric, however, does more than state this 
2;;5 
condi tion; it reprojuC8:3 I.ietarhol'ic<'1.11,y th0 vision of Eterni. ty that 
the po-; t is off f:-? ::oing the person \,:ho "looks round". 
All the rer:miTl_i.:ng examples a chieve a similar ef.1borliment of 
Eternj. ty in two ffi2in ".'ays. Firstly, Eternity is revealed in n2 ttrre 's 
reliabili ty as she pel ·petual1c" makes her joys a vailable to those in 
the: riGht relationship with her : in 1'& .monso.les Heath '! nature's t'\';ild 
order" in grass , fur ;;e, flowe:cu and brook has always been, and alvl8.Ys 
will be, there to be enjoyed; in the "Prac,"It'ent " , Isabel':'a is ,,:elcamed, 
and the impressiol'. gj.-,-en is that she will always be welcomed, by both 
vetches and thorn bUGh ; in "The morrur.,:; wind", although the vision in 
the poem is temporc.rily blotted out by t'le chimney s:noke, it is 
eternally there, berund tp~s clouding, as a little Eden for early 
\'Iakers. lmd secondly, Eternity is always perceptible to, ,md able to 
be rea lizod by, the person v;ho is i .n the right relationship to nature: 
in "Emmonsales Heath", it is exiled man reinstated , and the speaker as 
a child with unspoilt vision , who are able to appreciate the eternal 
existence of nature ' s joy in her "wild order"; in the "Fragment", it 
is the "loving and loved Isabella" (italics mine) who remains eternally 
free to return to nature ; and in "The morning wind" it is the early 
wakers to whom the "early wind " brings nature's manna and her deli.ghts . 
In Clare's poetry, Eternity does not exist outside the world of 
nature, the Eden- like perfection of which is both the materi~l and 
the theme of Clare's pastoral poems. It is not surprising , then, 
that the conditions for "see[ing] Eternity there", in the world of 
nature, can be summed up in his main pastoral theme, namely, that all 
creatures , including man , need to be in an harmonious relationship 
wi th nature and her laws - that is, in a relationship of mutual love -
in order to find fulfilment of being. 
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A.PFE!~IX 1 .. 
A LIST OF FORTY IOE;,.S II; WHIC:! THE IT.A;,:E 
l r~l:ARyr l APPEPJ1S 
Taken fr0:n t l18 most comllrehensive collection of Jolm Clare 's 
poetry availa1le to the writer of th.is thesis, namely, 
The POel"~ of John Clere, ed . by J[or~'lJ VI. Tj.bble (2 vols .; 
London: J . r~ . Dent and Sons Limited, 1935) . 
Key to Symbols 
+ = Poems cormected with Cl:l.re ' s Mary figure mainly through 
tone and association. ( Twenty- six poems .) 
* = Poems dif:fering from those connected with Clare ' s Mary 
figure in tone and association. (Nine poems.) 
? = Poems not falling clearly into either of the above 
categories. (Five poems . ) 
Page Date 
Volume I 
94 
246 
250 
252 
257 
258 
259 
417 
424 
433 
472 
492 
500 
1808- 1819 
1819-1821 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
1821-1824 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
Ti tIe :r. First Line 
MY MARY 
TO A CITY GIRL 
BALLAD: "\\'here" the dark ivY 
the thorn- tree is mounting ," 
BALLAD : "I love thee , sweet 
Mary , but love thee in fear;" 
SONG: " There 's the daisy, the 
wood bine," 
SONG : "Mary, the day of love ' s 
pleasures has been," 
SONG : "Mary , leave thy lowly 
cotH 
THE MILKING HOUR 
A DAYTIREAM IN SUMMER 
THE PROGRESS OF RHYME 
THE RIVALS 
THE WORKSHOP ORPHAN 
GOING TO THE FAIR 
Symbol 
4(. 
~. 
+ 
? 
+ 
+ 
? 
? 
+ 
+ 
* 
* 
? 
Reasons for Di~qualification 
as n N~nr;r-J:02m 
A country wench treated with 
jocularity 
Mory figure is of the country, 
not the city 
About Wary FieldfloVier 
About Kary Lee 
Types of Mary-poem 
i£u. go & 9J. obo;"e) 
Lar.lent 
Invitation 
Lament 
Celebration 
f\) 
,-" 
-J 
PagG Date Title or First Line Symbol Reasons for Disqualification Types of !.;ary- poem 
es a i ,~arY-PQem (pP. 90 c. 91 above) 
529 1821- 1824 TO NARY (I) . (Sonnet) + CelGbration 
530 " TO MARY (n ) (Sonnet) + Celebrat ion 
Volume n 
75 1824-1832 THE SHEPHERll'S SONG + Invitation 
83 " FIRST LOVE 'S RECOLLECTIONS + Lam8nt 
88 
" NUTTING + Celebrcltion '" '-"(» 
159 " IlIARY NEELE * About Mary Neele 
.384 1837- 1841 FIRST LOVE + Celebration 
385 " WI{AT I S LOVE + 
386 " THE EXILE + 
392 " HOMELESS + Le.ment 
393 " THE RETURN: NORTHroROUGH , 1841 + La'llGnt and 
Celebration 
397 " IflARY: III Tis au tLUnn now, and 
nature's scenes, " + Celebration 
410 1842- 1864 THE FALL OF THE YEAR + Lament and 
Celebration 
421 
" MARY HELEN -J(- About Mary Helen 
Reasons for Dis~ualification Types of ~\~~r~'r" - poem 
Page Date Ti tle or First I,ine Symbol as a I,ary-poem i nn . 90 c; Sl above) 
42q 1842-1864 TO MARY: "Mary, I love to + Celebration 
sing" 
431 " A VALENTINE + Celebration 
432 " SPRING'S NOSEGAY + 
482 " THE LOVER'S INVITATION + Invi t:, tion 
489 " MARY BAYFIE!..::! * About If.ary Bayfield 
490 " BONNY MARY 0 t ? 
'" 495 " MARY .t;YFH'LD * About I,Rry Byfield 
VJ 
'0 
197 " TO MARY: "I sleep with thee + L2.ment 
and wake with thee ," 
498 " MARY : "It is the evening hour," + Invitation 
499 " MARY: "The skylark mounts up + Lament and 
wi th the morn," Celebration 
501 
" EARLY LOVE + Lament 
505, " MARY BATEMAN * About :,lary Bateman 
508 
" MARY: "Honey- words make + Lament 
charm of blisses" 
240 
APl;;;:mrr B 
A LIST OF FOUR HUlmllBD ,IND TIlIRTY-1'riRE.1~ SOlTNETS Mill SOGlE'r-·LIlill 
1'0£'::3 TAKKl FRC:~ THE THREE EDITIOJ.rS OF JOan CLARE I S \'IORKS 
Rc 
Ss 
Ss-
( ) 
o 
aaandaa 
+ 
++ 
* 
USED !lOST FREQ1.TEliTLY Ii: 'i'IUS THESIS 
Key to Symbols 
RhynLi.ng couplets . ( One htmdred and twenty-eight 
poems . ) 
Shakespearean s ormet . (Forty-four poems .) 
Shakespearean soaDet rh~Tle scheme apart from 
transferrence of finaJ couplet to lines 9 and 10, 
i.e. immediately after the octave . (Nineteen 
pooms . ) 
Imperfect rhyme. 
Unrhymed line. 
Repetition of rhynting word, sound or syllable 
(e . g . makes ••• brakes ••• brakes ••• makes) . 
a a a a 
See [Badger] p . 84 below. 
Final line an alexandrine. (Twenty-four poems.) 
Feminine endings ( to certain lines in the poem). 
Found in both Robinson and TibbIe , but with differences in punctuation 
and other matters. (Sixty-two poems.) 
1. Selected Poems and Prose of John Clare, ed. by Eric RobiYlSon and Geoffrey Summerfield (London: Oxford 
University Press , 1967) 
Page Title or First Line Symbols Rhyme S che:ne COr.1t.'cnts 
* 19 The Village Boy a b abc d c d d c d e d e *Vol. II, p. 129 Discussed p. 163. 
-* 68 The Wren a b abc d cdc dee c e *Vol . II, p. 245 
* 68 The Fern Owls Nest a b B bed c d -8 f g e(r)e *Vol . II, p. 242 
* 69 Sand Mar t in Ss a b abc d c d e r e(f)z g -v-Vol. II, ". 2Ll3 
*72 The March Ni ghtingale a a b abc b c@c e l' e f -*Vo1. II, p. 119 
84 [ The Badger]l 1. Rc ++ a a b b c c d dee b b f f *Vol . II, p. 333 
- = = 1 . ++ in 11. 1,3,5,7,9,11,13 . 
* 2. Rc ++ an b ob c c b b d dee f f 2 . ++ iri 11. 2 , 4,5 , 7,10,11. 
a(a)b b c c d d c c e e f r * . 
· 
. . . 3. Rc . 
- = 
* 4 . Rc ++ a a b b c c d(d)e err 4. ++ in 11. 1 ,3, 5,7,11 . 
Only 12 lines. 
· 
. . . . 5 . Rc a a b b c c d dee b b r f ;:::: = 
* 86 [The Marten] 1. Rc a a b b c(c)d dee r f g g *'[01. II , p . 335 
* . • . . . . 2. Rc a a b b c c d d = = r f g g 
* 87 [The Fox] 1. Rc a a b b c c d dee f f g g *Vo1. II , p. 334 
* . 
· 
. . 2 . Rc a a b b c c a add e e a n 
- = - = 
* 88 [Th-: Hedgehog] 1. Rc a a b b c c d dee f(r)g g -*Vo1. II , p . 337 
2 . Rc a(a)b b c c d dee r f g(g) 2. Begins with last rhyme in 1. 
* 89 Hare sat Play Rc a a b b c c d(d)a a e err *Vol. II, p . 119 
- = = -
98 The Shepherds Fire + a b b abc d c d d e r(e)r 
~racketed by editors, here and hereafter , e.s having been printed from the first edition to supplement 
rr.anusc:!:'ipts . (See Robinson , Selected Poems antl Prose, p . xxxviii.) 
'" -f~ f-' 
Page Ti tle or Fir st Line Symbols F.hyme Scheme Cormnents 
* 99 Shepherds Hut 1. Ss a b abc d c d e f e f e g "-Vol. II, p . 141 
*. . . . 
· 
2. Ss- a b abc d(c)d e e f g f e 
*104 Labours Leisur e 1. a(b)a b b a cdc d d c e e -<-Vol. II, p. 3J8 
2 . a b(b)a b ~ d c d d c ~ d d 
3 . a b a(b)c d~d f(r)g(g)h h 
*105 The Woodman ~ b a b a c ~ cGI)c e f e (r) *Vol. I, p. 539 
106 Angling 1. R<. a a b(b)c(c)d :d)e e C(8)r f 
- == - = 
2 . Rc a(a)b b C C d dee f f g g 
3 . Rc a a b b c c d dee r f g g 
4 . Rc a a b b c c d dee f f g g 
I\) 
5. Rc a a b b c c d dee f f d d .p-I\) 
== == 
6 . Rc a a b b c c d dee f f g g 
*126 Fir st sight of Spring a b a b b abc d c d e eet) *Vol. II, p . 136 
*127 Wood Pictures in Spring Rc a a b b c c d dee f f g g *Vol. II, p . 121 
*127 May a a b b c d c(d)e e f g f g *Vol . I, p . 518 Entitled 
"HO:,jE PICTURES l iT !,:AY" 
";-128 Poesy a Maying 1. Ss+ a b(a)b cdc d e f e f g g -x-Vol. I, p. 536 Entitled "MAY" 
++ 1 . ++ in 11 . 1,3,5,7,9,11. 
* . . . . . 
· 
. . . . . . 2 . ++ ~b~(b)d e(d)e f g h(g)i i 2 . ++ in 11 . 2,4,5,7,10,11 . 
* 3 . 3 3 b c b c d e d e f e f e 
* . . 4 . ++ a b abc d c dee c e f f 4 . ++ in 11 . 1,3,5,7,11 . . . 
· 
. . . . . . 
129 Wood pictures i n Summer Rc a a b b c c d dee f f g g 
*133 The Wheat ripeni ng a b a b b a c a C 3 d e d e *Vol. I , p . 526 Discussed p . 162 . 
*138 Nutting Rc+ a a b b c C d dee f f g g ";-Vol. I, p . 533 Discussed pp .165- 173. 
Page 
*138 
*139 
*141 
141 
142 
* 
-*143 
* 
*144 
*. 
*. 
-*151 
*151 
*152 
*. 
*153 
*153 
*154 
*154 
*155 
*156 
*157 
*159 
Tj:'..le or First Line Symbols 
Emmonsail~ Heath in winter 
Winter Fields 
Winter Ss 
Wood piotur es in wiIlter Ro 
Signs of Winter 
Snow storm 
The Flood 
Summer Moods 
11 Autumn Morning 
Early Images 
The morning wind 
Winter Evening 
Evening sohool boys 
Mist in the Meadows 
Happiness of evening 
Cottage Fears 
Night Wind 
Beans in Blossom 
1. 
2 . 
1. 
2. 
1. 
2 . 
3 . Ss 
1. 
2. 
1. 
2 . 
Ss 
+ 
Ho 
Rhyme Soheme 
a b a b t cdc d(i)f f e g 
a b c(b)a a (b)a d c o(d)e e 
a b abo d c d e f e f g(g) 
a a b b cod d e(e)f f g g 
Only 11 . 10 and 11 Rhymed 
Unrhymed 
! b c cab !(c)d d e d e d 
a b a b b cdc c d d c e e 
a b(a)b b cdc d e(f)e f f 
a abc b d c d a e a e f f 
a b a(b)o d c d e f e fee 
abc bad ado b 0 e c e 
a b a b b cdc d e d e f f 
a b abo dod e f g f e g 
a b a b a 0 d dod 0 e 0 e 
a b(n)b c dod e ~(e) e ~ g 
a b(a)b b b c b c d d e d e 
a b a b abc b c bod oed) 
a b(a)b 0 d~d o(f)g h g h 
a b abo d c d~f(g)f h h 
a b(a)b b c c b c d d c e e 
a b(a)b 0 d c d e f(e)f g g 
a b(a)b b 0 d(o)d e f(d)f e 
a a b boo d dee f f g g 
Comments 
*Vo1. II, p. 11;6 Discusoed pp.155-160. 
*Vo1. II, p. 319 Discussed pp.128- 154. 
*Vol. II, p . 133 Discussed pp.146 & 147 . 
*Vo1. II, p. 314 
*Vol. II, p . 313 
1. line 1 irregular 
*Vol . II, p. 140 
*Vo1. II, p . 129 
*Vo1. II, p. 3Ul 
*Vol . II, p. 325 
'" -I'> uJ 
*Vo1. II , p . 139 Discussed pp.222 - 234. 
*Vo1. II, p. 320 
*Vo1. II, p . 130 
*Vo1. II, p . 318 
-*Vo1. II, p. 327 
*Vo1 . II, p. 320 
*Vol. II, p . 314 Discussed pp.163-165. 
*Vo1. II, p. 133 
Page Title or First Line Symbols Rhyme Scheme Connnents 
*159 Stepping stones Rc a a b b c c d d ee f f g g *Vol . II , p. 137 
*160 Pleasant Places Rc a a b b c c d dee f f g g *Vol. II, p. 137 
160 Stray 17alks l. a b abc d e d c e f g f g 
. . . . . . . . 2. + a b b(a)o d 0 0 d~f g f g 
161 Wo od Rides a b a b 0@ e f (e)(f ) g h g h 
*161 The Rag{{ort a b a b bod d · o d e f e f *Vol . II, p. 315 
- -
*162 The Hollow Tree Ro a a b b c c d dee f f g g *Vol . II, p. 317 
-*163 Salters Tree Ss a b(a)b 0 dod e f e f g g *Vol. II, p. 130 Entitled 
"THE SHEPHERD ' S TREE" 
*163 The Crab Tr ee a b a b a cdc d e f e f f *Vol. II , p. 132 
*169 The Kores Rc a a b b 0 c a add e e f f *Vol. I, p. 419 Followed by 
- - 17 rhymed oouplets . Entitled 
"ENCLO SURE" 
*196 Sonnet : ' I am' ~ b a b(£)~ d e d e f f g g *Vol. II , p . 524 Entitled 
"JOHN CLARE" 
*197 Sonnet a £(a)b c b c £ d e d e f f *Vol . II, p. 516 Entitled 
"POETS LOVE NATURE" 
II. The Later Poems of John Clar e, ed. by Eric Robinson and Geoffrey Sunnnerfield (Manohester: . Manohester 
Universi ty Press , 1964) 
-*167 SonIlet Ro a a b b c c d dee a a f f *Vol . I I , p. 438 Iambic tetra-
- - meter. Entitled "THE MEADOW BREEZE" 
*180 Somlet . Wood Anemonie a b a b £ c b(c)c £ d e d e *Vol . II, p. 439 
*258 The Yellow)o..ammer a E a b b c £ 0 d d e f(f)e *Vol. I I , p. 445 
*270 The I,laple Tree a b a a b a c 0 a c a 0 aG[) 
- = - = - -- ;;; *Vol. II, p. 43 5 
*270 Sonnet Rc a a b b c(c)d(d)e e f f g g *Vol . II, p. 410 
"" .". 
.". 
III. The Poems of JorJl Clare, ed. by J[ohn] W. TibbIe (2 vols.; London: ·J.M. Dent and Sons Limited, 1935) 
Page Title or First Line 
POE::S WRITTEF AT HELPSTCllE 1808-19 
Vol. r. 
83 ON YOUTH1 
Section Headed "Sonnets" 
116 TrlE GIPSIES' EVENING BLAZE 
116 A SCENE 
117 
117 
THE AUT 
THE SETTING SUN 
118 THE PRIMROSE 
118 HOME 
119 THE TCWB 
119 SORROWS FOR A FRIEND 
120 POVERTY 
120 TC HOPE 
121 A WINTER SCEllE 
121 THE MOON 
122 TC THE GLOW- WORM 
Symbols 
Ss 
Ss-
Ss 
Ss 
+ 
ITibble 's capitals here and hereafter . 
2Tibble's dates here and hereafter. 
Rhyme Scheme Comments 
a b abc d c dec e c(fJg~g Last quatrain can be regarded 
as two iambic septameters 
rhyming ff. 
a b abc d d(c)c e e c f f dated 1809 2 
a b(b)a c d d c e f f egg dated 1810 
a b abc d c d e f e f d d dated 1810 
a b abc d c dee f g f(g) dated 1814 ( 
a b b a c d d c e f e f g g dated 1816 
a b abc d(c)d e f e f g g 
a b b a cad cdc e e f f 
a b(a)b cdc d e f e £ g g 
a b abc d d c c e e c f f 
a b a b a c a cad e d e 13 lines 
- -
a b(a)b abc d c d e f e f dated 1817 
a b a b b a c d c(d)e f e f 
a b a b a c a c cdc d c d 
- - -
'" .". \Jl 
Page Title or First Line 
122 EVENI; fG 
123 TO THE WINIlS 
123 nATIVE SCENES 
124 TO A FAVOURITE TREE 
124 APPROACH OF SPRING 
125 SU:,1:,!ER 
125 THE RHER GWASH 
126 TO RElIGION 
126 Alf.,{IETY 
127 EXPECTATION 
127 '[Q M"i OATEN REED 
128 '[Q MY CO TTAGE 
128 TO MY ~,:0T.i{ER 
129 THE SNO,-ffiROP 
129 WRITTEN IN AUTUMN 
130 LIFE 
POEi\:S ;VRITTEI~ AT HELPSTO!:E 1819 - 21 
237 
237 
A LCOK AT THE HEAVENS 
WINTER RU,lIDW 
Section Headed "SoIl..'1ets" 
260 
260 
261 
ON DEATH 
NATIVE SCENES 
PEACE 
Symbols 
Ss 
Ss 
Ss+ 
Ss-
Ss-
Ss+ 
Ss-
Ss+ ++ 
+ ++ 
Ss- ++ 
+ 
++ 
++ 
Rhyme Scheme Comments 
a b abc d c(d)e f e f g g dated 1818 
a b abc d C d e f e f g g 
a b b abc cdc d e f e f 
a b abc d c d e f e f g g 
a b abc d cd e e -f g f g 
a b abc d c dee f g f g 
a b a b b a c a a cae d d 
- - - -
a b abc d(c)d e f(e)f g g 
a b a b b c b c cdc d e(e) 
a b(a)b cdc dee f g(f)(g) 
a b a b b a c bee a d b d ,. 
- -
a ~ a b b c ~ c d e d e f(f) 
a b abc d c d e f e(f)g g ++ in 11. 1 ,2,3,4 ,5,7,9,11. 
a ~(a)b b c ~(c)c d(c)d e e ++ in 11 . 1,3,6,8,9,11,14. 
a b abc d c(d)e(e)f g f g ++ in 11 . 1,3,5,7,11,13. 
a a b b c c d dee f g f g 
a abc bee d c d e f(e)f g g 16 lines. 
a b a b bed c d e f e f g h(g)h 17 lines. 
a b a b(a)a c(c)d d e f(e)f 
a b a b bee d e d e d f f 
a b a b(a)b a a c bed b(d) 
++ in 11. 1,3,9,11. 
++ in 11 . 12,14 . 
I\) 
-l'> 
'" 
Pa.le Title or First Line Symbols Rhyme soheme Comments 
261 ~!orurrNG + ++ a b abo 0 d e d(e)f g f g ++ in 11 . 1,3,5,6,7,9,11,12,13,14. 
262 TO l!.lJ HOUR- GLASS Ss- a b a b ~ dod 0 ~ e f e(f) 
262 TO 1\:: AITGRY BEE ·Ss- a b a(b)c dod a a e f e f 
263 DAYBREAK ++ a b a b bod 0 d d e f(e)f ++ in 11 . 6,8,12,14 . 
263 TO THE pry Ss a b abo dod e f e fee 
264 HOPE Ss- a b abo dod e e f d f d 
-
264 THE ARBOUR a b a b b 0 b(o)d e d f e f 
265 NATURE a b a b bod o(d)d e f e f 
265 A WISH Ss- a b ab c dod e e f g f g 
266 THE LAST OF APRIL a b a b bod 0 d d e f e f 
266 HEREAFTER Ss a b abo dod e f e f g(g) <' f\) 
.... 
267 Elh'U.Y SPRIliG Ss- a b abo dod b b e f e f --1 
- -
267 SU1IM::R a b a b bod 0 d d e f e f 
268 THEA1,'TS a b a b bob 0 a d b e b e 
-
268 MILTON ABBEY a b ab o dod d e dee d 
269 IN HILLY WOOD Ss- a b ab o dod e e b f b f 
269 A COPSE IN WINTER a b a b bob 0 oG[)e f e f 
270 TO A RED CLOVER BLOSSOM a b a b a a b a b a 0 dod 
270 NIGHT a b a b bob 0 0 dod e e 
271 NOm; Ss a b abo dod e f e f g g 
271 AUTUMN Ss- a b ab o dod e e f g f g 
272 TO Tn~ a b a b a b a b abo bob 
- -
272 VlHTTER Ss- a b abc dod e e f g f g 
27"3 T'.HII GHT a b a b bob 0 0 d od a a 
- -
Page Title or First Line Symbols Rhyme Scheme Comments 
273 SPREm (a)b a bWa d e d e f e f e 
274 EAPjjY SOR."O'.'lS a b a b b c b C d d C e C e 
274 EVEIlING Rc a ab b c c d dee f f g g 
275 EXPF.ESSION a b abc b c cdc d e d e 
275 CHILDHOOD a 'b a b b c b c b b d e d e 
276 A LAIR AT mON Ss- a b abc d c dee f g f g 
276 WRITTEN E, ;;OVE1,IBER + a b a b a cdc a e a e f f 
277 sm,':!,IER TINTS a b a b b c d d c dec e c 
- -
277 sm/!;,::ER 1.,!()RNING Ss a b ab c d c d e f e f g g 
278 JOYS OF YOUTH a b b abc d c c(d)e f e f 
'" 278 WILD NOSEGAY a b a b b cdc d d e f e(f) , -I'> en 
279 SABBATH ?{/lliK a b a b b c b c cdc d c d 
279 0,; TASTE a b(a)b b ~ d c d d e ~ e c Irregular first line 
280 MAY ;IOON a b b a b a a cad dec e 
- -
280 Sur':/IlER EVENING a b a b bC£)b d d e d e f(f) 
281 TO PATTY ++ a b(b)a b cdc d e f e f e ++ in 11. 1, 4 . 
281 PLEASURES PAST ++ a b(a)b c b c b d e d(e)f(f ) ++ in 11. 1,3,5,7,9,11. 
282 HELPSTONE CHURCHYARD ++ a b a b c(c)d(e)d'e f e f f ++ in 11. 10 , 12. 
282 TO Al' EARLY BUTTERFLY a b a b a a cdc d e f(e)f 
283 TO T'rlE ~:E,:ORY OF JOHN KEATS a b a b a b ab c d c dee 
-
283 TO AUT'JMli Ss- a b abc d c dee f g(f)1g) 
284 WINTER SONG Ss a b abc d c(d)e f e f g g 
.... 
Page Title or First Line 
POEI.:S WRITTEN AT HELPSTONE 1821- 4 
*419 El:8LOSURE 
Section Headed "Sonnets" 
516 
516 
517 
517 
517 
*518 
518 
519 
HOPE SPRINGS ETERNAL 
TO Ai'! INFArT SISTER 
EVENING PASTIl<lE 
EVEI;n:G PRIMROSE 
SUDDEN SHOYIER 
HO:vlE PICTURES IN MAY 
WOODLAJTD THOUGHTS 
SUNRISE 
Symbols 
Re 
Re ++ 
Rhyme Scheme 
a a b b e c a add e e f f 
a b b a b a cdc d e f e f 
a b abc b b(c)b d c dee 
a b abe b e b d b d b d b 
a a b b c e d dee f f g g 
a b abc b e b d b d e d e 
a a b b c d c(d)e e f g f g 
a b abc d c d(c)d e f e f 
(a)b abc b c~c e a e a a 
519 SlEJSET a b a b abe d e d e f e f 
520 THE F..APPINESS OF IGNORA..I'1CE Ss 
520 TO CHARLES LA-lIffi ON HIS ESSAYS ++ 
521 TO DE WINT 
521 
522 
522 
523 
523 
524 
524 
KOTHINGll"ESS OF LIFE 
THE IliSTn:CT OF HOPE 
PROVIDENCE (I) 
PROVIDEcTCE (II) 
CARELESS RAMBLES 
THE OLD WILLOW 
THE WRYNECK I S ~"EST 
Ss-
+ 
+ 
a b abc d e d e f e f g g 
a b a(b)e d e d e d e f e f 
a b a b a e d e d(e)e f e f 
a b abe d e(d)e e f g f g 
a b abe bed e d e f e f 
(a)b a b a e a e d e d e f f 
a b abe b e~e f e f g g 
a b a b bed e d d e f e f 
a b a abe a e a e d e d e 
a b abe dee dee f e f 
Comments 
Followed by 17 rhymed couplets 
++ in 11. 9,10 . Iambic tetrameter 
; 
++ in 11. 5, 7, 9. 
I\) 
... 
"" 
Page 
524 
525 
525 
*526 
526 
527 
527 
528 
528 
529 
529 
530 
530 
531 
531 
532 
532 
533 
533 
534 
534 
535 
535 
536 
Title or First Line 
FOREST PLOWERS 
THE ASS 
AUTUIi!J.T 
THE WHEAT RIPENIl<G 
Symbols 
Rc 
0:0 THE l,lEl,IJRY OF BLOOMFIELD (I) 
TO THE MEMORY OF BLOOl\lF'IELD (n) 
OLD IOESY (I) Rc 
OLD IOESY (n) Rc 
IZAAX i'fALTO N 
SHAIXlIVS 
TO ;,!AnY (I) 
TO ;,1ARY (n) 
ON A SKULL 
A FAVOURITE NOOK DESTROYED 
BEAUTY'S DECAY 
THE LADY- FLY 
Sl.H:DAY EVENING 
SUf:SET 
AN IDLE HOUR 
A SPRING MORNING 
CROWLAllD ABBEY 
A PLEASAlIT PLACE 
NOVEMBER 
ROUND-OJlK SPRING 
Rc 
Rc 
Ss 
Rc 
Ss 
Rhyme Scheme 
a b a b b C b cdc d e d e 
a b b abc c b(c)b d e d e 
a(a)b b c c d dee f f g g 
a b a b b a c a cad e d e 
a b a b abc b d cdc d c 
a b a(b)a b cdc e d e f f 
a a b b c c d dee f f g g 
a a b b c c d dee f f g g 
a a b(b)c c d ~ e e f f g g 
a b abc d c dee f f g g 
a b a b bC£)d e d e d f e f 
a b a b b c c b d e(d)e(d)b 
a a b(b)c d c dee f f g(g) 
a b abc d cdc d e f e f 
a a b b c(c)d dee b b f f 
a b a b b c b c cdc d c d 
- -
a a b b c c d d e f e f g g 
a b a b. cdc d e d e f e f 
a b abc d c(d)e f e f g g 
a a b b c c d(d)~ e f f e ~ 
a b abc c b cdc e d e d 
- -
a b a b a a(b)c d cd c d c 
a b(a)b cdc d e f e f d d 
a b a(b)a c(b)c d cdc e e 
Comment s 
Discussed p. 162. 
, 
I\) 
\J1 
o 
Page Title or First Line 
*536 ~IAY (I) 
*537 ;'-.AY (n) 
*537 ],jAY (nI) 
*538 lfiAY (IV) 
*538 NUTTING 
*539 THE \700DMAN 
539 ;,DETETG PLEASURES 
540 HAn!A1<IllG 
540 !,lORl-U:JG 
Symbols 
Ss+ ++ 
Ss ++ 
Rc + 
Ss + 
Rc 
Rc 
++ 
POEMS WRITTEN AT HELPSTONE 1824-32 
Vol. n 
63 
64 
65 
APPROACH OF SPRING 
APPROACHING NIGHT 
FAIRY THINGS (Part) 
Section Headed rrSonnetslf 
104 TO NAPOLEON 
104 THE DEITY 
105 LORD BYRON 
105 VANITY OF FAME 
106 MElIiORY 
106 DEATH OF BEAUTY 
107 THE AIAGIC OF BEAUTY 
107 FAl,lli 
Rc 
Rc 
Rc 
Rc 
++ 
Rhyme Scheme 
a b(a)b cdc d e f e f g g 
a b a(b)c d(c)d e f g(f)h h 
a abc b c d e d e f e f e 
a b abc d c dee c e f f 
Comments 
++ in 11 . 1,3,5,7,9,11. 
++ in 11 . 2 , 4 ,5,7, 10 ,12. 
++ in 11. 1,3,5,7,11 . 
a a b b c c d dee f f g g Di scussed pp . 165-173 . 
a b a b a c ~ cG!)c e f e(f) 
a b abc d c d e f e f g g 
a a b b c c d dee f f a a 
a a b b c(c)d dee f f g g 
a a b b c c d(d)e e f f 
a b b a b a a cdc d 
a a b b c c d dee 
a b a abc b dec e d c d 
a a b b c c d dee f f g g 
a a b b c c d dee f f g g 
a b a c a c a a b d c(d)c b 
a b a b b a C a a c a c d d 
a b a b a c c d d e f c e f 
a b a b b c b c d d e f e f 
a b a b abc b a c d e d e 
12 lines 
11 lines 
10 lines 
Irregular line 14 
," 
++ in all except 11. 12 and 14 
'" \J1 f-' 
Page Title or First Line Symbols Rhyine Scheme Comments 
108 EAil.'i'H' S ETERNITY a b ab c b c d dad a d a 
lOS HO:lESTY (I) Ss a b abc d c d e f e f g g 
109 HOEESTY (II) a b a b cWe a a e a e f f 
109 SLAh'IlER ( I ) Ss a b abc d c d e f e f g g 
110 SLANLER (II) Ss+ a b abc d c d. e f e f g g 
110 AIJ':(IQUITY Rc a a b b c e d dee f f g g 
ll~ DECAY Rc+ a a b bee d dee c c f f 
- -
111 THE FOUNTAU: OF HOPE Rc+ a a b bee d dee f f g g 
112 TO CF-ARLES LAMB a b a a b abc bed e(e)d 
112 BOSTO;, Ch1JRCH (I) a b a b abc a c d e d -e e 
113 BOSTON CHURCH (II) a b abe b(e)d e bed f f ,. '" VI 
'" 113 GLINTON SPIRE a b a b a e -d e d e d e f f 
114 ETER;;ITY OF TIME Re+ a a b bee d dee e e f f 
- -
114 FLATTERY Ss a b a(b)e d e d e f e f g g 
115 OBSCURITY a(b)a b ~ b e ~ b d d e d e 
115 TO HEALTH a b a(b)e d e d e eWe 12 lines 
116 MERIT Re a a b b e c d dee f f b b 
- -
116 ON SEEING THE CAST AND BUST 
OF THE PRUICESS VICTORIA, a b a b a e d e(d)e e f e f 
BY BEFJiES 
117 THE TRUTH OF TIME + (a)b a ~ a ~(b)e e d(d) e e e 
117 ENGLAIlD 1830 a b(a)b abe d e d e f e f 
118 NATURE Ss- a b abe d c dee f g f g 
118 MAY a(b)a b a b a a e a e d e d Irregular last line 
*119 HAFES AT PLAY Re a a b b e c d(d)a a e e f f 
- - ;;;: -
Page 
'~119 
120 
120 
121 
*121 
122 
122 
123 
123 
124 
124 
125 
125 
126 
126 
127 
127 
128 
128 
-)(-129 
-*129 
*130 
*130 
131 
Title or First Line 
THE llIARCTrl NIGHTINGALE 
VlI~TE..q MORNING 
SPRING MORUING 
SPRING SONGS 
\WCID PICTURES IN SPRING 
LIFE IN LONE PIACES 
THE BOYS' PIAYGROUND 
WINTER SNOIISTORl,\ (I) 
WINTER SNOI:STCRM (II) 
ASHTW LAY/N(I) 
ASHTON" LA\'TN (II) 
JU:,,'E 
SUl,;;W AMUSEMENTS 
FIEIJJ FLGNERS 
SU;,TIdER 
THE WOODLANll STILE 
A HARVEST h:omlIiTG 
RURAL SCENES 
WATER-LILIES 
SUMr.IER MOODS 
THE VILLAGE BOY 
EVENIl,G S CR oom OYS 
THE SHEPHERD'S TREE 
THE SIIEFlERD BOY 
Symbols 
Rc ++ 
Rc 
Rc 
Ss+ 
Ss ++ 
+ 
+ 
Ss 
Ss 
Ss 
Rhyme Scheme 
a a b abc bed c d e d e 
a b abc b c dG)f g g f g 
a a b b(£)d dee f f g g f 
a a b bee d dee f f g g 
a a b b c c d dee f f g g 
a b a b b c bed e d e f f 
a b abc d c dee f f g g 
a b a(b)c d c d ~ f . ~ d e f 
a b (a)(b) cdc d e fed d (f) 
a b abc bed c d e f f e 
a b abc d c d e f e f g g 
a b abc d c d e f e f g g 
a b a b a cae d e d e f f 
a b a b a cae d e d e d e 
a b abc d c d e d e Cf)(e)d 
~ b a b ~ cae a d e d(e)d 
a b a b b c b c bed (i)d 
a b abc d c d e f(e)f g g 
a b abc d(c)d e f e f g g 
abc bad a deb c e c e 
a b abc d c d d c d e d e 
a b a b abc b c bed c(d) 
a b(a)b cdc d e f e f g g 
a b a b a ca e b c b c c b 
Comments 
++ in ll. 6 and 7 
.-
++ in ll. 13 and 14 
13 lines 
Discussed p. 161. 
Discussed p . 163. 
I\) 
VI 
'" 
Page 
131 
132 
-"132 
*133 
-X-133 
134 
134 
135 
135 
136 
*136 
·~137 
·)(-137 
138 
138 
139 
*139 
*140 
*140 
*141 
*141 
*142 
142 
143 
143 
Title or First Line 
SPRIl,G 
THE Sycw,lORE 
THE CRAB- TREE 
WIIITER 
BEAI:S IN BLOSSOM 
BOYS AT PIAY 
THE MILKING SHED 
T"rlE :SREATH OF MORNING 
BURTHORP QA.K 
THE WOLE 
FIRST SIGHT OF SPRING 
Symbols 
++ 
Ss 
Re 
Re 
STEPPING- STONES Re 
PLEASAKT PIACES Re 
THE HAHSTORM IN JUNE 1831 Re + 
THE FAIRY- RINGS (I) Ss 
THE FAIRY-REmS (n) 
T"rlE MORNING WIND 
THE FLOOD (I) 
THE FLOOD (n) 
THE FLOOD (In) 
SHEP.HE ... 'ID' S HUT (I ) 
SHEPHERD'S HUT (n) 
A ;700DIAND SEAT (I) 
A -"OODIAl)]) SEAT (II) . 
A i';OODIAND SEAT (III) 
Ss 
Ss 
Ss-
Ss 
Ss 
Rhyme Scheme 
a b a b a cdc d C e f e f 
a b a b b c b c cdc dee 
a b a b a cdc d e f e f f 
a b abc d c d e f e f g g 
a a b b e c d dee f f g g 
a a b b e(e)d dee f f g g 
a b(b)a cdc d e f e f g g 
a b abc c d e d e d f d f 
a b(a)b a c b c d d b dee 
a b a b b cdc e d e f e f 
a b a b b abc d c dee d 
a a b b e c d dee f f g g 
a a b b e c d dee f f g g 
a a b b c(c)d dee f f g g 
a b abc d e d e f e fee 
a b a b a e a c d d e f e f 
a b(a)b cdc d e ~(e)g ~ g 
a b(a)b b cdc d e(f)e f f 
a abc b d c d a e a e f f 
a b a(b)c d c d e f e fee 
a b abc d c d e f e f g g 
a b abc d(c)d e e f g f g 
a b abc d c d e f e f g g 
a b abc d c d e f e f g g 
.a b abc d c e b e b d b d 
Comments 
++ in 11 . 1, 3 and 5 
Discussed pp. 146 & 147. 
, 
Discussed pp. 222-234. 
'" '-" 
-l'> 
Page 
144 
144 
145 
1'~ .,.? 
146 
*146 
147 
147 
148 
148 
149 
149 
150 
150 
151 
Title or First Line 
PIEASURES OF FAIrey 
S7; ORJ)Y \1lJLL 
lTATURE 
SUI'l,oot EVENING 
AUTUI,;n 
E:,~,IONSAIL 's HEATH IN WINTER 
GREEr1SWARD 
Symbol s 
Ss 
THE MEAD0N Hi\.y Rc 
THE SALLatl 
THE FEAR OF FLOIlERS 
MARCH 
AUTUMN 
AUTUJfN LAIIDSCAPE 
SC'"J:IOOILBOYS H WHITER 
rHE'. FODDERING BOY 
S8 
Rc 
Rc 
Rbyrne Scheme 
a b abc d cdc e f e f f 
a b a b a c a(c)a c d e d e 
a b a b bee b c d e d e d 
a b(a)b cdc d e f e f g g 
a b a b b abc a c dad a 
a b a b b cdc d~f f g g 
a b abc d c c d(e)f fee 
a(c)b b c c d(d)e e f f g(g) 
a b ab c d(c)d e f(e)f g g 
a(a)b b c c d d e(e)f f g g 
a a b b ~ ~ d dee f f g g 
a b ab c d c d e d e f e f 
a b abc b c c b c b d b d 
a b a b a b a c a c cdc d 
a(b)a b(a)b a c a cdc d d 
Poems About B;~ds (See TibbIe's note Vol. II , p. 213) 
239 TH3 FLIGHT OF BIRDS Rc a a b b c c d dee f f g g h h 
239 T".tlE 'BLACKCAP' a b a b b cdc c d d c e e 
- -
240 ~:E WOODLARK (I) + a b b a c d d(c)e f f egg 
240 TH"E VlOODLARK (II) a b abc a c d d e f e f e 
241 ON SEEING THE SWALLOWS LATE 
I N OCTOBER (1 ) Rc a a b b c c d dee f f g g 
241 ON SEEI NG THE SWALLOWS LATE 
IN OCTOBER (II) a b a b b c b c d dec c e 
2,n 
,-" T".tlE B1J:ilEAR,.'lEL ' S NES T a b abc d c d e f e g f g 
Comment s 
Discussed pp. 155-160. 
,-
16 lines 
, 
I\) 
'" 
'" 
Page 
-)(-242 
243 
*243 
244 
244 
*245 
245 
246 
246 
247 
Title or First Line 
~-m FER1f- CJ{lL t S NEST 
THE HEDGE- SPAR."WN 
THE SA:iIl- l.:tillTIN 
S'lLE F.E:6D- BIRD 
THE SEDGE- BIRD'S NEST 
Tr:E V,IRET: 
THE TliRUSH'S ~lIST 
THE HAPPY BIRD 
THE FIRETAIL' SlIEST 
BIRDS' NESTS 
P07.!S WRITTEN AT IWRTHBOROUGH 1832- 5 
Section Headed IlS onne t s ll 
303 
303 
304 
304 
305 
305 
306 
306 
307 
307 
308 
r.iYSTERY 
pr~SURE OF POESY 
SUNSET VISIONS 
T'IIILIGHT IN SUlIlMER 
PASTORAL LIBERTY 
THE CLD:!P OF FERN 
A HAWTHORN NOOK 
HEREAFTER 
FIELD THOUGHTS 
smJllER HAPPI:mS S 
UNIVERSAL GOODNESS 
Symbols 
Ss 
Ss 
Rc 
Rc 
Rc 
Ss 
Ss 
Rc 
Rc 
Rhyme Scheme 
a b abc d c d e f g e f g 
a b a b b c b c@W f f 
a b abc d c d e f e(f)g g 
a b a b b cdc d dee f f 
a b abc d c d e f e f f e 
a b abc d cdc d c e c e 
a b(a)b cdc d e f e f g g 
a b a(b)c dec d e d d f f 
a a b ~ c c a(a)d(d)a a e e 
- -= - = 
a b b a(£)~ e f e f d egg 
a a b b aCQ)~ a e d e f e f 
a b a b b c®b c e c f e f 
Connnents 
12 lines 
Discussed pp. 161 & 162. 
" 
a a b b c c d dee f f g g h h 16 lines. 1. 16 irregular 
a a b b c c d dee f f g g 
a b abc d c d e f e f g g 
a b(a)b b c d(d)(c)e e d(c)e 
a b abc d d cdc e f e f 
- -
a b a b b a c®c c b c e e 
a b abc d c d e f e f g g 
a a b b c c d dee f f b b 
- -
a a b b c c d dee c c f f 
t\) 
VI 
en 
Page 
""308 
309 
309 
310 
310 
311 
311 
312 
312 
*313 
*313 
""314 
*314 
*315 
315 
316 
316 
317 
*317 
*318 
*318 
319 
*319 
"*320 
Ti tle or First Line 
~~OUR'S LEISURE 
THE MUSIC OF NATURE 
YCUIJG LA.;'lIBS 
EiL'iLY NIGHTHrGALE 
WINTER WAL..1{ 
TIlE SOLDIER 
PLOUGilll<1.l, SINGING 
SPRING I S MESSENGERS 
LJ;"""TTER IN VERSE 
Sno.VSTORM (I) 
SNG,-:STORll\ (n) 
SIGnS OF WHITER 
1'1GHT- I"lIND 
THE BAGW ORT 
SuTRISE I N SUMMER 
THE HEROl;RY 
OLD DYKES 
SHC.VERS 
THE HOLLO,l TREE 
AN AUTUMN MORNING 
lIIIST IN THE MEADCIIlS 
HEAVY DEl7 
WINTER FIELDS 
WINTER EVENING 
Symbols 
Ss 
Rc 
Rc 
Rc 
Rc 
Rc 
Rc 
Rhyme Scheme 
a(b)a b b a cdc d d c e e 
a b a b a cdc d d e f e f 
a b abc d c d e f (e)f g g 
a b abc c b d c(c)d dee 
a b a b b c cad e d e(e)b 
a a b b c c d dee b b f f 
a b abc b c b d e d e f f 
- -
a b ab c cdc d e (d )f e f 
Comments 
a a b b c c d d e(e)f f g g h h i i j j 20 lines 
abc cab a c d d e d e d 
a b a b b cdc c d d c e e 
Unrhymed 
a b(a)b b c d(c)d e f(g)f e 
a b a b b c d d c d e f e f 
a a b b c c d dee f f g g 
a a b b c c d dee f f g g 
a b abc dec e d f g f g 
a a b b c c d dee f f g g 
a a b b c c d dee f f g g 
a b a b b cdc d e d e f f 
- --
a b(a)b c d~d c®(g)h(Dh 
abc a(d)c dee d f g f g 
a b c(b)a a (b)a d c e(d)e e 
a b(a)b b b c b c d d e d e 
; 
Discussed pp. 163-165. 
Discussed pp . 128-154. 
J\) 
\.Jl 
..., 
Page Title or First Line Symbols Rhyme Scheme Comments 
~320 COTTAGE FEARS Ss a b(a)b c d(c)d e f(e)f g g 
321 APRIL SHCWERS abc add deb e f d f d 
- ~ =-
321 EARLY llIQlmnm a b abc d e f g e d e f g 
322 RIVER SCENE a b a b e(b)e ~ e e d e d ~ 
322 FOOTPATHS (I) a b(a)b e e(b)e d e d e f f 
323 FOOTPATHS (II) a b abc dec d(8)f g f g 
323 FOOl'PATHS (III) a b a e bed d e d e f e f 
-
324 FOOTPATFJl (IV) a b a e(b)d(b)c eC!)e d g g 
324 FOarPATHS (V) a b a b abc d c d e dee 
325 THE YARROW a b abc c bed e d d(I)d 
'" *325 EARLY IMAGES (I) a b abe d c d e f g f e g , \Jl CX> 
-*326 EARLY ThlAGES (II) a b a b a c d d e dee c e 
326 PLEASANT spars a b abc b(e)d e d e f f e 
327 THE BRAl@LE a b a b bCf)b d e d e d f f 
*327 HAPPHlESS OF EVENING a b abc d c d0f(g)f h h 
328 THE YIELLAND a b a b bed c d(c)e !(K)! 
328 TrlE HEAT OF ;TOON ~ b c bed ~ e f e f b g g 
329 PEACEFUL SCENES + a b a b c~e e f e f f g g 
329 FIR- WOOD Re a a b(b)c(e)d d a add 12 lines 
330 FIELD PATH Re a a b(b)e e d dee 10 lines 
330 THE OLD lIIAN a b a b bed e d 9 lines 
330 GRASSHOPPERS Re a a b bee 6 lines 
Page Title or First Line 
PO~.:S WRITTE~; AT NORTHBOROUGH 1835-7 
*333 
*. 
"* 
*334 
*. 
335 
335 
*335 
*. 
336 
*337 
337 
338 
338 
339 
340 
340 
342 
343 
343 
344 
344 
345 
BADGER 
• 
TEE FOX 
THE VIXEN 
TURKEYS 
THE I.:ARTEN 
THE SQUIRREL ' S NEST 
THE HEDGEHOG 
Y01U:G RABBITS 
BIRDS IN ALARM 
DYKE SIDE 
A UT1J:.iN BIFJ)S 
BLACKBIRD'S l;EST 
THE PARTRIDGE 
THE ~lJTHATCH 
WILD DUCK :lES T 
• 
THE BEAUTIFUL STRANGER 
THE TRAlIlP 
FARlIlER 's BOY 
BFlT.GGART 
1. 
2 . 
3 • 
1. 
2. 
1-
2. 
Symbols 
Re 
Re 
Re 
Re 
Re 
Re 
Re 
Re 
Re 
Re 
Re 
Rc 
Re 
Re 
Re 
Rc 
Rc 
Re 
Re 
Rc 
Rl-J.'yme Scheme 
a a b bee b b d dee f f 
- -
a a b bee d dee e e f f 
- = - = 
a a b bee d(d)e e f f 
a a b bee d dee f f g g 
a a b bee a add e e a a 
a a b bee d d b bee b b 
- = - - = 
a a b(b)e c d dee f f 
a a b b c(e)d dee f f g g 
a a b bee d d ~ ~ f f g g 
a b a b a cae d dee f f 
a a b b e c d dee f f g g 
a a b bee d dee f f g g 
a a b bee d dee f fee 
a a b bee d dee f f g g 
a a b b b bee d dee f f 
a a b bee d dee f f g g 
a a b b c e d dee f f g g 
a a b bee d dee f f b b 
- -
a a b b c c d dee e c d d 
- = - = -
a a b bee d dee f f g g 
a a b b c e d dee f f g g 
a a b b c c d dee f g f(g) 
a b(a)b a e(~)e d(d)e f e f 
Comments 
12 lines 
12 lines 
r 
Space between 11. 6 and 7 
'" 
'" U) 
o Page 
345 
346 
346 
347 
347 
348 
3 ',8 
349 
349 
350 
350 
351 
351 
352 
352 
353 
353 
354 
354 
355 
355 
356 
Title or First Line 
MERRY !.lAm 
SCA1'IJAL 
MAHKET DAY 
'THE LASS WITH THE 
DELICATE AIR' 
THE LOUT (I) 
'!'HE LOUT (II) 
THE LOU';' (III) 
o GIPSIES 
'!'HE CLOWN 
THE THRESHEH 
THE STUDENT 
THE MOLE-CATCHEH 
THE FO\VLER 
THE PACIQ,1EN 
TEE HETUHNED SOLDIER 
THE OUTCAST 
THE SLY lilAm 
THE GmDY MAm 
THE SCHOOLBOY 
SUlillAY DIP 
STONE-PIT 
FAP.iVI BREAKFAST 
1. 
2. 
Symbols 
He 
Re 
Ro 
Ho 
Ro 
Ro 
Ho 
Re 
+ 
Ho 
Ho 
Ro 
Re 
He 
Ro 
Ho 
R..lJ.yme Soheme 
a a b boo d dee 0 0 f f 
a(a)b boo d dee f f g g 
a b ~®a eW(g)b e(h)i ~ i 
a a b b e 0 d dee f f g(g) 
a a b(b)o e d dee f f g g 
a a b boo d dee f f g g 
a a b boo d dee f f b b 
a a b boo d dee f f g g 
(~)~ a b a b(~)~ 0 dod ~ b 
a b abo 0 d(d)e e f f g g 
a a b boo d dee f fee 
a b abo d (a)( d) e 0 e 0 f f 
a b abo d 0 d(e)f e f e f 
a b abo ~ 0 ~ e e f f g g 
a(a)b boo d dee f f g g 
a a b b a a 0 e d d 0 0 e e 
- = - = 
a a b b(o)o d(d)e e f f Og g 
a b a b a a ~ 0 d d ~ 0 e(e) 
a a b boo d dee f f g g 
a a b b e 0 d d e(e)f f g g 
a a b boo d dee f(f)g g 
a a b boo d dee f g f g 
a a b(b)o 0 d dee f f g g 
Comments 
{ 
"" 
'" o 
Page 
358 
358 
359 
359 
360 
360 
361 
361 
362 
362 
363 
363 
364 
364 
365 
365 
366 
366 
367 
367 
368 
368 
369 
369 
Title or First Line 
'NOODCROFT CASTLE (I) 
,IOODCROn CASTLE (II) 
THE STOllE 
A HILL- SIDE HOUSE 
J:OvJ;;I,J)ER 
SPRIlJG 
\YTTJl BEES ' llEST 
THE FEll 
GOING TO THE FAIR 
AUT1J)h; MORNING 
AUTUMlJ EVENING 
FARM SCENE (I) 
FARld SCE}1E (II) 
~:ERRILY TO TOIL 
COW- BOY'S HUT 
THE FARMYARD 
THE POOL 
DELUGE 
HEN'S NEST 
WIllTER WEATHER 
MORRIS DANCERS 
FARI. TASKS 
TIT FOR TAT 
BLACKBERRYING 
Symbols 
Ss 
Re 
Re 
Ss-
Re 
Re 
Re 
Re 
Re 
Re 
Re 
Re 
Re 
Re 
Re 
Ss 
Rc 
Re 
Re 
Re 
Re 
Rhyme Scheme 
a b abe d e dee e e f f 
a b abe d e d e f e f g g 
a a b bee d dee f f a a 
a a b bee d dee f f g g 
a b abe d e dee f g f g 
a a b b e(e)~ b d dee f f 
a a b bee d d d d b bee 
- -
a a b b ee d dee f f g g 
a(a)b bee ~ d e(e)~ d f f 
a a b b c e d d a a c c e e 
- - --
a a b b a a e e d dee f f 
a a b bee d dee f f g g 
Comments 
a a b bee d dee f f g g h h 16 lines 
a b(a)b e e d dee f f g g 
a a b(b)e e d dee f fee 
~ a b(b)e e d d ~ a e e f f 
a a b bee d dee f f g g 
a(a)b b c ~ d dee ~ f c f 
a b abc d(c)d e f e f g g 
a a b bee d d b b a a e e 
- - --
a a b bee d d e(e)f fee 
- = = -
a a b bee d dee f f g g 
a ~ b bee d d e(e)f f a ~ 
a a b bee d dee f(f)e e 
f J\) 
'" f-'
Paise Title or First Line 
370 THE FORD 
370 lr.OUSE'S NEST 
371 SHEEP Dr WINTER 
371 HIGH SUl\'!l,~R 
373 TF.ESPASS 
374 THE SHY LOVER 
375 LOVE Ar.ll SOLITU1lE 
Symbols 
Re 
Re 
Re 
Re 
Re 
Re 
Re 
Rhyme Scheme 
a a b b c(c)d dee f f g g 
a a b b C c d d e(e)a a f f 
- = ::::; -
a a b b C c d dee b b d d 
-= -= = -=-
a a b bee C C d dee f f 
a(a)b bee d dee f f g g 
a a b bee d d c c e e f f 
- -
a a b bee d dee f f g g 
POK,;,s VIRITTElT A1' HIGH BEECH, EPPING, 1837- 41, AND AT NORTHBOROUGH, 1841 
379 
380 
380 
381 
382 
383 
GIPSIES 
THE COWSLIPS 
A WALK IN THE FOREST 
THE I,IOCK BIRD 
WATER- LILIES 
OIl THE I;EGLECT OF TRUE MERIT 
Rc 
Rc 
Re 
POE'.:S ,mITTEN TN NORTlWI!PTON ASYLUM, 1842-64 
405 THE DAYS OF APRIL l. 
. . . . . . . . . . 2. 
*410 SONIoIET Rc 
413 AUTUMN CHANGE ++ 
419 THE SILVER ThUST Rc 
422 TO I, I NSKIP, ~mEFFORD 
Unrhymed 
a a b bee d(d)e e f fcc 
a a b bee d dee f f g g 
Unrhymed 
a b abc a cad e d e a a 
= = - = -
a a b bee d d b b a a e e 
= -= = =-
a b a c bed add e f e f 
a b a b a b ace d c dee 
- - -
a a b b c(c)d(d)e e f f g g 
a b abc d c dec e(c)f f 
a a b b c cCd)e e f f g g 
a b a b b abc b c d e d e 
Comments 
( 
++ in 11. 6, 8. 6 tUJrhymed lines 
before sonnet. 
Iambic tetrameter. 13 lines. 
'" 
'" 
'" 
Pa€e 
425 
425 
430 
*435 
~'438 
*439 
443 
443 
*445 
4~c6 
464 
464 
475 
510 
'*516 
518 
523 
523 
*524 
Title or First Line 
EARLY SPRING 
ON A LANE IN SPRING 
'l'HE BEA::FIELD 
TEE ;,:APLE- TREE 
THE 1lEAllOW BREEZE 
VlOOD ANE'lOlffi 
'IHE NIGETIITGALE 
TEE S\7ALLOVI 
'l'liE YELLOV/-!IA1;MER 
'!'HE CROW 
TO SORROW 
'!'HE PAST 
ETERNITY OF NATURE 
EO','! CAN I FORGET? 
POETS LOVE NATURE 
'l'0 JOHN CLARE 
WRITTEN IN PRISON 
l AM 
JOHN CLARE 
Symbols 
Rc 
+ 
Rc 
Rc 
Rhyme Scheme 
a b a b b cdc d cdc 
- -
a b a 0 c b c b d b(d)b e e 
- ;:: - ;::: -
a b a b (c)b C C 
a b a a b a c cae a c d d 
= -
a a b b c c d dee a a f f 
a b a b ~ c b(c)c ~ d e d e 
a b(a)b b c d c d c e fee 
a b a b b c b c c 
a ~ a b b c ~ c d d e f(f)e 
a b a b b c b c c b cG[)e e 
a b ~ ~ b ~ ~ a~ 
a b a b b c b c c 
a b a b b c b c c 
a a b bee d dee f f g g 
a ~(a)b c b c ~ d dWf f 
a(b)(a)b abc d c d d eWe 
a a b bee d d ee f f g g 
Comments 
1 2 lines 
1. 2 i=egular 
9 lines 
Iambic tetrameter 
9 lines 
9 lines " 
9 lines. 1. 9 irregular 
9 lines 
11. 1 and 2 iambic hexameters. 
Space between 11. 6 and 7. 
13 lines 
a b a(b)b bed c dee f g f g h h 18 lines. Space between 
- 11. 12 and 13. 
a b a b~~ d e d e f f g g See Tibble's note, p. 524 
I\) 
'" 
'" 
Ed · t· 1 J.. 'lons 
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